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USE OF THESIS

The Use of Thesis statement is not included in this version of the thesis.

Abstract.

· 'Typography• as a defining term has become interchangeable with 'graphic design', and while
font choice and application is seen as of pa~ount importance, image choice, virtually half
..

'

of the communication design equation, .is neglected in the theory and in p1·,\ctice is left to the
instinct of the designer.

• .. !

·. ln. this thesis I try to find approaches for graphic designers to understand image to the

,.

...,·

i

,,

....:.

...

..

-~

,,

degree that they understand type. These approaches are ·rested through assignments for
graphic ~esign students and the results recorded ·and analysed.
I seck to address the paradox that we are able to commu~icate more accurately through

less accurately rendered images. I will explain how the human visual system, evolved over
:·.

..

'•

its reality, can look upon a stick·figure

time by looking only upon the natural wo~Jd in all

and make an emotional and intellectual connection. I examine the design implications of this
strange faculty of the visual system. Gombrich, Arnheim and others have explored realism
.

·~

..

· in, and applied
. psychology to, art
. in order to become better art historians. I explore the

·..

..

.

,.

implications in the more pragmatic, economically imperative field of design of moving away
from realism in the visual aspects of communication.
Theories on the p_sychology of seeing arc brought to graphic design for two principle

·,\
.. ·•.

tasks. Firstly, to show how the visual system works and how it has historically been put to
..
;"

.

.
:!

.
.

. . ., \\I..
. ; S-'~,..
.

..

~...

.

_ ·· ·wo~k in graphic communication; Secondly. to attempt to quantifY means to understand,
classifY ~nd teach the 'image' aspects of graphic design to begin to approach the extent to

.

,

,_which typography is understood, classified and taught. ·
The thesis examines the history of image ill design; wing modernism as the benchmark of

i.

20th century graphic design and irs ill-informed relianCe: on realism through photography; I
sliow examples to illustrate the potential of moving away fro~ realism; and through student
.

.

·assignmc:nts I quantifY the role of image in desig~. ·
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I certify th~t this thesis docs nor, to t~e best of my knowledge and beli~f: ·.,

..

incorporate ~ithout acknowledg~ment any material p1~iously submitted for a degree or

~

\

i)

..

'

i

1

d

.

.
\

diploma in any institution of higher education;

.ii) contain any material previously published or written by ano,ther person except where due

.· ·
.

.

:

' .

~.

reference is made in the text;

;.

i

iii) contain any defamatory material. l
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I also grant permission for the Libr~ry at Edith..Cowan University to ~~e 'dupli.catc ~opies
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·· The shan history ofgr.aphk de~ign since the Bauhaus rc:veals a preponderance ofpho.tographic
intagc:s used to express the non:.rextual ckments of visual comniunicarion. The domiil3ncc
.. of.
.,

the photograph has only begun to weaken in favo~u ofillustrati~n ~n this last decade (Kianten
•..

& Hclligr:, 2005). 'This change is beginning to be rdlecccd in th~ western world's juried d~sign

annuals 1• This tl1esis asks if photogr.aphic or realistic irnagcs arc the best way ro commun!icacc
;

·.....

an intended me~sage to an audience. [ look at the usc of irnagcs in visual conununication,

. specifically in graphic design: Firscl)'• to find our why this bias towards photography ever
existed, ~•nd secondly to sec if this biots was warranted.
This is a thesis ahout graphic design. Specifically it seeks to find oui how best ro design

· irnages to conVC:)' an intended nlc:••ning. ~rhis is an a~pc:ct of graphic design that has been left
alon~

hy n1osr design theorists. In thit: tllesis I wish to explain sontc funltunental differences

hcrwccn hnagcs which arc: rc~:astkally rcprcsentation3l and images which cornmunic:arc

..

dTectivdy. Rcalisrn and communication, I have fcmnd, arc two different purposes that only
somelirnc:s ovc:rlap. Paradoxically, ir nlJ)' cvc:n he rhar one can conununicatc: ntorc acClsratcly
using less accurately rendered pictures.
In this thesis I will show chat graphic design theory is scarce, but where ir deals with
images r;uhcr than type, it is ahnost nonexistent. This absence of theory leaves the w.ay

rr

•'

open for an in Jepth stud}' for gr;lf'!tic designers and de~ign educators about the w.ay irnagcs

~\

I. In aht leading trade: julUU;II nf ''i\UJI commuuic~uiou in dtc U.S., Commullit'lllion Ans, ahe: design
:.aunual or 2UOO ~howtd ~nmc 55% uf c:hnsc:n ~raphic dt."\ign~ curuaincd phncn~raphic ima~rry. This
cuml,,urtl wirh 25'Jl. of ,fc~i~m cum.1ining illu~uacrtl imJgcry. •m,l lCJ'Jh whmc: cumc:nc wa~ 1ypc nnly.
In alu~ 2007 clc:~ign amm;l, 1i0% of grJphic dc~i~n~ c:nnrainc:d phowgraphic im••gc:ry cnmp;ucd In 42%
wilh illu .. uarc:d ima~cry ;md I 'J% ch.u hJd cypt unly. Surn·ys turulu,rcd widtin my nwu naliun;•l dc\ign
irul\1\uy rcvcJl he 11 h 1hi .. hi:'\ tuW.thl\ plmwgraph)' ;uulllu: rc:ccm ccmt racliun uf phnwgr;tphy cumpared.·
wirlt ilhnrracc:d 11r llr.twn pkcutc\ in ~ra~phic dc\ign. Thr: t\u ..cralian Craphic Dc~ign A\Snc:i.uinn (AGDA)
;aruma I uf 20UO ~huwcd ~tunc 77% uf ;1\\'Jrtlctl Amualian grapltic clc\ign~ curuailu:d plmwgJJphic
im.1grry. This cumparcd with 32% nf tlc~ign~ .:unc.aining illmtratrd ima~c:r)'• ;mtl 9'H• whmc: cum:m wa~
cypc: only. This rdll·cr .. a lung trend ch;u m.ty jU\t he changing. In 2UOH, 53% of graphic dc:~igns in 1hc
AGDA annual of rlt.u year cnncainctl plwwgr;aphic imJgc:ry compared 10 3U% wirh illusuaactl im;agcry

t;

r}.!

.'

and 16% ahar h4d cypc nnl)··
i
;

;i
'.
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contnuanicate. This thesis aucntpts robe such a study. •Graphic design' ntay be: rhouglu of as
a broad field concerned wilh the arrangement of word~ and pictures in order to contnlunicarc:
~

sonu:thing. I will show that the predisposition of design rhcorisrs and educators, as well

design professionals is to concern thenlSdves primarily with type and secondly, if at all, with
·::

.

,, image. lupton and Miller in Dtsign \flriting RtsttlrciJ ( 1999) arc among the. few gr;aphic
design theorists to address this imbalance: "a divide: persisrs between words and pictures, high
acadc:ntia and low ntilss ancdia, aurhors and designers" (p.91 ).

~ven

in ,Jesign, a relatively

image-heavy discipline: and a relatively new field for theoretical interest, t ,hc textual 3SJ>ects
arc easily the n1osr explored. Max Bruinsrna, while editor of Eye Magazine rentarkcd upon
the •second dass' smtus of hnagc:s when corn pared tc. text in visual conununicatio,n:
il

1() :ICl)uirc rhc srarus uf sc:rinu'i cnnvc)'llrS ufid~il.'i,
scru~lc'

im::~gc~

,,jiJ ha't'C w overcome chc remainder uf a •c101s~

rh;.ac i'i tlcc:pl)· c:mlletftl~tl in uur cuhurc. Tlwrc sti11 i~ a suarkctl'upstair~. tluwristtair~· tlivisinn

hcrwc:cn im;Jgc:s ;md wurds: wnul~ rule, images sc:rw. I... Jahlmugh rn Millie il seems uhvinus th;u
,
'

..

im~gcs

. 1. arc challenging rhc: privilcgc•f srarus uf words u chc prime carriers nf meaning, rh~rc is 51 ill cnnsitkrahlc

..

· cunfminn allmn the ways in which this challenge: can he: mer n·wsc dlcctivcly. (1998, p.3)
,,

Perhaps image is not well understood by designers because the: rules scent unclear. CC'rtainly . ..
in this designer's c:xpc:ric:ncc, my colleagues /ikt rules, as do ], as lintitations to react against ,
and to succeed in the face: of. so to speak. lntage ~ec:ans ro be far more elusive than type: in
regard to haying down laws to obey or to break. At

lca~t

part of the: rnotiv;nion·for this thesis

was to seck out a set of rules or guitldinc:s that anight apply to irnagery,_in graphic

~esign.

Beyond this search was a CJUCStion about whether these rules (:IJUid he explained dTc:ctivcly so

hn~ge could be taught in gmphic dcsigu schools with the degree of ccrtah;ii: with which

that.

,r

,,i/

type .is taught.
~Iypography

.,
if

is all ahout rules. In discussions regarding type: (that is,
.

IIIOSI
..
'.;.

g~aphic de'iign

.

discussions) a key issue: is the designer's choice: of rype. lau.lc."Cd, to allnw clear choice between
faces~

_type is broken up into srylc:s. Broad agrec:ntcnt can be found on sontc of rhesc groups:

Old stylr., Italics, Transitional, Modern, Egyptian, Sans Sc.-rif. Some have ·railed against dtis
.

.

way of organising type. Robert Bringhurst, Juthor of 71Jt Elnntnts of7jpogntp1JI'( Stylt ( 1992)
would have type disringuishc:d by n1ovcntenrs and eras, in the way chat art and architecture
r

arc: defined. Poised above: all of these categories in type: taxonomy arc the rwo classifications,
! :

.'text face' and 'display face\ In the nanling of these is the: implication that the dcsig~c:r is about

\·

I

!

..
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to make a choice: To which category does the type belong? Even the names of fonts purport
to assist in the task of choosing: Galaxy Run, Entropy, Washout, Bijfo, imply by their names,
not merely their appearance, the uses to which they should be put; that there is a right and a
wrong way of using them or, at the very least, that some uses are more appropriate than others.
Strangely, when it comes to pictures, the other halfofthedesign equation, such guidelines don't
exist. The rules that designers seem to need to work within as regards typography are either
not there for images or have not been so well defined.

How the research began
My interest in this particular area was triggered by some student responses to a lecture. Shown
the picture below (Figure 1), the class responded by asking the 'wrong' questions. My students
asked "who is this woman?", "what has happened here?", "Is she in pain?", "what is she angry
about?" . Apart from the last of these, the students were missing the point of the image, taken
from Eric Spiekermann and E.M. Ginger's (1993) book on typography, Stop Stealing Sheep

and Find Out How Type Works. The image had been included in the book to show the emotion,
'anger', which the authors went on to portray in typographic terms. Of course, my students had
asked precisely the right questions in order to clarify what the image was supposed to be telling
them, but the questions highlighted the disconnection between the authors' intention and
the message received (or not) by their audience. It was only that I had read the accompanying
text from the book that I was able to elucidate for the students. Two things occurred to me as
a result of the students' questions. The picture caused confusion because of its specificity: the
woman looked too unique, was too much her own person and therefore too much in her own
predicament.

-Figure 1: 'Anger' (photo

Figure 2 : Medley. Pictograrn

by Dennis Hearne of

for 'anger'.

actress, Megan Bierman) .
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Hence the tangential questions frorn the students. Secondly, making a generalisation from
this experience (since Erik Spiekcrmann is a very highly regarded graphic designer, and the
aforementioned book is among the slim canon of hotp.IO books on graphic design), I inferred
that graphic designers will go to great lengths to choose the font that most accurately conveys
their message, however, when it comes to image choice they seem to rely heavily on instinct
or p~cedent and rhis may lead them widely ·~rra;~,of the intended response they wish to elicit
· ~\

.
,

I

in the ~ader.

.

·

The following week, having attempted to remove from the image the reference to anyone

specific, I showed the picture at Figure 2 to the same class and prompted again for questions.
When none was forthcoming I asked what was confusing them. One of the ,students
volun:t1ecrcd that there was no confusion: The picture showed anger. It seems that this version
avoided questions about 'who', since there clearly was no identifiable person here, but simply
depicted the en1otion. This image was essentially a pictogram for 'anger', even though, or
perhaps bccusc, it did not look like any specific person. In other words this picture was at .
the far end of image making, away from the 'n.-al' and even bore a closer resemblance to text
in its few, abstract marks. For my own pan I must admit that, apan from the obvious visual
differences evident between two such pictures. it had never occurred to me that there might
be such a fundamental difference bctwten how such images communicate. following these
_sessions I began to develop a notion that the degree to which a picture was realistic might have
some·important bearing on how it was received by its viewer.
Aficr some initial research it became: c.lear that many more minds concerned with graphic
design, and more sharply focused and more articulate than my own, had merely taken such
things for granted too. Images, since they require less structured learning than reading to
understand, arc difficult to conceive of as problemadc visual texts requiring decoding. As R.L
Gregory (1977) has pointed out, seeing is such a familiar process, that it is very difficult to
even

imagi~c:

it as a process.

What is this research for?
My research questions may be put as follows: Might the different levels of realism within pictures ...
le2d to di~ercnt me2nings? And, can the examination of image in terms of its relationship t~
· realism also be :a way of quantifying image for the graphic designer? These principle questions
.

f.

.

.
·I

. .' 18
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lead logically to two other respective questions: If the degree of realism in a picture affects
its meaning, how is it that in graphic design, where we are supposedly concerned with the
meaning of visuals, we have relied so heavily on a highly realistic form; and if images can be
quantified to any extent, can this metering be a way of teaching image to students of design? I
will attempt to answer all of these questions in this thesis.
When I discuss realism in this thesis, I refer to attempts by image makers to capture the look
of the real world . .fu George Hardie has observed, "'Realism' used to describe depression dust
bowl photographs is different from realism meaning catching reflected light off a particular
object" (personal communication, 4 February, 2009). It is this latter notion that I am concerned
with. For this reason I focus on photography as the principle means of attaining such realism-!
also explain and problematise photography-as-realism in the Literature Review. The question
of realism or likeness has been raised in the field of art history. Gombrich (2002) and Arnheim
(1954) have each made statements to the effect that realism does not necessarily equate to
good art. Artists too have discovered that realism may in fact limit the possibilities of visual
expression. Lowry (Figure 3) and Picasso (Figure 4) are just two examples of artists whose
early work is quite realistic but whose later work, work for which each became renown, sought
new ways of creating emotional impact denied by realism. Art shows us, at the very least, that
realism and less realistic forms lead to different meanings. Graphic design is concerned with
visual meaning and, more so than art, with didactic or persuasive meaning. Just as art has
made a problem of realism then, even more so should graphic design.

Figure 3: L.S.Lowry Frank Jopling Fletcher, 191 9; Head of a Man, 1938.

Figure 4: Pablo Picasso, Portrait of Pierre Reverdy

Reading at rue Ia Boetie, 1921; Dream, 1932.

Gombrich (1982, p.124) on the transposition oflife into image, says it must be "caught rather
than constructed [ ... ] Here as in other realms of art equivalence must be tested and criticised,
it cannot be easily an~lysed step by step and therefore predicted". With due deference to his
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labours, I wonder if the remit of graphic design allows us to be: a little more pragmatic in
exploring such possible steps. Gombrich tells us that "The contrast between the prose and
.

) I

1\

/ :'

,

1:

•

poetry of image making often led to c~nflicts between anists ·and patrons" (1982, p.158).
.

·~

~rcsumably because th.e patron was paying for something.·he thought he hadn't received.
.'

While art seems to have mostly freed itself of this relationship, graphic design (once known as

commn-cial an) is very much a part ofsuch an economy. While the "poetry" of design is a good
.thing in that it may draw the reader in to engage with the work, perhaps prosaic explanati~ns
of how the poetry works might be: in order if only to better communicate to the client that he
or she has in fact got his or her money's worth.
Those interested in graphic design as an intuiti\'c process may regard such an analysis as
akin to being a mechanic merely in order to be able to drive the car. Howev~r, when o~r autos
break down, we need a way of fixing them. Similarly, when a studcnes work is askew in its
visual aspects, is it not better to be able to fully describe what is amiss, ~nd why, rather than to
suggest that 'it doesn't feel right'? The formca· is more likely to help mend the communication
and get it back on the road, heading in the right direction. Such articulation will also enable
the designer to communicate more confidently with his or her client about aU aspects ofvisual
communicatiort. rather than just the typographic half.
Pioneers in visual literacy, Fransc:cky and Debes tell us tha~, "For many y~:ars, schools
have concentrated on the verbal skHis-skills

in reading, writing, speaking. The skiUs of visual

·.; .

Htcncy, though not recognized bt this name, have rraditionally been set aside as 'extras' or
reserved for those with 'talent' " (1972. p.9). This problem exists too at teniary level for the
assessmenc of graphic designers, particularly at ·3dmissions intervic:ws where typography is seen
as a skill that may be taugh't (who can know the finer points of typography before entering
d~ign

a

school?) but evidence of good image making and composition arc prerequisites. How

many useful communic~uors does such an approach exclude?
.,

This thesis docs not argue that pictures are somehow more important than words. Rather, .
'

it acknowledges that graphic designers arc visual people charged with communicating tG and
.,

·· on behalf of clients, and that the client is generally the less visually literate. In this regard the
.thesis seeks to give to the designer some words to describe what goes on in pictures that are

.

-

designed for an intended message. As designers we have had plenty of text to back w up when ·
we argue for the usc: of a particular typeface or layout. Now we nc:cd words about images.
18
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}n this t,hcsis I set out to explain why there can be a fundamental difference between realism
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· ...-:.:/and communication. Beatrice Warde, in her cclc:brarcd essay, Th~ Crystal Gohl~t, states that
.

f·

.

her approach to typography is a modernist purpose, ro ask not how should typography look,
,;. . but what is typography's function. lo her its most important role is that "it conveys thought,
ideas, images from one mind to other minds". She says, "it is important first and foremost,
as a means of doing something'' (2000, p.92). Here, I try to discover if the role of particular
imag-:s can he so described. This research may add to the growing interest in the image and its
communicative potential. Rather than an absence of visual theory for designers, we may one
day sec a project as thorough in its scope to explore: pictures as D~codtttnirodt (Bcrgerhauscn,
2004) is for the characters that n1ake up the world's writing systems.

Structure of the thesis
•:

'

This thesis is divided into seven chapters. 1·he first chapt~r is a literature review. In it I will

t '

. '·

I •

".:
(

,

explore what has been discusseJ in graphic design theory and make clear that this discussion
has continually sitfc: ..stcppc:d the role of the= image. In rhe fc:w instances where image ha5 been
at the cc:nue ofgraphic design discourse there: exists confusion as to its role and effectiveness in
comn1unicating an intended message. Design, and illustration used within it, arc different to
art in their inrenrionality. Graphic design and illustration are allied here:: Visual fonns created
ro express n1eanings to particular audiences. With regard to intentionality, graphic design

·.:

.•.:

has strong parallels with the visual literacy movement, which seeks "to understand and usc:

i

visuals for intentionally comnlunicating with others" (Ausburn & Ausburn, 1978. p.291).
Accordingly, I examine some of the concerns of the visual literacy movement. I demarcate: a
wide: gap in the theory so as to c:stahlish what a reduction in realism might allow in terms of
visual communication. J study where models of understanding images have been built upon
norions of rcalisn1 and dist.1nce from realism, including the concept of the: 'realism continuum'.
I state fron1 the: outset that this thesis will concc:ntriltc: more on perceptual responses toi:-oagcs
than on the: role of interpretation. My bias has been adopted in order to ~~.;.biish whether
I ·

.

.

we n1ay co~fidently agree:, as a design community, on the: ways images communicate, because
of their relationship to rc.1lism: To ascertain what we have in common before we decamp
into visua1ly interpretive factions. However, I will examine, under clear subheadings in the
literature review, problems with each approach to undc!'sranding images.
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In Chapter 2 I seck to discover how photography became the designer·s lingua fotnca
/)

for images. I ask what ha' been the appeal of the photograph to the designer? In addition. I

','

auenlpt to contextualise contemporary graphics in terms of their relationship to realism and
in terms of the history of graphic design. This chapter will show that through graphic design·s
history there has been a general absence of any theoretical approach to image use.
Chapter 3 is an attenlpt to establish whether realism is the best way to communicate visible
aspects of the world to the human visual system; the eyes and brain. I will explain how this
systent can understand non-realistic images. and that it may even have a predisposition for
such images. This explanation will include propositions regarding viewing over long distanc~,
· and viewing silhouc:UC's. Further, I will examine some recent findings a1bout the visua.l system
conce~ned

with the mechanisms of seeing. and through a study of the mechanics of caricature,

how in~agcs arc stored in rhe mind and then recalled.
·,
'-

.

In n1y fourrh chapu:r I ddibcratcly target images on the opposite end of the realism
continutsnt fron1 photography ro sec wha1t such images can hdp us understand about visual
.contmunication. Diagrams and inforntarion design made from pictograms and icons are
exantined in ternlS of what these can show us about invisible (and therefore, unphotographablc)
rcla.tionships.

In my Chapter 5 I. sec if the research can be used as a basi~ to critique the role of certain
pictures in graphic design. I need to denlOnstra.te that a recent return to illustration docs not
'

.

rnean we arc newly aware: of irs strengths, but that these strengths need to be articulated if we
are not to again fall under the spell of photography for all design imagery.
In nty Chapter 6 I sec if this research on realism and its alternatives can be used~ a basis
to create in1agt;~:. for graphic design. This experiment is conducted through a series of studcin
case studies. In designing some of the student project briefs I have attempted to surmise how
far to depart from realism for a particular message.
fn my last chapter I focus o~ the rc:5earch as a basis for future studies into the communicative
potential for images. This includes an examination, on the terms established by this thesis, of
. type as image. In addition, a funded research project, based on the work conducted for this
thesis. is already underway. Exploring information design, specifically as a visuality furthest
rcrnovcd fron1 rcalisnl, · this ·project seeks to link teaching and learning to design practice
through an online and hard copy design journal.

The: worM is a world nf picrurc:s, l;acking in dc:J,Ih nr constancy, permanence or idc:ndty which dis;appcar
ur rc:Jpf,C:Jt cat,ridou~ly -l'ittgti

Llter•ture review

• j

Introduction: An absence of discourse about the image

,,

': In seeking to answer the question about how images communicate and, especially, what· a
· rc:~uction of rc:aliry rnight allow in tcrnlS of visual communication, I sought commentary in

II
I

i

· books and journals concerned wirh graphic design. To nty surprise dtere was very liule to be
found in such voliantcs specific to my research questions. More alarming was that there was
f'!
·.,

very little graphic dc:sign discourse: about the image at all. One of the fc:w rare exceptions is
K~ntbc:rlcy

Elant•s apprClach in Gtolnttry ofDtsig11 (200 I). For a range of design disciplines

(including graphic, architectural. and industrial) she extrapolates, from naturally occurring
c:xa1nplcs. gc:omc:rry duough which aesthetically pleasing visual design may be constructed.
Elarn irni)Jie'i that at the heart ofever}' good design exists something distilled or abstracted away
. li fron1 the: outward appearances of the world. A quite Platonic view of things not unfamiliar
t~

the students of Modernism. However, where Elam discusses graphic design in terms of irs

gc:ornctry, she is concerned with composition and layout of image and type, and not with
approaches to image n1aking p~r st. This approach is. magnified in her Grid SysttnJs (2004),
I

which focuses solely on graphic dc:sign, and mostly on layout of type within graphic designs.

'·

.·\·

(t

. .

·':,

.\

Most wriring about graphic design is in fact concerned with typography and layout only•
and evc:n these texts are few when compared with the amount of writing available to do with.
say. art history or lherary criticism. Most likely this is a function of age. Design theories are
few and far between because design, as a labelled vocation, is young. Design theory therefore,
is even more of a newcomer to the rigours of academia. Its snuggle to enter this realm is itself
the: stabjcct of theory and discourse. Gui Bonsicpe of the Ulm HfG (more of which later) has
said, "In the field of design. intellectual formation has not a suong history, because: design

·'j
'{ · education grew out of craft training with a deep mistrust against anything theoreticar' (2002,
1·

. ,.

p.ll). Donis A. Dondis. whose A Primtr of Vis11al Littracy I shall examine in detail below,

speaks of "an unspoken devotion to nonintellc:ctualism,. in the visual art.s (1973. p.ll) and
cerrainly in graphic design there is a real paucity of res~rch in general, and specifically rese~rch
regarding image. Richard Saul Wurmnn. celebrated 'information architect' and convener of
21
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the well-known TED Talks, sees an inherent shallowness in visual communication education
and theory:
As the only mans we have of comprehending information are through words, numbers and pictures,

the tw~ P.!l>.f.essions that primarily determine how we receive it arc writing and graphic design. Yet
.J

·"

• •

·· -

the orientation and training in both fields arc more preoccupied with stylistic and acsthcric concerns·
(.•• ] Despite the critical role rhat graphic designers play in the delivery of information, most of the
'

.

curriculum in design schools is concerned with teaching students how to make rhing1look good. This
is Iacer .reinforced by the profession, which bestows awards primarily for appcarancr rather than for

understandability or accuracy. (200 1, p.30)

While this seems al fi,r~.: strange and alarming, that half of the ingredients for making graphic
design-images-go relatively unnoticed in the criticism and theory, it bc:gs the question,
might there be a way forward through research to grapple with realism and its ahernadves in
';

..

.•

graphic design imagery? Can the examination of image in terms of its relation to realism also
be a way of quantifying image for the graphic designer?
.

.

I will not approach these research questions from a semiotic perspective. This has been
done with regard to pron1otional and advertising design thoroughly elsewhere, especially
i.n Berger (1972) and Kress and Van Leeuwen (1996). At the risk of duplication of effort, I
will examine brieRy their approaches to discussing pictures, but such approaches favour an
', ·.Yn.rerpredvc and subjective view over the assumptions that commercial, pragmatic design
must make in order to function: that most of us p~rcc:ive things in a largely similar way..Of
.

.

\1
'\

course, designs can and s!i~~ld be targeted at paniculii:··\:ultures, age groups. and sexes, but
the assumption of completely unique individual readings is anathema to commercial design.
Design needs at the very least to explore assumptions of universality since every designer
is seeking to reach at least some audience. I do not discount Derrida'~ (1978) notion of
· slippage-I explore in Chapter 2 where graphic designers have: assumed this mantle and the
l

essential problem with it-but again touch on it only briefly sedcing instead to find v1hat
might confidently be said about aU im?.ges. Design is different to art in its intentionality. In
that regard it has strong parallels with the visual literacy movement. Later in this rc:vit:w I
inspect where the: visual literacy theorists have: explored this notion of reductions in realism.
Beginning with the books that have concerned themselves with gt:",;·..\. ._ '-•~ign
theory. and
I
.

specifically where that theory intersects with concepts of realism, I have: '"

7

t

.,,;d only a very f~

works particularly helpful. What can be said about these works is that they deal with image

t·
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_through visual theories that make departures into the realms of either gestalt psychology or
into sociology. The first realm seeks to find what is innate in human visual perception, while
the second seeks to explore what is learne~ or may be interpreted. Following my exploration
of the.gap in graphic design theory concerned with image. I will pursue the discussion in these
directions. These two strands will then be brought back together in an examination of the

! .

concept of visual literacy; its strategies arid methods of measurement. Visualliteracy·s broad

., ..

,.

field of visual understanding is pertinent in its attempts to reconcile nature with nurture to
explore, and to allow articulate criticism of. visual communication, specifically the techniques
by which images are made and the tasks to which images are put.

Theory concerned with realism
Others have noticed this transition from realism to abstraction, but the firs~ ..thing to no!e
about the' literature: to Jo with finding meaning in images is that it exists in disparate quarters.
The relevant information falls into the broad categories of psychology and sociology, and
these fields have within them specialist professions which require some knowledge, ~omedm~s
dearly expressed but mostly manifest as instincts, of visual language.
Gombrich, well known in the arts for his psychological analyses of image·maldng, penned
the ambitious Art and Illusion to express his astonishment with the history ofimages. Namely,
.. "why it should have taken rnankind so long to arrive at a plausible rendering of visual effects
that create the illusion oflife..Jikeness" (2002, p.246). He is surprised at his own findings that
crude schemata precede a mimetic reproduction of the world, a conjecture he reinforces with
reference.to primitive and child art (p.76). This finding is echoed by R.L. Gregory in Eyt and

Btain (1977, p. ~ 14) who says, "From the evidence of child art, it seems to be remarkably easy
. for human beings to draw typical views of common objects, but difficult to draw atypical
views, with the perspective associated with a particular viewing position."
For me the surprise lies in how we can understand the 'less real than real' at all, when we
have evolved surrounded only by the real world. For Gombrich this understanding seems
1.\ .
I I

·. \

to lie in a distinction between 'seeing' things in the real world, a&ici 'knowing' something
about them, inc~uding knowledge of a schemata through which things can be depicted: "in
all styles the artist has to rely on a vocabulary of forms and it is the knowledge o,f things that
distinguishes the ~killed from the unskilled artist" (2002, p.247). Importantly, for Gombrich,
23
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the use of non-realist schema is allied with the need to make images that merely 'function
in the narrative' (p.248). In other words, the anist may present aspects of the image in
·. •, such a way th-.!t these presentations may be understood, and yet, at the same time, are not ·
.'•

·presentations that accurately march their real world equivalents. Gregory has something to

.

say about this too, however, for him the realistic image precedes the schemata:
': ~e symbols used for electronics since the beginnings of the [20th] century parallel the development
,,f the pictograms of ancient languages. At first the symbols were rcalisdc drawings of the ~omponents.
Within a few years the electronic 'pictograms• became: simpler: the emphasis was placed on the
functionally important features of the components, while the outward shapes were lost. The symbols
pictured their functional significance. Each symbol is a kind of abstract cartoon. (1977, p.114)

,./:'

/I

.(<;

As we shall see this idea of 'function', common to both authors' understanding of why non_reali~tic images 'work', becomes an important consideration for

the use of less realistic images

in graphic design. Function, of course, being a 'driver' of modern design that also separates

it from modern art.
.·

Of course, there are "many different techniques of generating and rendering images as
there arc numerous technical tasks that images ;tre to comply with (like for diagnostic or
constructive purposes) or technical matters that they represent" (Bruhn & DUnkel, 2008,
p.l65). With regard to the texts that deal with such techniques and tasks, for the purpose
of this literature review, I have tackled these beginning with a critical appraisal of some
key graphi~ design and illustration texts. I then look further afield at the arts, photography,
the psychology of seeing and sociology, specifically those social theory texts that deal with
imagery. This separation is somewhat artificial: some of the visual theorists, the better known
among t.hem such as Dondis, Gombrich and Arnhcim, for example, straddle the boundaries
between the visual arts and psychology. It serves my purpose, however, to show that the
knowledge gathered docs indeed come from far ranging and disparate quarters, since this
in turn

highligh~

the surprising absence of image theory within graphic design discourse.

At the conclusion of the literature review, I summarise what we can usc from each of these
disciplines'. approaches to visuality; w-hat the cumulative
effect of this disparately generated.
.
'

knowledge is for the graphic designer, and suggest a couple of points of departure from which
to embark upon further exploration of image use in graphic design.
' •,

I

.

. .f •...
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Image v~rses type in design texts

·Naturally, the first place to look for acknowledgement of this strange phenomena-that

.

.

non·n.~listic images can

communicate something that realistic images can not-was in texts

focused sharpest on graphic design. Of these texts, very few eve~ approach my research
questions. Those that do consider such questions more or less in passing, and to complicate
matters, do nor agree with one another. As I have said, graphic design textbooks concentrate
on typography. For example, Mtggl History of Graphic Dtsign (2006) describes, before his .
lengthy discussion of 20th Century design, the history of writing systems bur not the history
of image making. Meggs speaks only fleetingly-about two and a half pages of his generous
200 page pre-amble-of image-making as an urge: of all prehistoric peoples, before discussing

in-depth what he sees as the:·more: important urge towards writing. "In an engraved reindeer.
··

· andc:r found in the: cave of Lorthct in southern France, the scratched drawings of deer
.and salmon are remarkably accurate", he says, but follows immediately with, "Even more
important, however, are two diamond-shaped forms with interior marks, which imply an
early symbol making ability" {pp.6·7).This focus on lettering and, later, typesetting may be:,
as Max Bruinsma was quoted as saying in my inrroducdon, because words and lettering were
historically held in higher regard, being the privilege of the wealthy and c:ducatc~.lu a result
the precedents arc extant for writings about writing, albeit sometimes about the tools with
which writing is made. Perhaps the prc:valc:nce of words is merely a function of designers,
along with their fellow citizens, being aproduct of "twelve years of schooling in static print
text" (Luke, 1994, p. 31 ). Or, as other critics of logoccntric schooling-here Poracsky, Young
and Patron in Tht Emtrgrnct ofGrapiJiracy-have complained:
. grapf1ics arc viewed as 'roo easy' or 'too simple.' Early elementary school books are full of picrurcs dtat
complement learning and the newly :acquired skill of reading. As the child progresses through school,
however, fewer and fewer pictures tend ru appear in books. (1999, p.l 07)

Fransecky and Debes, pioneers of visual literacy studies, in Visual Lit~racy: A mty to Ttach A
W&y to Ltarll complain of this too: "Especially after the early grades, there is a tendency to

minimize the visual aspects of communication and children arc, in a sense, 'weaned away'
from pictures and illustrations, from drawing and illustrating their own work" (1972, p.23).
Mitchell (2008, p.I5) talks more ominously about the 'pictorial turn' as a perceived threat
to the status quo.

As we shall sec, thi~ problem of words versus pictures will not go away,
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but in my Chapter 5, I analyse some examples of visual design that come to us from cultures
where this 'weaning off' docs nor occur to see if these can lend us something that we might
.otherwise have missed in Anglophone cultures.
While images precede word.; in prehistory, in the more recent past, and specifically in
·relation to the commercial application of words and pictures, words precede pictures. Steven
Heller, graphic design critic and author of many design books, including Tht Education ofan

Illustrator which I will examine brieRy below, reminds us, "In the beginning (of the early 19th
century, that is), commercial advertising and graphic design relied on words because pictures
were just roo costly to reproduce." (2000, p.137). Perhaps suggesting that there is not much
design theory about images because images are a more recent arrival.
If one looks at the design textbooks concerned with typography on the other hand, it is
not uncommon to find references to previous works on the subject. Timothy Samara's Making

and Brtaking tilt Grid (2002), for example, refers to Josef MUller· Brockmann's, Tht Graphic
Artist and His Dtsign l'roblmzs (1983). Jan Tschichold's, Tilt Ntw Typography (1995) draws
on the work of Villard from the late medieval period. Rosarivo (1953) similarly, examines
in detail the geometry of book work by scribes some four hundred years his predecessors to
derive a basis for his research on typographic layout. But there are epoch-spanning lin~ in
the pictorial arena too. George Pendle, a biographer of Otto Neurarh explains the young
Ono's fascination with hieroglyphics:
As a boy, his father had taken him on regular trips to Vienna's Museum ofAn History. Each lime he had
'
visited, the youn~ Ouo would hurry to the Egyptian exhibition and marvel ar the: detail and the color
of the hieroglyphs on display. In their picmrial course, Ouo could sec fish being caught, fields being
ploughed, slaves being sold, battles being fought, and the spoils of waJ being carried home in triumph.
Here in these wall paintings, ancicm Egypl was alive in all its drudgery and glory, clear to the eye and
easy to understand. (Pcndle, ..Ono Ncurath's Universal Silhouettes", n.d.)

Perhaps there are more of the typographically focused books merely because type is a more
,.

quantifiable, :more' easily measured science: It can be broken down into point sizes, line
lengths and page proportions. For the researcher concerned with images in graphic design,

apan from a very tew, very recent publications concerned with illustration, the thread ~~uickly
leads outside of graphic design discourse and into the psychology of vision and, even less
often, into sociology. I will show where later in this literature review. ·
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Uncertainty regarding the image in design
There exists strong consensus about the prescriptions of typography (although I will
discuss in Chapter 2 major departures from these prescriptions). This general agreement
may have been reached because the aforementioned history of book geometry has
allowed a more thorough exploration of the aesthetics so derived. Prescriptions regarding
1mage for graphic designers however, are both scant and restrictive (in Chapter 2,
where I look at the prevalence of photography, I undertake specifically to explore these
prescriptions regarding image for graphic designers, and also the related exceptions to
typographic prescriptions) . As a result, the critical work examining the role of image
in communication design exhibits some confusion regarding what constitutes effective
communication. In some cases there are profoundly different readings of the same graphic.

Figure 5. Diamonds Were A Girl's Best Friend infographic by Nigel Holmes, Time Magazine, 1983

For example, Nigel Holmes' graphic at Figure 5 receives applause from his fellow information
graphic designer, Duncan Mill, Director of Graphic News, London:
This two-column graphic sums up the power of infographics. The exhilarating abandon of the Boozy
Monroe character grabs the reader, then powerful dynamics take over, all within the restrictions of
an image surrounded by text, Holmes guides the reader's eye around the data[ ... ] The use of fishnet
stockings as the graph background is so clever, not only accurately reflecting the years and dollar values
but also echoing the sexy visual joke. The typography is clean and simple, and the use of colour is eyecatching. (Agar, eta!, 2003, p.45)
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l~he very

san1e graphic image, however, auracts the ire of information graphic critic, Edward

Tufte:
chuckahlock wilh diche and src:rcorypc, coarse humour, and a concc:nr-cmpcy third dimension. h is the

producr of a visu:~l sensitivity in which a thigh-graph with a fish.nct-scocking grid coums as a Crc:arivc

..L

Concept. Everything counts bur nothing mauers. The data·thin (and rhus uncnmcxtual) chart mixes up
change5 in the v:alue of money with changes in diamond prices, a crucial confusion because the graph

chronicles a rime of high inHation. (1990, p.34)

Where: design tc:xu touch specifically on an image•s effectiveness in terms ofits relationship
\

'

to realism, it is difficult to find elucidation about this relationship: how it works, and why
. it works in terms of visual perception and cognition. Rather, these authors seem to struggle
to get beyond a mere sense that non-realistic ;mages can lend son1ething to co~tmunication
that realism may not. In Esuntiallnfogr,tp!JicJ, anlntervitw with juhn Grinuvadt, (2003) for
example: ·

·.·'

I should al.~o cmph:uise a cc:rrain return to the: line:, tn drawing by hand in graphics. I value this a great

·i
· !' ·

deal because: the: t~hsolutc:ly faithfial rc:productinr1 of reality is not always the best way of prcscruation.
For example, medical illustr:nions. l prefer a schematic, which is much easier co understand than those:
hyper.. realistic prcscmations where: the body seems to have been cur in half and photographed. For me.
the schematic gives a hierarchy to the information and invites me ro enter furrhcr into the: graphic. This

is the language of infographics, which is not the: same as photography. (Errca. p.l7)

Grimwadc:'s suggestion of some kind of meaningful difference between the image language of
information graphics

and the image language of photographs is left as a tantalising clue, but

given no fun her exploration in that text. Elsewhere, a similar sense arises in graphic design
texts that drawings and diagrams are different to more realistic images. For example, even
Chip Kidd, perhaps the most celebrated contemporary book designer in the US, struggles
to, articulate this difference: "I became very enamoured of the concept of illustrating [covers
,,

ofJ fiction with photography as opposed to illustration, and I can't really tell you why other
than I just thought it would make rhe stories seem more real!' ('J\rt of the Book", 2006).
And in another instance, a design theorist ponders the amount of realisdc detail in an image,
described as the image•s «information level':, "The graphic means used to present an image
i:

.•

and its information level become important components of the communication" (Meggs,

1992, p.l9). Edward Tufte, arguably the expert on how graphics communicate information,
:·.

says:
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Multiple layered views exemplify the special power of diagrams, a capacity to show places or activide5
th:at we arc unable to sec directly from one fixed viewpoint in the real world. By iltustrating sequences
of action and hidden views, the diagram outperforms eye or camera in exhibiting the procedure. Also,
dl'3wings sometimes have a useful abstracting, idcalizingqualhy. (1997, p.57)

Again suggesting that a reduction in realism in no way compromises the communicative
potential of the image experience, quite the opposite. If we return to Gombrich, he will tell
us, ~The first prejudice teachers of art appreciation usually try to combat is the belief that
.

'-·

'•.

~~1i~tic excellence is identical with photographic accuracy".

He proceeds from there with a

very thorough explanation of the difference between illusionist and s/;hematic art. For a start,
·

fU

we are a1ready outside of the immediate rea1ms of design-modern:~rt's intent and function
are quite different to those of design-but more importantly the questions about ho\v such
images work with the visual system. and what the implications might be (especially as these
relate to graphic design) are not answered.
This sentiment about avoiding realistic representation appears elsewhere in art theory:
··

·· There seem to be artistic reasons to not use realistic perspective in some pictures, as outlined
in this statement by de Sausmare'l (2002):
Since the Renaissance the system of reprcscndng natural space by means of the static geometrical
··

system, linear perspective, has been widely known and usc:d. Its value as put of foundational training
is questionable, since by offering the student a ready·made recipe for achieving an illusion of space it
curbs his spirir of enquiry and he may find himself drawing by academic theory of spadal projection and
control rather than from sensation or personal observation. Not only does its logic and operation imply
one fixed viewpoint, thereby freezing the entire visual field into static rather than dynamic relationships,
but its 'one·eycd' geometry rules out the sensation of physical involvement, body·fclt interpreting of
space and forms in space which has previou.sly been described as an essential human concomitant of
spatial experience and conception. (pp.60·61)

However. these glimpses are rare and, more of a frustration; are not explainc:d except as
instinctual approaches by the designer or author that somehow seemed appropriate for the
communication task at hand.

Realism vs non·realism: Photography
Perhaps we can make headway by inquiring .into the nature of these images: just which
constitute 'realistic' pictures, and which are less realistic? We can s'ate that photographs are
generally more realistic than other kinds of images.. Of course, what constitutes a 'realistic'
image, as Arnheim (1954) has observed, is open to conjecture:
,,

j·

just as persons ofour own civilization and century may perceive a panicular manner of representation
as lifelike even though it may not look lifelike at all to the adhercnu of another approach. so do the '·;
adherents of those other approaches find their preferred manner of representation not only acceptable.
but entirely lifelike (p.l36).

'.!

In our own 'civilization and cenrur}l however, their can be little doubt that the photograph
is perceived as the most realistic medium. The photograph, as. Susan Sontag tells us in On

Photography (1977), "is not only an image as a painting is an image, an interpretation of the
real; it is also a trace, something directly stencilled off the real" (p.l54). It is this aspect of
photography, irs ability to actually capture in two dimensions the three dimensions of visible
rcaliry, that I am concerned with in this thesis. Of course, the advent of contputcr software
enabling alteration to photographic images is often cited as a reason why the photograph is no
·longer stencilled off the real. Nicholas Mirzoeff. in An Introduction to Visual Culture (1999)
says:
...
.

...

~

With the rise of computer imaging and the cre2tion of digital means to manipulate the photograph. we

..

an in turn say that photography is dead. Of course photography will continue to be used every day in vast
.. :~

q~~ntities but

iu claim to mirror reality can no longer be upheld. The claim of photography to represent
the real has gone. (p.65)
I

. The eminent designer and illwtraror, Milton Glaser adds to this:
.

.

Now the (photo] is totally manipulable. In the old days to modify a photograph took enormous skill by,
•

a retoucher[••• ] nowadays any 12 year old can do it with the proper program on a( ••• ] computer. Now

.

there is no longer this sense I think in rhe general public perhaps that there's any reality in a photograph .

.

So d1at the idea of a photograph looking m~re real has pretty much vanished from the culture. (..Art of the

Book" 2006)
t

While this suggests that the veracity of the photograph is indeed questionable, ir is perdnent
here to discuss the general perception of photography a~ a device for capturing the visible
world realistically, rather than whether this is a misperception. As Glaser continues,
But never-thc·lcss,thcre is this vestigial sense that because there was something real at one point that was
photographed by someone and that it encapsulates a moment in time, that vestigial memory ofwhat
I

photography used to be, which it no longer is, still remains in people's minds as being, therefore, more
realistic, as though we had any idea what reality was. (2006)

David Hockney, perhaps as famous for his usc of photography as. for his painting, declared
photography a compromised mediua:n because of this potendal for digital manipulation. He .
tells us, "You've no need to believe a photograph made after a certain date because it won't
'

be nude the way Cartier-Bresson made his. But you can•t have a phot~grapher like that again
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I

becaUSt' we know photographs can be made in different ways." Qones & Scenan, 2004).
Grccn .. Lcwis in Framing th~ Victorians, Photography and tht Culturt of&a/ism (1996, p.59)

points out however, that from photography's inception in the mid 19th Century, the argument
I.

'

about its ·documentary veracity versus a staged and composite approach was cenrral .to its
perceived progress as a communicative medium. In other words, the potential for distortion
and fabrication has always been there and been the subject of debate. To return to Sontag:
A decade afrcr Fox Talbot's ncgarive·positive process had begun replacing the Daguerreotype (the first
' J

practicable photographic process) in the mid-1840s, a Gcnnan photographer invented the first technique
for retouching the negative. His two versions of the same ponrair~nc retouched. the other not.. .

astounded crowds at the Exposition Univcrsdle held in Paris in 1855 (1977, p.86)
\•

So ho'v did photography ever get this aura of truth if it was questionable from day one?

I

Simply because it can capture reality and do so without as much inpur from the image..maker
as other media. "However carefully the photographer intervenes in setting up and guiding
the image-making process, the process itself remains an optical-chemical or electronic one,
the workings of which are automatic", says Sontag (p.158). Indeed, in photography's infancy,
those who supported it as a documentary medium argued that it should be used to capture the
world as it existed precisely because it allowed that a shared vision of the world could, after all,
~

had (Green..Lewis, 19_96, p.26). One could argue, through a study of the work of Eduard

Muybridge for example, that photography can in fact show us what the eye can't sec, rather
than showing us the world as the eye sees it: Horses hooves do in fact lcavc.thc ground when
the creature is galloping, a fact disputed before proven through photography. It is in this sense
though, that the camera's ability to sec beyond what the human sees only strengthens its mythic
objectivity, as an

apparatu.~

unencumbered by the emotionaJly biased views of the human

visual system. Indeed, from its early history accounts of photography tended to "separa~.e .the
photographer from the photograph and empower the photograph as an independent print of
the world" (p.7). And finally, for our purposes here, the manipulation of photography docs not
-disprove its reliability to reproduce reality but rather emphasises it:
The consequences of lying have to be more central or photography than they ever can be for painting,
because the Aar, U5ually reaangular images which arc photographs make a claim to be true that paintings
can never make. A fake photognph (one which has been retouched or tampered with. or whose caption is

.

.

\: .

false) falsifies reality. (Sontag, 19n, p.86)
>:

. r .;
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In terms of this thesis, the general, albeit possibly vestigial, sense that photography (an capture
reality in a more independent way tha11,other media makes it the most realistic means ofimage·
'

.

' making. As we shall see shortly, in a comparison of measures of realism, it is also seen this way
by a broad range of visual theorists, and in my own surveys of design students (Chapter 6), the
photograph is consistcndy chosen as the most rcaJistic of a choice of images.

Realism vs non·realism: Illustration

l ,:

As a corollary, illustrations are generally less realistic than photographs. Generally speaking
illustradons require at least some Jc:vel.of distillation or abstraction, some removal of realistic
detail (McCloud, 1993, p.42). I would include in my definition of illustration any means
.. ~

.

of making images in two dimcnsio_ns that does rely solely on photographic techniques. In
i

addition, the many approachc·~ ·~o ,making illustrations allows them to be a mere step away
from realism, or at a much greater remove, and I will examine some of the ways that these
· steps might be measured huer in the lherature review. For now I will say that it is their inherent
distance from realism that makes illwtrations, including diagrams, of interest in this thesis.
While this would include all reasons for making images, including reasons obscured by the
image·maker, or perhaps even obscure also to the image maker, I am concerned in this thesis
with those image makers who wish to send a message to a reader. It is possible, that the image:
maker who makes images in order to obscure meaning will not he well-served by this thesis,
although I hope that most of the discussion herein would allow such an image maker to be
more sure how to make meaning, and therefore: to avoid it where s/he feels so inclined.
An extensive selection of essays on imagery in gr..phic design is

TIJ~

EJu(ation of an

Illustrator, (Heller & Arisn1an, 2000). This work claims to be the "first ever blueprint for
teaching and practicing the dynamic art and craft of illustration" and to "fill a practical and
an intellectual void for educators, students, and professionals in the field ofillusnation" (dust
jacket of first edition). The void certainly exists in terms of intelligent discussion regarding
the strengths and purpose of illustration. The authors within ably identify rhat illustration
as a stream of design education and as a practice is in something of a crisis. However, the
crisis they speak of seems to be exacerbated by th•: fact that few of illustration's small and
scattered voices of support can effectively aniculate what illustration is for or how it might
communicate differently from mainstream design photography, to which, outside of this
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book, it is frequently compared. Claudia Mareis in her i~troduction to /Uusiv~, an anthology
of contemporary illusrrators' works, says, "Illustration's seJf..pcrccpdon lies precisely in its
difference to photography" (Marcis, 2005, p.S). For all the strengths of the essays collected

in Etlucation ofan

///ustrato~including

a cross section of practitioners' concerns about the

state of illustration, insights into the inspirations and working practices of name illustrators,
and some educational syllabi focused on teaching illustration-this central problem is not
effectively solved. One of the essays within, Dugald Stermer's, Ttaching Illustration, begins
with:
':

My misgivings were manifold, hut probably fint and second among them were my doubts that illwrr.uion
an be taught, and that even ifir can, could I reach it? (.•• ]Those concerns arc: still very much with me, so
reading on will not provide: any resolution. (2000, p.97)

This is not an atypical essay in Education ofan Illustrator. Very few of the l .~ntributors grapple
\Vith the issue of illustration as a series ofchoices, or consider that there might be, outside of an
individual illusrrator's style, a more pragmatic approach that might help a practitioner ~each it
· or a design student learn why they might consider using illustration in their next assignment
or in their impending career. There is little discussion of illustration in .the wider context of
design or in context with its competitor for editorial space, photography. Those authors that
discuss it in this context mosrly lament that they arc t.,-: photographer's poorer cousins. There ·
. is a sense of illustrators having to 'get on with it' in spite of their difficulties. Phrases like 'the
view from the trenches' march through the book, lc:nd!ng a sense of dogged determinacion

in the face of an inevitable decline in illustration's fortunes. Another key problem may be
that photography, having always struggled for recognition as an art form, is seen as more

·:

informational a medium than illustration which bears at least a passing resemblance to the
media that many people associate most easily whh visual art; painting.
Gombrich, whose major work, Art ana Illusion is really a struggle with this question of
.,
,.

capturing reality, concluded that realism took so long to arrive in art essentially because we
didn't need it. His concept of the anist might be applicable here also to illustrators:
What :a paimer enquires into is nor the nature or the physical world but rhc.narure of ou! reactions ro

it. He is not concerned with causes but with the mechanisms ofcenain effects. His is a psychological
.problem-th2t of conjuring up a convincing image despite the fact that not one individual shade
corresponds to what we all 'realicy' (p.44)

'p

Of course, Gombrich docs not solve for us the question of why we don't need to be presented

.I
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'Nith realistic images. Regardless, or perhaps in spite of the illustrators surveyed in Heller and
'· ~

Arisman being unable to articulate the particular strength~ of their craft, such are the vagaries
of fashion with respect to graphic communication that, during the course of my writing this
thesis, illustration seems to have: had a reversal of fortunes and is again growing in popularity.

· lllu.stration as competing with photography

..

!I

' In recent years, illustration has stepped firmly out of photography's shadow. They now feature in
· advc:nising campaigns and posters for leading sponing goods manufacturers and replace runs of
photographs in fashion and

lif~tylc

magazines. We sec fanciful illustrations even in maga1ines and

·periodicals that used to base: ahdr credibility on austere photogr.ephy (Marcis, 2005, p.B)

.
..
So announcc:S an introductory essay, by Claudia Mareis, graphic designer, teacher and author,
.

·'

to a recent, major anthology of illustration from around the world. Less clearly articulated
is why, although illustration has always been an option for designers or arc directors when
considering the image aspects of graphic design, it should have recently become a popular
choice. "Illustrations suggest themselves anywhere people: want to (and can) work with
li

images-but not with photographs" the author tells us. Implicit in such a statement is that the
two approaches to in1agc: making arc: dissimilar in some way. Less dear still is what separates
them or why people: n1ight want to work with one kind of image and not another. The author
goes on to express that illustrations arc at some rcn~ovc from photography, which to me is the
central difference, one oflevc:ls of realism: "Where does this desire for illustrated images come
from.? Illustrations distance themselves visually front the pictorial worlds photographs inhabit"
(p.B). Marcis says, "they can show particularly opaque and complicated things in a sintplified

fashion and make them more readily accessible"; "ill ustradons can make a big impact ifyou want
to stimulate: free associations with .imaginative and abstract images"; and "They can underpin
the 'emotional qualities' of a brand or product on a sensual and abstract plane, without the
· immediate realism of a phot~graph" (p.B). She must be: forgiven her lack ofexplication, as even

J.J Gibson (197 I) who demonstrated more successfully and succinctly than anyone that we
.\

'

can see and understand images that arc less real than real does not articulate reasons why this
might be the case. What Marc:is is describing seems to make sense, but in seeking to find why
she might be right, I have found many cul·de-sacs: Where the 'how realism and abstraction are
.

different' question is addressed, the 'why abstraction works' question, regarding the psychology
~. I
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and perhaps even sociology of less real images is seldom approached at all.
Elsewhere, and even more recently, the role of illusrration seems to be perceived as one
that is less pragmatic and more intuitive or emotional than the requirements of graphic design
will allow. Adrian Shaughnessy on DtsignObs"v" has said, "during the 1990s, illustration's

..

..

~

'individual style' became a liability. Visual communication was colonized by tough-minded,
·· business·drivcn graphic designers who gave their clients what they wanted: branding, strategy
ll

and the precision-tooled delivery of commercial messages" (Shaughnessy, "Graphic Design vs.
lllusrration", 2006). Mareis too reminds us that in graphic design, the economical imperatives
are never far removed in the making ofdesign decisions: "Perhaps there are no good photographs
available and the financial resources for an elaborate photo-shoot arc not forthcoming" (2005,

p.8). However, as I progress through my arguments in this thesis, I will endeavour to show
·that iHustration, essentially because of its distance from realism, has the potential to accurately
allow 'precision tooling' of messages. This precision. should in turn allow for more effective
communication which should, in theory satisfy the 'tough-minded and business-driven'.

lniages as a visual language: the perceptual approach
,r.,

Dondis, in her oft cited A Primfr of Visual Littracy (1973) delves deeper into an image's
relation to reality, and perhaps more than any other graphic design theorist identifies
that we might respond differently to differently rendered images of the same subject. In
this sense:, she begins to lead the design student in the direction of psychology in order to
understand ~eeing. However, having identified the existence of this phenomenon which allows
changes in meaning as reality is left behind, Dondis pays it only brief attention: "The more
representational the visual information, the more specific its reference:; the more abstract, the
more general and all encompassing it is. Abstraction, visually, is simplification toward a more
intense and distilled meaning" (p.74). Elsewhere, she touches on abstraction while discussing
photography. She attempts to explain that all photographs have within them an underlying
abstract composition:
But the fact is this: even as we view a highly representational, detailed, visual report of the environment,
there coexists another visual message, exposing the elemental visual forces, abstract in quality but packed
with meaning, which has enormous power over response. The abstract understructure is the composition,
the design. (p.BO)

/ ;.
!.

;
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In this regard she agrees with art theorists like Kepes and Arnheim who talk of perception as
an imposition of structure upon a scene or a picture. This is the classic gestalt approach to
understanding pictures: that, as Kepes maintains, the delineation of discreet objects in the field
of view, or the separation of figure from field, precedes any recognition of objects:
Certain optical characteristics tend to be seen together as a spatial configuration . As we look at a greatly
enlarged halftone screen [as in a picture composed of pronounced dots printed via the offset process,
for example, in a newspaper], what we actually see are different sizes of black dots and different white
intervals. But instantly we organise and group these visible differences. Some units of black dots are seen in
one form ; some in another. Some elements are seen together because they are close to each other; others are
bound together because they are similar in size, direction, shape. Only after this instantaneous organization
is achieved can one see the resemblance of the picture ro a human eye [Figure 6] . This organization of
optical belonging is more basic than the recognition of the objects themselves. (1944, p.4 5)

Figure 6: The enlarged image clearly shows the arrangement of dots as the actual stimulus for our eyes; from these dots we perceive
an eye. (Medley after Kepes).

Inherent within this observation is the possibility of making and reproducing an image with
an ideal 'spatial configuration' for a particular message. In part aided by Kepes observations I
maintain, in Chapter 3, that any means at our disposal to improve this separation between visual
elements should be employed where separation and delineation would aid communication.
Dondis goes beyond the gestalt approach and ventures into behaviourist territory in order to
understand pictures. Like de Sausmarez above, with his concern fo r ' body-felt' understanding
of space, she maintains that how we stand, move, keep our balance, protect ourselves; the
way we react to light and dark or to sudden movement are factors in how we receive and
interpret visual messages, though, unlike de Sausmarez she does not use this conviction to
argu·e against perspective or realism: "The human organism seems to seek harmony, a state
of ease, of resolution, what the Zen Buddhists speak of as 'meditation in supreme repose"'
(1973, p.85). Dondis begins to shed light on the psychology of seeing further examined in my
Chapter 3. She uses the psychologists' terms of"sharpening" and "levelling". Increasing tension
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or reducing it visually via composition or contrast, while still suggesting the image as a built
thing; that elements of pictures can and should be rearranged, resized and repositioned until
the satisfactory effect is achieved. The gestalt approach in general, and Dondis' in particular,
attempts to define what can confidently said about all images and therefore must deal with
what all images have in common, namely, composition.
Implicit in this gestalt comprehension of underlying structure, but not explored by any of
these authors, is that some images, even photographs, are more abstract than others. That is
to say, the underlying structure will be more apparent in the image the more abstract it is. The
photographic examples Dondis gives (Figure 7) are themselves on the one hand quite abstract
and graphic, and on the other at least non-specific enough (Where is this place? Who are
these people?) to not refer directly to one thing or person. This makes the case for underlying
structure easier to grasp. If the photograph is of a human face, especially one known to the

Figure 7 . Dondis makes the case for the importance of underlying structure in any image.

reader, it is doubtful that underlying abstract structure would be as apparent or even relevant
to the reading of the image. In other words, the gestaltists are uninterested in the difference
between the photograph's underlying abstract structure and that underlying structure being
presented as an abstract visual. For Dondis, regardless of whether the visual message is a
photograph or a graphic made of cut paper, "the process of composition is the most crucial
step in visual problem solving. The results of the compositional decisions set the purpose and
meaning of the visual statement and carry strong implications for what the viewer receives"
(1973, p.20).
37

This ignores any difference in purpose or meaning that may be derived by choosing to
present the image as say a line-drawing rather than a photograph of the same subject. An
· accurately shaded pencil drawing is visiblv different to a photograph of the

sa~e

subject; a

Jine-.only draft of the .same subject is different again. In other words, as well as existing as
designed compositions, images exist along a·scale between representation and abstraction, and ,

aS.I have observed from my initial classroom discovery this results in at least some difference
in meaning. Acknowledging this realism continuum may allow us to examine this differc:nce.
Several other visual theorists have identified this measure and I will examine these in detail
later in this Iheraturc: review.
I said at the start that I am interested in why we can understand the 'simpler' image at
all. We need now to look to those designers who have made their nantes or careers based
upon this distillation process and sec what they have to tell us. Otto Neurath, whose work at
least appears to have a coolly scientific basis, had this to say about how we crcad' pictograms:
"The first glance: The most important qualities of an object are perceived. The second glance:
.,

The less important qualities of an objec! are perceived. The third glance: additional details
a're pcrcch'ed" (cited in Abdullah & HUbner, 2006, p.20). This suggests some understanding
of the human visual system: that it is uninterested in high levels of detail, at least initially.
,.,

but no further explanation is given, other than, "A silhouette compels.. ~s to ,look
at essential
··t•
.l . · .

details and sharp lines; {here are no indefinite backgrounds or superfluities"

(l~eurath,

1946,

p.96). The basis for creating his famous lsotype figures however, rather than being purely
scientific, seems to have been with Neurath since his childhood; he was especially fond of
. Egyptian hieroglyphics (Pcndle, "Otto Ncurath's Universal Silhouettes", n.d.). Indeed, rather
than specifically following a perceptual theory .from the beginning, Neura~h suggests that he
and his team arrived at the notion of abstractions incremenrally:
.At first our symbols were drawn realistically, but by using a new technique we won simplified them
without lo~ing their self-explanatory qualities. We began to cut out our symbols-silhouettes of animals
and ploughs and men-from coloured paper, necessarily rc:ducing the oudincs to a minimum and avoiding
,.

internal lines wherever possible. {1946, pp.97-98)

'. •'!

And here at least Some of me motivation for reduction of detail is purely mechanical; tO avoid
difficulties while man~ally creating small graphics.
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While Neurath tested his visual experiments, and, he makes dear, ."Some ofour observations
were made: by students of psychology" (1946, p.99), these obsemtions were: made afttr the
graphics had been designed and were on display. The process of design was a process of 'trial
and error', according to Paul Rotha, one of Neurath's long·term collaborators. Neurath's
overriding consideration, and that of his followers, Modley in the United States and Bliss in
Australia, was to crcc1te a visual code that could transcend language barriers. Lamenting the
demise of hieroglyphics, Neurath said: "I was sorry that the old picture writing had gradually
fallen into disuse instead of becoming the basis of an international picture language. The
problem of an international language attracted me fairly early" (p.'>6). Neurath predicted a
future where comn1unicating with pictograms would become a necessity. The key to making
such a language using symbols other than letters seemed to lie in abstract symbols rather than
realistic pictures: "I liked being able to combine similar symbols in different ways without ·
destroying their visual power. This active clement belongs also in a speci~l sense to writing
··when it is regarded as the putting together of single words" (p.97).
The quest for an international visual 'Esperanto' was continued in the design of the
pictograms for the 18th Olympic Gamcs, in Tokyo 1964 (designed in 1962 by Yoshiro
Yamashita).
AJ host for the first Olympic Games hc:ld in Asia, the japanese organized a committee headed by the
design critic Mas.aru Kauumi to coordinate the graphic program. lkc-.ausc few panicipants or visitors
would be fluent in japanese, a program of pictograms was devised to designate: the: events and services, and
it was essential that its visual vocabulary be easily comprehensible:. (Fischer & Hioinger, 1994, p.90)

However, it is difficult in the literature to find coherence in the approaches to this quest
for universal picture languages. Those designers well-known for exploring the possibilities
do not present a united front. According to his biographer (Rathgeb, 2006, p.ll4), Otl
Aicher, designer and coordinator of the graphics program for the 1972 Olyn1pics in Munich,
developed his pictogranu based on his readings of Charles Morris·s Thtory ofSigns (more of
which later) and on the research of Martin Krampcn, a German communications scientist
(Rathgeb, p.IIB}. Aicher also appears to have liaised with Katsumi, the coordinator of the
Tokyo '64 graphics program (p.136). While Neurath had suggested minimal abstraccion of
images for the creation of pictograms, believing this would allow understanding without an
accompanying learning curve, Maldonado (a colleague ofAicher's at the Ulm HfG) supported

jl
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greater abstraction for the creation of picrograms in order to avoid confusion. Maldonado had
also assumed a learning procos would he inevitable for the reader to familiarise themselves
with any pictograms (p.118). According to Rathgeb, however:
Aicher's pictograms lie somewhere between these two positions. In addition 10 graphic reduction and a
systematization of form, Aicher achieved a high level of variability whhin the same system by connecting
the: formal vocabulary with a system of syntax. A central tool of Aicher's mc:rhodical approach, in P,ardcular
for his set of symbols, was a design grid. (p.l 18)

More on Aicher's grid system in Chapter 4, for now I want only to say that in all of this, the
designers of these abstract 6?rms, and their biographers, seem to understand that these forms
·work noticeably differently; trona realistic images, but not precisely why. Aicher's thorough
research appears to have been very methodical, but a scientific or interpretive basis for the
difference between realism and abstraction is not documented other than a mention of ..field
research on visual perception of symbols by individuals of different cultural backgrounds"
(Rathgeb, p.118). The focus of this simplification was again to create an internationally
understandable language rather than to exploit particular known visual faculties; as Rathgeb
states, ."Aicher tried to prevent his signs from being linked with the cultural context of the
original image, whkh would make it valid only temporarily or in certain cultures" (p.ll8).
In the latter parts of this literature review I will examine a review of such fieldwork through
Evelyn Goldsmith's Rtstarch into Illustration.

As recently as 2006, Piaograms, Icons c!r Signs, focusing on these distilled images, makes a
synthesis ofNeurath and Aicher to propose a picture language "in the context ofglobalisation"
(Abdullah, R. and HUbner, R., 2006, p.228). Three quarters of a century on from Neurath,
the authors' motivation, rather than one based on recent discoveries about the human visual
system, seems precisely the same: ..pictograms will inevitably become a more common area
of design" (p.7). Many impressive contemporary and historical examples arc shown, some of
·which are examined in detail later in the thesis, but the authors arc content to explain how
to design pictograms without r~fcrence to the question of how we arc able to perceive these
pictures. The book culminates in a lesson on using icon language by Profess~r Jochen Gros
(another alumni of Ulm) to devise a global, visual language, to realise Neurath's aim (p.228).
Jock Kinncir and Margaret Calvert's well-known road sign system for the United Kingdom,
in contrast, seems to have been aimed more at the parochial audience:

. i.

Many of (Calvert's] illustralions were irupircd by aspects of her own life. The cow fcarured in rhe uiangular
sign warning drivers to watch out for farm animals on the road was based on Patience, a cow on her
rcl;uivc:s' Warwick.'ihirc farm. Eager to make the: school children c:roMing sign more accessible. 5hc replaced
the image of a boy in a school cap leading a little girl, with one of a girl- modelled on a phorograph of
herself as a child- with a younger boy. Calvert described the old sign as being: "quite archaic, almost like
•m illustration from Enid Blyton .•• I wanted to make it more inclusive because comprehensives [English
co"'(ducational schools) were staning up... ('"jock Kinncir + Margarcc Calvert", n.d.)

In terms of their interest in simplicity of image. Calvert and Kinneir were concerned with
legibility at speed and, apparently economic concerns were still an issue. "Style never came
into it. You were driving to\\:'ards the absolute essence. How could we reduce the appeJrance to
· rnake the maximum sense and minimum cost?" In this sense, we are no closer to understanding
~hy

a distilled image should be more legible than a realistic one. We may sense th.u this is

probably true but the 'why' seems as yet unanswered.
With regard ro the 'internationaliry' of these abstracted images, Neurath seem~ to come
· closest to explaining their utility over more realistic pictures. For Neurarh the photograph was
neutral also but treated its contained information un-hierarchically. The lsotype figures on
the other hand were designed to allow a systematic and repeatable method of building visual
meanings without the diverting detail that photography tends to capture (Neurath, 1973).
Still the problem of how we can perceive something less real than real remains. One way to
deal with that problem is simply to maintain that we can not simply perceive such an image,
but we must learn how to read it.

Problems with pictorial language: the interpretive approach
Ellen Lupton is the director of the graphic design master~ program at the Maryland Institute
Collage ofArt and author ofmany critical essays on graphic design. Her cri deism ofthe Isocype
method is its assumption of universality; that it only pretends to transcend the language
barrier when in fact its images must be learned like any written language: "International
pictures demand interpretation; they must be read. A pictogram functions by connecting
with the cui rurally bound expectations of the people using it" (1989, p.l48). .
In Dtsig11 Writing Rtstarc!J (1999), co-written with

J.

Abbou MHler (a partner at

Pentagram) Lupton and Miller's view on pictorial language is that it is tied into a group
of larger assumptions made as part of a Modernist ag~nda driven by an over-reliance on
perceptual psychology. Their criticism, which names Kepes, Anheim and Dondis, is that the
41
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assumptions of universal percertion inherent in modernism, where these perceptual theories
arc firmly rooted, need to be addressed with a balance in design theory that leans more
towards cultural and contextual understandings:
Pervading these works is a focus on pn-(tptiotl at the expense of inttrprttation. 'Perception• refers ro
the subjective experience of rhc individual as framed by the body and brain. Aesthetic theories based
.on perception favour sensation over intellect, seeing over reading, universality over cultural difference,
physical immediacy over social meditation. Modern design pedagogy, an approach to form-making
validated by theories of percepdon. suggesrs a universal faculty of vision common to all humans of
all times, capable of overriding cultural and historical barriers. A slUdy of design oriented around
incerpreration. on the other hand, would suggest that rhe reception of a particular image shifts from one
'

i;

rime or place 1o the next, drawing meanings from conventions of format, style and symbolism. and from
irs association with other images and whh words. While modern design theory focuses on perception,
an hisrorically and cuhurally self-conscious approach would center on imcrprcralion. (Lupton & Miller,
1999. p.62)

This' paragraph. from one of 17 essays in their book, encapsulates the authors' approach
~

\

th&·oughout; an anempt to address what they perceive to be an imbalance in design theory that · ·,·~~
leans towards perceptual theory. As we saw earlier however, those design theorists that have
focused on gestalt responses to composition, for instance Dondis, were themselves redressing a
, perceived imbalance t<'wards text at the expense of image. Don dis is correct that the focus has
been on type, and Lupton and Miller arc correct that the focus of design theory has not been
on cultural and temporal context. Neither criticism allows us closer to the problem at hand
.I

and, unfortunately, both foreshadow a particularly unhelpful split in the discourse loosely
labelled 'visual literacy' which we will examine below. Furthermore, in neuropsychology,
perception is interpretation of sensation (Dr. M. Miyahara, Personal Communication, 21
September, 2008). Which is to say that perception itself is problematic and not to be taken
for granted as the above inttrprttive view of design might suggest. I examine perception of
images in Chapter 3. Lupton and Miller'~ broad·spectrum criticism of modernism would be
;

,.

! ...11!

..•

better targeted for my purposes if the modernists had got it right on perception or indeed, if

!J)

they were all in agreement. As we have already seen, Tomas Maldonado at Ulm, the German
school of high modc:rnism, did believe that pictograms needed to be learned, and Otl Aicher
seems to have borrowed at least a linle of this concept from Maldonado. And, as we shall
sec, the reliance on photography stressed by Swiss Typographic spokesman, Josef MiillcrBrockmann, had little to do with perception theory. Each of the modernist designers Lupton
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and Miller targ~_t argued for the neutrality of the designer, but Neurath's understanding of
image ·at least allowed for the inclusion of "children's drawings and primitive;~-.-~t" (Abdullah
'I

& HUbner, 2006, p.21) whereas the leading lights of the Neue Schweizer Gra6k were anti-

illwtratiou (MUller·Brockmann, 1983, p.27).
Lupton and Miller seem to suggest that only the interpretive route to understanding

.,
:l

images can lead to a social application of such an understanding. Making the claim for
·· interpretation over perception, Lup:on and Miller tell us, "perception is filtered by cuhure"
(1 ~99, p.63). However, as I intend to show in my Chapter 4 their observation should by no

means preclude the use of perceptual psychology in the reading of these kind of graphics nor
does it preclude the social application of graphics built using a method based in perceptual
psychology.
Helpfully, Lupton and Miller addr~u the difference between the realism of photography
and the abstraction of illustration elsewhere in Dtsign Writing &starch. They acknowledge
the visual difference even though to them it is a function of politics: illustration looks like fine
an and was pressed into service for high-brow goods until even this strata of publicity was
•:

mined by photography (1999, pp.72·89). Crucially, they address the question of specificity
implicit in photography when they focus on stock images:

~the

informational richness and

depth of the: photographic image is at odds with the imperative for the generic" (p.l33). They
sec the proliferation of these srock images as possible_harbingers 'of a new kind of lireracy' .
.....
\

. ·.

Though they see these products beginning to 'look more and more alike'. This is as deep as
they venture into the clash between specificity and generality which, a~ we shall see later, has
been central to photography since its inception, but to which other designers seem to have
been blissfully unaware. Again, despite their criticisms of the modernist theorists, we s~e here
an_obsecration identical to Dondis' comment on the specificity of realistic images recorded
above. Somewhat frustratingly, again this thread is not pursued.
Roland Barthes, oft-cited by Lupton and Miller, sheds a little more light in this area in his

Camtra Lucida (1982). He has this to say about the photograph:
· his chc absolute P.ilnicular, chc: sovereign Comingcncy, mane and somehow stupid, the This ((his
. photog~ph, and nm Photography), in short, what Lacan calls the Tuche, the Occasion, the Encounter,

rhc ~1. in irs indefatigable expression [..• ] and suggcsu lhc gesture of the child pointing his finger at
something :and saying: rh.u. there it is,lo! but says nothing else[ ••• ] A specific photogr2ph~ in effect,
is never distinguished from its referent (from what it rcprcscnu). or at least it is not immediately or

generally distinguished from its referent (as is rhe case for every other image. encumbered-from the
srart, and because of its srarus-by rhe way in which the object is simulated). (pp.4 ..6)

For Barthes, the pho~ograph always points to the very thing it was captured from and nothing
else. As we shall see in Chapter 3, a less realistic image suggests a less specific subject, as Dondis
has suggested, and consequently for other meanings to exert themselves. Other leading lights
in visual theory have dealt with the photograph, and some with its relationship to other kinds
of images, but no-om~ seems to deal spe~ifically with the differences in meaning allowed by
the different depictions.
John Berger (especially in ~ys ofS~~ing, 1974) is useful in pointing out that the perspectival
. way ofdepicting the world is not a natural way ofapprehending but in fact a cultural construct.
This notion is significant in this thesis especially since it provides a rare bridge between the.
psychological theory-joining seamlessly with R.L Gregory's elucidation of'object constancy'
:':

.

as a psychophysical phenomenon which overrides the effects of perspc:ctive"-·and the cultural
;

theory of the image; between what Lupton and Mille~ describe as the perceptual versus the
· interpretive approach to understanding images.
Berger is interested principally in thr. social implications of photography in advertising.

It may well be a conduit through which business imparts irs message to the buying public
(as it is in MUIIer-Brockrnann) but this relation is anything but unproblematic in Berger.
Photography, he says, has arrived as the last vestige of what oil-painting stood for in Post·
rennaissance Europe'.
The oil painting showed whal its owner was already enjoying among his possessions and his way of life.
It consolidared his own sense of his cwn value. h enhanced his view of himself as he already was. It began
with faCis, the facrs of his lilc. The paintings cmbc:llished the iPterior in which he actually lived. The
purpose of publicity is to make the spectator marginally dissatisfied wirh his.prcscnt way of life. Not with
the way of life of society, but with his own within ir. It suggests rhat if he buys what it is offering, his life
will become bc:ncr.lt offers him an improved aJrernative to what he is (1974, p.142).

i·

To, Berger the role ofphotography is about its capturing reality, but in terms ofreality's texture,
-· colour and tangibility "as only oil paint had been able to do before." He tells us, "Both media
use similar, highly tactile means to play upon the spectator's sense of acquiring the real thing
which the image shows" (pp.l40-141). ~:•or him the roles of the highly realistic (photography)

.

and the more illustrative (oil painting) are identical. In other words, the difference that I

-'

found in my initial studio experiment, that of realism and abstraction away from realism, is
of no interest to Berger.
.
.
Generally speaking, the interpretive approach, as set out by Lupton and Miller, seems to
identify the issue at the centre: ofmy research problem, but not to be able, or to be uninterested

.

in trying, to explain it~ Charles Peirce for instance, founder of one of dlC~ two main branches
of semiotics, has it that the 'index' has a dear visible connection to its referent that seems

I .

unproblematic. In Morris (1938), semiotics are br~ken into the categories of syntaxt semantics
and pragmatics; the syntactic being the level which presupposes any recognition of the image
(Goldsmith, 1984, p.I24). These levels have echoes in Banhcs' categorieCi of denotation,
con.notarion and myth. For Banhcs, the 'denotative' order comprises the visual stuff that we
can easily describe. This first order ~f signification is ·taken as read; as if it requires no effort to
•

pcrceave.

.'

Of courSe I am simplifying and. generali~ing the semiotic position on this. As with the
Modernist
·an and .4esign
critics, there are a range of positions taken on denotation and
.
..
connotation. In, Hall (1980, p.132}, the photographic 'signifier' .is allied exactly with its
. 'signified', ~n the same way that Dondis and Lupton talk about a photograph being specific to

.

.

·. its subject. Barthes, on the other hand, came eventually to regard denotation as a pretence of
pictures: "denocation is not the first meaning, but pretends to be: so; under this illusion, it is
ultimately no more than the last of the connotations (the one which seems both to establish
and dose the reading), the superior myth by which the text pretends

to return to t~e nature

ofla!lguagc:, to language as nature" (1974, p.9). In a sense, the concern with images in terms
of how realistic they are is implied: Presumably most semioticians and interpretive theorists
• .!

would see the highly realistic picture as having more of a conse~sus among viewers than an
abstracted picture.
~istorically the semioticians tend to be more interested in the 'higher' levels of signification

since these seem rich with interpretive possibilities, but as we shall sec in Chapter 3, the
'denotative' level is problematic and interesting in itself. While their concern with these
more connotative pictures should increase as the images arc further removed from a general
consensus, via a reduction in realism, still they remain unconcerned with how we are able to
perceive thc:Se abstractions.

iY
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. ·Otherwise, these scmil)ticians arc interested in other aspects of abstraction that,.to me, are
red herrings. For example, where in Dondis, according to Lupton and Miller, interpretation
of images stood for too little, in Kress and Van Leeuwen's, Reading lmagts: The Grammar

of Visual Dtsign ( 1996) it seems to stand for too much. Kress and Van Leeuwen have tried
boldly to transfer semiotics to design but they fall back on malcing logoccntric connections

!,

in their picture analyses·. They share Dondis, noble sentiment of educating visually, as they
t';
•

focus on graphic design, mostly within advertising media. However- unlike Scott McCloud,
discussed below, who renders his entire theory about comics visually, as a comic book, in order
to prove his points-they have difficulty extracting themselves from linguistics, the traditional
concern of semiotiCs, and they take the move away from universal perceptual theory to the
other extreme:
The straight line, for instance, means what it lilcrally is: straight. This 'straightness' may tlien be u:.Cd ro
arry any one: of a vast range of meanings compatible: with thar.lt may be posirivdy valued in one: context

~

.

(e.g. 'chc straight and narrow pach' or Mondriaan's association of straighmess with the: spiritual power of
.

Jaw) less positively in anorhcr (e.g. 'the: straight man' as opposed to the 'funny man•, or straight as opposed
(0 'gay'). (p.54)

How this Iauer meaning of sexual orientation would be derived visually from a straight line
fails to be illustrated by the authors. 'Straight' as they mean it here is linguisti~ only and
cannot readily be represented pictorially. I acknowledge Kress and Van,:Leeuwen's contention

..

' \

il that the visual realm involves social activity. Of course, the fact that m~st design students are
!t

iI

11

seeking a pragmatic future as commercial designers does not nor should not preclude social
responsibility. This becomes the focus of my Chapter 4, but since the application of linguistics
and semiotics to the visual has been accomplished by Kress ·and Van Leeuwen and Berger and
'

'

Fiske, I am more interested to know if what I have uncovered here and in my chapters 3 arid
4, can be used to help explain the social in the visual. In any case, as I will show below, the
applicati(ln of literary theory to things which are not literature nor even textual is problematic..
Perhaps a perceptual examination of imagery in graphic design is more appropriate for this
reason. A5 I will endeavour to show in my Chapter 4, a perceptual approach to design does
not negate a social view of the role of graphic design, but can actually bring something fresh
to its ·application.

·.!

Assuming some c_ommonality of response
What Kress and Van Leeuwen arc uninterested in is p:;ychological, as opposed to culcural,
rcspons~

to certain shapes. That the: circle might appear more relaxing than the triangle for

.,·,.'

example, because the circle has no sharp corners on which, in the physical world, we might
· catch ourse~ves. The jagged line looks dangerous and unpleasant and any author would be
hard·prcsscd to find a time in which it was thought otherwise. To some extent at least, these
.'

physical attributes seem to stand beyond cui rurally (linguistically, cxperic:n tially or temporarily
defined) specific interpretation.
Ramachandran and Hubbard, in Synatsthtsia: A windotv into pn-ctption, thought and

languagt, surveyed people of both English and Tamil language backgrounds to test what is
known as the 'Bouba/Kiki effect':
If you show fig. (8) (left and right) co people and say 'In Manian language. one of rhese rwo figures
is a "bouba" and rhc other is a .. kiki". try co guc.~ which is which', 95% or people pick the left as kiki
and the right as bouba. even though they have never seen these srimuli before. The reason is that ·
the sharp changes in visual direction of the lines in the left-h~nd figure mimics the sharp phonemic
inflectioru of the sound kiki, as well as the sharp inflection of the tongue on the palate. The bouba/
kiki example provides our first vital clue for understanding rhc origins of proto-language, for ir suggests .
that there may be natural constraints on the ways in which sounds are mapped on ro objects. Second,
we propose the existence of a kind of sensory-to-motor synaesthesia, which may have played a pivotal
role in the evolution oflanguage. Afamiliar example of this is dance, where the rhythm of movements
synaesthcticaUy mimics the audirory rhythm. (200 1b, p.l9)

F.gure
,,......
..
,

a. •Demonstration of kiki and bouba. Because of the sharp inflection of the ~sual shape, subjects tend to map the name kikJ

onto the fgure on the left, while the rounded contours of the figure on tho right make it more kke the rou•lded auditory intlection of
'

bouba:· from Ramachandran, V.S. & Hubbard, E.M.

However. it must be said that their synaesthetic experiments seem at times to blur' the Jines

·bc[Wcen nature and nurture: between sensation and experience. There is some ambiguity in
the responses to their expc:ri~ents that suggest an over-riding of perceptual {or sensory) effects
47

,·

by cognitive (comprehension) effects. For example:, they show an image made by rhe letters
.'IV', which can be read as 'I' and 'V' or as the roman numcral4. They sum up the ambiguous
I ' '

,

synaesthetic responses thusly: "Hence, air hough the visual form is necessary for the perception
of the colours, the way in which it is classified is important in determining which colour is
actually cvoked".:(2001 b, p.l3). The authors do not explain that both 're-.1dings' of the intage
are learned anyway, since, to the illiterate these would be merely abstract graphic shapes.
In any case, I do not believe a perceptual approach need. exclude an interpretive one.
Arnhdm, who specifically denied that he was against an interpretive understanding of the
visual still argued for shared perception:
I wam to txplilin this to you. Everyone must at least have 5imilar perccpcions when they look at the:

same thing. bcc.ause otherwise no communicuion could (akc: pl;~cc:. lm~gcs nnL\t also he cumparih1c

wilh one an01hcr so that a person receives one and the same thing ;u different times. Titar different
observers of one and the same thing sc:c difTcrc:nt things.has to do with the f3ctthat pcrccprion i., indcc:d
nut

mechanical reception of Knsury data; rather, h is the: cr~tion uf strucmrc:d images dtat nautrally

depend on the personal experience of the: observer. The observation of che world demands an interaction
between the ohjtctivc charactcrist ics supplic:d by the: observed thing and rhe nature of the observing

:mbjc:cr. In addicinn, I ,Jon't argue against rhe idea that there is a hisrnricity nf pcrccpcinn and that culrur.~l
dc:terminatiom play a role in vision. (Grundmann, MTiu: lmdligcnce ofVision", 2001)

In my research for this literature rariew, the perceptual proponents generall)' were more
forthcoming on the difference between realistic and abstract images. Generally the interpretive
'side is interested in social or political reasons (where they arc intere.~ted at all) for choosing
photos or illustration. But we can sec from Arnhcim, and from the socio-political motivations
"'

• ... 1

of both Neurath and his student, Bliss, that this divide is not so clear cut; an assumption of
innate visual abilities docs not

prcclu~e

a political seance in the designer nor in his or her

understanding of rhc audience. In my fourth chapter I explore how a perceptual approach
to image design might be applied in a social realm. In my sixth chapter, using student case
studies, I further examine this approach and another method of design where perception and
interpretation arc both brought to bear on one project.
. .The privileging of language over vision which I aJluded to in the introduction to the
!l

. !!

liter,~~ure
\

'

'

'

review is something with which orher theorists have struggled. Another text which,

',

\\

like ~machandran and Hubbard, attempts to establish pre..verbal cognition as an influence on
meaning·maldng and daim metaphor as sensorially derived rather than textual, is Nonvtrbal

~

:·

.

MtltlpiJor: A &vittv of71Jtorits and Evidtnct by Jay A. Seirz:
·'

it has lu.-cn claimed rhat young children under 4-yc:us.uf-:age do not annprchcnd or produce metaphorical
figures of speech (e.g., M:uschark & Nail, 1985: Onony, 1987, Vosniadou, 1987). The ~rtion follows
naturally from the language view. Metaphors juxtapose concepts from different conven_tionallinguistic

!;

categories to communicate new mcanin~ (Max Black, 1962). As a consequence, what constrains the

younger child·s abiliry to procc:)S figurative language is lack of conceptual knowledge and linguistic faciliry.
Those who take the language view claim that metaphor is always about concepts, although specifically
linguistic concepts (but] metaphor involves the ability to recognize similarities across difTerem sensory

· ·domains. (1998, p.l24)

As wilh Ramachandran, ct a), Sc:itt is unconcerned specifically with distilled imagery, but these
I ·

experiments which play with the demarcation of senses might suggest that distilled images can
more easily cross this border from the visual sense into the other senses. McCloud seems to
grasp thjs also when he explains that it is much easier for a cartoon drawing to enter the realm
of ideas than it is for a highly rep~csen rational image ( 1993, pp.24-59).

Where comprehension of rea~ism is regarded as visual literacy
In one field, loosely termed 'visual literacy' this seemingly chicken-and-egg q~cstion is central.
,:;

Unfortunately, the question is in many ways funher complicated rather than clearly resolved.
I will not be canvassing the whole populace of this realm except where it concerns my central
~i problem, since 'visual literacy' is certainly not a coherent movement to which we can look for .

o'ne consisrent response to this problem. It is through these theorists however, grouped very
loosdy under this umbrella phrase, that we will arrive at a useful approach to quantifying

.1rnage.
' ..

.,

I will look quickly at some definitions and th~n focus on where the theorists chat posited

.. i \

them.can shed light on this problem of realism versus abstraction. Broadly speaking, the divide
beewce.n perception and interpretation becomes evident again, as it did before in the discussion
.- ' of design, art and photography. Some visual literacy theorists are more concerned with how

..

. ir:nages communicate independent of words, and others with the parallels between picture and

.'I
:' .-

../
. ,.

· · ·text communication. I will attempt to keep to my narrow path without getting sidetracked .
-/

I

i

I .'· ·

·/..

, :

into the visual/verbal divide argument, glancing sideways here and there at a couple of models
that exan1ine images in terms of a 'visual syntax'. This will lead to a discussion of a model

s~cifically proposed to explore the difference between realistic and oth~r images; the 'realism
:/
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continuum'. However, I will show that even though this continuum model has been adopted
by a handful of other theorists, it too, is open to interpretation and is cause for confusi'ln.

· Some definitions of visual literacy: Camera-centric beginnings, logocentric
'continuings'
Th~ definition of 'visual literacy' from the members of the National Conference on Visual
,,

Literacy (cited in Fransecky and Debes, 1972, p.7) goes as follows:
VisuaJ literacy refers to a group of vision-competencies a human being can develop by seeing and at t~c
. same time having and intcgr.uing other sensory experiences. The: development of these: competencies

.is fundamem:a.J to normal human learning. When developed, they enable a visuaiJy literate person
to discriminate and imc:rprct the visible: actions, objects, and symbols natural or man-made, that
he encounters in his environment. Through the creative usc of these: compc:rc:ncic:s, he is able to
communicarc: with others. Through the apprc:darivc: usc of these compc:rc:ncic:s, he is able: to comprehend
and enjoy the masterworks of visual communications.

This integration of 'other sensory experiences' echoes Seitz and Ramachandran's recent
:·.

pursuit of visual metaphor. Fransecky and Debes add to this that the visually literate can
'read' visual language with skill and can 'write', that is compose visual statements with skill.
The visually literate can translate from the visual to the verbal and vice versa. In the terms
of my narrow focus, however, the approach. by these early proponents is problematic in
that .it bestows upon the camera a range of powers to improve such 'literacy'. In hindsight
these powers may or may not exist (I will try to ascertain which) but the belief in them
.
'·:

:

was strong: "Teachers, parents, and others involved as leader--participants in visual literacy
projects frequently comment on the apparent case with which students communicate with a
camera" (p.S). Fransccky and Debes dedicate a chapter to photography (and not to any other
visu~l media) and their emphasis upon

it is typical of the early visual literacy rnovement.

"Most visual literacy programs arc based on photographic or clccrronic media (still pict~rcs,
motion pictures. videotape). The base of mass communication is photographic", they state, ·
"and one of the goals of visual literacy programs is to enable students to understand and
deal competently with the modern photographic, electronic world." (p.l5). It was no doubt
inconceivable then that the electronic world (by which the authors meant 'video-tape') would.
become the world of the personal computer, that this device would then enable and finally
become the sphere of the graphic designer, and that further still, it would allow t~c electronic
construction of illustrations. This recent phenomenon alone, is reason enough to examine
{ :
I
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the various strategies suggested by the visual literacy movement in the light of the illustration
technology now available for the visual communicator. Further, taking their stated goal of
dealing competently with the modern visual world. the emergence of illustration during
this last decade might easily be seen to prompt a similar exploration of how to competently
I

,;

deal with illustrations. They continue: "The camera is a visual pen we use to write about the

.

world we sec and to record some portion of reality that will transmit our thoughts by visual
representation to another person at a later time" (p.15). But is the camera a pen that can
· write only in a limited number of styles? This camera-centred universe in which the surrender
of visual communication to technology is implicit may have had the effect, early on, of
limiting the imaginations of the visual literacy lobby as to what effects different media, and
importantly since a camera mostly records realistically, what effect different levels of realism
•·

(.

~nd

distillation may have on the intentions and meanings of a visual design.
Dondis also had a predisposition for photographs which appears in·her preface, "If the

invention of movable type created a mandate for universal verbal literacy, surely the invention
of the camera and all its collateral and continually developing forms makes the achievement
of universal visual literacy an educational necessity long overdue" {p.ix).
Of course, this faith in the camera may in part be a function of the time at which calls to
·'·
·<

visual literacy were first made. As Barbara Maria Stafford says in Tbt &maining 10 Ptrcent
(2008), "Vis~ literacy is a temporal construct, rising or falliii'(~ with the cultural and scientific
assumptions and values of a given period" (p.32).
Since then the conceP,t of visual literacy has undergone many revisions and has been the
.\.
# ••

site of pitched battles ove·~ ·,..the visual-verbal divide. Since 1972, there has been much work
I

conducted under this banner, the most notcable recent contribution being "Visual Literacy"
edited by James Elkins (2008). As Christopher Crouch has observed in the Afterword to that
book however, there is now even Jess of a unified theory of visual literacy; as the field has
widened the definition of vi~uallitcracy has too. Elkins declares that a reason for choosing the
term 'visual literacy' over its few alc'ernatives:
is chat it is convcnicm in chc absence of anything bcncr. It might be possible co speak of visual
·competence, or visual compeccndcs, but that sounds awkward, utilicarian, and prescriptive. Visual
practices is common but vague. Visual languages is so freighted with inappropriate precedents, from

Umbcrto Eco to Nelson Goodman, that it is practically useless. Visual sldlls is too narrow because much
of what matters here is politics, ideology and history, as well as skills. (pp.l-2)
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Which is not to say that visual literacy theory merely needs to bring these aspects together.
Each of the aspects, for example, the necessary skills, are continually tested for pertinence
against the overarching theme: "There is no single fixed definition of what is meant by visual
literacy, or even a prescribed set of objectives for it, or what the essential visual skills are"

(p.96) .

. ·~

·rhe fact that visual literacy has developed into a fulf...blown academic pursuit may not
have solved the early problem of camera...centridty, but in fact swung the compass too far in
the other direction. As I said in the introduction to this literature review, one of the problems
that graphic designers face in generating discourse and theory is overcoming the primacy
o(rhe written word. Visual literacy, in its very Jabd, often anempts to draw strong parallels
·to literacy which, as we have always understood it, is concerned with words. This situation
is exacerbated when some of the visual literacy theorists themselves make the case for these
strong parallels. Ausburn & Ausburn (1978b) for example, say that, "Visual literacy is the
ability to 'read' the 'language' of visual imagery. Like its verbal counterpart, visual literacy is
a learned skill. In transporting graphic communication across cultures, there is considerable
risk when similar levels of visual literacy are assumed" (p.292).
But how much is learned and how much is innate or easily assimilated because of innate
faculties furnished by the human visual system? We know, for example, that we need to learn
to read words, but how much do we need to learn to see? As Evelyn Goldsmith in her &starch

into illustration (1984) ponders, uA question often asked is whether we have to learn to 'read'
.

.

,. pictures. The answer seems to he that we do, but not at the fundamental level of recognising
images,. (p.68). Feldman: arguing for a difference between written and visual grammar, says,
· The earliest written symbols were not copies of sounds; they were pictures of objects-piccographs.
·Afterward, they evolved into pictures of ideas-ideograms. Phonic symbols-images of syllabic soundsgrew our of the connection of pictographs wirh the sounds of the words of the words used to designate
objects, ideas or events. In lt.-arning to read phonic symbols-lcrrcrs-it was and is necessary to forget
what symbols look like 3nd ro remember o"nly the sounds they stand for-sometimes only an initial
consonarual sound. After we learn to read well, this forgetting operation takes place at a subcortical level.
So we ddibc:ratcly unlearn or repress our visual grammar in the course of becoming proficicm readers of
writing. (I 976, pp.I96.. J97)

,.,

This is probably
best, emphasised if we look at the Stroop test/word·game where we are asked
.
to say the ~olour of the letcers making up che word (rather than the word itself) we see that
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the word rakes precedence over colour once we have learned ro read.
W.J.T Mitchell (2008) has observed this logocentriciry as a continuing problem withi~ the
visual literacy pwh. Essentially, visual literacy "compares the acquisition ofskills, competence,
and expertise (quire distinct levels of mastery) to the mastery of language and literature.
Seeing. it suggests, is something like reading". He goes ~n to ralk about the historical bias

' .

towards the word: Mitchell refers to the 'pictorial turn', as a turning away from and a threat
to "the word associated with law. literacy, and the rule of elites, and the image associated with
popular superstition, illiteracy and licentiousness" (p.15).
My surprising discovery recounted in the introduction to this thesis told me that there
wa~

something remarkable going on between the levels of realism in separate visual messages

reg:uding the same topic; something that would make parallels to written language very
difficult to make since there is no precise equivaJent. Perhaps the doses~ analogy in text is
the difference berwcc:n highly descriptive, instructional text and more connotative, poetic
text. Semiotics, with its ass~ciated post-structural voyages into concepts such as 'slippage'
might acknowledge that a rlistilled image could 'slip• more readily than a realistic one, but
semiotics' origins in linguistics hinder its relevance elsewhere. "While response theories broke
t~e stranglehold of literary criticism held by the modernists with their preoccupation with
~ fC'!!!l and structure, there is nevertheless a similarity in the two approaches in that the text

remains the object of attention"· (Malian,

1999~

p.200).

Some models for understanding the visual
In the field loosely defined as 'visual literacy', where one might expect to find the answers
as to how images do what they do, a means to quantify realism and its alternatives is again

'•

'··

difficult to uncover. So~etimes quire the opposite is apparent. Bamford, in her Tht Visual

Litn-acy W/Jitt Papn- (2003) says we should, for starters abandon any notion of classifying
:.. -

..

imagery precisely because it is not as quantifiable as text:

.,

The symbols used in visual communication, unlike those of wrinen and 10 a lesser arcnr oral
communication arc not a fixed vocabulary. There can be no dictionary of meanings for 1hc symbols
of visual communicarion. Firstly such a dictionary would be enormous, as the available symbols is as
limidcss as rhc human imagination and the graphic skills of humanity. Secondly. and very importandy,
visual communiadon is made up of prcscmarional symbol: whose meaning rcsuhs from their
'·

cxislcncc in panicular con tau. Meaning is formed by seeing and rhinking. The conventions of visual
communicadon arc a combin~uion of universal and culturally based conventions. (p.3)
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The whole approach ofcomparing text and images is called into question. However, Bamford's
.;

principle strategy for improving visual competence seems to be verbally based. She proposes
that reachers show pictures to students followed by a series of questions whkh can apply
to virtually any image: in order that the student of the visual better comprehend how these
images communicate:. This. strategy seems to have been fairly fixed since the inception of
the visual literacy concept. Fransecky and Debes (1972) said: "Reading about visual literacy
..

.

;:'

may whet your curiosity about it". They explain to the school teacher (their stated audl~nce)
"only experiences of your own can really deepen your sense of its validity and value, (p.3).
This experiential emphasis, one which seems to avoid explanation of why visual literacy is
important or how it works, is common in the work of other advocates.
Others have.tried to be systematic in their approach. Maldonado, whose work init_uenc.-~d
Od Aicher in his pictogram creations, tried to bring a semiotic approach closer to the Ulm
School's scientific methods of teaching design. Maldonado's approach (Appendix A) is more
verbally focused than most, which is somewhat surprising given his design vocation, and ~ot
of specific usc to me here with my focus on varying degrees of rea~ism. But here we still sec an
assumption of parity between images and text. An assumption shown to be problematic by
Seitz and Ramachandran, and shown by Mitchell to be politically motivated. .
Molly Bang's Pictur~ This (1991) is essenti.ally a children's recipe: book for making images.
.

.

Whil_e seemingly less than ideal for the design theorist because of its focus audience, Bang's
. book is' one of the f~ which identifies that images can be made according tO $Orne formulaic .
rules in order to result in .a particular communicative effect in .the viewer. It is perceptual
theory for beginners. Bang steps beyond mere instinct and away from linguistic links to make
bold and simple assertions as to why certain shapes and compositions mean what they do. The
result is her un Principl~s ofPictur~ Malting (Appendix B).lmplicit in Bang's approach is that
· rc-.alism is not necessary to convey ~ message. Rather, the designer of the image is encouraged
' I ;

to apply shapes and colours to an object in order to achieve particular communicative effects
rather than to mime a real scene. As Gombrich (1982, p.125) would have it, making a picture
is a problem of equivalence rather than likeness. It must be said, however, because of he
.

.

audience:,
Bang's principles are not argued for in academically sustainable
terms.
.
.

•• .!

Experiments with illustration where realism is pertinent

Evelyn_Goldsmilh. in her rJther epic and comprehensive RtstardJ i11to illustration ( 1984)
seeks a more scientific basis upon which to judge images. and rhc:n a scheme by which to
prescribe their usc. Goldsntith uncovers where images have been tested on human subjects;
mostly of school age, to ascc:rrain their effectiveness within instructional text. She also echoes
previous calls for 'graphicacy' and 'visual literacy' made by some of the: authors she reviews.
Goldsmith ntakes precise distinctions about how images arc created and reproduced and
examines previous experintental work in the field. This work sometimes tested differences,
for exantplc, levels of realism, in the kind of images used in instructional design, in order to
\I

in1provc visual instructions for students (particularly children). At least six of the 27 visual
experin1e:nrs reviewed in Rtstllr(b into Illustration arc concerned with the effect of the degree
of realism in the illustrations used in instructional design,. The results of these particular
.

.

studies arc u~cd to validate some of my hypotheses in Chapter 3.
r

1

il.

Goldsmith's book's real strengths lie in two areas: Firstly 11s a thorough review of pertinent

.

expcrintenu and secondly in proposing a matrix for understanding images. Ccr~~in of these .
expcrirnents approach what I have set out ro do with this thesis, that is, examine what a move
away from pholographic rcali!im allows for the visual statement intended. These empirical studies
reflect what Gombrich tells us with regard to the removal of detail from images (p.281):
,,

TI1e laborious constructions of (the p.aimcrs] Uccdlo and Piero ddla Fr.anccsea soon ceased to be
ncccs.,;ny for the suMcsrion nf space: and solidity when the public was prepared to 'take them as read'. h
was fCmnd r~tal once the requisi1c mental set wa.'li established among the beholders, 1hc careful ohscrv-.uion
nf all clues was not only redundant but ~ornc1hing of a hindrance.

Simplifiearion works. according to Gombrich, because it facilitates the viewer's contribution,
the 'beholder's share'. "Of course considerable skill is needed to know what _to retain, and
'

there must be no blatant contradiction that prevents the illusion from takin·gshapc". Similarly,
.

Goldsmith notes:
A number of rcsc;uchcrs have: asked what is the best rypc of visual to use to·facilitate identification of
images in educational illusmuion, ·often invcstig;uing a range of possibiliries lying between stylised line
.

.

. drawings at one end of what is sometimes called ;a 'realism continuum', and colour photographs at the
o1hcr. (p.l64)
.

.

.

~

In more than one place in her review research was cited which declared that, "An increase in .
the amount of realistic detail con rained.in an illustration will ·.not produce.a··c~rraponding
,,

.
:
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increase in the amount ofinformation a student will assimilate from it, (p.22); and "the more
.

...',

';.~

detailed pictures were not significantly more helpful than the pictures designed to contain
only top·level information" (p.27). This finding equates to Gombrich•s statement that "The
' ·first prejudice teachers of art appreciation usually try to combat is the belief that artistic
excellence i~ identical wich photographic accuracy" (2002, p.4).
Apparendy, ..detailed line drawings have been shown to be the most readily recogniseable
form of depiction in general" (Goldsmith, p.l68). The evidence suggesting, surprisingly, that
even in the service of portraying most clearly objects from the visible world, photography
is not the best visual mode. Although, Goldsmith goes on to say, anyone from about nine
years upward is unlikely to experience any difficulty with this element, unless the depiction
_is particularly (perhaps deliberately) obscure, as in 'droodles' where two concentric circles can
represent the top view of a Mexican hat. As Shaw finds, "even amongst pictorially illiterate
adults":
considc:ra~Jc: tolerance

is allowable jn the: drawing of human beings; but recognition is so assured that

a different problem is gencr•ned: the degree ofidcntification becomes too specific. This difficulty is nor
associated wiah the dc:piction of animals, [but] great care needs to be raken with the accuracy of features
wh_ich distinguish one animal [type] from another. (1969, p.7)
; !

And this is important to this thesis since I am concerned with communication and not
simply representation of the real world. These aa·~ two difFerent purposes that coincide only
o"ccasionally. As we will see, communication is not simply about pointing at things, that is
"" ""

one of the tasks of representation. Because of her focus on instructional outputs, the material

\\

Goldsmith collects does not shed light on just how is ~t we see distilled images; an essential
.

,

~

.

step, I believe, in then being able to create im?·with regard to the visual system and just
what il is on the look·out for.' Having said that, there arc some principle visual models that
Goldsmith's review refers to that are of critical importance to my thesis.
Somewhat surprisingly, given the comprehensive surVey of visual experiments involved,
and some of the very intc:resdng results uncovered, Goldsmith arrives at an open verdict,
somewhat redolent of Bamford's later summary; that there can be no vocabulary of images.
She surmises that:
Every illustration produced is difTercn.t in an infini1e number of ways from every other illustration, and
there is no widely accepted language in which even the important variations can be described to facilitate
communication bclWcen, say, publishers and illustrators. Terms most commonly u.>cd to describe the

.

'

',.t \·,
~ j

...

~ ~
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grosser aspect~ of picture41, such as 'line drawing' or 'colour photograph' may give some idea of the cost of
reproduction, but say nothing about their likely communication value. (p.123)

Goldsmith struggles with the number ofvariables to be considered in regard to the effectiveness
of illustration: "We must find a way of reconciling the apparent contradictions" (p.ll4). Her
strategy then becomes one of asking what children want from books, and simply concluding

.;

·that they prefer pictures with their text. So it seems, that even with the knowledge that
certain kinds of images seem to work better for some com~unicati.ons than others, without
knowing precisely why, it is tempting to conclude that this knowledge is of little use. But
.· what if Y(e could find out why? What if an exploration of visual psychology, especially in light
·of recent findings, could provide some answers? These findings will be explored in Chapter
.-3. In effect then, despite Goldsmith's compendium of visual experiments into instructional
· design, we seem to be back ac the point where Chip Kidd and Nigel Holmes offered that
realism is different to less realism, but still we do not know why. We seem to be in a position,
thanks to her colJcction of data, to say that, for whatever reason, the human visual system is
not necessarily most interested in accurate depictions of reality in order to understand visual
concepts, and in·fact can he confused by the specificity allowed in photographs. But it is that .
'whatever' reason that needs explanation.

tl

:~

..

A way forward: Along the realism continuum
..

Author of Tht Visual Comp/C(, Peter Dallow (2008, p.95), in centring some of his discussion
· around realism, provides an excellent summary of some useful aspects of visual literacy. I will
later put these to work in my chapters ~ ,and 5. Dallow explains that pictures can be used in a
prosaic (didactic) way or a poetic (artistic) way. While these terms seem again to echo the less
'}

than easy analogy to written language, this dichotomous approach just might link to either

,.

end_of the realism continuum examined in detail below. The prosaic application of images,
Dallow
.. argues, might be seen in journalistic and "other realist applications ofvisual imagery".
·.This is to employ the "rhetoric of objectivity" according to Dallow, ching Messaris' notion of
':

'

'i.'t

"co.ij'Frete representation" (design theorist and typographer Robin Kinrt~~ has written similarly

: ·' ;

'~Jt~c 'Rhetoric ofNeuuality', especially with reference to information Jcsign (1989, pp.131-

143). I agree with Dallow that news does use this "rhetoric of objectivity" through realistic
images, but I wonder, in my Chapter 4, if an applicatio':l of non-realistic images can be wed
57

in news which may also seem objective, 'but through their declarative, honest nature rather
, ..

.'

than through any ability to 'capture' reality. The poetic use of images, on the other hand,
suggests an emphasis on aesthetics and connotation. The poetic use of images is paralleled in

my examination ofi1Justratil1ns. i~ Chapter 5. Lupton and Miller have also used this term of
;

'prose graphics' in the context of informa.don design (Dtsign Writing &s~arch, 1999, p.149

:

.). Key to Dallow's understanding of the way images can communicate is an implicit sense of

! .

difference between these 'poetic' and 'prose' images. Might this difference be inRuenced by
the level of realism in the images?

Attempts to measure images in terms of different levels of realism
Because of the disparate nature of quarters from where this research comes, very different
terminology arises for what are in essence very similar things. Various attempts have been
made at quantifying imagery. Most often these efforts have been focused at teachers to
assist them in making instructional materials for school children. While these are useful
. starting points to help clarify image choice for the graphic designer, each theorist's approach
is somewhat problematic and echoes the visual confusion aroused by the infographic we saw

,.

at the beginning of this review.
i;
' i

What can be said in general about the realism continuum concept is that it is used to
define pictures according to how realistic they are. The most realistic image (removed from

lj

the: subject itself) is the colour photograph of whatever the subject happens to be. Each of
the theorists that usc a continuum concept agree upon this. At the other end of the scale,
however, different theorists place different pictures. Some describe the most abstracted image
as the 'arbitrary graphic' {Wileman, 1993; Gropper, 1963; Knowlton, 1966) while another
describes it as an icon (McCloud). While these may appear to be merely ~nt naming
.conventions, further differences arise because some theorists are interesteao;ly in images that

·,·

' clearly refer to a real·world equivalent, while others go beyond the 'arbitrary graphic' into
leners and written text; an interesting trajectory given what we have seen above regarding the
push·and..pull between image and text. In turn, the uncertainty about this 'un-rc:al' end of the
continuum gives cause for thought: just how abstracted can an image become from reality? I
will exaanine these differences in more detaiL

I,
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Dwyer's A Guide for Improving Visualized Instruction (1972, p.95) has been cited as the
first to imply a 'realism continuum'. Dwyer makes a table of the variables to be taken into
account when considering illustration for instructional use (note, his term, 'illustration',
means images used to support an instructional text or verbal commands. fu such, the term
includes photographs and what I term illustrations for the purpose of this thesis). His table
includes Educational Objectives; Student characteristics; Method ofpresentation; Tjpe of visual;
and Cueing techniques. Of these, it is the 'Type of visual' variable that alludes to levels of
realism used in illustration, and to the important concept that images may be chosen by
this criterion. Indeed, in a later study, Dwyer (1979) refers to the 'realism continuum' as
just such a measure of 'type of visual'. The limitations of Dwyer for this study are that he
was concerned only with realism. His continuum ends at realistic line drawings rather than
heading further in the direction of distillation or abstraction .
To look further along this continuum we need to explore the work of other visual
communication theorists. Wileman, in Visual Communicating (1993) attempts to cover the
whole gamut of image types in terms of their level of realism. Wileman states that his audience
is "anyone who wants to improve his or her use of visuals in learning environments" (p.v) . His
linear scale (Figure 9) runs from 'concrete' at the realistic end to 'abstract' at the distilled end.

graphic symbols

plctonal symbols

verbal symbols

Atlur.tbh.•

Cor
the hum ,m foot

Shoe

verbal
description

noun/
label

con· rin~

illustration/
drawing

image·
related
graphic

conceptrelated
graphic

arbitrary
graphic

abstract

Figure 9. Wileman's 'Concrete-Abstract' continuum.

Wileman (p.12) places along this scale a handful of different picture types as examples. He states
that "There are three major ways to represent objects-as pictorial symbols, graphic symbols,
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or verbal symbols". These categories [are] based in part on Rudolph Medley's categories for
graphic symbols (Modley, 1976). Note, that Wileman covc'rs in his first category, 'pictorial
· symbols' those images which Dwyer was concerned with in tOl.tl. Wileman continues,

..

Pictorial symbols arc: produced as photographs, illustrations and drawings. All of these: arc: attempts to
represent rhc: object or thing as a highly realistic and concrete: symbol. The: viewers should easily be able
to translate: a pictorial symbol to a real world example. (1993, p.ll)

Although in the examples given, it can, as I will argue in Chapter 3, be demonstrated that
the silhouette: with detailed outline belongs in the 'realistic' category since its appearance: is a
function of lighting conditions rather than any iconic or symbolic abstraction. His limitation
arises from confusion of position (the silhouette as less real tha~ the line drawing) and also
i..):
0.
; .

from separating out, without explanation, the abstract or symbolic.

.' !

:!

.

I

.:
l ;

In essence repeating both Goldsmith's and Gombrich's findings that the most realistic
image is not the most communicative, Wileman (p.120) proposes the following question as

'

number 6 in his list of7 criteria regarding 'Visual Design Considerations': "6. Does the visual
contain only the essential information?" This is a useful criteria in this thesis since one of the
dear implications of moving away from realism, specifically photography, which.will take: in
both its subject and its subject's surroundings (Kirby, 2007). is that an illustration ·more easily
allows this paring down to essential visual information. Less clear is Wileman's reason for this
being an important criterion for effective visuals. It seems like the correct sentiment though
the explanation is given simply as, "people: in your audience must understand what they are
looking at on the screen or printed page". Once again we arc left wondering just how an
image that removes some details of realiry from an image could possibly communicate better
l.

than that which i!ldudc:s them.
A look at comics is helpful in order to see where this move from t·calism has been more
fully explored. McCloud (1993} is particularly keen on the visual presentation of character
and what a move away from realism entails in this regard: "When drawing the face and
6gure, nearly all comics artists apply at lea.St some small measure of cartooning. Even the
more realistic adventure: artists arc a far cry from photo-realises" (p.42). His UndtrstanJing

Comics is of endless use to the: designer or visual artist with his thorough understanding of
image making and acutely honed visual instincts. As if to prove the importance of image
in visual communication, McCloud's book about the language of comics is delivered as a
60
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lecture, drawn as a kind of pyrotechnic comic. McCloud's effort is r~uher heroic, attempting
as h docs ro describe a field of art criticism through the use of image.as much as text. As
Elkins (2008, p.3) has observed, "college-level curricula throughout the world continue to be
· mainly text based". However, as is the case with many practitioners-cum-theorists in the visual
arts and design disciplines, McCloud relics on visual instinct "'ithout complete recourse to
validating from whence these instincts arise. In addition, McCloud's model (Figure 10), in

Undmtanding Conzi(s does not echo Wileman's approach, but contradicts it in more than one
aspect, and attempts to reconcile the two approaches arc difficult. In contrast to Wileman,
McCloud has 'abstract' on a different axis to 'concrete'. McCloud's scale of realism goes from
.'concrete' to 'iconic' along the x axis. While: it seems perfectly logical to pare away detail
a little at a rime to create a reductionist picture from any given image, to jump from this ·
linear path· to a purdy symbolic image seems ro break with that logic. Things become more
'abstract' for McCloud perpendicular to this scale:, along they axis. He ~(dares that "iconicabstraction is only one fo~m of abstraction available.[•.• ] usuaUy the word 'abstraction' refers
to the non-iconic variety, where no attempt is made: to ding to resemblance or meaning[ .•. ]

this is the realm of the art object." (pp.S0-51) However, McCloud puts writing on this same
x axis as the: realistic picture. But writing is pur~ly abstract, so it remains unclear why writing

.,

belongs on McCloud's realism continuum while abstract images do not. Gregory (1970) and
Feldman (1976) have: both explained alphabetic characters as derivadons of representational
images, so it seems appropriate: to consider them on this continuum. In that sense too, the:
.\·~.:·~f abstract, non-alphabetic image, most likely, once upon a time, to have: derived its shape from
,,,1 ' .;.

,'r

W

L .s'omc:thing witnessed in the: real world belongs along here too. The fact that these:, like lc:nc:rs

.V· \',\

·{!:

· ;:-~.~reno longer dirccdy connected to their roots ('A' derivc:d apparently from the: hull's head,

... ,

· ; a semi-circle perhaps derived from a half.. moon for example) does not mean lhey are not
abstractions of them. In McCloud's own subtitles for his continuum, he seems to make an
argument along these lines.
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Figu re 10: McCloud 's 'reali sm continuum' separates out 'pu re' abstraction f rom iconic abstraction and text.

Beginning with what he describes as a scale of' iconic-abstraction' (p.46), McCloud goes further
than previous theorists. Firstly he describes what is happening along this scale; what other
researchers regard as an 'increase or decrease in detail' (Dwyer, 1979, pp.l9-25). McCloud
resolves that this lessening of realism results in several changes in communicative potential,
by subtitling his scale as Complex to Simple; Realistic to Iconic; Objective to Subjective; Specific

to Universal, closely reflecting Lilita Rodman's (1985) concept that abstraction moves images
from the particular to the generic; from a focus on surface to a focus on structure; and from
mimetic to symbolic.
It is worth remarking that McCloud and Wileman both postulate that the continuum
should contain words, reiterating Mitchell's statement: "it isn't that words and images exist in
separate compartments, or that they only interact as antagonists. One of the key things about
language is that images come bubbling up inside of it" (2008 , p.25).
Wileman's line progresses from photograph through illustrated drawing, to image related

graphic, concept related graphic, arbitrary graphic (note even Wileman acknowledges and
accommodates this arbitrariness), to verbal description, and noun label (1993, p.l2, 33) .
Wileman and McCloud's scales do not coincide at this textual end. For McCloud, the noun
label precedes the description going from left to right, his reason being that individual words,
especially those presented with graphic punch, come before the more elaborate prose of a
description (1993, p.48).
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Figure 11 : Meggs explains that images can be chosen from
a range from 'pictog rams to illustrations to photographs ',
though does not refer to th ese choices as belonging along
any continuum.

Another model, Meggs' (1992), effectively follows Wileman in terms of his classification
of possible image types (Figure 11). Meggs refrains from labelling this as a continuum
however, and he does not follow Wileman or McCloud so far as to go into text territory. Like
Wileman, Meggs includes all images, and like McCloud (and Dondis) he recognises that
less realistic images become less specific. Beyond this however, he makes no mention of how
these approaches to image making refer to each other. Rather, his list appears to be a basic
taxonomy of image types: "Images are pictures of all kinds ranging from simple pictographs
to illustrations and photographs" (p.l9).
The concept of the continuum exists in a few other theorists' works, but is never as overtly
articulated as in theseabove. Gombrich had a version, but appears to have chosen not to set it
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down in a diagram: "however we interpret the facts, it remains true that all representations can

be somehow arranged along a scale which extends &om the schematic to the impressionist"
(2002, p.247). Though, surprisingly he interprets a pull to the more distilled end of the scale

as the natural impulse of the artist. As we shaJI see in the next chapter, this pull sccnu to
have been, for better or worse, ably resisted in the world of graphic design! Smerdon is cited
in Kiefer's Tht Potmtial ofPicturthooks (1995) as using a conceptual continuum to ascertain
children's preferences for realism and abstraction. Generally, Smerdon found that the older
children preferred art that was more realistic. Kief~r disregards Smerdon's study however, for,
among other things, 'meddling' with the art in its original form by rem~ving colour from the
pictures shown to his sample groups.
I·have attempted to usc: the realism continuum as a means to explain the communicative
dHferenccs between illustration and photography to my own design students. One of the
aspects of the continuum that I have: asked my students to consider-and I make the: case for
this in Chapter 3-is whether, for a means to measuring images by their realism quotient, it
J

.

might be more logical to sec the silhouertc as closer to the realism _end of the continuum than

..
'

most theorists have placed it. Although, as I have seen in the ambiguous results of my class
experiments (shown in Chapter 6), this position on the continuum, while seemingly based in
logic, is far from easy for even the visually literate (assuming that design students art visually
literate) to intuit let alone for an uninitiated audience to measure.
;,
Fina!Jy, it seems to be demonstrable that the abstract image bc:longs on the continuum
I

t:

(rather than on another axis as McCloud would have it), as do letterforms (perhaps the
uhimate meaningful visual abstraction) since, as both Feldman and Gregory insist, these images
have arisen from the removal of detail from what were, once upon a time, representational
drawings. An Egyptologist at Yale University, John Darnell has described the moment of their
transformation from pictograms to letters (Baker, "Finding sheds new light on the alphabet's
origin", 1999). That these letter-images have long since lost any meaningful connection to
their origins does not mean they do not belong on the concrete-abstract continuum. As we
shall see in Chapter 4, even photographs may be used to suggest something other than what
they were originally captured from, albeit they struggle to escape such a link. Implied in
McCloud's label, 'Specific to Universal•, is that as images become more distilled or abstracted,

their meaning becomes broader. Meggs, on the other hand concedes only that the pictograph
becomes universal rather than specific as "the primary forms of the [original] subject arc
reduced to elemental geometry" (1992, p.19).
Generally speaking there seems to be

~~~e
.
\\ \\

consensus, among the theorists concerned

\\

.

with a realism continuum of one kind or an()dicr, and even across the perceptual/interpretive
l t· . .

divide that, in terms of pictures,

phorogra.p~t~ a~~·th-e ·ralost realistic visuals available to us•
...

Perhaps then, the answers to my q'~cstions lie somewhere away from the realistic end of the
continuum, where things seem much less clear.

. In Summary
The knowledge gathered in [his literature review docs indeed come from far ranging and
i

'

disparate quarrers, and this in turn highlights the surprising absence of image: theory within
graphic design discourse. Hopefully, it also suggests a couple of points of departure from
·,

which to embark upon further exploration of image use in graphic design.
We have learned through a review of the literature, that the interpretive/perceptual divide
does not exactly coincide with whether theorists are concerned principally with text or with
. pictures, or, if they are concerned with pictures, whether they are searching specifically for
connections with written language. Selfishly then. to pursue a visual metaphor, I have opted

...

~

for picking fruit from the gardens on either side of a very crooked fence. A fence punctuacc:d

.

by gates; some barely ajar, some wide open, and with a number of palings missing: Neither
side fully articulates what's going on with this realism thing. And so I wish to pursue it in this
thesis to find the imporrant strands for intended visual communication: for graphic design.
Beyond these arguments ofwhether text and image are read differently, we are still no closer·
to finding out a meaningful difference between realistic images and others less realistic, nor
why we should be able to 'read' anything lc:ss realistic. As we have seen, profound confusion
can exist between designers and critics about the: very same image, and even those designers
who d~dicated t~eir careers to abstracted graphics, as ~id Neurath, did not necessarily have
proveable or sound bases for the assumptions they made: about how we see. It may well be
that a removal of realistic detail amplifies visual syntax and allows us to better 'read' images,
'·'

but until we explore how or if chis removal of detail changes responses in the visual system we
cannot suppose this to be the case.
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Wileman's suggestion is to test each level of rendering for each job on an audience. Surely
sound advice, but where it is necessary in the interests ofbrevity and or economy-for example
in the commercial realm of graphic design-to eliminate the time and effort involved in
such a practice, and to make decisions based on sound knowledge about image choice for a
particular kind of message, might it be helpful to know the science behind these choices?
In general, we can say that according to what we have seen in the review, the equation
of image choice for intended message depends on the situation, the intended purpose of
the·image, the audience's experience, ethnicity and literacy and sundry other factors. While
it is tempting to throw up one's hands in ·despair and claim this is all too hard, it must

. be remembered that similar factors will come into play with regard to type. In many ·Nays
type should be more difficult: most humans from a·very early age can recognise and name
: ~

many things in pictures and make some sense of them, only "linguistic ability will prove the
limiting factor in investigating the earliest age at which children can interpret and use iconic
representations" (Spencer, Harrison & Darvizeh, 1980, p.63). However, the same cannot be
said of the very abstract symbols we must learn to know as our alphabet. If typography can
have, at least at its core, a collection ofguidelines (such as those described in the introduction
to do with line·lcngrh, line spacing (leading), word and leuer spacing (tracking and kerning),
no ~ore than tw~ typefaces per design, etc.) but each of these rules are open to interpretation
and even complete rejection, then why not an equivalent set suitable for the classification of
image for graphic designers?
Two threads have emerged through the literature revic.w. Firstly, that this sense of realism
not being the ideal for communicating runs through fields outside of graphic design (art
history, perceptual theory} while graphic design continues on rcgJrdlcss, or, more surprisingly,
is a field where photography seems to have: been prescribed as th.e means for visualisation.
This ~bread needs to be followed to find out from \vhence it came. If photographic realism
is not necessar;Jy the ideal for communicating wirh images, we need to examine why is it
so prevalent in graphic design, a field which should exhibit high visual literacy. Debes and
Dondis may have even compounded this probl~m of photography as the dominant form,
throuWt their strong

endorsen~c:nt

of the cantcra during visual literacy's infancy. I shall .

examine reasons for photography's prevalence in the next chapter• .

,.

Secondly, it has become clear that there exists a gap in graphic design discourse, a blind
..

spot about the role of image. If less real modes of visual presentation have advantages over
the realism of photography, how and why do they have these advantages? A5 we have seen
··,, in the comparison of rhe various attempts to

qu~nrify

image through usc of a spccrrum or

continuum, these approaches have been useful bur underdc:vcloped. Each argues that there
picture~

is a difference between

of the same subject rendered at different distances from

realism, but seems to disagree on just what lcind of image goes where on the spectrum. More
importantly, none of these approaches explains thoroughly why such a difference in realism
~ay
· I

result in a different kind of communicadon. What is it about the human visual system

that allows us to understand pictures, and highly abstract ones at that, when the visual system
has evolved among reality? Gombrich sought a theory of perception in ord~r to be a better arc
I·•

historian. Though not for a moment claiming pari ry with his expansive and engaging writing,
I say that in a study of the iinage for the designer, I cannot do without an understanding

of the visual system. In ol'der to explain thoroughly-as a design teacher to students, or as
a designer to a client-how images may communicate a particular message, a knowledge
of the science of vision is necessary for understanding how we perceive and interpret those
images. What has revealed itself. even 'through the very few graphic design texts that deal
. dirc:ctly with images. is

.1

connection to the gcstaltist approach to perception. This thread

should, I believe, then be followed to its logical conclusion in psychophysics: to uncover the
mechanics of seeing, and whether a knowledge of these mechanisms provides some answers
as to why a pictograph of anger, for example, can be read as easily as, if not more easily than,
a photograph of a real face showing anger. These questions will be examined in Chapter 3.
Gombrich and Arnhdm identify the wcfulness of the gestalt approach in art criticism. In
the more pragmatiddidactic requiremc:rtts of graphic design where a very particular message
may need to be imparted we find its usefulness even more amplified or focused. To explore
this more thoroughly, in chapter 4 I examine perceptual psychology·s wefulness against the
most didactic kind of design, namely, information design. There we shaH see that a re~uction
.

..

in realism may amplify the gestalt sense of bc:longing among clements in a design to more
clearly i~part the message.

.

..
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In Chapter 51 will make the case that this perceptual knowledge should be parr of a more

._.,

thorough understanding ofvisual literacy. I propose a number ofquestions to be added to the
. discussion strategies for improving visual literacy. I also apply the knowledge gained through
·, my ~c:arch to a critical analysis of illustrated examples.
Robert Braden and John Hortin in latntifying tht Thtorrtkal Fountlations ofVisual Littracy

'.

( 1982) describe visual literacy in terms of the ability to think, learn and ~press one:.df in

terms of images. In other words, visual literacy is an ability to comprehend the visual; as
·well' as to make the visual. In terms of my position as a designer and a design teacher, I am
concerned about images transmined through graphic design. To this end I am concerned

with the making of images (graphic designers arc even r~garded under my country's tax laws
.

as 'manufacturers'). Accordingly, I pursue in my Chapter 6 whether what I uncover in the

:•

thesis ean be appli~d as means of teaching image to designers. If these discoveries are of ~orne

use in the making of designs, I believe this will be the proof required that images, !ike type,
· may be quantified.
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The only limits arc, as alw.ays, rhosc of vision - jamts Brouthton

Ch1pter 2: A history of the Image In gr1phlc design
In this chapter I firstly investigate one of my fundamental research questions. about the
image in graphic design. Namely, if different messages can benefit from different levels of
realism, how is it that photography is the designer·s lingua ftan(a for images as stated in the ·
introduction to this thesis? Historically, what has been the appeal of the photograph to the
designer? Arc illustrators themselves contributors to a state of affairs wht:re designers arc more

likely to reach for a photograph than a drawn image to construct a graphic design? Secondly,
this chapter also exists to contextualise contemporary graphics in terms of the history of
graphic design. It will show that through graphic design•s history there has been a general
.

.

.

absence of any theoretical approach to image use. The question of whether different messages
can benefit from different levels of realism has yet to be addressed. While that qu~tion will
.'

be answered in the affirmative over the coming chapters, here I want to examine the reasons
for and the role of photography in graphic design. The answer will later make photography's
prevalence: all the more surprising.
We: are in an age where approaches ro graphic design practice currc:nrly fall into r:wo broad
categories: The supposedly pragmatic, analytical approach of the modernist designer versus
the seJf..cxprcssive, artistic methods of the auteur. Lars Muller, in his biography,]osifMiJI/n-

Brockmann, Pionttr ofSwiss Graphi( Dtsign (2000) suggests that the latter methods are in the
ascendant:
'

.

A sober and undramatic look ar the current situation reveals very little direcdon in graphic design.
Confusion surrounds the criteria for judging design quaJity; the eye is wearied by lack of conrent,
acsrhc:tically veiled. Mannerism and eclecticism arc the driving forces behind the images, and their design
repertory is dc:tc:rminc:d by new technologic.~. Against this background it is not really an anachronism ro
point out the designer's ethical and social responsibility. The: social and environmental problems of our
· rime dc:m:md a kind of communication that docs more than encourage affective consumerism. (p.6)

MiilJer's subject, Josef Muller-Brockmann, was a bastion of the analytical approa~h to design,
an exemplar of the Swiss Typographic approach, or Die Neue Schweizer Gra6k. However,
the biographer's criticism of contemporary design, an echo of design criticisms leveled by
critics Steven Heller (in his well-known 1993 essay, Cult oftht Ugly) and modernist designers
. such as Massimo Vignelli 3nd Paul Rand, overlooks some crucial aspects of the history and
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development of contemporary styles. Namely, where.the.aesthetics of these styles came from
and with what their politics were (initially) concerned. I will, in this chapter, auempt to follow
graphic design trends through the twentieth century to understand zeitgeists and to address
criticisms of various design approaches. ·It is imponant to understand this visual lineage in
order to know why one Jcind of visuality is more evident chan another. Specifically, I will be
concerned with each aesrhc:ric's relationship to realism. I will pay special attention to the
Neue Schweizer Grafik and rhe deconstructionists because these two gr'?ups are the doyens of
the pragmatic approach and the artistic approach respectively. Importantly for my purposes,
though they seem diametrically opposed in their approaches co visual communication, both
groups endorse the use of photography as che principle meanl of expressing imagery.
This examination will follow threads out of two _key design movements, Neue Schweizer
Grafik and Deconstruction, and into contemporary image use in graphic design. This will
II

allow us to thoroughly explore this issue of photograph useage versus distiUed imagery in the
context of design history. In terms of this thesis, I will propose that neither movement has
II

thoroughly understood image.

~ost

of the defining moments concerning the split between

·.'•. the two main approaches to graphic design have been spent arguing about type. .

Graphic Design: A modem profession
While.Hollis, in his Graphic Dtsign, A Concist History, explains:
As a profession, graphic design ha~ only existed since the middle of the [Wcnticrh cemuryi until then,

· advertisers and their agents used the services provided by 'commercial artiscs'. These specialists were
visualizers (layout artists); typographer~ who did the derailed planning of the headline and rexr, and gave
instructions for rypescttingi illustrarors of all kinds, producing anything from mechanical diagr.tms to
fashi~n

sketches; rc:rouchers; lettering artists and orhcrs who prepared finished designs for reproduction.

Many commercial arrists-such as poster designers-combined several of these skills. (2001, p.8)

This definition delineares the practice from the profession. The practice of graphic design
already existed at che time qf which he writes (1900-I940s) and is certainly older than the
prof~~~ ion

regardless of how many experts or craftsmen were involved ·in the production

I

•

'I

of visual communication prior to the profession being given the label, 'graphic design' .1
What is useful to remember from Hollis' description is the myriad roles required to bring

2. According to design critic Paul Shaw, W.A Dwiggins was the first individual to promote
himself as a 'graphic designer' (Shaw, 1984, p.26)
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visual communication into the world, and that over the decades these specialist roles have

I ..

been subsumed into the graphic design profession, except the role of the image maker;
photographer or illustrator. These latter are essential parts of graphic design practice (hence
my focus upon them in this thesis) but often seen as separate to the profession. The first
clear instances of a designer having conrrol over all aspects of a visual communication come
from the Bauhaus. Works from this school show a graphic designer making graphic design,
the professional appellation simply did not yet exist. Also important to note is that when the
practice got under way at the Bauhaus, it was already as a reaction to something pre..existent.
The modernists at the Bauhaus are famous for rejecting decoration in design and production,
taking to hearr Adolf Loos 1908 treatise, Ornamtnt and Crimt. This early reaction set the
patrern for the major movements in the history of design to be a series of reactions to an
earlier modus operandi. In other words, rarely has a set of principles for design been agreed
.upon. Hollis uses the following general statement to define graphic design:
The meaning conveyed by images and alphabetic signs has liule to do with who made or chose them:
they do not express their designers' ideas. The designer's message serves the expressed needs of the client
who is paying for it. Although its form may be determined or modified by the designer's aesthetic
preferences or prejudice. the message has to be put in a language recognized and understood by its
intended
audience. Tit is is the fir~t way in which
graphic design is significantly different from art (even
.
.
though a large number of the early pioneers of graphic design were themselves artists). (p.8)

This definition fits the modernists at the Bauhaus and their followers in the Neue Schweizer
Grafik but by no means encompasses the work of all twentieth century designers. Further,
it is an approach specifically rejected by one of the most easily identifiable and inRuential
·movements in graphic design, deconstruction, which I will shortly examine as a reaction
against the Bauhaus and Swiss credos.
Given that graphi-: design is regarded as having begun with the art poster (Heller, 1999),
and the art poster was execured using lithography or serigraphy, why should photography
gain a foothold in this field and later turn it into a stranglehold? Precisely because the same
comm~rcial

imperatives dictate these seemingly disparate approaches to image making. If a

general statement can be made about graphic design that encompasses the various political
and economic drivers of it, then it is that its makers want to reach an audience ofsome size to
communicate a message. In order to get that message out to more than one audience member,
replication is a necessary thing. For this reason, painting is not an appropriate medium but
71

lithography is.since it allows for replication of an image.When photography arrived on the
scene it allowed for this replication to continue but it also cut short the rime taken to make .
the initial image. Other than this instantaneous image capture, photography and the earlier
means of making posters have a good deal in common. It is essentially technology that allows
both means of replication. & we shall sec later this also becomes a reason for the reemergence
of
., particular design visualitics despite. the arrival of new technologies .
. Of course the Bauhaus is not the hermetically scaled birthplace of pragmatic design but
merely one of several nodes in Europe where it first appeared. Two further nodes are vital to
mention: The Dutch and the Russian. From the Dutch the Bauhaus, and ultimately the Swiss
derived their devotion to geometry. The geometric approach is dearest in the work of the
Dutch De Stijl movement and was brought to the Bauhaus in person by De Stijl supremo,
!'

Thco Van Doesburg: ... Even as an outsider, Van Doesburg exerted a strong influence (... ]
Furniture design and typography. [at the Bauhaus] were especially influenced by De Stijl"
(Meggs, 2006, p.299). For De Stijl, geometry and a reliance on primary colours was a means

.

to express the dynamic yet balanced, natural force~ underlying the universe: "the clarification
of equilibrium through plastic art is of great importance to humanity ..• It is the task of. art
.

'

to express a clear vision of reality" (Moa:tdrian cited in Meggs, 2006, p.299). It is chis almost
platonic quest for the essence of form that ultimately found irs expression in the International .
srylcs of architecture (through Mics van der Rohe•s buildings) and graphic design (in the work
of the: Neue Schweizer Grafik, also referred to as 'The International Typographic Style•). For
t~e Bauhaus, the significance of the geometric approach to graphic design lay in its affinity

to_machine replication and a technical aesthetic: ''trained in the language of form, Bauhaus
'designers set about developing prototypes for the mass·production of definitive, standard
forms for the objects of everyday life, basing their approach on the premise that people's
practical needs are largely identical" (Rowland, 1990, p.12).
From the Russian constructivists came the Bauhaus devotion to photography.
Photomontage was brought to the: Bauhaus by Laszlo Maholy-Nagy, himself a constructivist
and photographer. The constructivists had embraced photography because they "rejected the
idea of a unique work of art as belonging to the old bourgeois society [.•. ] the mechanical
production of images through photography fitted their ideology" (Hollis, p46). The Russian
photographic work is famously embodied in El Lissitsky and Rodchenko:
.·
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they were exhibiting some of the dlaracteristics of the lnrcrn;~tional srylc. What became the common
language of graphic design thirty years later included the emphasis on rectangularity and on white
space as pan of the design, an exclusive we ofsans serif typefaces and photography rather than.drawn
~

1.

illustration. (Hollis, p.48)
.··

.

Photography had long been a consuming interest at the Bauhaus, and it had been fuelled
r.

'

'

by the presence: of Moholy--Nagy and his wife: Lucia, who were outstanding and inventive

........, ..

'·

.

photogr;1phers (Rowland, 1990) •

·,

.

.

Bayer and others boldly applied construcdvist principles to the field [of3dvenising design]. Bayer, who .
considered himself as a painter above all, incorporated into his commercial work a surrealist sensibility.
This led him to make imagin:uive usc of phorogr.aphy. [••• ]This work had an·enormous inRucnce on the
German advertising industry, and irs importance was immediately recognized. In I927, for instance, the
Association of German Advertising Specialists '4cld its training cou~ at the Dessau Bauhaus. (p.126)

\.

So it seems thac rhc: spread of photography as a means of capturing image for communication
design was tarried -~ut into the world. noc only by the students of the Bauhaus. but by the
commercial mainstream of practising designers in the advertising inc.!ustf'}~ In addition, this
inftuence soon became a global one with me "forced emigration of progressive designers from
Germany" under the: rule of the Nazis (p.127). Many of these designe~ found their way into
the British and American mainstreams of advertising design_while others, such as Moholy·
Nagy worked in London (in documentary film· making} and went on to establish courses in
eminent design schools in the U.S., such as the 'New Bauhaus• in Chicago. It is possible also
to find ref~rence to this spread of photography for design outside of the more well--known
progression from Germany to the U.S. For example in Wlassikofrs French perspective on the
history of graphic design:
The technique of photomontage, which was initially pr:acticed only by avanr-g.udc artists, developed in
the USSR in chc late 1920s. It was encouraged by the propaganda servircs (... ]The exucmdy official

L:URSS en construction magazine, distributed around the world in several languages, was one of the
main proponents of rhis type: of design, produced by such artists as Lissitsky, Kloutsis, and Trochine.
(2005, p.l23).

This global distribution allowed not only the d~ssemination of a striking usc of photography
·'t .

but also meant thac in each of the countries it r~ched, it was adopted as a style to speak in a
relevant way to local audien~ (Figure 12).

i:. .

··.•

·.
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Figure 12: Vu magazine and Jean Carlu, used photomontage to disseminate hard-hitting
images to a French audience.

A revisitation of constructivist principles, including photomontage, occurred with the
deconstructionists half a century later, and I will examine shortly where and why this occurred.
For my purposes here, it is intriguing to note these bipolar and contradictory attractors
in graphic design pulling from the trend towards minimalism, distillation and generality
inherent in the use of the grid and the adoption of geometry as an organizing principle, and
pulling in the opposite direction, the trend towards specificity and detail inherent in the
photograph.
The work of Lucien Bernhard and his colleague, Hans Rudi Erdt at Hollerbaum and
Schmidt, that predates the Bauhaus, is among the few pieces that show a concerted push
towards distillation in image. Meggs puts this down to spur-of-the-moment instinct from
Bernhard rather than any manifestation of theory or technical approach:
This self-taught young artist probably did not realize it at the time, but he had moved graphic
communications one step further in the simplification and reduction of naturalism into a visual language
of shape and sign. Toulouse-Lautrec had started the process and the Beggerstaffs had continued it, but
Bernhard established the approach to the poster of using flat colour shapes, the product name, and
product image. (2006, p.270)

Heller (2000) sees Bernhard's success as a reaction to the visual excesses of the Art Nouveau
designers:
Industrialization, the growth of the cities, the increase of vehicular traffic, and the fast pace of every-day
life required that advertisers compete for attention as never before. Visual complexity no longer worked.
Passersby moved much too quickly to appreciate the levels of craft and symbolism in elaborate art
nouveau compositions. (p.l39)

Certainly, after Bernhard emigrated to the US in 1923, noone seems to have specifically
taken up where he left off. His avenue of visual exploration was turned into a cul-de-sac by
the adoption of photography at the Bauhaus.
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The Neutral Swiss: Modernism falters through prescription of photography
In the west, most of the few canonical texts we have devoted to graphic design education
were penned by Swiss Typographers. This has had the function of limiting possibilities for
design ~ducators since because these authors make absolute claims about, not just type and
grid, but the superior efficacy of photography in graphic design. As Hollis explains in his

.,

.;~j:

Graphic Dtsign a Concist History, "Modernism in Switzerland b~came a crusade in the years
following the Second World War. Its assumptions became matters of faith" (1994, p.130).
Given that the central r.redo of the Swiss Typographers is to effectively communicate the
clienes message: in a clear and unbiasc:~ fashion, these design~rs fall demonstrably shon
of their own lofty aims. The Neue Schweizer Grafik is the natural progression from the
Bauhaus. While: certain celebrated designers and typographers, Jan Tschichold, among them,

-

himself formerly of the Bauhaus, maintained that graphic design had moved on from the

,,

Bauhaus, a moveme~t developed in post-war Switzerland and Germany that dung to certain
of the Bauhaus' typographic principles, not least because some of its principle practitioners
'•

had been Bauhaus students. In Germany, Od Aicher founded the Ulm d~ign school with
Max Bill (an ex-Bauhaus student and Swiss Typographer). According to Aicher•s biographer,
Marcus Rathgeb (2006), che i~vitation to Bill to be head of the: school was at least in part to
get the New Bauhaus ·(Chicago) on side and to encourage U.S. funding for the school. At
least some of the school's approach was designed to appease its potential sponsors, the exBauhaus staff now ensconced at the Chicago Institute. From Ulm the formulaic use of sans...
serif type, gri~ded layouts and photographic imagery spread throughout the western world,
and even into the design schools of South ~erica.
The Hochschule fur Gcstahung in UJm, Germany, greatly inAuenced the propagation of design
educ:uion and design discourse in Larin Arncria during me.1960s. At that rime, the cration of the first
institurions for design education proliferated in urin American coumrics as they rcoriemcd themselves
toward a policy of import substitution and industrial dcvdopmcnt. The German school was the only
institurion that offered, wirhin those countries' comexrual conditions, an opcracivc, concrete answer to
#.

.

· the ch:allcnr~~~of industri:aliZ3tion. In addition, it championed the inscrtirm of design imo the industrial
i .·

.:;

.

process while rejecting :all :artistic or decorative speculations about design aclivity. (Fcrnandcz, 2006, p.3)

Swiss Modernism vs post-modernism: Approac~~~· to type and image
: i

.

.,;-·.
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· The proponents ot the Swiss School made claims regarding the superiority of photogrnphy as

..
::

a means of effective graphic communication. josef MUller.. Brockmann, one of the key figures
of Swiss Typography, wrote a book on teaching graphic design. Tht Graphic Artist anJ his

Dtsign Probltms. Here he says:
;

phmography provides an objc:crive picture of material rcaliry and rhus conveys an impression of
aurhc:nticiry. lr J'(quirec: no effort to understand its message. Where photography is concerned, the
modern publicity expcrr n«d not hesitate to exploit all its different modes of expression in order to

'·.

inOucncc opinion. When the camera records a situation, it furnishes objective information on an event,
whether it shows a total picmrc: nr only a detail. ( 1983, p.27)
"'

.

We can not be sure what MUller-Brockmann meant by 'all its different modes of expression'.
\ l

He may, judging by his experiments of'painting with light' and with phorograms, have been
referring to atypical uses of photography, but in so doing he would be: at odds with his own
statement about photography furnishing objective information on an event, which seems to
refer to photography's documentary capabilities. Of course photographs can be manipulated.
, '1

(and have been since their inception) but this will begin to remove them from realism. Many
of the: tone drop out and double-exposure experiments of the Swiss witness a struggle with

' ··

this prescriptive noti~n of photography for all graphic design imagery. Some of the Swiss
practitioners appear to be exploring ways to renlove photography from the grasp of realism
in order to suggest something more symbolic, more illustrative. However, not -:ontent with
elevating photography, MUller-Brockmann felt it necessary to denigrate illustration which he
describes as capturing only 'the moment of its creation', but as we shall see in this thesis, this
lt

is actually one of photography's defining limits:
comparison will show that rhe drawing is a subjccrivc expression of the artist's mind and is restricred
to rhe moment ofirs crt:arion. It depicts an object or a theme as he: experienced it at a specific moment
wh~rcas photography shoM what the amcra could objectively record when the shot was taken. The:

phorographcr simply points rhe lens CJfhis camera :n whatever it is he wants to photograph. The drawing
conveys to llli the feeling of rhe anist wherc:aS the camera reproduces solely material facts and events.
(p.27)

In an interview in Eye Magazine (Schwc:mer..Schcddin, "Josef MUller.. Brockmann", 1995),
MUIIc:r.. Brockmann also maintained that his ~most creative period was in fact my worst
because at thc:·time my work was stHI illustrative".
Lupton and Miller give this comparison between illwtration and photography, specifically,
the rise of photography in the history of illwtration, more consideration:
! :... ·..

·.
•,•
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~y the

50s, photogr:.phy had come: to dominate the: promotion of food, furniture:, and housewares, arc:a.li

where: the copious detail providrd by rhc camera wa., invaluable. Some: produces, however, bcncfincd
from more: interpretive: merchandising. Fashion and pharmaceuticals were among those indwuic:s rhat
favoured illusrration. In rlae case of medical products, drawing wa.~ considered more appropriate than
pj10tography, for it offered a veiled rarhcr chan literal depiction ofillncs.~. Pharmaceutical advertising was
dirc:cred at medial professionals, an upper-middle-class group that th\~ ad industry regarded as receptive
to the 'cultured' appeal of artistic illustration. (1999, p.78)

Andy Warhol produced illustrations .for several pharmaceutical companies during the 50s,
,:_~,

including CIBA-GEIGY and Upjohn, both known for their progressive design (p.78). While
Lupron and Miller ably subscandate the advertising industry's preference for illusrration in
particular contexts, this approach was by no means universal. MUIIer-Brockmann, in his

,

crusade for photography, applierl it ubiquitously in his pharmaceutical advertising (also for
Geigy). However, it is useful that the authors prefigure this idea that certain visual modes
could be targeted at specific social strata, and this concept will be touched on in Chapter
4. Finally, they suggest that photography has ultimately triumphed as the designer's image
medium of choice: "While illustration continued to be an important profession within
graphic design, Warhol might have sensed photography's encroachment, and surely he sensed
its power" (p.88).
;

·.-"

.These statements show us that-advertising, or 'publicity' as it was often termed,

3S

an

influential strand of modern design, had arrived at an unquestioning reliance on photography.
The text books from which these quotes arc

taken~

or those by Miiller·Brockmann's like-

minded countryman, Emil Ruder, are stiJI in print and more imp~rtantly, still on graphic
design degree book-lists ·at many tertiary institutions around the globe. Other important
design -texts have joined these in the canon of graphic design 'must~reads'. Despite

aless·

didactic approach than the Swiss school these newer texts still suffer from the bias towards
text at the expense of image. Spiekermann and Ginger's Stop Sttaling Shttp & find out how typt

works too. has become
a ubiquitous graphic design volume for beginners and intermediates.
.
.The·tide itself gives away.the book's textual bent, and a quick glance. through th~s book will
, .··

.-·

reveal the visual concepts therein being po~trayed through photography rather than through
other image forms. Even recent works that sped6cally seek to address the relationship·
belWeen text and intage, fall shore of exploring the_possibilities ~f illustration by assuming,
on behalf of their audience, a reliance on photography to express the image aspects of design:

77
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"Complexity adds to the time needed to investigate and interpret a work, regulated by each
vicwer·s level of experience. For intrica~ to transcend entanglement, designers must embrace
the creative potential of photo-rypographic space" (Skolos & Wedell, 2006, p.l 0)•
. Effectively then, the texts that disseminate the message of graphic design through to·
d'

subsequent generations of graphic designers are either by the early modernists, the Swiss
typographic school, ~r contemporary m~Jdernists very much influenced by their predecessors.

.;

Th~ir

approach to typography may vary slighdy but their reliance on photography with
.

:,~

regard to image is '\L:'luitous. This unquestioning reliance on photography is compounded by
i. ..

i

~

various of the key tL;w.'on visual literacy which, as I have dem~nstratcd in the literature review,
had a camera-centric focus. This typo-photo-centric approach may well be symptomatic of
~ :

a design education where whole courses are spent honing design students' typographical
.

skills, bur little emphasis seems to be placed on other visual litcracics. In my own narrow
experience of only three universities, these visual instincts arc essentially the qualities assessed
by design academics during admission interview for entry into design courses, and they are

·,-···""
...... :..

not conceived of as a set of skills that may be taught or learned like typography. Indeed,
the visual is largely left to the instincts of the individual student. Evidence for this attitude
towards image also exists in the big-name design annuals, Graphis and Communication Arts
whi~h supposedly feature

the best designs from around the world yet offer no explanation of

judges' criteria for choosing individual pieces for inclusion.·
During the 1950s and 60s, at ·the height of the Neue Schweizer Grafik, but over in
the U.S., there were various image treatments evident. Illustration was clearly held in some
regard, at least its prevalence would suggest so, though no-one seems to have articulated its
specific strengths during this period. Lupton and Miller .(1999) see its prominence then as
due to its status: it was used to advertise high-class goods because of an obvious association
with the visual arts: it looked more like painting than photography did, and photography was
yet to be accepted as an art form in and of itself. But this was all soon to .change as publicity
in the U.S. began to adopt (or pervert, depending on which critic one reads) European
Internationalism. In Switzerland no such distinction between high and low advertising had
. existed: the same designer could easily work on the latest br~t snack or the state opera
(Figures 13 .and 14). Indeed this seems in accord with the continuation of the stated aims
_..

,

"\

\

,.-

fi
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of the Bauhaus, to democratise visual communication. In any case, "the rise of the camera
and the diminishing prestige of hand-drawn illustration" (Lupton & Miller, p.88), in part
due to photographers now being able to execme a 'signature style', ensured that photography
also began to become apparent in graphic design in the States. The struggle of illustrators
in the face of the all-conquering photograph would not have been helped by the increasing
adoption of Swiss modernist methods by the American advertising industry. American design
icon, Paul Rand even worked with Josef Muller-Brockmann to develop the IBM corporate
identity, going so far as to present workshops to IBM staff on what constituted effective visual
communication (Muller, 2001, p.2 13) .

Figures 13 & 14: Swiss designers (here, Josef Muller-Brockman n) tackled commercial as well as elite cultural programs using the
same adherence to the grid and photography.

Deconstructionist graphics

Figure 15: Phedra theatre poster by Dirk Behage,
Pierre Bernard and Fokke Draaijer, France 1991 .
This work shows the clear lineage to the Russian
constructivists (albeit through bleak irony) typical of
early deconstructionist work, through its colour and
typographic palette and its reliance on photography
and photomontage.

II
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The graphic design moveme~t that signifi~ntly r1halle~g2d the Neue Schweizer Grafik is the
' I....

. .

· Deconstructionist approach of the late 1980s and early 1990s.
Perhaps the imernational style had been so thoroughly refinedt explored and accepted that a backlash was
.,

••

{'..

inevitable. Historical references, decoration, and the vernacular were disdained by modernists, while post-

•}

modern designers drew upon these resources to expand the range of design possibilities. (Meggs, p.466)

·

Aesthetically speaking tho':Jgh. the loose core of this movement owes a good ·deal to the

!f

...,,
..

:(!

j;

·

Russian c:~-~-structivists. Unlike the constructivists or the Swiss, designers that pursued a

':l)
?.

deconstructed path are reluctant to discuss direct communication of a message, citing instead
the subjectivity of the author and the audience: or post-structuralist principles regarding the
failings of communication; that there can be no consensus regarding the meaning of a piece
of design:
In the 1990s, the idea that visual Cllmmunic:ation tends to be too prcsr.ripdvc was a constant refrain
among younger designers. Many rejected the idea that it was their job to transmit a direct, unambiguous
mcs~ge [••• ]They argued

that their own screen-fed generation was .able to handle messages of much

greater complexity. Using computers, they blitz.cd thc:ir peer group with overloaded patchworb of text
;md

imo~ge

to filter and process. Let the viewer decide what it all meant.' (Poynor, 200 I, p.78) ·

A reaction against the Swiss reliance on grids and sans serif type saw the deconstructionists
· throw up explosive looking layouts like paint splashed on to a canvas. Recurring themes
include computer glitches; repetitively cut, pasted and distressed type, and densely overlaid
graphics in order to reveal the 'made' nature of these pieces, and perhaps, by extension, the
. made nature of aJI graphic design. The implication being that, far from providing a conduit
for the client, the designer is, him or herself, an author of the message ~~igt~:::e 16). Far from
•

..

Lars MUller's criticism that 'the eye is wearied by lack of con rent, aesthetically veiled• and that
this approach did little more than 'encourage ·affective consumerism' deconstructionism was,
if only initially, based in structuralist and post-structuralist theory in an attempt to break
~'

l

away from an approach to modernism that had become 'aligned with corporate interests'; the
spent force of the, Neue Schweizer Grafik. As this 'style' began to be subsumed, inevitably,

...

into the commercial realm, what began as a refreshingly honest approach to image m3king is,

.
.....

·:: I maintain, best critiqued on the following grounds: the designer abrogated responsibility for
~

• •

' ,", '

•

··. ,

:

:

H
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the appropriateness, or otherwise, of the design to the client who d;ose it (since the designer
.
.·
. was essentially repeating his or her own sry!~ with each piece). The client, presumably the
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less visually literate of the two parties, has decided the design approach for the message by
choosing the designer. In short, the client is making the principle design decision.

Figure 16: A common and important theme in deconstruction is the revelation of the process through which the design is
constructed. In this case, Nick Bell 's illustration for the IBM annual review, 1991 , shows the ease with which images are copied and
pasted using the newly acquired digital technology.

Importantly for my purposes here, the deconstructionists' rejection of credo and didacticism
resulted in an absence of teaching materials. Few post-modernists have authored prescriptions
for effective visual communication that answer the problems posed by the International Style
(the aforementioned, Skolos & Wedell's, Type, Image, Message being an exception) . On the
contrary, despite their rejection of the Swiss grid and the mythic neutrality of modernist
design, the post-modernists clung to photography as the principle means of representing the
visual world. From the deconstructionists we are left with a series of 'eye-candy' books, held
together, more or less, by their style and the editors' understanding of the theory behind the
work (for example, as in the aforementioned, Typography Now). Regardless of what these
designers rejected from the Swiss or the Bauhaus, the fact of their homage to the Russian
avant-garde shows that what they have not rejected is photography as the principle medium
for expressing image in graphic design. It may be that the early deconstructionists, those
knowingly adopting the techniques of the constructivists, were attempting to rediscover the
fabled democratising aspects of photography that their Russian predecessors had so believed
in; to return to an idealist modernist mode, pre-Paul Rand (who, as Rick Poynor argues,
'stripped modernism of its ideological purpose in the United States and realigned it with
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· corporate interests'). It is no coincidence rhar Paul Rand, in his essay From Cassanart to Chaos
(1991). joined the heated debate on the side of the old versus the new avant·garde of graphic_
design, calling the work of the deconstructionists, 'indecipherable'.ln a political sense at least
the deconstructionist· designers were reflecting the ethics of the Bauhaus, especially Lazslo
..· .

Maholy-Nagy's belief that man, not the product, is the end in view.
As I stated in my introduction, graphic designs generally consist of combinations of the

rwo elements, type and image. It is patently dear, especially from an examination of the
·.·.

afore~entioncd

textbooks, that, whether Modernist or Post-modernist, the predisposition of

design theorists, educators and professionals, is to concern themselves primarily with type.
Indeed, the term 'typography' has been largely intert;hangeable with 'graphic design' since
the Bauhaus. Rarely has discussion focused upon the choice of image in graphic design: it is
'the designer's choice of type and their layout of that type that is regarded as of fundamental
importance. While it may seem churlish to criticize the prescriptions of a school of thought
;· most famous for iu mid-century otuput, the approach of the Swiss is perpetuated into this
J.

,. 'century. noteably r:srough Bosshard (2000), Samara (2002) and Elam (2004).
Zeitgeist: why deconstruction in 1980s?
.

.

Timothy Samara, in Ma~ing and Brtaking tht Grid, (2002) makes the case for the introduction of
digital technology, specifically the Apple Computer as the designer's tool, as the catalyst for
the explosion of deconstruction in the 1980s. An embrace of earlier technologie-; enabled the
f .

proliferation of griddcd design in the 1920s according to Samara:
Jwt as the use of grid' in modern design practice grew from the developments in technology, aesthetic
thought, and industrializ.adon, the usc of alternate, imuitive methods of composidon-prcvalcnt in
current design praaice--grcw from these same influences. (p.ll2)

Of course, in and of itself. the computer as a supremely logical machine should in fact allow
a more precise refinement of, and attachment to a typographic grid. the supremely logical
. system for layout. It is the social zeitgeist suggested by this profound change in technology
and technique which actually led to the rejection of the grid, and a re. .appraisal of the:
connructivist and modernist work that had arrived at the dawn of the previous ma1chine age in
rhe 1920s..In spite of the tirades lcvded against them by Steven Heller and Massimo Vignelli,
deconstructionist graphics were essentially a reworking of Da Da, De Stijl and Constructivist

'·
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design from the early 20s. Only N eville Brody made a name for himself by reworking, and
with heavy irony, the pure modernist aesthetic of the Bauhaus and the Swiss School, "to draw
a parallel between the social climate of the 1930s and the 1980s" (Poynor, 1991, p.11).

ORFO
ORFO

Figure 17: Neville Brody's work shows the abiding influence of the Bauhaus through type choice, colour palette, bold graphic
elements and photographic imagery.

These past movements and approaches to design were revisited knowingly, ironically and
sometimes cynically or with humour but rarely with a sense of building on sound theoretical
foundations. As Rick Poynor observed in Typography Now as the fledgling approach attempted
to take Bight in 1991: "Although the idea of deconstruction is gaining ground among designers
in the U.S. , and enjoys some currency in Europe where it originated, few typographers
would feel sufficiently confident of the theoretical basis of the term to describe themselves
as deconstructionists" (p.14) . This uncertainty extended to a lack of exploration of visual
techniques: type and its placement was clearly-as evidenced in any number of examples
from the 1990s-the principle focus of these designers. Perhaps because in typography there
were clear boundaries against which to push. Beyond this they explored what the technology
enabled in terms of photographic manipulation, but their questioning of the tenets of the
Swiss never extended as far as questioning the Swiss reliance on photography. In the end,
it is the differences in layout and typography, and not the imagery that shows the clearest
separation between the adherents of the grid and the rejectors of the grid.
In its infancy, deconstruction was applied to the promotion of events, gallery openings,
exhibitions, and plays directed and produced by like minded individuals. In no way was it a
mainstream approach ·to visual communication at all (as the earlier quote from Lars Muller
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would suggest). While the new deconstructionist aesthetic was revolutionary, both in the sense
that it replaced the old guard, and in the sense that it was an old approach coming around
again, it ultimately did little to shake the status quo of visual communication. If anything
it ultimately led to an accelerated generation of visual surfaces at the expense of resonant
content and form. Because of its startling look, this style all too easily became recognised for
its surface. Because the designers themselves, those few who really understood its politics,
declared their authorship of each piece, essentially to own up honestly that all communication
has an author, these people were easily singled out as artists. No quantum leap is required
from this concept to the one of celebrity, a concept that the mainstream can easily deal with.
Sure enough, several of these graphic designers, in something of a first for graphic design
history, became famous beyond the immediate circle of their discipline: "Neville Brody and
David Carson achieved something that in graphic design and typography was nonexistent
before them and that was superstar status" (Walters, "Gerard Unger", 2001).
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Figures 18 & 1g: Robert Nakata's work from 1987 for a cultural event, and from 1995 for a major corporate client. The Swiss grid
is rejected but photography is not.

Deconstructionist design is the antecedent to the contemporary visualities in design. It
is the last semi-homogenous aesthetic movement of (if not theoretical approach to) graphic
design before the onset of our current cornucopia of visual approaches. Why did these other
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aesthetics and approaches follow deconstruction? I will anempt to answer this question now
in terms of these contemporary graphics being political reactions to the previous ~esign
!· movement.

..

I ;

•

Contemporary images in design
As I have ~entioned above with regard to the deconstructionist reaction to the grid, the push

for change was squarely against the assumed rules of typography, not against the prescriptions
:: the Swiss had laid down for design's images•.While graphic design and typography are still
more or less interchangeable terms, I want to examine the contemporary expressions of
graphic design that have flourished in the aftermath of deconstruction that arc not concerned

,.

specifically with type, but rather show an unprecedented emphasis on image. The fields of
design t_hat have burgeoned as never before are information design and illustration. Neither
of these could be described .as 'typography'. These forms of graphic expression are also
especially worthy of note in this thesis as neither uses photography as its primary imagery nor
particularly strives for realism. These two graphic design fields have different purposes. but
each has grown as a result of what happ~ned to graphic design in the

199~s,

rather than as an

outcome of some new..found visual literacy. Where the Neue Schweizer Grafik was deemed
a spent force by the deconstructionists, because 'of its formulaic sameness or its didactic
message, the explosive appearance of the deconstructionist pieces made them easy to co-opt
as an exciting new style through which to 'sell more units':

,)

The advertising agencies did not dilute the message by making their own pale copies. as they had with
Neville Drody•s work in the mid-J980s. They bought the produa direct from the source. Nike's U.S.
Agency, Wicdcn & knnedy, was one of the first to set a premium on fashionable type by calling in

Brody himself to help sell training shoes in 1988 (••• ] Roben Nakata, A Cranbrook Academy ofAneducated typognpher. known for boldly experimental projectS at Studio Dumbar, left rhc Hn~~c-bascd
-·

company to join Wicdcn & Kennedy's Amsterdam office where he has created prim campaigr.s for Nikc
ar.d Microsoft. (Poynor, 1998, p.l 0)

Claudia Mereis, in her foreword to 11/usivt 1: Contmzporary illustration and its contt:Xt,
has spccificaJly talked about illustration's rise a5 a reaction to what came immediately
before though provides no specific examples: "After the euphoria of the digital age there is
a vociferous demand·for more personal quality and poetry. Functionality and coolness no
,,

i.

longer seem worth striving for, people.'ire looking for honest human communication, with

·,

.....·.~ ...

,.;

,.

rough edges and corners~ So we can also see a return to analogue and manual techniques in
contemporary illustration" (2005, p.3). I will examine below how I believe the growth in the
usc of illustration has been organically seeded by deconstruction.
,.

· Meanwhile, Richard Saul Wurman, in his Information Anxitty 2 has described the
concurrent and sudden interest in in~ormation design (at the beginning ofthe new millennium)
as follows: "when I came up with the concept and the name information architecture in 1975,
I thought everyone would join in and call themselves informatioJa·archite~ts. ·But. nobody
did-un~il

..

now. Suddenly it•s b~come a ubiquitous term" (Wurman, 2001, p.vi) •

These movements, one in the direction of self-expression and the other in seemingly the
opposite direction, of expressing informacion dearly, even didactically, arc, I believe, both
'i

, ..

visitations of the same zeitgeist.

The new illustration
IUwtration, as design content, is of course not new. The art·poster is widely regarded as the
)

/.~:.';,:

beginning of graphic design as a dedicated practice. The travel posters popular in Europe and

'

JJ'.

.:~ .

Britain in the 1930s arc well-known, and illusrration, especially line art, has been evident for
centuries and was particularly popular with art-directors (and presumably the reading public)
in 1940s and 50s America, only to be ·subsumed by photography. What is new in illustration
is its remarkable surge back to prominence since 2000. Illustration is in the ascendancy:
"The age-old discipline of illustration, or commercial art as some may prefer to caJI it today,
has enjoyed something of a renaissance in recent years. For a discipline that was in a state of

~~ :i
i, .
)

crisis and almost on the verge of extinction for the best part of the 1990s, this was a timely

c

resurgence" (Hyland and BcU, 2003, p.7).
What is important for me to demonstrate here is. that illustration's reversal of fortun~
.
.
is not as a result of any new·found visual literacy (I will pursue this thread in my Chapter
5) but merely an outcome of the previous decade's experiments. It may seem a long bow to
· .. draw to describe deconstructive gra'phics as the antecedents to the new illustration, after all,
II

their aesthetics are markedly different. The former places the emphasis on typography and its
imagery is comprised mostly of photography. The latter in contrast places less emphasis on
pushing the boundaries of typography (in fact often happily revisits 60s and 70s cype, uS in
,·

•

•

I

Figure 20) and has its non-realistic, illustrated imagery to the fore. But early on in this decade
~

-·,...

at least, I think what we have seen is designers illustrating rather than a rush of illustrators
coming out of the woodwork as it were. Certainly Rinzen, and Phunk studios, two of the
bigger names in early 21st Century illustration graphics, call themselves designers first and
foremost. E-boy, widely known for their isometric, pixel-media illustrations don't describe
what they do as illustration, rather they say, "We create re-usable pixel objects and take them
to build complex and extensible design" ("About", n.d.).

KEANE
1\B/\D
DREAM

Figure 20: Recent illustrative design, such as this record sleeve by Sanna Annukka, concerns itself with imagery rather th an
pushing the boundaries of typography.

At the same time that deconstructionist graphics were being co-opted into the mainstream
(as we have seen in Figures 18 & 19 above) 'alternative' music became decidedly mainstream
(Markey, 1991). The most conspicuous outlet for youth rebellion that had existed as a
concept as long as 'youth' , had been effectively removed and placed firmly in the grasp of
mainstream consumers. Where to now for rebellious youth and aspiring rockers? Perhaps,
to some extent, with the title of 'star' conferred upon graphic designers by a media hungry
for the next big thing to sell newspapers, magazines and advertising space, the visual realm
became an avenue through which to aspire: and of course, the new designers were bound to
follow on from the 'cool' designers of the 90s. Why is there a boom in illustration again? I see
it as a direct descendent of the 90s, designer-as-artist phenomenon that went hand in hand
with deconstruction. That was, after all, the period in which graphic designers were for the
first time lauded as celebrities. What do you get when you cross a designer with an artist?
Perhaps, an illustrator: Hyland and Bell in Pen & Mouse, an early survey of the rising tide of
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illustration, say that illustration resides in the gap between graphic design and fine art (2001).
~

Illustration cert:1inly gives the designer of a particular inkling more scope to express him or

'... ·.

herself than had·even the recent movements in graphic design.
In addition to these aspirations of the new designers, the new technologies that arrived
in the 80s and 90s allowed new aesthetics which need not necessarily ape their immediate
predecessor but may in fact result in much less p.-cdictable manifestations: I have mentioned
that the logic of the computer might easily have lead to a further consolidation of the grid
as the foundation for graphic design. Perhaps it was dear to many new designers that the
reinvention of type in the digital medium was an experiment well and truly tested; an idea fully
· played out. It is certainly difficult to conceive of a typeface that goes beyond the continually
randomizing function of Lctteror's Btowulf, for example. Such extreme experiments, and the

. ·: . .

perfect remediation of old facc.s into seamless digital forms seemed to suggest that type had
gone as far as it could and come all the way back again. Perhaps then, the image was ripe for
experimentation.
Early on in the growth _of new illustration, for the first five years or so of the new
millennium, the computer was still the key tool. This seems to be changing as I will discuss
I'

below, but for now let us examine the combination of the computer and the illustrator. The
introduction of Flash software on top of html

codin~

and web interfaces in the late 1990s

resulted in, somewhat perversely, a shift back to a screen-printed aesthetic from the machine
age of the 1930s. Becaus·e at least a portion of the graphic design field falls victim to the
vagaries of fashion and is on the look-out for 'the next big thing', the new visuali ty-the new
web-technologies and their rapid spread-resulted in a ·sanguine uptake of the as5ociared
aesthetics, which place emphasis on Bat, outlined shapes within an image.Fiash software on
.t,he Internet gives its authors the potential to create full-screen movement with very small fJe
sizes and, accordingly. very short download times for the impatient user viewing the work .

somewhere else in the world. Here, for the 6rst time is a realisation of photography's liabilities,
though only because photography and video of a certain quality and size require large file
sizes and long downloads. Flash websitcs boomed for the first few years of the 2000s:
the objcctiviry of the outline style suddenly feels riglu. You find it in fashion ads in Dazed & Confused
magazine and gracing the covers of techno CDr.. Arena uses it for tongue-in--check illustrated features on
executive flying. the future ofwork and wife swapping in suburbia (interchangeable swingers go through
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the motions on the stairs, on the kitchen table and even in the loft) . Habitat catalogues have offered cutelooking line drawings of the product range for some time. (Poynor, 2001, p.78)

Many of today's young designers are proficient at print design and designing for the Internet.

It makes sense that the aesthetic forms in one space are carried over into the other, even if
they are less appropriate there. The requirement of a small file size also leads to decisions
about what to leave out. Again, this decision is made for commercial imperatives: the client
needs to be sure that their potential audience won't be frustrated, waiting for long periods for
an image to download, and, as ever was the case, the designer needs to take as little time as
possible to design and build a quality piece of communication. Poster designers between the
wars, in their efforts of making multiple stencils for screen-printing, had to make very similar
decisions about what to leave out. It is no coincidence then, that the Flash phenomenon has
produced an aesthetic. It is also no coin<;:idence that this aesthetic resembles closely one we've
seen before, though perhaps surprisingly, that aesthetic is from the 1930s (Figure 21) .

Figure 21: Similarities in the outline style of design for silk-screening (Tom Purvis, 1920s) and recent design informed by Flash. (BJ
Ball Art of Contradiction,2004 , illustrator unknown).

In addition, the computer drawing applications-Freehand, Illustrator, Corel Drawwere built with professional illustrators in mind, just as Photoshop was originally tailored to
meet the needs of photographers and retouchers. Hence the drawing packages capture the
look, to a great degree, of these pre-existing methods of illustration. The work of one of the
last ubiquitous, pre-computer commercial illustrators, Patrick Nagel, embodies the cool, if not
cold, 1980s look, (Figure 22) . Looking at his work now, and indeed that of another prolific
producer of editorial illustration in the early 1980s, Guy Billout, it's hard to imagine that it
could have been done without a computer, let alone that these were done pre-computer. So
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the aesthetic, in other words, takes nothing from computer graphics whatsoever, but instead,
of course, completely informs the new computer graphics early on. Just as Photoshop was
built to emulate the great 'trick photography' techniques that reached their zenith in the
Hipgnosis album covers of the 197 0s, so Adobe Illustrator (as the first 'industry standard
vector art tool for the Macintosh) was built to capture the stylistics of these crisp illustrators
(Figure 23).

Figure 22: Pre-computer graphics: Patrick Nagel's use
of rapidograph pen and flat paint for consistency of line
and colour fill in the early 1980s prefigures the co mputer
graphics tools available in the following decade.

Figure 23: Produced on the computer, but resembling
closely early 1gsos, pre-computer design: Grand
Theft Auto graphics (by Stu art Petri, Rockstar Games)
(2003) .

In addition, the software enables the accurate tracing of photographs, suggesting a lingering
influence of photography as much as an escape from its clutches. This ability to quickly trace source
images explains at least some of the new aesthetics: illustrators make images with this aesthetic
because it is very simpleto do so.
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Even more recent trends have: seen the adoption ofhand .. made techniques and a loosening ·
of the grip of the computer for the drawn aspects of the illusrration. Vector graphics are

no

longer the clear leader in this ever-widening field (Klan ten & Hcllige, 2007~- p.l_84). But the
computer is still accessed as a major tool in the production and many of the current works .
are visually noisy expressions. As signposts of the zeitgeist they must be telling us something.
Perhaps it•s as direct a connection as busy illustrations being an appropriate response to a
speedy world. In spite of Marcis' acknowledgement that "Illustration's self-perception lies
precisely in its difference to photography" (2005, p.4), the illustrators and the editors of the
illustration anthologies seem not to clearly express why these various approaches exist, at least
nor in terms of what they offer versus realism except in the most general, instinctual terms
that we saw in the Literature Review.
Whatever is the case, the new illustration exists as the child of deconstruction, in spite of

..

there being lirtle family resemblance. It certainly continues the trend where the client, or at
· least the client's marketing manager or art director, and not the designer, is making the design
decisions through choice of image or illustrator. And the new illustration is born from a
pursuit of design as art, a~d aesthetic as technological possibility. It has not arriyed as a result
of research into or discourse about the image in design. What the new illustrators still lack is
a sound theoretical base from which to refute modernisms prescriptions for image.
Information architecture

The polar opposite of the new illustration must be informat~~r architecture. The lntern~tional
Institute for Information Design

define~

information design as "the .definingt planning,

and shaping of the contents of a message and the environments it is presented in with the
inu n tion of achieving particular objectives ·in relation to the needs of users". Typically. its
proponents express rhe requirement for information to be shown effectively rather than
merely in an aesthetically pleasant form; The information architects approach is really the
credo of the Bauhaus (adopted from the architect, Luis Sullivan): form follows fonction. While
many startling examples, such as the: work of John Snow and Charles Joseph Minard, can
be found from the previous century. information design, as a systematic approach to visual
communication, began in the 1920s when it first found expression through the 'Viennese
Method' of Otto Neurath. The wo_rk was recommenced most noteably in the Tokyo '64
D1

'Olympics graphics of Yoshiro Yamashita at the Nippo~ Design Centre. In the true spirit
; of iitformation architecture, Yamashita's pictographic approach was undertaken for purely
practical reasons to overcome communication difficulties;

"~use

.

few participants or

I . ·~

visitors would be Auent in Japanese" (Fischer & Hicsinger, 1995, p.90J. Further celebrated

...
~\

examples of the form come to us through the aforemendoned, Kinneir & Calvert's U.K.

..
!1

road signage and through Od Aicher's work for the Munich Olympics in 1972. More recent
. I:

works for airports, such as Paul Mijksenaar's designs for Schipol in the

Netherland~,

and

Integral/NORM's Koln·Bonn Airport Identity in Germaa.y, stake a claim for the necessity
of information design in the daily lives of modern commuters;. F.dward Tufte's forays into
the business world through his scathing critique of the ubiquitous Powerpoint software have
helped cement a place for information graphics in the Wi>rking lives of as many as the new
illunrarion seems to be reaching through the glamorous fantasies of fashion magazines.
;j

.Rather than an extension of the desig-ler..as-artist approach that flowed from the
·•
i )

deconstructionists to the new illustrators, the growth in information design is a ·reaction
.,

against t~~ nodon of design as art. It is no coincidence that Richard Saul Wurman witnessed
its

up-~akc:

in the late: 1990s just.as deconstruction was making in..roads into

mainst.r.~am

graphics. Information design also embodies the zeitgeist of this new machine age: it is a
,.'

reaction against, among other things, the plethora of 'information• without knowledge. As
.·

\:

.

the Web began to spin its influence across the globe, it was an oft..heard cry that we would
.

.

experience an overload of information at the expense of expanding knowledge. Richard Saul
Wurman himself is known for his lnformationAnxitty (1989) which articulated precisely this
.

.1

fear of unhelpful overload. In 1997, Edward Tufte had suggested that goo~ information design
is exactly about turning down the visual noise: of this new design age:· "Shrill and strident
visual activities will tend to dominate the information space, scrambling finely detailed but
relevant content" (p.65). He goes on to say that "relevant to nearly every display of data, the
smaJiest effective difference is the Occam's razor ('what can be done with fewer is done in
vain with more:') of information design" (p.73). Tufte makes a case for the information ciesign
approach: MWhen principles of design replicate principles of thought, the act of arranging
information becomes an act ofinsight" (p.9). In many ways, these expressions echo the words
of Bcatrkc Warde.. in her call for typography to affect a clear speaking voice that has .no need
to shout in order to pass the thoughts of ones mind into the head of another. .
;>

. \.

,;

:;i ·

Saul-Wurman and Tufte are the champions of using this approach, nor just for typography,
but importanrly for us here, for image in the service of information transmission and receipt;
Saui-Wurman as practitioner, patron and 'art' director, and Tufte as critic. A work executed
iI

~ •

following this design method i:r-not ·one the vic:Wer can determine at first glance, through
aesthetics alone, to have been generated by an information architect. Rather it is the approach
that defines each disparate aesthetic in the field.·As Tufte pui~:.i_t, "Visual representations of
evidence should be governed by principles of reasoning about quantitative evidence. For
.

;

information displays, design reasoning must correspond to scienti~~ _reasoning. Clear and
,.... "
t
.......·

prccisc;,sccing becomes as one with clear and precise thinking"

J

' ;_

(p.~.)'·.6.s with the parallels

,_._ .,: .- :·:· ro Wa~de, it is not difficult to determine the similarities with the stated aims of the Neue
..i
/.

i

Schweizer Grafik, but also key differences when we look at Miiller-Brockmann's credo:
i··

i

t

;·

. ..The maximum .~n information will be had if the object_or the idc.-a is mauer-of-facdy and esthelically
prcscnred with a minimum of additional forms. Each subjective adornment in the sense of an illusnative
exaggeration [should) be avoided. and the graphic form must f,(come. if possible, the anonymous bearer
of the message." (Mnller, 2000)
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o Information architects would make t~~ such assumption about minimal. information but

•.1
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instead ask how much information would make the message easily understood? In some
. ..
,;

~

.

l

inst~~.:CS· for exam pi~; in airport signage where symbols are not fi•~ly explana~ory but must

·,!
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,

'.'rt;.:;~-~···.-~~~rned
and culturally agreed upon, a degree of redundancy is required between images
r;··\. . ..:
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'l~~;ai1~\"'~~rds that actually may work against ·,a minimum of additional forms'.

What is of key importance for my thesis is that this is the only visual design movement
:;

J'

with the stated aim of distillation: that a message should be stripped of any unnecessary

·'
;.

information which mjghr put its clarity in jeopardy. For this reason I choose to apply the
I.

findings of this thesis ro information design in Chapter 4. If one: looks at the 100 year history
ofgraphic design, a general trend towards distillation ofimage is only clearly evident elsewhere
in logo design. Importantly, reasons for the distillation evident in logo d:sign are nowhere·
dearly articulated. More well·known for 'redesigns' than any other graphic artist, (principally ·
because of the prominence of the Shell and Lucky Strike logos he helped re-shape) Raymond

loc:wy himself could only phrase the concept of distillatiCJn in economic terms:
'Before-the old Lucky Strike package was dark green. On the obverse was the well·known Lucky Suike
red target. The ra"ersc was covered whh text that few j,cople r~; The green ink was expensive, had a
slight smell. Afic:r-The new package: is white and the red target has remained unchanged. The tat on

.: ~:J

:

j

I

I

(.~\

1hc reverse has been moved to the sides, displaying the red target on both faces. Prirning cost has been
.: reduced.' (Hollis, 2001, p. 100)

Information design, in contrast ro this, seeks to do what-according to the information
.

/ !

architects-all graphic design should do: it attempts to argue for itselfbeyond merely making a

f;

;•

message look good or being driven by commercial considerations, to make the communication · :.\
work as appropriately as it should.for its proposed circumstances. Presumably. if this goal is
achieved, the communication will then 'look good' but not for merely aesthetic reasons.
·Even here however, in a field of the design discipline where "design reasoning must
correspond to scientific reasoning", the role of the image is not fully explained, especially in
terms of ~ow it is we might pos~ibly see less accurately drawn images (in terrras of copying

..

.

.

something'trom the real world in all its detail) ~s being capabfi(~f communicating at all let
alone communicating more accurately than a precise copy of reality. Also, as I have tried
.

(;
it

,.

\

to demonstrate in my literature review, disagreement is evident between the experts in the
field of information design as to how images work, even in this relatively narrow field of..
. .. .

;t

design. This confusion suggests that another way ,o f discussing the role of image in design is ,

.

needed. ·

.'

Conclusion
'

Of course, illustration and 'information are not · the only streams of graphic· design in
operation. A plethora of other approaches exists, !ncluding rcwork~d, retro stylings, a
range of 'un-designed' vernaculars and even some uneasy Swiss~deconstructionist hybrids
(Figure 24). This rcworldng of styles might be a sign of a new visual freedom through which
many positive outcomes might be accidentally achieved through sheer weight of numbers.
However, it might just as easily suggest a lack of evolution,
a lack of theory or discourse-based
.
.
exploration to provide a.dear direction. One sec~, for example, the return even to the Swiss
method as a perennial trend (Figure 25). This return, as one of the few obvious directions in
contemporary graphics is evidence of the Sw!ss h~ving most dearly articulated their approach
to design. Any designer adopting the method may argue for it on the grounds that, as Steven
!

Heller echoed in his Cult ofth~ Ugly essay, their ."method was based strictly on ideas of balance
., and harmci!.ly which hold up under c.lose scrutiny even today." Proponents of this ~ethod
.

;;
i
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.

\;
~ ~
.

t'..
\ :.
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state that, like the International Style in architecture, the Swiss method for graphic design
survived changes in technology and fashion because of fundamental rules that worked.

Figure 24: In the work of Muller+Hess, the rich
past of 'Neue Schweizer Grafik' ('New Swiss
Graphic Design') is available as a tableau of cultural
referents (from modernist and deconstructionist
sources). Here, the motorbikes previously seen in
Muller-Brockmann's road safety campaign posters
of the 1g5os re-emerge with a more illustrative feel
derived through tonal drop out and monochrome
treatment. Muller+Hess go further to disturb our
expectations of the poster form: text becomes
image; graphic content to fill and balance the layout.
Readable content is removed to the point of being
more opaque even than the most densely overlaid
deconstructionist compositions.

It seems that the Swiss method abides because it has a clearly articulated position if
nothing else. The fact that its position on imagery was less than thoroughly considered does
not seem to be of concern to the designers that still use this approach. Perhaps the polish and
detail in a sharp photograph merely adds to the slick finish evident in such crisp, clean design.
It seems likely to me that for contemporary designers, using the decades old techniques of
the Swiss, there might also be an element of nostalgia for a time when, at least the forthright
visuals suggest, life seemed so much more black and white.

Figure 25: University brochure by CPd (Keith Smith & Linden Ouin). A
typical example of the contemporary Swiss approach: plenty of space,
sans serif type (at least in the body copy, though with some allowance
for fashionable display type: in this case Clarendon which is experiencing
something of a renaissance) the continuing reliance on photography and the
grid. Typical of the new Swiss approach is the presence of the grid being
overstated in the text boxes with coloured backgrounds. This results from
the influence of web graphics where in html coding it was once difficult to
overlay images with text.

This ability to articulate a position is important to practicing designers, especially when
faced with the questi~ning or criticism of the client who wonders whys/he is paying so much

95

for expertise that can not articulate itself; that can not readily express its own worth. The fact
that this· expertise is concerned with what is often seen as mere ephemera only compounds
the designer's. difficulties.
So, historically and quintessentially, the problem of thr ~esigner, in the milieu with the
client is a problem ofarticula don: the designer cannot communicate with the client on a purely
visual level. If the client was a competent visual communicator presumably s/he wouldn't
:)

need to contract the designer in the first place. The designer that can communicate verbally
· whh the client, speak his or her language, as well as read and write visuallY, is therefore in a
position of strength. The idea that design work i~· ~;uouded in magi~ as some kind of creative
act (rather than analytical or b~cd in research and dc:Vclopment) or the designer is some kind
·of mystic given to divine inspiration may seem to· have something going for it, but in the
end, especially in a business sense, this leads to the ldnd of argument I put forward earlier:

. if the die~t is unhappy s/hc ~n go to another designer: maybe their 'inspired' work will be
.
.
.
more suitable: the client then becomes the one making the design decisions. If,i._howcver,
the designer can articulate verbal~y (not just visually.with the pitch) as

to why a .piece of

visual communication looks the way it looks, to communicate w~at it communicates, then it
becomes dear to the client what the designer expects to achieve, and dear to the client what
I

s/he is paying for.
It's apparent then that a reliance on

photogra~hy

that has held sway with d_esigners for

at_. J_east 70 years is a reliance on the Swiss Method, albeit mediated through various design
,-,

-··

· · ·:··::; >·

t

courses and text books in the western world. While type has been contested imag~. has been
left alone in terms of written theory. If we could examine what makes·the visual system 'tick',

,··

perhaps we could give graphic designers a more generous vocabulary of design which helps
them to .articulate their decisions in terms of image choice as well as typographic choice.

A look at precedents and an.tecedents in this short history has, I hope, shown U:S just how .

.

much of graphic design's progress or lack thereof is down to technology. The limitations of
technology and attempts to overcome these or to work within them, even revel in them as
did

~e

deconstructionis.ts, and reactions against previous design approaches have informed

graphic design aesthetics in the absence of image theory. Unless some understanding of image
is gained (including ~n understanding that could also extend to type, as we shall sec) designers

....

\

are condemned.to reacting against. previous movements or reacting to the new technology.
Information design is clearly more focused on a didactic o~tcome for its visual communication.
..•

'·

In this sense it has to be dearer about what it docs. This articulation of a position is what will
ultimately protect it from the vagaries of visual fashion. Wurman's coining of 'Information
was a deliberate gainbit to distance 'serious' design from the shallow surfaces of

~chitccture'
.

.

its commercial mainstream. Illustration, in part marketed on irs wistful appeal, seems to be
less able to articulate its own strengths. But, if we know more about how images work in the

[ij
:f I
..r'

I

.

;!

•:

.. first place,· and given that information design is often comprised of drawn images, perhaps

~

/~i·: ..

i .

,·,.. :, ..the:tw~l can be reconciled.
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Nothing is less real than ·realism. Details arc confusing. h is only by selection, by elimination, by
· C:fliJlha.\is dt;~t we get at ahe real meaning of thing.~- Grorgia O'Ktrjfi

Chapter 3: The psychology of seeing
I have established in the previous chapter that there has existed a preponderance of

photographs embodying the image aspecu of graphic design. Wh.at I now seek to answer is
a ques'cion as to whether photographic realism which replicates the real world (including the
rules of perspective and light and shado,v) is the best way to communicate all visible aspects
of the world to the visual system; the human eyes and brain. That is, does the photographic
realism promoted by the Neue Schweizer Grafik (and refuted by very few parties since) really
require "no effort to understand its message, (MUller-Brockmann, 1983, p.27)? On the face
of it the reader could be forgiven for not being able to imagine.otherwise. Surely the human
visual system has c:Volved .among the real visual world and is equipped to deal best with
·. reality. It should stand to reason that any visual means that can replicate that world accurately
· ·(arid photography has been repeatedly described as being able to do just that) is precisely
the best means to communicate visual, non-textual information to the reading or viewing
audience. Despite the fact that the major graphic design theory to have concerned itself
specifically with imagery, The Neue Schweizer Grafik, endorsed exactly that viewpoint, there
are several compelling and surprising reasons why this may not be the case. Of course the
seasoned graphic designer may well say that image choice-not what is depicted but how it
is depicted-depends on the audience and the subject being communicated. As a designer,

I. 'know' this too, but this does not stop me from being surprised, when I think carefully
about it, that it should be the case that we can communicate with pictures other than realistic ·
· ones. Importaiuly, there seems to be nothing in graphic design theory to explain dearly why
·different images should be chosen; all w~ can see is that history-technology and politics~ave

lead to a preponderance of photographs in graphic design imagery.

Outside of graphic design, social and medical scientists have been concerned ~ith this
. problem. Fussel and Haaland (1978) describe how they put visual tests (containing images
of "common c;»bjects" such as a tree, people, a.chicken, etc.) before some 400 ·Nepalese ·
.

.

adults who were unused to pictu.res. The study was done in order to prepare materials for
I

•

instructional booklets for 1lliterate villagers. The study group was shown 10 different things

:l I
i

presented in six different styles. These styles, from realistic to distilled. comprised black and
white photographs;
black and white photographs with background removed from around the
. ,.
subject ('blackout'); a line drawing with shading and internal detail (a 'threc·tone' image);
the same drawing without shading and with minimal interior detail; a silhouette: and a line
;

, .·.

drawing. Cumulative correct responses to all ten of the pictured subjects were as follows:
Three·tone, 72%; Blackout, 67%; Line drawing, 62%; Silhouette, 61 %; Photograph, 59%;

..

.. s.tylised drawing, 49o/o. The authors conclude that:

·'

rhc: lessons to be learned from this part of rhc: study would seem to be that the more detailed and realistic
a picture is, the more effective it is. Thc.so called 'simple' stylised drawings arc evidently not simple in
anything but appearance, making greater demands on the person trying to interpret them. (p.27)

However, the authors do not make special mendon of the photographs, the most 'detailed
and realistic pictures' in the sets as having performed the worst bar the stylised drawings. lt
is by no means a simple progression towards realism that will solve their communication
/.

problem since the most realistic of the image sets performed almost as poorly as the least
realistic, and the best performing sets of pictures in terms of realism actually lay in between
these two extremes.
I will begin my exploration of this issue by establishing that the human visual system,
;)

the brain and eyes working in concert, can see and understand things that are less real than
anything it might naturally encounter in the visible world. I will proceed to explain how it is
possible that a system, evolved through millennia of experience in the real world-looking
upon and helping the human organism react appropriately to visual stimuli by which it has
been surrounded-L;an understand non·rcalistic images, and further, and rather strangely,
that i~ may even have a predisposition towards these. This explanation will take the form of
some propositions regarding viewing over long ·distances, viewing silhouettes, and then an
exploration of the psychological faculties of perceptual constancy and closure. Lastly, I will
examine some recent findings about the visual system concerned with just how and what eyes
see and then, through a study of the mechanics of caricature, how the seen images are stored
and remembered.
Humans can sec and understand .the visible world in order to navigate through its .
physic:tlity and respond appropriately to aspects of it as threats, opportunities or innocuities.
: ··

Surprisingly though, the human organism can also sec: and respond to things that don't
:

..J

.;

;! :.
• 1:

appear as they do in the physical world but appear as simpler, distilled, abstracted or even
,.

exaggerated versions of those things. Even babies, shown a couple of dots and a line in the
configuration of a face tend to spend more time viewing such ar. image than they would a
'non·face• configuration of the same marks, suggesting that such an image is understood as
a face or at the very least something worthy of attention. (Fantz, 1961; Morton & Johnson,
1991). Hochberg and Brook.~ (1962) state that the ability to recognise pictures of familiar

objects is both universal and innate. In their study a baby of nineteen months never exposed
...

.

: to pictorial material could still identify from a picture objects familiar to it.
;

In this chapter I want to describe how the human visual system works. I want to do this
because in understanding how it works we will sec firstly how the visual system processes

,.

:.•'

images that are less real than real, and secondly we might determine whether the visual system
·:

.

is on the lookout for real things or rather for things somewhat abstracted from the real. If
the lat~er is the case, it might suggest that the real world is in fact a visual puzzle that the

eyes and brain must solve in order that the human organism may function in the world. The
wo~kings
.I/

of the visual system that I am concerned with, therefore, are those that relate to ~ts

'

understanding of objects and their placement in the visual environment.
? •

Resolution and the retina: An introduction to the visual system
If the designer or design student is asked to list the principle tools of his or her trade, a likely
i

I

response might include the computer and perhaps, more specifically, the software installed on
.- the computer to enable the creation ofgraphic designs. If the designer of two decades ago was
asked the same question they might include in their answer the drawing board, the technical
pen, the french curve, and so on. Their answers should be the same: the eye and the brain, as
these have always been the fundamenraJ tools for creating and analysing graphics. In fact no
tools beyond these are required except perhaps the ability to communicate with a client and
write down instructions for a skilled worker to carry out the 'hands-on• process of design. The
oft-advertised job of'Mac Operator' would not exist if this were not the case, and as Lorraine
Wild (1996) has suggested, ial the future designers will more likely be the people with a vision
·and less the vist•alizei·s. While many contemporary graphic designers consider it necessary to
become at least competent if not fully conversant with most aspects of a particular piece of
dc:Sign software in order to improve their creative efficiency or simply to avoid unnecessary
100

.. .

~~· ·· .

~

';.pitfalls in production, it more rarely occurs to them to do anything other than take the brain
and the eye for granted. This attitude is not confined to graphic designers of course, but rather
is an attitude about vision. As R.L Gregory has said, "We are so familiar with seeing, that it
takes a leap of imaginadon to realise that there arc problems to be solved" (1977, p.9}. In a

..

'..

similar vein, W.J. T Mitchell, on the problem of vision seeming effortless, states, "The point is
to defamiJiarizc vision, which is difficult to do because it strikes us as nan.sparcn£, self~ident
and natural"(2008, p.26). For the graphic designer, a proper understanding of the seeing
functions of the. eye and the brain, might reveal where to use particular kinds of images,
particular modes of.~isual communication and, specifically, what degree of representation to
use in rendering a graphic image ·in order to accurately impart the intended message. There

·· .

are many graphic design how-to books which instruct the reader in the use of the computer
,: to draw, manipulate photographs and execute layouts in order to get artwork ready for press
or.the computer screen-though,

importantly~

these do not explain where or why we should

.use photographs or illustrations, merely how to execute their transfer from scanned digital
image or from virtual object-oriented or vector art to printed dots of ink. However, when it
comes to understanding che eye and its complex rdadonship with the brain in an effort to
improve our design skills, it is necessary to look beyond the design discipline to the fields of
psychology and physiology.
.

(

.

Clearly wi.thout the eye and brain receiving light information from our computer screens
or our sketch pads, there can be no graphic design. But what must be understood is that

..

the computer screen or the printed page or the projected video image are showing us. mere
analogues of the real world and it is our eyes that pick up these iltUges and our brains that
teli us what to make of them.

Disintegration and re-integration
.

,

In the case of the computer screen, the images are comprised of a series of sub-pixel cells.
which filter light through the screen (or a series of phosphors glowing at the end of a tube

.,

I

in the ol~cr CRT screens}. Each of these cells shows only one of three colours, red, green or
blue (RGB} at ~ifTering intensities, or altogether absent, in order to create an illusion of all
I·

;

the colours and tones available in nature. While the RGB model can never hope to fully cover
the gamut of the real world, more limited still is the colour printing process. This process uses
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. dots of ink of varying sizes made up of one of four colours: cyan (cool blue), magenta (cool,
pinkish red), yellow, and black (added to create contrast, specifically in the reproduction of
. photographs) and is referred to using the abbreviation CMYK. The colour range available

..

·

fn this process is less than half of that available hi the RGB colour spac~ ("A Guide to Color
.

.

Separation", 1995).

As we: will learn however, the: c:ye has an amazing facility to calibrate itself to alllcinds
.:(:

of conditions regarding the amount and colour of the available: light. The point is that with
'·

·.· ..

the projected o~ the prin_ted image, it has been necessary in the i~vention of devices which
output such images to find the: most economical path for reproduction, hence these outputs
'.

..

,,

are made ·~f as few colours as possible-different sets of primaries depending on the.nature'
. '.

I~

I

4·

I

: - .. •1,
lt·

1/

I

"

of the colour space-and composed of dots, each showing one of only three or four colours
·. depending on the colour space. It is important for the: designer to realise that this is the
case: that the brain is capable of reconstituting an image: that has been disintegrated to tiny ·
fr~gments.

The designer must know this in order to set limits on when and where this is

· no longer the case: when is an ink dot too big or the gap between dots too wide to allow
comprehension.? At what stage docs the brain fail in its reintegration process, when does
communication begin to break down?
·',, In order to answer these questions it is necessary to know how the eye and the: brain do
..

what they do. Sensory transduction, that is, the conversion by the nervous system of the
.. pat.terns of physical energy into neural events or bioelectrical signals at sensory receptors
(Sekuler & Blake, 2002), takes effort and energy to accomplish. Reintegrating an image into
some coherent whole when it has been presented to us ·as an assemblage of fractured dots
· requires the work of both the· brai~ and the eye, and depends on many factors including
·the experience of the individual viewer, and their developmental age. The .brain contributes
to the procc:Ss through what it has learned of the visiblc: ·world: it will find objects, be they
people, animals, buildings, trees, wherever they may be, and often where they arc not but' ·
are merdy suggested; in a cloud, a stain on a table cloth, a crack in the pavement. To varying
degrees, depending on the dots or pixels reproducing a picture, the eye facilitates the task for
. the brain. Due to a phenomenon called 'optic~! mixing' the eye gives certain information
to the brain that, under (literally} closer inspection would appear entirely otherwise. This is
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effectively how three hues (RGB) at varying intensities can appear as millions of colours, and
four printers' primaries (CMYK) in different proportions can show us thousands of colours.
.·

·· The eye captures the image at which it has been ~irected by the brain to look. The image is

~

focused through and by the lens on to the retina at the back of the eye. The retina receives
a small inverted image on to what R.L Gregory (1977) describes as a dense mosaic of light
: ...

-.

. sensitive reccpt~rs. which convert the patterns of light energy into the language the b~ain can
read--chains of electrical impulses. ·
The k~y here is that the retina is comprised of a kind of mosaic, each tile of which is
~·

. . · the .light" sensitive
end of the cones and rods of our eyes, in other words a finite number
of . .
.
.
'

.

.. c.omponcnts arranged across ~ . finite area. If the image we are looking at {in the case of screen

.

•

•·· .

l

~ ·~

~

..

or print) has been disintegrated into~ field of dots of a certain resolution fine enough for the
do.ts. to avoid easy individual detection by the resolution of the retina, the phenomenon of
.· optical mixing happens comfortably, so that we see in a printed image, for instance, an area
of purple where in actual fact exist only dots of magenta and cyan in certain proportions.

.. .

How docs this retinal resolution affect looking at the real world? Aside from the phenomenon
· of optical mixing, the limited resolution that the retina provides means. rh~t only a finite
. :.'

a~ount of detail

can ever be given by the eye to the brain. We look at different visual stimuli

in different ways and, importantly. at different distances from them. In the cinema we sit
well back from the screen, partly because it is so large and we want robe able to scan our eyes
..

=',\

comforrably acros~·:·its entirety to comprehend all the action, but also ~ecausc the detail is not
· such that. we need to be: dose:. there is rarely any read.ing of text required for exan1plc, and
.

;

'.

.

.
'

'·

,·.

."J

•

' when there is, such .a~ · a not~ s~·raw_l~d .on ·a page or d~e subtitles for a foreign language film,

• •J

• I

)

••

•

•

these arc.provided in a font siz~;,' rhe equivalent of several hundred points in height.
••

. .. : .. .

I

•

~;

• •,

·t :

.

. · · Rcad~ng i~xt· from a page. o~i the other hand, is a different mauer. While we still need to
\.

.

be able scii'n. easily across the whole surface of the open pages in a book, we must be sufficiently

.i

·:

·:

close such thar·thc: fine detail of /;,cry
word
shape is clear to us in order to comprehend the:
..
..
'

'

thrust of the text. Now it is not the case that if we push the book further from our eyes we
..

sec exacdy t~e same image: but smal.ler. Beyond a certain distance particular details bc:gin to
~

.

go. missing, even with good eyes! It b.....cc..omes diflicult to make
out whether a lower case 'a' is
.
)

.

'

II

-"an 's' or ~n 'e', whether an 'r' is not a~ ·•i'. If we move still funhcr away only the lines of text

..
~

{~. \

.·
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. (

reveal themselves, perhaps with some clear 'rivers' running vertically or diagonally here and
rhere. Further away the page seems to ho~d a grey rectangle: ~r, further still, be composed
..

merely of a p~lc: shape. This is not a result of poor visual a'cuiry or !ack of focus: Even if we
· .can focus accurately on the page at distance, the retina is simply incapable of recor_ding more
· ;, information beyond _its limits.

The importance of being distant
How n1ight this limited resolution affect the way we relate to the seen

w~rld

or, in terms of

. graphic design, how we relate to depictions of the seen world? What are the effects on the
human
.
. . organism of looking at realistic images versus something more distiiled? If images are
c~·pable ~f providing different levels of meaning (emotional or intellectual impact) depending
•

1 ~.

~ow

. on how realistically or not they are depicted,

can it be that, as an organism, we have

evolved to the level of perceiving this difference if image·making is only some few thousand
years old? If the phenomenon of different emotional or intellectual intpacts from different

kinds ~f rendering·exists how can it ~e for biologi~al reasons? Surely nothing .in n~ture has
less realiry than reality: The physical world consists only of physical stimuli or rather, for our
.

:I:

··. .

pu~poses h~re, consi~ts only of things looking the way they_look and not as simplified vcrsi~ns

: .:
~

\ ·, .

of themselves.
. . The effect created by limited resolution, of course, is not limited to the reading of text but
t_·

to anything capable of being viewed over distance. If we look at a person across the room for
; example, no doubt they will be easy to recognise if we know them. If we don't know them,
t~e

fact of not knowing will be equally easy to establish. However, view that person facing

toward us from a distance of a few hundred metres and the abiliry to recognise them becomes

,.

fraught with error. Essentially, the main m_eans

of rec~gnition, a good look at the face, is

;...; l

•.. f "

denied us by the limited abilities of our eyes at this distance. The ideal viewing distance for
human stereopsis (binocular vision) is six metres, or 20 feet in imperial measu~ment; hence
20/20 vision (Eden, 1978, p.205).
~ven with perfect 20/20 vision

the information that our retinas can send to the brain is too
.

·I .

.

limited. It is not that we see all the details of the face only smaller now. In fact certain details
have 'fallen away' altogether. The whites of the eyes will not be app~rent, nor their colour,
.\

what may be visible is an area of darkness across the middle of the face suggesting the shadow '

.ll
• ' ...lit
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of the brow as much as the presence of eyes. If the mouth is closed it will likely disappear as
will the nose. The length of the chin or the depth of the forehead may be difficult ·to discern
because these easily blend on our retinas with the blobs of colour where the neck and hair
would be respectively. The image presented to us is less than the ideal needed for rc:cogni tion:
.

'

..

some of the details are literally missing because of the limited capacity of our retinas. In a
I

sense this reality is less real, the image of the person at this distance is less :-epresentational·
than when they are in the room with us. The possibilities regarding who we are looking at are
greater. Is this then, nature's form of the less representational image?
In such a circumstance, we must call on other visual criteria for recognition. If we are
quite familiar with the person we might recognise the cut or the colour of their clothes. Since·
a person may easily change these however-and colour, as stated above. is itself subject to the
laws· of optical mixing if its details are small enough or far away-more indicative of their
identity might be the way they move. We can best judge the identity of this person now, not
on the recognition of their face but on how they move. upon their actions: In other words, by
what they do. The way the coloured shapes on our retinas, that we recognise as the person's
limbs, move around may tell us enough to narrow our hypotheses regarding this person. The

.....
.

important mattcr.to note is that we have begun to look at the person differently because we
i'

don't have the ideal information available for specific identification via 'a good look at the
face'. We arc behaving differently because of the level of representation of the image; the
image now n1eans something different. It just may be then that at different distances we s~e
the person differently. Up dose we recognise them or recognise that we don't know them,
· we can read their facial expressi~ns and b~tter understand their mood and motives. As they
get progr~~sively further away, other factors come into play, and when they are far removed .
our decision making may be more in the order of 'is it a man or an animal? Is it an ani.mal
·. or a rock?'3 These responses may go some way to explaining the workings of the 'realism
continuum' m~re in terms of visual percepdon.

3. . Paul Ekman, well·known for his study cf emotion evidenced in facial expressions found
that smiles can be seen from furthest away (300 feet) and with a ~!iefcr exposure than
.... :.... -...

.... .

other ~motional expressions (Ekman, 1985, p. 149).
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The silhouette
Another aspect of the visible world rhat could allow for the visual system to have evolved to
understand less real than real images, is the silhouette. Depending on conditions of ambient
light, the naturally occurring image of some person, creature or aspect of the landscape may
appear as a more,~ graphic shape than it would under conditions of, for instance, noon·day
sunlight. If the sun is setting or rising behind the object o'r creature being looked upon,
d12t

object or creature may appear as a mare or less dark shape with no interior detail or

contours. Not only is the ability to recognise the specific person or thing diminished, but
information regarding its thrce·dimensional shape will be lost to the eyes and must be made
up where possible by the brain, presumably from memory. With regard to a hypothesis about
a silhoueucd person, this may not be too difficult. Stance, gait, profile, relative size of head to
body and so on should give good clues as to age and sex and even build if not specific identity
(sec student case studies, Chapter 6). The silhouette of an unfamiliar object will result in a
greater range of hypotheses, and lengthen the odds on one of these being the correct one. A
silhoueuc: may indicate then what kind of object we arc looking at but not easily allow us

.to solve what psychologists call the homogeneity problem: which particular object are we
looking at? I will address this question below.

can be.distilled down from reality,

The silhouette then is another way that real images_

that is, have their realistic derail reduced. It is for this reason that I believe that some of
the image theorists I cxan1ined in the Literature Review have it wrong with regard to the
position of the silhouenc: on the realism continuum, after all, it is only the light, or more
spccificaUy the positioning of the light that creates the simplification, and not necessarily some
other more considered means of reduction. In A Short History oftht Shadow {1997), Victor
Stoichita explains that, historically, the silhouette has been regarded as a kind of hyperreal
measure of the person or thing silhouetted. In my Chapter 6 student case studies I give design
students the opportunity to place the silhouette for themselves on the continuum, with some
interesting results.

Simplest is best
These propositions, that things viewed from a distance and things viewed in silhouette
provide the viewer with a •tess real than real' version of what they would stand for at an ideal
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~icwing distance

under ideal lighting, can only be completely satisfactory as an explanation

'.

if the viewer knows what kinds of things these are s/he is looking at. Otherwise these less

real .looking things would potentially be regarded as novel to the viewer, presenting to him
or her. as they do, differently on rhe retina than would a closer and more ideally lit version
respectively of those same things. Thanks to a group of faculties of the visual system. under
the name of perceptual constancies, the brain knows what the eye docs not: That the thing
that presents differently to the retina whether dose or far away is in fact the same thing. In fact
these mental faculties, which override the purdy visual faculties, prevent us from mistaking
novel presentations on the retina as novel objects because these faculties arc unconcerned
with specific information. These faculties arc not present to acknowledge reality but rather
to help us avoid being fooled by it! Which is to say that the visual system, even when abroad
in.the real world, i:; not merely accepting of what presents on the retina. but meast ,ag that
presentation against what the brain knows of objects in the world. We will see the importance
to communication of pertinent views in C!Japter 4. Gombrich (2002, p.5) uses a perfectly
simple but surprising example that helps explain,
h is a fascinating exercise in illusionist represcntarion to trace one's own head on the surface of (a

steamed-up bathroom] mirror and to clcu the: ara enclosed by t~c outline. For only when we: have
actually done this do we reaJizc how small the im:zge is which gives us the illusion of seeing ourselves
'face to face'. To be exacr it must be precisely half the size of our head. I do not want to uoublc: the reader
wilh gcomc:trical proof of this fact, rhuugh basically it is simple: since the mirror will always appear to be
halfway beiWeen me and my rc:Ac:ction, the size on its surface will always be one: half of the apparent size.

What we learn is realistic in an image is not actually the case an~rway becAuse these
constancies show the brain (cognition) overriding the eyes (our anticipation) time and again.
The image on the retina is not taken at face value, ifl may be excused the pun, it is mediated
and interpreted by the brain. How rhen, docs the brain, or visual perception, decide that
when the eyes, or visual sense, are telling it something it has never seen before, that it may
in 'fact have seen that .thing before but from another angle? Gombrich says, "the Gestalt
psychologists arc fond of demonstrating that we: select the simple configuration even where
there: is no question of our knowing such shapes from experience" (p.222). He goes on to tell

us that:
co probe chc visible world we use rhc assumption rhar things arc: simple: umil they prove to be otherwise.
[••• ] rhc: assumption of regularicy is of the: utmost biological value:. A world in which all our expectations
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wetc: constantly belied would be a lethal world. Now in looking for regularities. for a framework or
schema on which we an at least provi~ionally rely (though we may have to modify it for ever), the only
.. strarcgy is to proceed from simple assumptions.

This position is in agreement whh Popper (1959) who maintains that the mind is likely to
select the simple proposition not because it's most likely to be right but because it•s the easiest
to refine and therefore to modify.
-~.

The mechanisms which enable object hypotheses are put by psychologists under the
heading of 'perceptual constancy'. Shape, size and colour constancies are aspects of this
mental faculty. To better iiJustrate the importance of this faculty for visual understanding I
· will look bricffy at each.
.According to P(t'(t'ptt~al Constancy: Why Things Look as Thty Do (Walsh & Kulikowski,
::

1998, p.492) size: constancy means that a given object is perceived as having the same size
regardless of its distance from us. In other words, our knowledge of its size will override its
presentation on the retina (as per Gombrich's face in the mirror experiment above). Shape
constancy means that an object is seen to have the same shape regardless of orientation. Thus
we sec things "as they really are" and are not taken in by variations in the information presented
to the retina. Colour constancy means that an object is perceived as having the same colour
in spite of changes in lighting conditions. This connection between the two visual versions of
the same thing is what allows us to see the less realistic as having a relationship to the more
·,

realistic. Or rather, the less detailed can stand for the naore detailed but perhaps in a more
general way: the detailed version may be someone we recognize, a singular, specific person;
the less detailed, distant version we may simply regard as 'a man' or •a person'. The sa~e
would apply for the ideally lit figure and the silhouetted figure respectively. These faculties.
tell us that the real visual presentation of an object upon our retinas must be matched against
existing infornlation about these, or similar objects in our memory in order for us to identify
them. Implicit in this is that the knowledge already gained of the world exists in some kind
of visual form (which we will get to in the caricature section below) that does not precisely
'march any •real' visual version of such an object since the memory will contain a range of .
information from different viewpoints and under different lighti~1g conditions.
r:

R.L. Gregory (1990, p.llS) explains that an.object·hypothcsis cannot contain information
.
.

.

.

.on ~calc:, distance or orientation becawe objects can be in any orientation in relation to the
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observer. This implies that they must normally be scaled to fit the prevailing situation, by
current sen~ory
data. So we may suppose that they represent typical views and sizes, these
. .·
being modified by available sensory infor.nation during perception. As Gombrich elucidates,
"We look out into the world with the confillence that this thing out there will be more
likely to change its place than its shape and that its illumination will vary more easily than
its inherent colour" (2002, p.230). In other words, if the scale and colour of objects as they
present on our retinas arc: not rhat vital to our understanding of the real world, and in fact
these can be visual problems for the brain to overcome merely to function in the world, then
their precision might not be so important in all pictures or in visual communication.
,.

Visual closure
,,

..

Perceptual constancy, as a psychological faculcy, is enough to allow that the visual system
'

understands less visible .versions of things as being the same as ideally visible versions of
those same things. Along with 'closure' (Rauschenberger & Yantis, 200 1), the gestalt ability
to group things and to assume patterns and finish half-glimpsed objects in the mind, it
. becomes 1n even more compelling argument. Closure is, Kepcs tells us, "Certain latent inter..
· connections of points, lines, shapes, colours and values [which are] closed psychologically
into bi-dimensional or tri .. dimensional wholes" (1944, p.Sl), where the viewer will 'fill in
the gaps'. The faculry of closure docs not have to reside in an ability to complete objects
in the mind only when they are occluded. Rather it manifests itself also in ~n ability to
complete objects whose derail is only partly drawn, as if occluded but by some invisible
arrifact chat merely removes some percinent details from the object being viewed. This may
have something to do with the 'spotlight' or 'zoom lens' principle, examined below, which
allows that the visual system may focus on a small aspect ofwhat's in front of it and effectively
disregard the resc. This would seem to allow that the 'invisible occlusion' that may exist in
a drawing where derail is absent, be wricten off by the visual system as something not being
focu5cd upon. It is the object of attention that is important, along with solving the object
constancy problem.
Drawing an image with the corrcct.:proportions but with little detail involved actually
.

.

.

asks the reader to imagine the missing d(taiJ; to 611 it in with their mind's eye. We've already
. seen that we can't help but make a face out of two dots and a line (E-mail sign ofTs arc a case in

I

~
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point here and are an object of study in Chapter 5). This is the quintessence ofGestah; seeing
the whole from the part. The fact that this occurs in the human psyche means we can allow
for the reader or viewer to complete very much of what's presented to him or her. This faculty
, of vision allows the designer to create, for example, pictogrants as gready distilled equivalents
of the objects they represent and for the viewer to understand_ them as such. The ability to
group objects because of their sirnilarity. closure and figural goodness arc argued by gestahists
to be innately human abilities. That is, we do not need to learn these abilities, they pre-exist
/·.r·· .. .

.

~

--

.learning. Learning about new objects is facilitated by these abilities (Wertheimer, 1938).
' !.

Together, tl~~se faculties ofperceptual const.:a:.cyand dostare show that we can communicate
visually with images rhar arc less realisric than the real aspects of the world. However, they do
not pnwe that distillation is a more effective means by ~hich to communicate or that hu~ans
may h;n·c a predilection for the distilled image. But they ar least suggest ways for the visual
communicator, with some scientific backing, to reduce detail in order to approach Bc:ryl
McAihonc and David Sruart's ( 1998) concept of graphic design as a ball thrown and a ball
cauglu: ~he visual systcnl (/Ill fill in derail and work visual problems out. It should be allowed
ro do so in appropriate shuations in order to beucr engage with the graphic design it: is
viewing. This is exactly what Gombrich was endorsing when he talked about 'simpliflcarion'
·,\

facilitatin~\~.he beholder•s share.
I .

'·

·rwo fa~·rly recent findings of the psychology of vision are wha.t we need to examine in
order to argue the case that the visual system might prefer less realism and less detail. The
first of these will show that less realism is what the qe sees and rlae second will show rhat less
<,r

••

~ ..

.

realism is, rather perversely. what ,~t prefers.
.

,,

.

H

.

. .

.In order that our brains mighi: better apply these models of perception-the consrandcs
and closure-especially among all the distractions of the real world, there exists in the field ·~r
.

.

'

psychology conjecture about bc:lng able to focus eyes and brain on only a small part of what
i;

~: ·.

.

is before us:

,:·..

Fucu.\Cd vi.iual ~ucntion rcKmhlcs a spodiglar or loom lens. According to lht' 1oom-lens modc:l, visual
: ~'

auen lion i!i directed lnwardi a given region in the visual field. However. findings relating

to split

iltrenrion and ohjc:e~ biUCd ancmion suggest th~t dlis may be an over·simplificd view of how visual
informacion is ·M:Ice~ed for aucnrion. Much research h~ been carried out looking at wh~r happens 10
uruncndc:,J vi~ual stimuli. Tiu: general view, supported by studies using fMRJ, is chat unanendcd stimuli
receive a rtason.;~blc: ~molmt of procasing but less ahan auenda.l stimuli. (Eyscnck. 2004, p.l98)
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. h may bc:.rha( rhis ability to process some aspects of the visual world more thoroughly
'

,.

~

(

.

... ~

thai1 others allows for aspects
of the
visual world with less information',; in them to still be
.
.
.

~

.:

lt

.. : unde:srood: that we are receiving them, perhaps not as accurately 4~it.ineated objects and
t) ' · ... :

.

· : ra.furcs, but .more as general shapes and colours. At the very least..·(his proposal allows that
we can rune out aspects of the landscape: we can reduce the noise in the whole scene to focus

..

\:

.on a specific aspect of it. In fact, it is only the cenrral porci~~ft"e retina that can pick up
det~il

,,

anyway. Towards the oucer lirnits, the older, less evolved pans of the eye, unconcerned

with colour or detJil, send signals to the brain only upon the detection of movement: pans of
the 'visible' world bc(ome visible only when they move. More on just what the eye rakes in,·

-:·..
'

J~tcr .in this chapter; for now, this abiliry to rune out pares of the visible world would sccrn to
rdlcct what may be done for a visual audience through Ulustrarion. The illustrator or designer
ntaking such an in1age can 1nakc conscious decisions a hour what to remove and what to keep
d ;

;/ :.

in order to communicate: the core: of the n1cssage. Of course, this may be achieved through

·· photography, especially wid1 the current ilnagc rnanipulation tools available to ma~k areas,
crop in1agc:s, an1plify colours and so fonh, bur then doing all those things is doing precisely
what I ant inreresrcc.J about here in this thesis: departing from rcalisn1. ~fypically though, as
Pcacr Galassi, Chief Photography Curator ar New York's Museunt of Modern Art explains:
.. The photographic 1nedium itsdf doesn't c;are what's irnportant and what's nor, so if you
. point it ttt something rou think is important, it's going to register all the unirnportant snail"
around it with just the san1c precision and fullness" (Kirby, 2007).
Gestahists have: identified that we: need to delineate before: we can recognise:. ·rhis is a crucial
.

point to rnake: If noise-or reality captured son1cwl.at indiscriminately in a photograph'

hindc.rs the delineation process then recognition is delayed. Distillation-tile
rcn1oval -.~f
i
•

•

f

; I
t:

·noise before
the sensation of the image is received in rhe eye-might improve ddineation and
.
.
~

therefore speed recognition and understanding of a visual communication. The rcduction.of
visual noise in turn allows change~ in other visual qualities, such as an increase in contrast
between figure and ground, which may also enhance easy recognition.
In other words, the visual systent, in an attempt to focus on what irsccs as the pcrrinerit visual
problem to be solved, can, with some concenrrarion, 'tunc out' the visual noise surrounding
the object. being gazed upon. This begs the question then. in graphic communication where
. .
'
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we want the reader to respond in a particular way after they have deciphered the visual
message, why not help solve the problem on his or her behalf by tuning out the noise rather
than re-presenting the noise in the indiscriminate frame of a photograph?
The designer sometimes wants to create visual puzzles for an audience to solve, perhaps
in the hope that engaging with the image helps retention of the message, or to provide them
with a small sense of achievement once they have 'solved the puzzle'. In either case, this
understanding of what the brain applies to vision will help.

Eye and brain doing different things
Of course there exists a second possibility regarding the non-representative nature of nature.
Despite existing of itself as appearing as realistic as possible, we, the human organism, simply
do not take in the world in a representational manner. Even if we do, having taken it in, we
might store it in codified and simplified ways that are not strictly representational. I will
expand on this using reference to recent perceptual science discoveries about visual edge
detection, rejection of large areas of flat colour, and the eye sending multiple different kinds
of 'movies' to the brain.
According to the perceptual constancies discussed, the eye and brain do different things.
This is also what those very engaging visual puzzles and optical illusions show us, such as the
Muller-Lyer and Sanders Illusions (see Figures 26 and 27 ). According to recent studies on
the eye, the images sent to the brain are not 'photographic' in the first place, or even very
detailed at all. Without any optical trick being shown to the eye, the eye and the brain are
'seeing' differently anyway.

Figure 26: The Muller-Lyer Illusion suggests that the vertical line

Figure 27: The Sanders Illusion uses angle to suggest that the

on the left is longer than the one on the right even though they

red line at the left is the longest. The red lines are in fact the

describe the same visual angle on the retina .

same length: the brain is over-riding the eye.
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The 12 pictures proposal

i }

It is known (from experiments conducted by Hubel and Wiesel to read the activity of single
c~Us

in the visual cortex while presenting various stimuli to the animal's c:yes) that certain

i•

brain cells are stimulated by certain patterns and by certain orientations of line, while other
brain cells are stimulated by different orientations (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962, p.l06). More
recent research at Berkeley University by Roska and Werblin (200 1) has suggested that the
~e

only gives very basic information to the brain and the brain fills in the rest of the detail.

The retina converts light into clecnical impulses (the language of th: brain). Some of these·

, .,

· c:lecuical messages are given only when the redna detects the edge of an object, others only
. when something is moving, others nill only when something is seen to stop moving. In
the study pictures, including squares and moving spots, were Rashed in front of a rabbit's
retina while the clccrrical ou[put of the retina's ganglion cells was measured. 'What the eye
·. ·

sends to the brain, according to this research, are mere outlines of the visual world, sketchy
impressions that make our vivid visual experience all the more amazing. "Even though we
think we see the world so fully, what we arc receiving is really just hints, edges in space and
time," according to Frank S. Werblin, Professor of Molecular and Cell Biology in the College
of Lcuers & Science at the University of California, Berkeley. "The brain interprets this
sparse information, probably merging it with images from memory, to create the world we
know".
Botond Roska, M.D., and Werblin (200 1) provide evidence for between 10 and 12 output
channels from the eye to the brain, each carrying a different stripped-down representation of
the visual world:

·n,csc 12 pictures of the world corutirure all rhe information we will cv~r have about what's out there,
and from th~se 12 picruro, ~itich arc so sparse, we rccorutruct the richness of the visual world," Werblin
uid. "Tm curious how n:uure' selected rhese 12 simple movies and how it an be that they are sufficient to
provide us with :Ill the informi3tion we seem to need. ("'To Sec, Brain Assembles Skcrchy Images", 2001)

In addition to their findings, a study published by the University ofTcxas at Austin (Geisler

& Diehl, 2002) found that the visual system "is more sensitive to vertical and horizontal
contours than to diagonal contours, perhaps reflecting the natural distribution of contour
. oricntarions" (p.421). They arc arguing that the visual system is best equipped to deal with
things it is staristially more likely to find in the natural environmenr, but again, in broad .
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terms, nor on a level of inrricare derail. Any picture which plays to these bigger, hard..wircd
visual themes is·perhaps more likely to 'score a hit' on the visual system. If the eye really does
work in this way, do distilled images better fit this model than the real world, giving the eye
and brain, in effect a higher.. impact version of realiry? Pursuing illustrations that remove
some of the visual derails found in the real world, on the one hand might better allow closure
and on the other create scenes that can powerfully seize the attention of the eye and literally
excite ir.

While the eye is reacting to the visions in front of it, and has a major role in delineating
objects from background in order that the brain may understand its surroundings and have
the organism respond appropriately, the brain is working to categorise those things the eye
is delineating {A5 with the gestalt processes then, the: mechanics of the: eye are set up in such

a way as ro allow the brain to fill in the necessary information. The more it learns. the better
it ·is at filling in the gaps bur the system that allows this seeing to happen is already in place
in the same way that innate gestalt abilities pre·exist rhe ability to read but yet influence this
ability.
These recent discoveries only seem to confirm the generalise and abstract way the brain
works in determining what belongs with what: Broader concepts such as shape ·and colour
are paid most attention while less is given to fine detail. Detail seems to come into play dose
up, perhaps because b)' the time we have allowed something to approach us we have already
determined, through these more generalist faculties whether or not that thing poses a threat
•
or an opportunny.

tt

Caricature. evolutionary psychology, and the visual system
I have explored the: idea of an image being less real than real as a function of distance. I have
looked at the concept of dosurc allowing the mind to complete a picture without aJI the
pertinent information. Together, these concepts give us some strong evidence that the visual
system can and docs make meaning from less than realistic images; more accurately, from
images that have been distilled or reduced somewhat from the detail of reality viewed under .
· ideal conditions at ideal distances. The 12 Pictures proposal only seems to confirm that the
.. ,

~

brain is doing work that the eye docs not, and that the eye is not even registering the kind
''

of detail we associate with pictorial realism. However, none of these hypotheses explains a

..
.'

.,
more bihrre faculty of the visual system: It has the ability to recognise people from a picture.
not necessarily poor in detail, but a picture whose important details have been exaggerated.
This kind of image, best known as the province of the political cartoonist, is the caricature.
Brennan defines caricature as:
a graphical coding of faciaJ fe~tures th~t seeks paradoxically to be more like a face than the face itself. .

.

..

h [.•• )amplifies perceptually significant informarion while reducing less relevant details. The resulting
distortion satisfies the bcholder·s menral model of what is unique about a panicular face (Brennan, 1985.
,

p.l70)

To recognise an object, for example to distinguish a chair from a table, we must be able
to map a potentially infinite set of ilnages onto ~ single object representation, that is, we
n1ust solve what psychologists know as the object constancy problem. However, to delineate
one type of chair from another, or more importantly, to delineate one face from another is
a different problem for the visual system. Psychologist and face recognition expert, Gillian
Rhodes explains:
in order to recognise faces and other objects that share a configuration (birds, dogs, cars, etc., our visual
sysccm must find a way of representing the: subtle differences that distinguish such similar objeclS, i.e. it

. must solve the homogeneity rroblem. [•.. )We know that the visual system has solved th~ two problems
[object-const~ncy and

homogeneity). Mtcr aJI, we routinely recognise familiar objects from different

viewpoinlS and homogenous objccu such as faces. What is less clear is how we solve these problems.
( 1996, pp.2·3)

Through a study of caricature and hs paradoxical ability to render a person more recognizable
·· · · than the person thernsclf, Rhodes explains how the visual system in concert with cognitive
.

. .t

..

apparatus allows the brain to map new visual input against stored 'norms'. These norms exist

. .

.

'•

•:.

.

,. ,.

·. ~

:

fC?,r whole ranges of visual information and are expanded upon with further experience of the
·'
. :'j

'':.

.

.

.

.. '.· ·:.· . · · visual world. Where the new visual information differs from the norm, the mind appears to
·.

.
..

'.:

:'

i :

. store th~e differences in a form exaggerated beyond their actual

appe~1rance. For example,

if a person appC4rs different from the norm because their eyes are closer together than is
..

:;

normal ('normal' being defined by the different visual experience of each viewer) the brain
will exaggerate this difference further still by pushing the eyes closer together in the stored
. memory of that person (Figure 28).
.•

1HS

Figure 28: Gerald Scarfe's remarkably exaggerated George Bush Jr. (detail).

In addition to this mental exaggeration of 'trends away from the norm', Rhodes explains
as a somewhat more radical concept, that the visual system and the 'psychological landscape'
to which it is linked, is actually predisposed towards and on the look-out for extreme visual
signals; visual stimuli that are outside of the norm: "Extreme signals [those that do not usually
occur in the natural world] are more noticeable, more discernible, and/or more memorable
than less distinctive ones"(1996, p.9) . She argues that:
Stimuli that exaggerate some critical property of the natural stimulus, such as its size, contrast or number,
often produce an enhanced response [...]This preference for extremes seems

to

be a fundamental feature

of recognition systems, and one that imposes important constraints on the design of signals. (p .l O)

Here Rhodes means 'design' in the sense of natural selection but the same might hold true for
the human activity of design: exaggerated signals (those that do not naturally occur and are
therefore not easily reproducible through photography) actually might communicate more
immediately to a visual system predisposed to look for them. According to Rhodes, the ability
of the human mind, in some cases, to interpret and understand exaggerated drawings better
than photography "raises an even more intriguing possibility. If drawings can be interpreted as
externalisations of mental representations, then [... ] those representations might themselves
be caricatured. If so, then caricatures would be effective because they match the memory
representations better than undistorted images!" (p.ll). Annibale Carracci, the 16th century
artist, believed that, ''A good caricature, like every work of art, is more true to life than reality
itself" (cited in Geipel, 1972, p.56). As Gibson has said, a caricature "may be faithful to those
features of the man that distinguish him from all other men and thus may truly represent him
in a higher sense of the term. It may correspond to him in the sense of being uniquely specific
_ more so than.a projected drawing or photographic portrait would be" (1971, p.29)
to him-
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/ Prher·experiments involvifig visual exaggeration suggest that things other than faces and
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·..-:~ ~~.dy parts may be 'caricatured'. While there exists a dispute within the highly_spedali$Cd
.
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. face·recognition fraternity, of which Rhodes is a part, as to whether the human brain has

...

/I

.)
f'
• •

. a specific module devoted to recognising human faces, Rhodes is of the belief that no face-

••• •

,i~

:I

·'

specific recognition mC'Idule is evident. She maintains that it just so happens that most people
·do exhibit expertise in face recogniton simply because such a faculty is necessary for the
function of a social species:
Despite du: plausihilit)· of the idea, however, there is no evidence: for a processing system chat deals

".J

exclusively wirh faces. In panicul~ar. the coding of relational information th.;n is so important for face:
, recognition is not unique to facc:s (... ] suggcsling dJat cxpcrdsc: is needed to usc rclildon:JI features
· [pc:rhaps explaining rypcfacc recognition among rypophiles] presumably because subjects must learn
whicli one!i arc: relevant ror the: class{ •.• ) Thc:rc:forc, faces may be special, bur probably because: 1hcy arc

~ ' unusually homogenous. ( 1996, p. 7)

!i

But she got:s furrher to suggest that specialist visual expertise can extend to recognition of
~

(

.··~·!

.

.

.

a~ny objects rl~at may be discriminated by difference from a norm: That, in theory, any object ·

·. may.' be caricatured.,The criteria~. seems ~o be rhar such a group of objects has a norm, real or
imagined. 1b each of us these norms will h~ different. For those of us that work in specialist
.

.

.

) ;ueas it might be easier than for others to conceive of a norm for, say, nuts and bolt~,· dresses, .·_.
.
/;
' .
·. ''cars or typefaces.
·

A visual ideal·
~:> .

;,

AJI this talk of an essential image that exists outside of either its corporeal embodiment or
· the realistic capture of that embodiment through photographic means seems to be redolent
of Plato: represenrative imagery, the realistic picture, might merely be a shadow on the wall
of a t-ave while its essence lies elsewhere. For our purposes here that essence resides in the
human mind. As Gregory suggests, it is the object hypothesis thlt the artist communicates
with. Using typical views drawn from somewhere within. This objcct·hypothesis then must
come from memory. Those images of similar things that enable this object·hypothesis may
be stored as caricature. With an awareness of the mind's faculty for caricature, the designer
might chen caricaturise or anricaricaturise-visually drive the differences back towards the
'

......··:

.- .

·norm rather than away~thc object or person towards a desired effect.

I:

•
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How does this information help the graphic designer?
My analysis suggests that an understanding of these workings should be at least as important
to the graphic designer as an u~~er~tanding of the other tools of trade, such as graphics
software:. typographic rule~, etc.
In conclusion, using the realism continuum with a photograph at one: end and a
picrogran1 at the: other, we could say that a photo does not necessarily eradicate engagement

with a graphic. h m~y enhance it when used appropriately or result in engagement through
confusion where its usc is inappropriate (as in my introduction where: the: picture of the
I

.

wornan made students ask a raft of question'i specific to the drcuntstances of the: person).
But we can· confidendy say th~t level of realism is an in1porrant consideration with regard to
image and may even be an app.ropriatc: measure by which to quantify and clas~ify image for
graphic d~signers.

The silhouette idea might allow that we: can see outlines as very realistic in spire: of a lack

·.

of interior detail. In this way. we: have: drawn into question the order of sornc of the realism
concinuunt steps identified by Wileman and Meggs as shown in the Literature Review. There
seeans to be at least sonte precision in silhoueucs that can he associated with identification,

·.·

owing to the fact that they can derive fron1 lighting conditions, and not from other more
,;

considered means of distillation. Their proximicy to realism suggests that silhouettes might
•''

,I

be perfect vehicles for showing a serious message and at the same time removing confusing
visual duuer.
The perceptual consrancies tell us thar there exists a n1cnral connecrion berwec:n the
two visual versions of the same ·thing: that allows us to see the less realistic as having a
relationship to the ntore realistic. Or rather. the less detailed can stand for the more detailed
bur perhaps in a more: general way: the: detailed version may be someone we recognize, a
~in gular, specific person; the less derailed, distant version we may simply regard as 'a man·,

'a woman'. or 'a person'. The same: would apply for the ideally lit figure and the silhouetted
figure respectively.
The g~talt notion of closure as an innate faculcy suggC$tS that we can complete unfinished
images befor~ us, and also group like objects in a scene or on a page. Of course we must learn
things through experience, but the gestahists suggest that these: learned things slot into the

'.

{~· · · .

·.

..' ·

.. , l
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'··
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pre·exisring ability and are enabled by this ability. For example, it is clear that we must learn
in order to read. But what we arc born with is the ability to understand that a group of black
shapes (for example, on a piece: of paper) clustered together and separated out from similar
groups by a space appear to belong together. This is one of the reasons typography must
conform to_visual rules of gestalt in order that we know what to read next. These appl,ications
· of visual rules to typography arc explored in my final chapter as a means to relate this study
"

' ·.

. ..

·to graphic design as a whole.

In summary
In addition to what I have proposed in terms of seeing things over distance, the work of

; '

. Werblin and Roska et al, in the 12 Pictures proposal, suggests that the eye is not that concerned
wirh derail. Detail is more a function of the brain (at least once the interior detail and texture
.:

;

of a range of objects has been learned, initially through sight and touch.) This might then
provide a further explanation for th~ utility of the realism continuum as a useful model for
image makers and visual communicators: If the eye is'gazing upon an object in close up, the
details, colours, outlines, and so on,· are all readily ~pparent. Individual derails even will be •
.themselves~ objects within objects. with_their own outlines. colours and co-ntrasts with their
·-;\ immediate surroundings within the larger object. Here, there: is little for the brain to do

~\cladvcly speaking in terms of interpretation. That same .object, if first see-n further away wHI
contain less in the way of derail, texture, colour information, less edges-within-edges and so
,.

D·

forth. The brain is then called upon to ~111 in those blanks regarding texture, detail, direction,
and ultimately, identity. The brain in this situation is calling for more energy to bring to the
problem of visual recognition. The eye, relatively speaking, is now doing less work simply
because it has less to work with. As a theory as to how the visual system interprets what is
laid before it, this then would begin to explain why we see things differently over distance. It
explains why, without the effect of distance, if we remove derail from an image-as we can
do in illustrative or diagrammatic image making-the brain begins to respond differently to
'·

· the same subject matter rendered with less and less levels of realism. This in turn explains why
the: realism continuum as a model of visual understanding has such utility and is such a useful
~:·.

starting point for understanding image choice in a more quantifiable way.
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The aspect of the: image: spectrum model that needs more work in light of these recent
discoveries about the visual system, is just what kind of image goes where on the spectrum. To
this end I asked design students to propose the positions on a realism spectrum of a range of
different pictures made of the same: subject (Wileman's shoe) using different levels of realism.
The results arc shown in Chapter 6.
Given that a designer is often communicating to a wide audience (economic imperatives
most often dictate that the designer's client is trying to reach as wide an audience as possible
to inform and persuade about a product, service or event) s/he needs to be especially adept at
• • '

•

f f

~

the object constancy problem, specifically what attributes of the object miike it different to
.

.I .

i; ·

all other objects. To help solve the objc~t constancy problem on behalf of his or her audience,
the designer should be adept at showing typical objects of that class from pertinent angles.
However, once a designer hones in on the rype of image: or imilges to use in a particular
· promotion, a decision should be made about what particular example of that class of things
to portray. The designer must decide whether the object will be typical or atypical d~:pending
on the nature of the communication. In order to do this, the designer must be aware,
consciously or by instinct, of the homogeneity problem. It is my conviction that a t:onscious
awareness of the problem is best since, in my view, design is about decision m.tking for
.:· ·.·.·
• •t

~

effecdve communication, and less about artistic expression. Caricature, as a process of image
making would sc:~rn to be an app;~?t~riate and useful skill to obLa.irt for visually solving this
problem. In Chapter 5 of this thesis I use particular exemplars, related to these different
psychological faculties, that jllustrate the points so far discussed.
In dosing this examination of the psychology of seeing, we can say that we art able: to see
things presented to us in less than realistic ways. Not only do we relate them to real things,
we might actually prefer these: distilled versions and possibly store them better in memory
because: they are already put into the: form in which the memory stores them. Finally, we
have seen that photography might not even be the best means for capturing realistic and
specific things. since caricature seems to have the potential to do this better in terms of viewer
retention.
Returning to the realism continuum model examined in the Literature Review, we can

,,

say that this model helps us to solve the homogeneity problem at the· more specific or realistic

120
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end (the difference between Tom Dick and Harry, or between an Eames chair and a Breuer
chair. At the other end of the scale, the less real end, it helps us sort out the objt:ct hypothesis
problem; is this a man or a dog, a chair or a table?
Fusscl and Haaland's (1978) Nepalese study results might even suggest the following

.·.

order as a 'recognition continuum' iii' place of the 'realism continuum': beginning with the
most easily rccogniseable the order would seem to be, line drawing with shading and internal
·detail; photograph with background removed; line drawing; silhouette; photograph; stylised
drawing. As Shaw (1969) found, attempting to communicate with too realistic an image
raises its own problems: "rhc dcgrtc oridcntification becomes too specific" (p.7). Shaw showed that a
tendency already exists for the less visually literate to seek specificity in even non-photographic
.··depictions of humans. It seems to me that where photography is used and a specific person is
captured, where specificity of that character
is not the intention of the communication, this
.,
.

.

· problem of seeking specificity will only be exacerbated•

It is here that we pass from the problem ofrepresentation to the problem ofcommunication,
.

.

which will be the focus of the next chapter. This is an important problem for us since we ~re
concerned with 'communication• and not simply 'representation' of the real world. These arc:
two different outcomes of images that can work together in certain communications, but in
others may be at cross·purposcs. As we will see in Chapter 4, communication is not sin1ply
about poiiuing at things, but that is one of the tasks of representation.
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Th~ best way to show how something works is not necessarily to show what it looks like-jot/ Katz

Chapter 4: Information design
!

~

: .•

•

Introduction

In this chapter I deliberately target images funhest away from photography to see what such
images can help us understand about visual communication. As I have explained in th~r

.,

'·

...

previous chaptert a reduction in the kind of realistic detail we associate with photography

iJ

can lead to a different understanding of a visual message. It follows that the images furthest
removed from photographic realism should be the images that most clearly demonstrate such
'

difference. Diagrams and information design made from pictograms and icons are examined
.below in terms of what these can show us about invisible (and therefore, unphotographable)
:r

relationships.

As the vi~ual communicator considers images removed from realism, s/he can begin to
'•

.

..

impose some order upon the pictures s/he creates. Ordering is understanding according
to Albarn and Miall Smith in Diagram:. Tht

..

lmtrt~mtnt

of thought: "Without doctrinaire

connotations, it implies qualitative judgements based on harmony of function as observed in
the whole pitttern (... ] its success or 'realness' is measured by its usefulness" (1977, pp.7·~).
On a _visual continuum, diagrams, or information designs as I shall call them here, sit at
the opposite end from photographic realism. The 'realism continuum', posited by Dwyer
·'

( 1972) to measure the effectivene..c;s of representational images, has been extended since by
· other theorists interested, as Dwyer was, in creating effective instructional visuals for teaching
{Wileman, 1993, pp.ll-17) or for examining the possibilities of iconic abstraction for the
visual communicator (McCloud, 1993, pp.28·31).
The most realistic image (removed from the object itself} is the colour photograph of
,\

\vhatevc:r the object happens to be. At the other end of the scale is the arbitrary graphic
(Wileman, 1993; Gropper, 1963; Knowlton, 1966) or the icon {McCloud). It is these
· distilled images that are the modules upon which diagrams or information designs are built
(Buchheit, n.d.).

Informatior~

designs are the visual result of travelling along this continuum,

removing detail in the process. This stripping away of realistic detail is best described as
-

distillation rather than simplification, since it is not a process of removing information across
the entire image so much as taking away unnC"ccssary detail so the designer and me reader
122
.

r

can focus on the attributes of the image pertinent to the intended communication. This
allows the resuhing image to amplify particular meanings in a way that realistic images can
not (McCfoud, p.30).
Information designs, the kinds of visual material at the end of this process of abstraction
and distillation, allow a deeper intellectual connection with visual material than is prompted
by realism. At the very least, a reduction in realism must prompt a search for meaning
beyond the representational. This could be described as seeing with the mind as opposed to
merely seeing with the eyes. This is an important difference for the communication designer.
Photographic realism has competed for the attention of art directors with other, less realistic,
visual modes, such as illustration and diagram, as the appropriate means of communicating
the non-textual aspects of graphic design. Photographs have become the lingua ftanca of
graphic design's imagery (Shaughnessy, "Graphic Design vs. Illustr:ttion", 2007). The reasons
',.

•

.. l

•

for this, as I have shown in Chapter 2, are the historic pervasivcn~ of th~ .Bauhaus reliance
on photography, which spread through mainstream German advertising media of the day
(Rowland, 1990, p.126) as well as through the better-known diaspora of Bauhaus identities
under rhc Nazis, combined with the assumed authority of photography and the increasing·
case with which photographs could be taken and reproduced·.

Dichotomy between realism and diagram ·
An analysis of the visual modes of photography and information design as opposites on this

realism continuum reveals that these opposing modes continue to compete on a range of
lcyels, and that photography's real strengths arc limited to fewer applications than its lingua

ftanca sratus would suggest. Photographs are particularly good at environmental portraiture
. (Heller and Pomeroy, 1997, p.46) and communicating aspects of travel, and ;~!nsual subjects
such as foods and textures because these things require photography's ability to stencil a trace
of the real thing (Sontag, 1977, p.I54). However, through an examination of the following
.!:

dichotomies: Decontcxtual/Contextual; Specific/General; Secretive/Revelatory, we sec t~at
·the reduction in realism required to move from one end of the realism continuum to the other·
allows for more: precise communication, paradoxically. in spite of rhe less precise: copying of
reality.
, '

~.
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Decontextual/ contextual
A good diagram should have some rules or a strategy imposed upon it (Tufte, 1990, p.37) .
Peter Grundy, information designer for the Guardian UK newspaper, says that this allows the
"manipulation of drawn imagery to get

to

a place where complex things can be made simple

to see and understand" (personal communication, March 17, 2008). These rules can result in
a range of visual forms, but each could be described as a 'system of drawing' (Hardie, 2005,
pp.126-138) from which we might extrapolate a 'system of seeing' . We can see this system
applied in the illustrative work of George Hardie, Professor of Graphic Design at Brighton
University, at Figure 29.

Figure 29. George Hardie, illustrations for record dust jacket: (1 Occ, 1978).

A similar approach (here, iso- rather than axono-metric) used in information design (Figure
30) allows all the machines to appear as if they have some relationship. In the real world,
these machines may share similar colours, they may not, but they are likely to be somewhat
different shapes and certainly could not all be viewed at once at the same angle. The reduction
in realism that enables these disparate objects

to

be rendered in the same manner allows us to

conceive of them as part of a system (the connections between the machines is also made clear
through the use of dotted lines and arrows) and that the system works and works efficiently.
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Otl Aicher's pictogram designs for the Munich Olympics were built upon a strict, regular
grid that allowed only a limited use of angles and curves. From this basis a small number
of modular parts were derived that could be reassembled to make up the different sporting
events.
In the Bell Telephone Book illustrations at Figure 31, the graphics function through a
more subtle reduction in realism. This time a tone drop-out or 'threshold' approach is used
. rather than a radical reshaping of the objects. This can still be described as a system of seeing:
Objects are viewed from a consistent angle; light is supplied from a consistently positioned
so urce, and; each object is posed in a manner intended to reveal the most relevant information
about that object. Again, it is the reduction in realism that makes each of these objects, visually
dispara te in reality, appear as if they belong to a larger set because this reduction allows for
amplification of gestalt qualities of colour, shape, line and orientation to come to the fore. In
other words, it is precisely the reduction in realism that allows for the imposition of a system
of seeing, and such a system in turn allows a sense of belonging that would not be so readily
apparent in the real world. The reduction in realism provides for the contextualisation for
objects when we, as visual communicators, decide which belongs with which. In the real
visual world, these connections would not be apparent and realistic visual means , such as
photography, would merely reflect this apparent disconnectedness (Sontag, 1977, p.23).
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Figure 30. Steve McGuire , illustration for The Publishing Process in Working With Pre- press and Printing Suppliers (AGFA Digital
Color Pre1xess volume three, 1993, pp.2-3)
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Specific/general
Another problem with photography is the specificity of its output. From its 19th century
infancy, photography's role was hotly debated. One of the important strands of argument was
concerned with photography's specificity, and the application of soft-focus techniques to make
it less so (Green-Lewis, 1996, p.55). The quarrel was particularly heated between those who
argued that photography could take the place of Pre-Raphaelite painting's inventive storytelling (p.4), and those who maintained that photography's logical role was documentary:
That it should be used to capture the world as it existed since photography allowed that at
last a shared vision of the world could be had (p.26), and that photography could record
the world, unmediated by the human hand, through "optical and chemical means alone"
(p.59) . The design community has continued using photography for story-telling, especially
in the advertising arena, regardless of the reasonably well-documented victories of the early
documentary advocates .

,~
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Figure 31 . Joachim MUller-Lance, pictographs for Pacific Bell Yellow Pages. (Abdullah and Hubner, 2006, p.144).

Stock photography rates a special mention here since we are concerned with photography,
not as art, but as a tool for the communication designer. The application of stock photography
in design illuminates this problem. The business of stock photography is predicated on the
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notion that a single photograph has the potential for multiple applicat~ons (Lupton & Miller,

1999):
A happy family holding hands and gazing at their new home may have been shot to sell real estate,
but when hhe photograph] is offered for usc in a catalogue it may be used for its symbolic dimension
rather than its literal content. The same photo could be used to sell life insurance, government bonds, or
aluminium siding. (p.128)

As Lupton and Miller observe however, in stock photography, the information contained
I ~\··

•

•

:~

. •

':: :.-:' in an im:1ge is at odds with this drive towards the generic (p.133). It js no coincidence that .
we see the use of editorial illustration and diagram in situations where concepts are difficult

.i,

to grasp or too specific if shown through representational means. Converse_ly, where there is
,

nothing specific to gesture towards by way of an explanation, it does not follow that there is
nothing there to be communicated. For example, it may be impossible to point at something

in a generic work place and pronounce that a particular worker or strata of the organization
is clearly subordinate to another, but through the less realistic visual modes of illustration
and diagram we have the means to ~press visually that which is intuitively grasped by those
in such work and pictured in their minds' eyes. A .corporate structure diagram easily makes
visible the well·known but visually indistinct differences between workplace strata, in the:
;: l

. ..
.

!

·. ....

···-: .. .-.:

.

same way that a family tree, another common information design, expresses the relationship
of individuals to a larger organization.

.,·.
f

I

Secretive/revelatory
Photographs may have gained an "_insuperable power to determine what people recall of
events, (Sontag, 2004) and yet, photographs can not possibly capture whole relations or
economie.s within the social realm because such interactions are often invisible. Anthony
Woodiwiss (2001), makes a scalpc:l sharp distinction between vision and visuality. Vision,
in essence, is that which we see in the world around us which purports to be unmediated; a
view of the world which could be described as empirical or observable, even photographable.
VJSuality on the other hand is a way·of describing the world through structural models which
help us to understand its workings. This difference, between what we see with our eyes, and
what we can make visual in our minds, has a political dimension. In an obvious example, we
· are reminded of Marx's "famous architectural metaphor of base and superstructure" (p.38),
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which is essentially a relational diagram. Hazel Henderson's IAyn- Cakt with Icing is a political
model that works in a similar way because it makes visual that which is not photographable
or able to be represented in a realistic manner. Henderson explains that:
The icing on the top is the private sc:ctor, which rests on the layer below, the public: sector. The: top two
layers arc the: only ones economists typically measure. But in this analysis, there arc rwo lower Jay.:rs that
. arc non·monetized and invisible to economists. but which arc really supporting the whole thing. These .
. include the Love Economy (unpaid productive work like raising children and maintaining the household,
sctving on the school board, do-h-yourself housing. rehab) and Mother Nature, the vasr wealth of
biodiversity that keeps our air and water clean and provides all the food and bread and resources we need
to sustain life, which go completely uncounted. (Mau, 2004,·pp.135·136)

One can not go ouc and photograph either Marx's or Henderson's model, but through a
diagrammatic explanation, we may fix these visual metaphors upon the page or screen.
When the visual communicator is confined to using realistic images only, he or she is
effectively attempting to communicate by pointing at objects. This is essentially all realism
. allows. To explain the shortcomings of such a means of visual communication, Goldsmith
(1984, p 135) tells of her analysis ofSchonell's ( 1932) Essmtial Sptlling list. His list comprises
around 400 \vords which he proposed form the basic vocabulary for children. Goldsmith
says, "I could 'find only about 120 words that could be directly illustrated (of which only
eighty could be called ·reliable)••. Even at an early age then, children's language is already
.

.

.

dealing with non·ohject'words. In other words, realistic pictures, at best, will easily illustrate
only about one third of the written language for children. As we grow and learn more of the
world and our vocabulary develops, an even smaller percentage of words are used to deal with
concrete
things: As children we have encountered many of these objects,. but we have not
.
encountered many of the subtleties of, for example. social interaction. We must be able to

.·

'

picture verbs as well as nouns.
Visual abstraction provides the only means to appr~ach such abstract concepts visually.
And yet, this is not the only way in which information design can express the truths that
' ' realism can not see and capture. There is an inherent honesty in non-realistic visual modes
proportional to their distance from realism: Immediately upon seeing an image that is dearly
not photographic, the reader knows it was authored by someone. There is no denial ofauthorial
'·

I~

.

voice, and so, such an image may be openly critiqued as being only one person's point·of-view.
.

:I

0

.

Information designs or diagrams clearly declare an~ reveal dteir _conceptual and constructed
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nature. But where a sociol~gist ~~uld use the term construction in a more 6gurativc sense,
we may use it literally: Information designs are often created using construction tools within
vector·graphics softw.ue on the computer (Bounford, 2000, p.6), and information designs
· appear constructed, even to the point where they use the primitive shapes of circles, squares,
rectangles, and triangles that we remember from our childhood building blocks.
· All images are subjective, arc the work of someone (Wurman, 2001, p.31), so it follows
that the

i~ages

to be trusted are the ones that explain to us by their very appearance that

they have been 'made up'. On the other hand, since its early history, accounts of photography
tended to separate the photographer from the photograph and empower the photograph as
an independent print of the world (Green-Lewis, p.7). Photography lies through pretending
that it•s not structured,: by pretending there is no author's voice or agenda.
· · Lupton and Miller suggest that the interpretive view leads to a better understanding of

.

graphic design as a social activity. However, I have aimed to demonstrate here that a perceptual

f:

r

... :

'

vieW of design can also lead to a better understanding of how pictures and diagrams can
.

~t

. ••·

- ..•

communicate in the social sphere. In contrast with the positive potential of information
design, I will show in the next chapter that a hi'ghly personal, interpretive and subjective
~

. ..

approach to image making can actually diminish the potential of the non·realisdc image
.

.

/

within the social sphere.
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A vishor to Matisse's studio: 'But surely, the arm of this woman is much too long,'
Madssc:: 'You arc mistaken. This is not a woman, this is a picture'.

Chapter 5: Exemplars studied along the realism continuum
I have explained in my Chapter 2 that illustration is experiencing new-found popularity
at the time of writing. However, rather than this indicating a new visual literacy abroad
in the field of communication design, I argued that the rise in popularity of illustration
was a progression from the designer-as-artist phenomenon of the 1990s. I will focus on
this aspect of contemporary commercial visuality in order to make clear that quantity and
ubiquiry alone are not evidence of hi~h ·vi!\ual literacy. Here I will show that some of the
·.new illustration may even be evidence ?flow visual literacy as it is pressed into service, like
.

..

.

pop music, to promote only itself and its maker. In this regard it is not graphic design as we
have known it but more of a convergence of urban art, doodling and character design. In the
context of creating strategies to improve visual literacy among students, the visual literacy
theorists exhort the showing of examples, but at the same time we should be dear on what

.

the examples art showing. As Ausburn and Ausburn tell us, to be visually literate is to be able
to tell the difference bcrween the ..superficial and the valuable messages" ( 1994, p.288).
Following this description of the state-of-play in design imagery I will examine some
of the definitions of visual literacy. Christopher Crouch (2008) sees visual literacy as an
active process which may be ..developed so that it involves a critically analytical reading of
visual texts" (p.I95). If the contemporary images can be criticised using the parameters of
~his

thesis, then those parameters can be added to strategies to improve visual literacy. In

liglu of what I have shown in the previous chapters, I will attempt to refine and augment
the work of the visual literacy lobby specifically as it obtains to realism. Rather than take
all illustration as evidence that its makers are visually literate, I will choose examples which
illuminate particular faculties of the human visual system. This aspect of what it means to be
visually literate has previously been overlooked. I will, in the last part of this chapter, study
some exemplars of high visual literacy according to measurements built upon my research. I

will analyse a handful of single image visua' texts and som.e comic strips which I intend will
each show something pertinent about distance from realism. Then I will examine a longer,

".!
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more complex piece in terms of its relationship to realism and its use of caricature to ascertain
that my thesis can be the basis for a concerted critical analysis of visual design.

Poor visual literacy in the new illustration
Illustration is popular again, tellingly, in the leading fashion magazines (Klanten & Hellige,
2005). However, it is not enough to be surrounded by illustration and to be using it for more
design tasks; we need to know why we are using it if we are to be confident it is communicating
that which v:re think it is communicating. There is no reason to address the new illustration
on the terms of this thesis unless something needs improving in those terms. Also, should
illustration again fall out of fashion, it will be difficult to argue for its reinstatement unless we
know its strengths and can argue for its use on the basis of these.
If a clear indication was needed about the recent pervasive nature of illustration, then it
arrived in the form of the cover of the 28th Dunedin Film Festival catalogue [Figure 32]. This
image caught my eye while I was lecturing at Otago University on the South Island of New
Zealand. Here was a regional film festival, as far removed from the geographical centres of the
western world as a western city can be. The festival was promoted using, among other graphic
devices, a catalogue whose cover might well warrant the inclusion of a filmic image. Instead,
the cover employed an illustration to promote the festival's collection of films. None of the
feature films chosen for the festival used animated elements (other than in opening credits)
which might justify the drawn aesthetic of this cover image.

- 2A

DUNEDIN '

INTERNATIONAL
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Figure 32: Illustration by Rebecca ter Borg , 2004

As Ruddigkeit (2003) observes, "The stream of pictures from photographical archives
seems to have been replaced by a revival of illustration. We have rediscovered the power of the
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individual and personal appeal of illustration in advertising and graphic design". Given this
thesis' undercurrent of prescribing illustration for more design tasks than those for which it
is currently employed, the author should be delighted with this new concentration of and on
illustration. However, I believe we need to hesitate before endorsing all of this new illustrative
work.
There is a disconnection between many of the new illustrators and the newly illustrated .
. As I showed in my Chapter 2, the recent boom in illustration had a direct antecedent in the

designer-as-artist phenomenon of the 1990s. In some ways the new illustration is further
removed from visualising a particular message than was the design of the deconstructionists.
Much of the new work is an end in itself rather than pictures which illustrate particular
pieces of text in designs or written articles. In this sense, such work is redolent of pop music:
a promotional form which might entertain but exists to advertise itself as a throw-away
commodity (Clarke, 1995) . As I shall demonstrate, this is a particularly pertinent analogy
with several of the recent illustrative works.
The designer-as-artist phenomenon has spawned a weird hybrid the likes of which has
not been witnessed before. Typical aesthetics may involve multiple small elements-often
sampled and 'remixed' from other sources-and abundant colours combined together into
a larger and more chaotic scene. Clarity is not a requirement since these graphics often carry
no message at all other than one of self-reference (Figure 33). This self-promotional trend
is perpetuated by design trade journals such as IdN, and several popular websites, including
Canada's Drawn.ca (that it was voted Best Canadian Weblog of2007 confirms the popularity
of illustration) which are devoted solely to illustration, but focus on the creators rather than
the editorial or other contexts for which the images may have been created.

Figure 33: Friends With You, Aqui Uzumaki self-promotional flye r, 2003.
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This over-abundance of imagery in the service of self-perpetuation is celebrated in several
quarters. Maximalism, is a book produced by design publisher Rotovision dedicated to this
phenomenon: "Maximalism celebrates richness and excess in graphic design following years
of minimalist rule. A profusion of color and luxury brimming with excess is demanding a
return to sensuality [ ... ] for decoration, luxury and fantasy" (Rivers, 2004).

Figure 34: Ghostboy, June 2008 I Custom Paper toy, by Eeshaun in collaboration with Sharim Gubbles from Crossville.

The desire to break free of past constraints is mirrored in the recent explosion of
collectible figures (Figure 34) decorated by designers seeking to escape two-dimensionality.
A quick survey of the recent styles of illustration and the styles of 3D design for these toys
shows a strong visual correlation. The toys too are visual promotions for themselves-they
more often than not have no back-story provided by a comic or animated film-and are left
to drift between contexts. Jody Boenhert (2006) examines collectible character design as a
parallel phenomenon to 'remixed' graphics. Many young graphic designers are involved in
the creation of both:
A beginners' guide to this sometimes bewildering graphic universe might feature Hello Kitty, Rob Reger's
Emily the Strange and James Jarvis's In-Crowd . Contemporary character design, abstracted and reduced
to the essentials, samples and remixes existing visual codes. Disney characters are not welcome here; nor
are the alternative comics characters of the past century, such as Fritz the Cat or Tank Girl . Pictoplasma
is defining the perimeters of a new genre. Jamie Hewlett [Tank Girl designer] may make the Design
Museum's criteria (as winner of the 'Designer of the Year Prize') but his characters do not appear in the
Pictoplasma archive. Lars Denicke of Pictoplasma explains: 'We are looking for iconic characters that gain
their meaning through their design, its reduction and anthropomorphic appeal and through their setting,
and not so much through a genre and its narrative implications. (Boenhert, "Emotion Graphics", 2006)

Boenhert speaks of sampling and remixing, formerly terms associated with pop music. Rinzen,
a design studio based in Brisbane, believes that design and illustration are, like pop music,
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'up for grabs' and can be 'remixed' (Figure 35) . Rinzen seems well aware that illustration
can be the new rock 'n' roll as its exhibition projects take their names from well-known pop
singles such as the Monkees, Daydream Believer. The collective has embarked on several
projects where illustrations have been put forward by one design studio to be worked over
by another. "RMX breathes life into the exquisite corpse. 39 international players render a
surrealist panorama, a 3.6metre long, 120mm high frieze available as a 5-part poster pack.
Shrinkwrapped 360mm x 120mm package." (FreshRMX, n.d.)

Figure 35: Rinzen 's Fresh RMX project.

The mention of the corpse, apart from being a reference to the surrealists, suggests a kind
of nihilism as cool detachment. This attitude is in keeping with one of the common themes
of the new illustration and the associated collectibles: The mutilation of cuteness. This is a
kind of hyper-punk sensibility that sees vandalism done to the images of childhood (Figures
36 and 37) . Is this, I wonder, what has taken the place of rock 'n' roll? Since alternative rock
music went mainstream in the early 90s, there has been less viable musical space in which
youth can rebel. The visual avenue is one in which frustrations can be vented and a virtual
vandalism or violence can be indulged.
Far from the visually literate graphic grit that accompanied the punk movement of
the 70s and the later grunge phenomenon of the early 90s, this kind of illustration and
design often features all the colours of the rainbow expressed through friendly, curving lines
and rounded shapes. Sinister content is couched in upbeat and decorative visual excess . If
synaesthesia occurs in all of us as Ramachandran proposes, then these designs are contradicting
themselves, perhaps deliberately but perhaps unknowingly. Their lack of explication prevents
either assessment. Rinzen, for example says of each of its RMX projects, only that it "follows
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its own rules" (Showroom: Character Design, 2004). Similar things occur in information
designs such as Grundini's (Peter Grundy's) where strong colours and consistent shape seem
to

make light of heavy content. However, the designer has knowingly used what he describes

as "approachable graphics" (personal communication, March 17, 2008) to draw the viewer
in to engage with the content. In any case, in information design, the viewer may discern
without overt explanation, that the graphics have an illustrative or explanatory role beyond
mere decoration.

Figure 36 : The new punk?, Mecha Fetus Visual 8/og poster by Paul Robertson and Figure 37: Niedlich by Eikes Grafischer Hort.

Elsewhere, this wider trend of decoration is evident in architecture and industrial design.
One contemporary magazine which presents, with little or no insight, detached, unquestioning
images of all kinds of design is actually called Wallpaper*. Wallpaper* according to its own
media kit, sells a global lifestyle, though what a global lifestyle is remains unexplained. Judging
from the content of the magazine it is something to do with an appreciation of design for
design's sake, on a global scale. The magazine's name is not without irony in the context of
what is discussed here. The asterisk poised at the top right of the masthead prompts us to look
for the explanatory footnote but, tellingly, there is none. If anything it might get us to ponder
that name further; what is its significance? According to the magazine's original editor, Tyler

Brule (2004):
The asterisk was a device of its time, in one sense. The magazine had a slightly whimsical quality, and the
asterisk referenced a n~mber of logo devices. And then, of course, it was an asterisk in the true sense of
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the word in that it drew the reader's anention to the tagline of the magazine. which at the time was •The
stuff that surrounds you: We thought that the word Wallpaper needed a qualifier.

Interestingly. wallpaper. the paper with which to decorate walls, not the magazine (which
is now selling franchises in new markets in the former communist bloc territories) is also
experiencing new-found popularity. Busy backgrounds and ornamentation, the bane of the
i

modernists, have returned with a passion especially in graphics and interiors.
Ornamem is clearly an integral part of the dominant visual language of the moment. The extent to
which it has rcsonared with the public at large can be judged by the ubiquitous presence in the homes
ofHabirat·shoppers of the Toord Boomjc filigree light shade. In Copenhagen, an entire hotel was
redesigned from the inside out, as pan of a Volkswagen·sponsorcd inidativc called Project Fox. The
carpets. wallpaper and furniture now teem with the kaleidoscopic explosions and famasy patrern·scapcs
created by a group of designers and illustrators selected by the trend·ccnscious Bcrlin·based design
publishers Die Gestahen. In Barcelona. too. the Maxalot Gallery has commissioned designers such as
Hidcki lnaba, joshua Davis, eBoy and Rinzen to create a collccdon of wallpaper designs that, as they put
it, 'celebrates the rc:·birth of wallpaper'. (Twc:mlow, 2001)

I ..

In the pursuit of improving visual literacy, I ask why are waiJpaper and ornament back?
i .

A hundred years ago Adolf Loos in Ornamtnt and Crimt said that decoration represents
.. backwardness or even a degenerative tendency. What would re-atuact the design world, if
not· the wider world to decorative design? A banal desire for celebrity, following on from
'

. ~ ·.

·the deconstructionist period of visual design where the designer was at last given a margin
of fame, docs not in itself explain the excessive aesthetic, only the impulse to self-expression.
;I

A combi~~tion of other cu~tural ingredients has also led us to this point: a celebration of

~. the post-modern decontcxtualising of everything via rhe remixing mcrhod of

low cultJ'.
~ ;;

design (these designers cut, share and paste in an unreRexive way because the technology
enables such practices), and a generation of visual practitioners weaned on 1970s visuality
recently coming of age: As Albert Camus said, "A man's work is nothing but this slow trek to
rediscover. through rhe derours of art, those two or three great and simple images in whose
presence his h~rt first opened" (L'Envtrs Et L'Endroit, 1958, p.33).
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Figure 38: Rinzen's Go Your Own Way exhibition
in Barcelona, 2008, according to the exhibition
publicity: "celebrating the sexy scari ness of
chaos and mystery". Art becomes wallpaper
showing obvious 70s influences: The George
Harrison-like figure and the Hipgnosis/Hardie
prismatic light beams, and visual echoes of
the Push Pin Studio. The title of the exhibition
shares the name of a 1970s Fleetwood Mac
song.

The context for such designs, rather than one precisely defined in a communication
design brief, might be globalisation: In a world where we have access to and are inundated
by a huge range of visualities, this cornucopic design might be an honest visual reaction to
those incoming messages. For their own part, Rinzen (Figure 38), and many other young
design practitioners studiously ignore any distinctions between design and art, commercial
commissions and self-expression. This often results in their work Boating free of any contextual
anchor. For those looking for meaning, the work seems only to point

to

itself and

to

other

enigmatic examples that seem somehow to avoid referring directly to the globalised panorama
which may have conceived them.
However it arrived, the compulsion for self-expression through design means that where
there is no carefully targeted message to transfer, there is no need for clarity. This, combined
with a reaction to a visually hyperactive world, might be enough

to

explain these excessive

and obscure designs.
Figure 39: Rinzen , All Fired Up (the title
is also a Pat Benatar song from the
1980s: thi s is a recurring theme, aspects
of recent culture are chosen for their lowbrow value and recontextualised such that
their explicitly violent or sexual content is
delivered with detached irony.

It is difficult for a designer or critic seeking meaning in visual communication not to see this
whole milieu as hopelessly noisy, regardless of whether it is a function of a furiously busy
world or not. In Obey the Giant, Graphic design critic Rick Poynor opines: "Our triumphant
137
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age of plenty is riddled with darker feelings of doubt, cynicism, distrust, boredom and a
strange kind of emptiness" (p.79). Put another way, "We have reached Utopi~ and ir sucks",
according to ruchard Tomkins, Consumer Industries Editor of rhe Financial Timts (Tomkins,
2000). These graphics seem to reflect that we have available to us everything, here and now.
Is this visual heaven or hell? The difficulty finding the designerly purposes of this work lies
in the lack of articulation by the practitioners as to why it's done. This certainly seems to be
~oynor's

difficulty with some of the bright young things of Australian design, Dcsignisk.inky

(Oil<):
At this: poini in h~ life. DiK is perhaps poised between two kinds of activity. The friendly, non·critical
tone and reb'tdar fcacures such as a gallery of personal mugshots scnr in by site visitors suggest something
.sociable:. inward·looking, cliquey and not especially serious. But the she's intention to aetas a forum and
participate: in a global design discussion also implies wider responsibilities and. if it's to he convincing, a
commitment to higher: standards of dtinking and presentation.
Every so often there: are signs of frustration, too. 'I feel that a lot of the older generation Australian·
designers ••• arc actively destroying our inrcrnational design abilities. • says Justin Fox in a DiK inrerview.
·we seem ashamed of our design work and this is so wrong.• In April 2003, DiK will present its first
design conference in Sydney, tided 'Semi·Permancnt•. with contributions from many of the designers
featured on the site. If the aim is to sharpen perceptions of young Australian design and encourage rc-.d
debate- and not simply to provide yet another occasion for sclf-referential'ccl~bradon'- then a more
critically aware approach is c:sscnrial. (Poynor, .. frutanr Content", 2002)

. While we can't assume these new illustrators don't know what they are doing, there is
something in Poynor's critique in that we also can't assume a thorough grounding in the·
history, contexts and science of visual communication if these practitioners seem incapable of
.

.....

articulating their own motivations .tnd methods.
A briefsample of these: new illustrations shows that contemporary design has the p~tc:ntial
to make the world a visually noisier place. A place where colour and sound no longer have
. ··..

associated meanings. Where clutter and repetition in single pieces of design, let alone across
the gamut ofburgeoning work, negate contemplative space. Where design reflects no function
other than that of selling itself and where its form shows avoidance or ignorc~nce of aesthetic
proportion, though seemingly not for any political reason, designs may be consistently
presented in pretty, candy colours. The same bright colours are used to show weapons as are
used to show the female form (Figure 39). One sees the fetishisation of the images of war.~n:l.
)·
1.··

sex, combined with the ignorance of the communicative power of colour, line and shape. It'is
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as if, to accentuate the fashionable aspects of these visuals, subdued colours have become 'last
season'. and bright candy colours of every hue arc the new black! The Rinzen mural (Figure
X from neomu) looks uncannily like someone fiddling while Rome burns: the quintes..~ntiaJ
symbol of decadence.
The creation ofimages for the sake ofit, or perhaps in the hope that a folio will be acquired
by an art-director or client, ultimately leads to the devaluation of the design process. The
arc·dirc:ctor or the client choosing the style becomes the party making the design decisions.
ln this sense, much of the new illustration carries on exactly where deconstrucdon left off:
the designer is divorced fron1 visually literate decisions about the function of the graphics in
the context of the message, but rather pursues his or her own idiom leaving the art director
or client to make the visual choices. The new illustration seems to have -been hi·jacked
before it amounted to anything. These graphics may honestly speak or reflect through their
cosmopolitan styles of being overrun by globalisation, but they in turn add to this graphic
noise and accelerate it in a centrifugal cycle. Another valid response to noise is to try and turn
it down.
While it should never be said that illustration or any design must be undenaken following
a proscriptive ~et of rules, ir would certainly help communication to understand that ·there
are good psychological and sociological reasons for employing illustration to communicate
effectively when the i~tcntion is to confidently impart a message from one party to another.
This communication will be all the more resonant if the illustrator undcrsta.nds more fully ·
that certain colours and shapes do have certain associations and effects; that a reduction
In certain details is likely to elicit a particular response. Otherwise, in the face of the next
;

'

cycle.of fashion when illustration falls out of favour, how do these practitioners argue for
its imponance? As Max Bruinsma has said, "For the responsible designer, the 'anythinggoes' -idea can turn out to be as paralysing as:: h may have seemed liberating at first sight. A
reaction to this aesthetic 'free-for-all' may be the return to the established knowledge of the
trade" (1997, p.4). Hopefully. since the 'established knowledge of the trade' has been lacking
~.

'

.

with regard to pictures, another valid reaction to the 'free-for-all' may also be a desire to find
out more about how images communicate. This may help establish a new base from which
picture making exploration and experimentation can be made.
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·Augmenting visual literacy

A strategy endorsed by Fransecky and Debes (1972) and Wileman (1993), to raise .visual
··\: literacy, is the: showing of examples to pupils. According to Malian (1999), however, who

...

. asks what visual literacy is ulrimatc:ly for, "Students will not become 'readers' and more
rounded individuals with a heightened sense of social responsibility and awareness simply
because well-intentioned teachers 'immerse' them in picture books" (p.200). As I have just
shown, some examples may, in any·case, be: counterproductive for the raising ofvisual literacy,
where their creators are not interested in imparting specific· messages. Anne Bamford in her

Vist1al Littntcy WIJitt Paper declares 'awareness of intentionality' to be an indicator of visual
lirc:racy. In that case, ntuch of rhe new illustration is nor exemplary at all, since it has no
'intendon' in a conventional design sense. Bamford tries to add something substantial to
· \'

this stand-by strategy: The showing of examples may prove very useful in promoting visual

!

literacy if combined with critical analysis. Bamford phrases this strategy in the following
J:

terms: "Visual literacy includes critical knowledge. This is best developed through exposure
to interesting and varied images and through thoughtful and thought-provoking questioning
and discussion'' (2003, p.5).
Bamford declares that, "There can be no dictionary of meanings for the symbols of visual
communication [•.. ] visual communication is made up of presentational symbols whose
meaning resuhs from their existence in particular contexts" (2003, p.3). To this end she has
devised a table which can be applied to all im:tges (sec Appendix D). This strategy attempts
<l..·
to cover the social interaction implicit in using intages to communicate. However, because
·

of the acute social focus, the visual system of the viewer is not really a consideration in
Bamford's table. We might perhaps read realism and its alternatives into her criteria: For
example, at point two against 'Issues': "How is the way the issue is shown in the image
similar to or different from how you see this issue in the world?"; her point two against
'Information': "What information has been included and what information has been left
;;

out?"; and points one and six against 'Persuasion': "Why has a certain media been chosen";
"How has rhe message been affected by what has been left out or is not shown?" This last
question repeats both Goldsmith's and Gombrich's findings that the most realistic image is not
the most communicative, and Wileman (1993, p.120) who proposed the following question
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as a criterion regarding 'Visual Design Considerations': "Docs the visual contain only the
essential information?" However, it would be of benefit to ask overtly under 'Information', in
light of what I have demonstrated in this thesis, "what degree of realism is used in this picture
i'

and why?" As we have seen, this question is of fundamental importance to the ways an image
!'

can communicate.
.,

Bamford·s table of questions details some useful questions planned to hdp ascertain
the 'intentionality' of an image. However, questions such as 'why has a certain media been
chosen'. or 'what information prt-.sented is factual/manipulated/framed?' do not prompt an
understanding of the physical operations of vision. Rather, these questions work in the same
~y as

Lupton and Miller's problematising ofinterpretation, and take vision itself for granted.

As long as visual literacy competencies arc prompted and described in these terms, teacher
and student are rc:lying only on shared or dissimilar cultural understandings of imagery and
the visual instincts of the image maker. A combination of strategies which make a problem
of both the psychology and sociology of vision would seetn best, in light of what I have.
ascertained in the: previous two chapters, to help explain and improve visual literacy. At the
very least a discussion can ensue which seeks to find out where and why individual approaches
might be appropriate.
A major issue for visual literacy should be the knowledge of what the visual system
responds to and what it is on the look out for. If these models of understanding the visual
system that I have explored arc to be applied for image making (as they will be in th~ next
chapter in the student case studies) they should, in theory be applicable to critically analyse
. . existing images. In such a capacity I use these models now to show the strengths of a range
of illustrations and diagrams. What these images have in common is some distance from
realism. Having established a small expansion in the boundaries for visual literacy strategies,
· based on the aspects of image that I have so far identified, I now provide further clarification
through a critical appraisal of exemplars of picture.. making. Each example will throw light on
the aspects of vision that I have so far studied in the thesis.
I will examine exemplars of high visual literacy as they pertain to my criteria of reductions
in realism, and in steps decreasing in realism along the continuum. Following my findings in
Chapters 3 and 4 I will concentrate firstly on pictures that are photographic or highly realistic,
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then on images which comprise silhouettes, then those which invoke perceptual constancies,
and on to those which draw on gestalt closure for their effects. Within these broad categories I
will comment on images that; are realistic; de-identify their subject but are otherwise realistic;
show the loss of interior detail-the image functions through silhouette or detailed outlines
[

{

i

only-; arc exemplars of line drawing with interior derail (Since the line drawing as a mode
of rendering is consistently shown in Goldmith to be the most communicative, I will give it
special attention here); establish a 'system of seeing• and work within it; and those that show
where image meets text.
Finally, I will examine a longer text in terms of its relation to realism and through an
examination of its use of caricature. This will be an appraisal of a widely broadcast children•s
text, ·Thundtrbirtls. to explore whether the concepts developed in this thesis would be
applicable for a concerted critique of a visual design. I will explore this in the terms I have so
far established in order to reveal what made the show so visually literate and unlock the key
·to its populariry.

Photography and realistic images

Tht rtalistic imagt
This thesis may seem in many ways to be a treatise against realism, but this is not· the case.
I hope a more accurate description would be that it argues against the· over-use of realism.
Photographs are, of course, of use to us in visual communication. The issue of spedficiry.
alluded to in the previous chapter can be made positive in the appropriate circumstances.
When we sec a photo of a specific person, it really is recorded light, reflected off that real
person; a copy.. as close to the real thing as possible in two dimensions, of an actual person.
Photography then is an entirely appropriate communication medium if we are documenting
that specific person; likewise, for places. A photograph is also particularly good at capturing
texture in a way that communicates viscerally to the viewer. Food and drink and their
freshness are well portrayed by crisp and clear photography. But in situations where a person
photographed is an actor or 'talent' for a commercial, photography's impossible task is to
get real, specific people to fit the generic role they are assigned: young mortgagee, sensible
retiree, an~ so on: Cast such that they do not draw attention to their 'not us-ness•. This
approach grows ever more tenuous and suspect as each part of the world becomes·. more
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multicultural and multiracial. As I have shown in Chapter 4, in photography's 19th century
infancy, practitioners were concerned precisely with photography's inability to avoid being
specific. While this argument regarding photography's 'proper' place in visual culture has
long been played out, the design community (especially advertising design) has continued
regardless. Frank Zachary (editor of 1940s magazine, Holiday) followed a very particular
approach, called 'environmental portraiture', which plays more to these core strengths of
photography: "An example of environmental portraiture is a photograph for a special issue of

Holiday on New York City showing highways and parks czar and power-broker Robert Moses
standing omnipotently on a red girder over the East River" (Heller & Pomeroy, 1997, p.46)
(Figure 40) .

Figure 40 : Environmental portraiture: Robert Moses by Arnold Newman. In such a photog raph, the 'talent ' or 'actor' plays only
himself.

The deliberately real image
In the picture below, the illustration is photorealist enough to help us suspend disbelief for a
moment, but appears drawn enough for us to immediately question that suspension. In this
regard, its rendering is deliberately 'real'. This image, despite its almost photorealist nature
is all about graphic shape. It is the nightmarish cape and horns and the absence of light in
a large portion of the picture-that this shape can barely be contained in the frame of the
picture-that creates such a powerful sense of foreboding. The fact that in reality these are
harmless creatures is only of secondary relevance. Even a great white shark would look much
less threatening to the reader when s/he turned the page to arrive at this double page spread
advertising outboard engines. The atypical viewing angle accentuates the drama of the fish's
shape. The fisherman's unknowing hand on the gunwhale adds to the sense of vulnerability.
(Figure 41)
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Figure 41 : Painted illustration for outboard motor advertisement by Akira Yokoyama. In spite of the detail in the image, the graphic
shapes propel the meaning and emotion of this design.

Since a paradox is at the heart of this thesis-that one may communicate more accurately
through less accurately rendered images-it seems fitting that one of the most ap propriate
uses for realism is for the depiction of the unreal. In the first-person, point-and-dick computer
game, Exile, for example, the realism in texture mapping and lighting effects helps provide
a sense of immersion for the game-player, in an otherwise outlandish environment (Figure
42). Importantly, the makers did not include human figures in the computer modelling\ but
instead keyed in video clips of real actors.

Figure 42: Vividly rendered , hyper-real 3 D design (by Seth Fisher, Stephen Hoogendyk, Ron Lemen, Francis Tsai) from the
computer game, Exi le, (Presto Studios) create an immersive visual experience of a non-existent world.

5: Realistic humans that also evoke empathy in the viewer are notoriously difficult to achieve in 3D
modelling. The quest for 'perfect' computer modelled humans paradoxically has lead to cadaverous
apparitions in the gaming and filmic realms when the designers find themselves in the depths of what has
been termed the 'Uncanny Valley'. This visual state was named by Japanese roboticist, Matsuhiro Mori in
his Bukimi no t(lni (The uncanny valley) (1970) .
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De-identified subjects
A simple inversion of an image will break an immediate connection with the reality to
which it referred and allow for transmission of a different message. The following example
is taken from Sports Tonight, a news segment on Australian television (Figure 43). For this
segment the show's graphic designers have hit upon an ingenious way of getting the most
from existing photographic images: Through inversion the images are precise and generic at
the same moment. Following this process, the players in the picture become unrecognisable
to us and we begin instead to look at what activity is taking place in the picture. Specificity is
a problem with photography when the meaning of the image does not benefit from specifics.
A picture of David Beckham, in a news context may be problematic since his image is not
only synonymous with football but also with merchandising and even celebrity gossip. If the
image is meant to capture something about football, rather than a specific sports-celebrity,
the photograph of that specific person begins to be less than ideal for the intended task.

Figure 43: Simply making a
negative image from a positive
wil l make the subjects difficult to
identify, thereby directing viewer
attention away from identification
toward action. Medley (after Sports

TonighO

Subjects may be also be de-identified and made more generic through cropping. Iranian
posters have recently received some long-overdue recognition. In my view, if we can generalise
about them at all, what makes them special (apart from the striking Farsi calligraphy) is their
approach to image. Unlike the use of photography for design practised in the west, Iranian
poster imagery seems deliberately obscure. The images themselves tend to offer glimpses rather
than a good look at whatever is captured. In the poster at Figure 44 by Ali Khorshidpour
we see a bird wing rather than a complete bird. Counter-intuitively, this focus suggests more
about flight than a complete bird would. In other words, this detail can evoke something
other than the specific creature to which it belongs. This allows other interesting aspects
of photography to come to the fore, such as its ability to sharply render textures and vivid
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colours as interesting compositional elements within themselves. Since most western critics
have, again, concentrated on the typography evident in these works, I sought the opinion of
one oflran's celebrated graphic designers, Pedram Harby, about why parts of the photographs
are obscured or removed. I wondered, was this approach following on from an Iranian art
tradition? Harby responded, "In Iran, from past till present, we have always been told that the
use of religious personalities' images are not allowed and suitable. That is one of the reasons
that you barely see the use of such images" (personal communication, June 3, 2004).

Figure 44: Poster by Iranian designer Ali Khorshidpour shows one approach to avoiding representation.

Of course, this tradition is not merely a restriction on artistic expression but a complex set of
cultural parameters which able designers have long happily worked within. T he visuality built
over centuries through the denial of representational pictures is not about to collapse under
the weight of the 'new' medium of photography. Egyptian graphic designer and calligrapher,
Ahmed Moustafa further explains the prominence of abstraction over realistic representation
in the Islamic arts as a function of history:
You cannot say these scientists [Arab scholars translati ng and expanding on the drawings and schema of
Plato , Euclid, etc.] in botany, mathematics, medicine piled up such a body of knowledge with the notion
of not being able to draw. But in the 1Oth century Ibn Muqlah, the great scribe and translator, made the
theory of proportional Arabic script, based on Euclidean theory [. .. ] So it is inconceivable that the artist
will go back and portray the outer shell of that reality'. (Daines, 1996, p.1O)

Silhouettes
Realistic outlines without interior detail

The airline safety card is created to reinforce the message of the flight attendant's safety
demonstration. These cards are largely graphic as they need to work across linguistic barriers .
Generally speaking, the illustrations on the cards show realistically proportioned figures and
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aspects of the aeroplane environment in outline but disregard most of the interior detail of
these. This approach, exemplified in the Lufthansa card at Figure 45 achieves a number of
objectives. First and foremost it highlights through colour the important information in each
frame. The reduction in detail allows colour to come to the fore. As Rick Poynor suggests of
this style of graphic in his chapter Blank Look, "If it has an aesthetic character it is one that has
arisen from the modest aim of giving only as much visual information as is needed to convey
the basic facts. Anything more elaborate would slow down a potentially urgent message"
("Obey the giant", 2001, p. 78) . Happily for Lufthansa, the gold colour of its logo also works
well as a highlight colour demanding attention. The absence of colour and uniformity of
outline in the human figures defuses any sense of emotion that would be attached to such
situations in reality. At the same time the realistic proportions suggest a serious and matterof-fact directness for the message.
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Figure 45: Lufthansa safety card: Colour focuses attention on specific points, the outline drawings focus attention on operational
instruction .

Interestingly though, an earlier use of an outline or silhouette approach to graphics imbues
the design with enough warmth to seem appealing. Tom Purvis's travel posters for the LNER
also remove interior detail leaving only realistic proportions. The technology used to make
these pictures-screen-printing though hand-cut stencils-encourages flat areas of limited
colour in the finished design. Often white silhouettes (the areas of the paper left un-inked)
are used to suggest positive figures rather than empty space (see Figure 46). Other than the
subject matter the chief difference between these posters and the other kind of travel image
shown in the Lufthansa card is the colour useage. The airline safety card makes clear the
object of attention and its operation by allocating the limited colour to only these aspects
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of the design. In the travel posters, the ' blank look' allows the potential traveller to imagine
him/herself in the serenity of the seaside-there is no specific other shown to disturb this
daydream-while managing through the choice of colour to remain warm and inviting to
the work-weary Londoner. In both cases , the outline-only characters deny recognition: We
need not and cannot ask who these figures are, so we must ask instead, what are these people
doing?

Figure 46: Tom Purvis' (circa 1935) railway poster designs take advantage of the limitations of the serigraph : blank paper is put to
use as positive shape.

Figure 47: Steff Geissbuhler's Peace, 1985, is a welcome exception to the 'weaning off' from the apparently childish delight in
anthropomorphism.

Steff Geissbuhler's Peace poster (Figure 47), was chosen by curators Elizabeth Resnick,
Frank Baseman and Chaz Maviyane-Davies for their exhibition and book, The Graphic

Imperative (2005) . The poster was designed to commemorate the 40th Anniversary of the
bombing of Hiroshima. The image encourages reconciliation between two "giant" nations,
Japan and the U.S .A., symbolized, hilariously and ironically in the two modern-day myths,
Godzilla and King Kong gazing lovingly into each others eyes while strolling hand-in-hand
into a new dawn. Geissbuhler includes just enough information in the silhouettes to allow
identification of the creatures, and to show-since we see into the roofs of their mouthstheir heroic and monumental stature from a low vantage point.
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Another powerful example from the same exhibition catalogue is the iRaq poster by
Forkscrew Graphics (Figure 48) . Its silhouette references the famous iPod publicity but also
shows that what we visually recall of the tormented Abu Ghraib prisoner is the forced stance
in stark graphic outline.

Figure 48: Forkscrew Graphics,

iRaq, 2004, is a gruesome parody of the well-known iPod si lhouettes.

Perceptual constancies

Line drawings with interior detail
Since the category of line drawings was consistently demonstrated in Goldsmith's rev1ew
of illustrative experiments as the most communicative, I will explore some of the potential
of line drawing in more depth. In Herge's Tintin we see realistic settings peopled with
iconic characters. The backgrounds-street scenes, railway stations, airports and ships-are
executed with vivid precision; Herge, after a time, even employed an illustrator, Bob de
Moor, specifically to draw these backgrounds . Often the source material for his visual fiction
was photographically captured from the real world. McCloud sums up this approach to
image making:
Storytellers in all media know rhat a sure indicator of audience involvement is the degree to which the
audience identifies with a story's characters. And since viewer-identification is a specialty of cartooning,
cartoons have historically held an advantage in breaking into world popular culture. On the other hand
noone expects audiences to identify wirh brick walls or landscapes and indeed, backgrounds tend to be
slightly more realistic. In some comics, rhis split is far more pronounced. The Belgian 'clear line' style of
Herge's Tintin combines very iconic characters wirh unusually realistic backgrounds ?

Herge makes very clear this separation between 'cartoon' characters and precision drafting in
the background drawings, especially of architecture (street scenes, actual edifices such as the
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Geneva train station, and so on) . Scott McCloud succinctly describes this separation between
character and background as if it encourages a kind of role-playing while reading: "one set of
lines to see. Another set oflines to be" (p.43).
However, this separation is not used to foreground the characters at the expense of the
background. The lack of shadow in H erge's line-drawing makes us look at the drawings; yes,
they are objectified (in the sense of rendered objectively) but these drawings make us view
·and measure the background in a way a photograph of a real place never would. Often in
Herge, it is only the lines that tell us where there is a corner, of a building for example, or
the edge of the pavement. To ' read' the images in Tintin we mus t look carefully at the lines
(Figure 49). The photograph, and even a realistic drafting that includes light and shadow
and accurate colouring would allow us to take the background for granted, and to read the
characters as travelling across, in front or on top of this background, focussing solely on the
action. This is never the case in Herge. We are meant to read the background objectively but
not to take it for granted. Every line that communicates something is painstakingly drafted.
Moreover, the line work in these ' backgrounds' appears to be of a consistent weight, giving
the drawings what Scott McCloud describes as a democracy of form (1993). Following on
fro m my findings in C hapter 3, we can say that this line work technique promo tes a gestal t
sense of belonging among the details so rendered: They are accorded the same level as each
other in the visual hierarchy of the image because of their matching line weights.
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Figure 49: Herge seems to have a filter on his eyes which allows
through only what is necessary: behold the Captain 's spokeless
wheelchair in The Castafiore Emerald (La Bijoux de Ia Castafiore) .
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To ascertain Herge's intention to give equal precedence to his characters and action, we
need look no further than the Hotel Sznorr sequence in The Calculus Affair (L'Ajfaire Tournesob
(1956). Here we clearly see text as graphic, and graphic as text. The diacritic used in Bordurian
(a fictional language we can only imagine the sounds of) is based on the name (in the English
translation) of Bordurian dictator, Marshall Kurvi-Tasch. Such is the tyrant's despotism that
the diacritic of his language, derived from his famous moustache (perhaps Hitler and Stalin
were both in Herge's sights?) pervades all aspects of Bordurian life and manifests itself in the
architecture of the capital city and the industrial design of its vehicles (Figure 50). Such is the
communicative power ofHerge's vision that a whole style, the Ligne Clair approach to comics
has grown up around his work. Joost Zwart, Yves Challand and Moebius are perhaps the best
known illustrators to have further developed this technique.

Figure 50: Scenes from Herge show detailed backgrounds vying for attention with the characters, and the blurring of boundaries
between text and image.

Another European comics artist, Italian Milo Manara, works with detailed and accurate
line drawings to create surreal images. According to Mitchell (2008), "any picture may become
a meta picture, whenever it is employed as a device to reflect on the nature of pictures" (p.19).
Manara's reflected cayman drawing (Figure 51) from his comic The Great Adventure (1988)
can be described in such a way as a metapicture: This image is remarkable for drawing to our
attention the way that water reflects light, and the ways it does not. Seen from a low perspective
on a river, moon and boat are, reasonably, reflected across the horizon. The cayman being
much closer to the viewer should not be reflected across the horizon but across the plane
where its body intersects with the water. Sounds effects certainly should not be reflected at all!
But Manara cleverly draws our attention to the fact that this is a visual medium only (comics)
and that everything within the medium is under the control of the artist.
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Figure 51: Manara's illu stration sets the matter-of-fact presentation of line drawing against surreal composition: Everything in the
image is reflected across the horizon where only the boat should be drawn this way.

Gestalt closure
Gestalt understanding ofcolour and shape and closure
As Scott McCloud has eloquently observed, action in comics actually takes place between
frames and within the mind of the reader (1993) . His subtitle for Understanding Comics
is The Invisible Art, for this reason. The implication of this observation is that a complete
distillation of image down to nothing can still be m eaningful so long as good clues are given
either side of the image: The 'missing' image, which will be different for each reader/viewer,
is part of a sequence. Any comic will demonstrate this happening, but few, I believe will do
so as eloquently as Milton Glaser's Red Chair Painted Yellow (Figure 52). Glaser's removal of
any character or 'actor' from the scene emphasises that the action does indeed happen only
between the frames in comics. The clues he leaves are perfect: the paint pot and the red chair
changing frame by frame, daub by clumsy daub until the final scene has the chair defined
only by its shadow on the floor and the wall at its back.
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Figure 52: Glaser's Red Chair Painted Yellow clearly relies on closu re by the reader: The 'action' occurs in between the frames .
Medley after Milton Glaser (1981)

Ryan Pequin's comic at Figure 53 ~haws closure, or lack thereof, on the obscured speech
bubble, suggesting a refocusing on behalf of the central character, away from the words of his
associate, and on to the cup he holds in front of him. It puts the aural into the visual realm
in such a way as we can imagine the sound being 'turned down' as if part of a soundtrack.
Instead of being replaced by other sounds or music as we might anticipate in film , it is
replaced by a mute visuali ty. In this sense it is another meta picture, describing as it does some
of the unique potential of a comic panel where the aural is slave to the visual, and disturbing
closure to affect a pan-sensual understanding of a strictly visual medium.

Figure 53: In the last panel here , Ryan Pequin buries the 'au ral ' aspects of his comic under the visual, in effect turning down the
sound.
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Establish and work within a system ofseeing;
George Hardie, Professor of Graphic Designer at Brighton University, and well known for
his axonometric approach to illustration has said, "The search for a style of drawing is never
as interesting or important as the search for a way of observing, seeing, or thinking" (2005,
p.l34). Developed, allegedly, to cover up an inability to draw academically, Hardie's axo'
projections constitute a system of seeing that, firstly, easily allows a set of several drawings
to

belong together, as per the illustrations shown at Figure 54, and secondly, especially when

applied to forms which in the real world are organic-a highly atypical use of this architectural
projection-leads the reader of the image into a visual game in order to decipher how the image
illustrates its text. In the case of graphics for music, Hardie seems to have been acutely aware
of the viewing situation of his audience: most likely seated enjoying the recording, holding the
record sleeve in hand while reading th~ lyrics. Over repeated listenings and viewings, perhaps
over the course of months, the illustrations, such as those for the dust-jacket of Genesis' The
Lamb Lies Down on Broadway, may slowly divulge their encrypted content.

Figure 54: George Hardie ill ustrations for Genesis' The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway. These seemingly mechanical forms actually
depict a crow carrying a penis and testes, and a hand and leg emerging from a dense city fog . Each is a scene described in the
lyrics.

Even da Vinci appears to have sensed the communicative potential of such a system of
seeing: "It is very clear that although Leonardo knew the laws of perspective perfectly well,
he seems to have given precedence to the older system of parallel projection in many of his
sketches" (Uddin, 1997, p.3).

Where image meets text
Integral's design for Ki::iln-Bonn airport is significant in terms of this zone along the realism
continuum where image comes closest to text (Figure 55). Integral's design for the wayfinding
program at the Koln-Bonn Airport in Germany employs two basic shapes (with six subtle
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The Japanese approach seems to derive from an e-mail author's personal experience of emotion
rather than simple observation of emotion: When one smiles, one can feel the lower eye-lid
crinkling upwards though this may not be so obvious in another. This accords with Dondis'
and de Sausmarez's notion of'body-felt' understanding of forms in space.

Caricature
As I will show in my next chapter, caricature as a pictorial technique seems to be located
independently of the realism continuum: A highly realistic image captured by a photograph
may be distorted using the computer to create a caricature, but a caricature may also be made
using the less realistic line drawing, or even from a drawing made to Fussel and Haaland's
(1978) specifications of minimal interior detail. However, it is difficult to conceive of
a caricature being developed within a drawing of any less detail than this since caricature
drives towards malcing clear the difference between objects of the same class (to solve the
homogeneity problem) while distillation or the removal of identifying details works ultimately
towards making objects within the class generic.
Figure 56 is an advertisement for women's boots in which a woman's legs are exaggerated
to provide a startling break with realism, to refute any notion that this image is about a specific
person (the face would mo re likely be foregrounded in such a case) and to accentuate the
subject of the advertisement. T he "spotlight" psychology I discussed in chapter 3 is at work
here with the designer having performed the spotlighting on the viewer's behalf. In effect, this
is a caricature of the boots, to show that they are big and chunky (compared to the norm of
women's footwear) and to simultaneously distinguish them from those by other makers.

Figure 56: Editori al advertisement for boots in which the designers have performed the 'spot-lighting' on behalf of the reader.
Design: Stephan Ganser/ Hans Jurgen Lewandowski . Photography: Axl Jansen
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According to Poracsky, Young and Patton, who complain that pictures are assumed to be
unimportant in education, "It is almost as though the educational system is seeking to wean
the student's mind off graphics by climaxing in books that are all words and no illustrations"
(1999, p . l 07). One thing we might do is to look at the imagery available in a society where
this 'weaning away' does not occur. As we have already seen above, one cultural approach to
emoticons shows a more subtle understanding of how visuals may reflect emotions. What can
design from Japan, where grown men in business suits read comics on the way to work, show
us for about caricature? My interest in this research derived initially from a study of facial
expressions. It appeared from my own experimentation that less representation in a picture
of a face allows for a more direct communication of the emotion. In Japan the mainstream
cinema is anime or animated film rather than 'live action' film , and this phenomenon in itself
is worthy of consideration. One of the. many noticeable attributes of such film is the way in
which character's faces, even in the more serious of these works, may be momentarily (and
perhaps even grotesquely, to unaccustomed western eyes) stretched into an embarrassed grin,
an angry scowl or a hearty laugh in order to give primacy to the emotion being expressed.
The more general nature of the emotion rather than the specificity of the ch aracter seems
to be of prime importance, and Japanese visuality seems to have just the right techniques to
communicate this (Figure 57).

Figure 57: Miyazaki's Porco Rosso shows the Japanese tendency to momentarily obscure a character's specifics in order to amplify,
through caricature, the emotion of the moment.

Just briefly, before embarking on my major critique based on the understanding about
caricature developed in Chap ter 3, I want to discuss the antithesis of caricature. Julian Opie is
a pop-artist whose work is often described in terms of its relationship to commodity culture.
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Mindy Ross, director of public art for the Arts Council of Indianapolis describes his work
as follows: "Underneath what appears to be a straightforward almost comic-strip use of line
and color, lies an exploration of the role of the individual in an era of mass production and
an alluring visual language that marries the banality of street-signs with the slickness of high
culture." ("Julian Opie: Signs", n.d.). However, it is possible to describe Opie's work in a
way pertinent to my research. In terms of what was explained in Chapter 3, his portraits are
images created using the mechanics of caricature. Instead of exaggerating aspects of the face
further away from the norm however, the artist moves each sitter's features back towards an
imagined norm of where eyes, nose and lips generally sit on a face . He shows us how the
sitter is like everyone else by 'un-exaggerating' the features that make them unique (Figure
58). At the same time this creates a subj ect who appears mute and accepting, a series of shop
front dummies emerges from these paintings; characters who are completely desensitised to
everything, bereft of emo tion save fo r perhaps the merest hin t of shock. In terms of what I
described in Chapter 3, these are distant people shown close up without being reintegrated!

Figure 58 : Julian Opie's portraits are, in-effect , anti-caricatures that reduce each sitter's features towards a unive rsal configuration.

Caricature and realism in the same visual text
Here I embark upon a longer critique of a visual text, as an attempt to put into practice
Christopher Crouch's (2008, p. l95) idea of "treating visual literacy as an active process" and
developing it "so that it involves a critically analytical reading of visual texts". Thunderbirds
is a children's T.V. series produced by Gerry and Sylvia Anderson that ran for two years in
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the mid-1960s, but which has been repeated, internationally, many dJries since. As with
many productions from this husband and wife team, the adventures of the Tracy family and
their emergency services organisation, International Rescue, are portrayed through the use of
puppetry and highly detailed sets. This is an ideal visual text to examine in the terms of this
thesis, specifically because it makes clear the particular strengths of realism and the strengths
of distillation. It is a text that includes both kinds of images, and the combined use of such
images is crucial to the way its design functions and to its longevity with fans over several
•
generattons.

The Thundcr~irds' rescue missions are on a ridiculous scale· given that in nearly all

.,

.

.

episodes only one or two persons are in peril-In one rare exception, Tl1t. Mighty Atom,
where an entire city (Melbourne) is threatened with radiation poisoning, it is the wind, not
International Rescue, which saves the populace. Despite this exposure of a gaping chink in
' .

the I.R. armour, TIJtutdtrbirds remains compelling viewing precisely because the boys are not
.

·, t

II

there to prevent disaster from happening but to rescue survivors of the spectacle: to wc:lco~~e
''
\

<
!

· to the c~~b those who have pushed their Jives and their machinery to the limit. In the few

,,.

. situations presented where those in peril arc rescued before a calamity, the calamity $till
happens: the explosions can never be long-contained on Thundcrbirds, that would be like
.· offering Guy Fawkes· night without the fireworks.
In TIJ11ndtrbirds it is the transparen<.:y of the puppet characters, their unobtrusiveness,
that allows the real essence of the series, its celebration of machine-power and technological
·catastrophe,· to be pulled on strings, to centre stage. The

Thund~rbirds

marioncrtes ·have

,:,p:..rticular advantages over actors and even other puppets in this regard. I will examine what
-··.
\
.,·,
·.:.J

:

.

.,.,f

:'

,,·

i

•.~' th~se are and explain how they reveal themselves. Firstly, In a purely psychological sense the
••..

~ ~
..

• >I

:4 ~

·. ··Tia~y hrothcrs ~ould be said to be 'good-looking'. Attractiveness may be attributed to symmetry
in the face:, and the facial features being arranged within an average space. Such features
indicate "developmental stability in the presence ofenvironmental and genetic challenges, and
therefore provide a possible indicator of health (and therefore perhaps fertility)" (Grammer &
Thornhill, 1994}. To engage in a discussion about strong and continued lineage with regard
to puppets is of course bizarre but we can argue that the Thunatrbirds puppers art handsome,
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and indeed they were modelled on real pcople6• How children (ultimately the inai~ audience
of the sh,'lw) relate to 'attractiveness' is open to conjecture, but the absence of disease or signs
of deformation that makes faces alluring also evidences a 'normal' or bland face, and this is
1.

vital to the success of ThunJ"birds. Where the features of a face are configured within an
average range, that face is generic enough to become 'transparent' (at least to a white male
audience) in the sense that it doesn't draw attention to irse!·~·as 'other·. This allows for viewer
identification: not only can the young viewer relate to such a character, he can virtually
assume the role of that character in the adventure. The Tracy boys are certainly average in this
sense. But in combination with their averageness is the subtle exaggeration of certain facial ·
features such that the eyes arc larger than would be seen in a typical face; this too is integral
to the visual impact of the series.
This balance between normality and caricature did not previously exist-In v-Jrious
Anderson series prior to TIJtuzd~rbirds the puppets' characteristics were too exaggerated-and
· · · s~ems to have been lost after the TIJunJ~rbirJs phenomenon. In th~ later series, Captain
.

.

S(arltt, for example, where the proportions of the characters are far more realistically human,
the :characters have become perhaps more handsome but any "heightened response" (Rhodes,
1996, p.25) through exaggeration has evaporated. And, as we shall sec, the crucial relationship
between 'man' and machine is lost in Captain Srarkt because of this realism.
While the Tracy mariont:ttes avoid too much in the way ofexaggeration, other Thundtrbirds
::

,.

characters are less drcunlspect in their design; the faces of Parker and the Hood being
particularly noteworthy for their very distinct appearances (Figure 59). A parallel may be found
· in 1intin. Each ofHerge's characters looks unique and has highly specific traits. The Captain
has a beard, bad drinking habits and a terrible temper, the Professor is shabby, slightly built
· and very hard-of-hearing, and so on. These kinds of characters, in

Thundtr~irdr as

in Tzntin

arc: doubly unique for bdng distinct in appearance and for appearing only as that character

G. Certainly, a great deal of care was taken with regard to the: look of the: puppets: "The thirteen main

puppcrs for Thundc:rbirds were designed and sculpted by John F. Brown, John Blundall, Christine
Glanville: and Mary Turner. The ream was given six months to create dtc characters, basing many of the:
faces on pictures of actors i,n Spodight, the actors' directory: heroic lead characrer Scott Tracy was based
on the young Scan Connery[ ... ] IR head JdTTracy was modelled on American actor Lornc: Greene
[. ~ .]

Brains resembled Anthony Perkins[ ••• ] and Alan Tracy was based on lesser known Amcrian actor

Robert Reed [••. ]". (Ben dey, 2000, pp.15-16)

1eo

(unlike, say a unique looking character actor who is called upon to play many different roles).
These characters operate in the sense of being 'other' and are often the butt of slapstick jokes
or the pity of the central character(s). As we shall see, these exaggerated characters play a
pivotal role in the viewers' relation to the futuristic machinery of Thunderbirds.

Figure 59: 'The Hood'. Certain characters in the Thunderbirds universe are exaggerated more than the central figures in order to
accentuate thei r 'otherness'. (Series production design: Bob Bell)

To return briefly to Herge, his one character without physically unique features and almost
devoid of personality is Tintin himself: Tintin is the cypher or avatar that allows the reader to
en ter the story unobstructed. The only traits Tin tin does display are those of loyalty, bravery
and intelligence: Unspecific yet noble qualities to which the young reader might be assumed
to aspire. In this sense, where 'blandness' (or lack of specific and obstructive qualities) allows
association, the young viewer has, in Thunderbirds, five potential roles (each of the brothers)
to assume while watching the show. The specificity of the 'other' characters also ensures,
through comparison, the generality of these central ones.
Tellingly, however, "it was initially envisaged that the 'star' of the show [ ... ] would be the
supersonic reconnaissance rocket Thunderbird 1" (Bentley, 2000, p . l3). Clearly the production
crew understood, even before the show first went to air, that most of its appeal would lie with
the machinery. In light of this, the 'blandness' of the Tracy faces avoids obstruction, not
only of viewer identification, but more crucially, of the Thunderbirds hardware itself It is
no coincidence that the show's working title of International Rescue, which placed a clear
emphasis on the actions of the characters, was later abandoned and the title as we know it,
taken from the machines themselves, was adopted.
Where Thunderbirds really comes into its own is incorporating the puppets into their
futuristic surroundings (Figure 60). While the puppets 'walk' a fine line between blandness
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and exaggeration, the settings and machinery into which they are placed look surprisingly
realistic. This results from a combination of factors. On Tracy Island in particular it is the very
accomplished architectural models, interiors and exteriors alike, that contribute substantially
to the realism of place. And this realism of place helps in our willing suspension of disbelief.

The camera work and modelling which forces perspective into these small sets, and the editing
which slows the footage down to create the sense of grand spectacle, combined with the dust,
dirt and pyrotechnics (from Bond movie effects maestro Derek Meddings) also allow the
unfeasible to appear almost probable.

Figure 60: Scott Tracy. Thunderbirds feature s cartoon-like characters but carefully detailed and much more realistic sets. (Series
production design: Bob Be ll)

It is vital to note here that the machinery is not particularly high tech: the jets and rockets
sound like the jets and rockets of 1964 (when the show first aired) . The car and truck engines
are definitely burning fossil fuels; the noise, the dust, the oil and smoke all tell us so. It is the
scale of the machines that is awesome, not any particular innovation of flight or conveyance.
The sights and sounds that are already familiar to us in our urban surroundings are important
to help us suspend our disbelief but what they really signal here is a triumphal celebration of

twentieth century muscular technology projected into the future.
It is useful to recall that Thunderbirds was made during the space-race (and that Jeff
Tracy is a retired astronaut) and the belief was abroad that technology could deliver us into
a glamorous Utopia. Thunderbirds is essentially a compelling re-presentation of the Futurist
aesthetic where even the production crew were convinced of the superior efficacy of machine
over man. This homage to futurism manifested itself behind the scenes in a dedication to the
machinery of marionation. To make the perfect character, literally man as machine,
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Anderson and his team began to experiment with electronics to match dialogue to the puppets' mouth
movements. The 6brcglass head of each puppet was 6tted with :a solenoid connected to special tungsten
wires on which the puppet was strung. Pulses cou!d then be fed down the wires from a rape recorder
running pre-recorded dialogue, and these pulses would uigger the solenoid to operate the puppet's mouth
perfectly in sync. Over the next five years, rhis process was constantly refined into the technique dur
became known as Supermarionation. (Bentley, 2000, pp.9·10)

II

• i

lj
.··;

The celebration of technology and its machinery is then foregrounde&
through the use of
...
(

puppet~~an·machines-instcad

of people. And it is the other machines, rockets, jets,

transporters, trucks, with their grand scale and their explosive force, that really drive the show.
Not for the

.<

ThunJ~rbirds production design

team the polished white synthetic appearance of

later sd·fi such as Star Wars or Battlcstar Gallactica, but a gritty. noisy, shuddering. smoking
world of machines exactly as imagined by Marinetti7• The movements of the machines carry
the narrative along. while the characters themselves are but simple, lightJy..built beings borne
_.........

.

along and aloft on these dirty. great juggernauts.

,.

Among these characters, the Tracy boys' features arc 'normal' and handsome. But, as
.

mentioned, there is some exaggeration. The heads are outsized compared to their bodies and

•·

this of course draws attention to the face. In the faces themselves there is some exaggeration
of eyebrows which in turn draws attention, ultimately, to the eyes. The ThunJerhirds puppet

. ::

eyes arc big in order that we arc drawn into them and feel sympathy for these characters (in
.··,i

'

~.

;; :

the same way that babies eyes have an appeal through their relatively large size). But more
importantly they appear big because their pupils are dilated. This, in concert with heavy
eyelids, suggests an almost drugged calm; the boys appear 'spaccd·out•. The drug, naturally.

is adrenalin.
This concept may seem less far·fetched ifwe look at the context of Thundtrbirds. or perhaps
. the zeitgeist of rhe late 50s/early 60s, as being that which also gave the world the monstrous
cartoon creations and automotive art of Big Daddy and Von Dutch'. Their creatures too are

7. Filippo Tommaso Marinetti published his famous Futurist Manifesto in 1909. His tirade includes not
merely an exultation to dte machine but a celebration of danger, accident and injury.
8.Jn Posr-wu (WWII) America, Ed 'Big Daddy' Roth and Von Dutch became subculture favourites for
rhcir automotive an and auto body srylings. They were also known for their decals, an extension of the
illustrative style used on the sides of warplanes, applied to cars and as graphics on t·shirts. Von Dutch is
probably best known (appropriately in this contat) for his infamous 'Flying Eyeball' logo.
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high on the deadly adrenalin rush of being barely in control of hugely powerful machines.
This is a prevalent theme in popular western art of the time: characters whose eyes arc wide
with fascination, anticipation, fear and lust. "As other machine-obsessed subcultures spread
from the 50s into the 60s (particularly hot rod street racing) eyes went beyond the early
popping proportions and became symbols of a hysterically detonated domain of unbridled
hedonism and orgiastic destruction.. (Brophy, 1994). It is no coincidence then that from
time-to-time we are also sh~sweat on the brows of Virgil, Alan and Scott. These scenes
invariably follow loss of control of a craft and suggest that, on these occasions, the boys have·
gone too far, have overdosed on the thrill of the 'trip•, and 'crashed•.
If we assume that the handsome, transparent looks of the Tracys allow us to 'be' them
for the duration of the show, then it is us strung out by the rush of this thrill ride and this
is what makes Tl111ndtrbirds so captivating. Like addicts however, they always return for
another fix, climbing back into the machinery and strapping themselves to it; i~ Virgil's case,
almost born into the drivcr•s seat of Thunderbird 2, as if being delivered into the world of
'•

machines rime and time again. His toboggan ride from Tracy Villa to Thunderbird 2 sees
him limp and powerless between the jaws of gravity and technology. On completion of his
descent-shown as a repeated motif, a ritual of man giving himself to machine-the end of
the chute and Virgil collapse in perfect unison into the shape of his tailor-made pilot•s sear:
Virgil has literally become a part of his flying machine. These are the 'men' of the future,
not in control of their ·destiny but delirious in their enslavement to it; enraptured in their
embrace with brute power.

.i

• i

The Hood. long-suffering nemesis of the Tracys is portrayed, not so much as an evil
corruptor-since each of the Tracy boys has already been corrupted by the only eanhly thrill
worth knowing-but as little more than a charming rogue. This is exactly because he is a
member of the same club: the machine-addk,ed. He is one of them because he is related
to the House of Tracy, but more so because his one ambition, that burns like the flames
in his secret hide-out, is to have the Thunderbird machines for himsel£ Indeed, the Hood
has strong parallels with the charming Parker (and it is useful to remember that Parker too
was once a criminal) since each clumsily embraces the machinery, often coming ofT second
best. Neither is ever scriowly injured bl\t, as in carroon violence, ends up with a blackened
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face and tousled hair; a 6gurc of fun to be laughed at complete with the a·.:companiment
of the cartoon-voiced saxophone: 'wah, wah, wahhh'. Most imporrandy, we can sec in the
Hood's eyes that, just like the young audience, he is in the thrall of the machinery. We must
sympathise with him becatL'iC, after all, he only wants what we want.
As a perfect non-example of the effectiveness of large eyes, Anderson's Captain S(arkt

featured puppets whose l:yes were smaller and whose features were not exaggerated at all.
Tellingly, these were characters in control of their environment, not addicted to it. The agents
of SPECTRUM, unlike the boys at International Rescue were not under the spell of their
machinery (though it was every bit as spectacular) and, by association, neither was their
audience. This certainly accounts for Thundtrbirds relative longevicy as a public favourite.
It is the strength of Thuntlrrhirds above all the other Anderson series that it achieves in
its characters this perfect transparent balance between averageness and exaggeration. It is
precisely this balance that allows the unique relationship to exist between marioneue and
machine.

..

With the Thundtrhirds ma~ionettes only the merest pretence is made towards truly

i·

human appearance (Figure) or movement. The suspension of disbelief is made happily and
voluntarily by the audience in the (far from obtrusive) knowledge that these figures are not
really flesh and blood. Nor does Thund~rbirds require of us that we be convinced of these
figures' 'souls' or even motivations. It is enough that in their ponderous and fragile ways they .
move across the set, as much part of the machinery of inexorable progress towards a right and
proper conclusion as the vessels they pilot.
With the rc:rnoval of real actors and the reduction of character to mere parts in the
machinery, TIJunJ"birJs can present miniature spectacle maximised to a fantastic scale.
While the giant·sizcd machinery and the exotic locales are outside of our experience, the
visceral thrill of screeching tyres and jet engines.are familiar enough to guide us, entranced
into this otherwise unfamiliar realm. Through a rich and highly literate visual code, to which
the look of the characters-sometimes 'transparent', sometimes part of the machinery-is
integral, the drama can be pulled {literally in the case of the marionettes and the machines}
inexorably towards its explosive conclusion.
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Conclusion
The strategy to measure and improve visual literacy through discussion of examples, ~'be
...
.

'1'!

strengthened if the q~estions which generate the discussion, as proposed by Bamford ct al,
are augmented with questions regarding a picture's relationship to realism. The knowledge of
what the visual system responds to also p~ovides a good range of critical tools with which to
·examine pictorial examples. I have attempted to demonstrate here that my research has led to
some new approaches to appraising design visuals in a methodical way: That images can be
taken aparr using these terms. What I seck to explore through some student case studies in
. the next chapter is whether images can also be put together on these bases.
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A new languJgc, visual or verbal, must be couched in a language that is already understood

-lt'lln Chmnaytjf

Chapter 1: Student case studies
Background to the study
This thesis has identified a gap in graphic design theory and subsequently in the teaching
of the subject. One of the ways to bridge the gap is to design teaching modules focusing
on image. As I explained in my introduction to the thesis, a major aspect of typography
is the choosing of type: appropriate for a particular message. Type is categorised in several
different ways, and some of the: categories, such as 'text' and 'display' suggest the wes to
which particular typefaces should be put. Here I want to observe: whether my research so
far can assist the student in choices about inzag~s for particular contexts. In this chapter I set
out the briefs to four university design projects b~sed on the image theo~ies examined in this
·

. thesis. These projects, and the student r:sponscs to them become case studies which allow me
ro observe whether students were able to assimilate the new knowledge from this thesis and
transpose it into pictorial information. These case studies arc not research into perception,
rather they are research into educational practices in design based on perception.

i .

Purpose of the studies
.

r

4

.,J

4.

In these studies I observe where successful assimilation and translation of the research(,
. ...... !'i
occurred. I also include non-example:;, that is instances where the student response shows
li~itations

in the theory or the teaching materials. Prior to the projects I try to ascertain

students' experience of considering realism as a criteria for designing images. Following the
projects I observe whether the instructional material based on my research assists students to
make choices about images. ReRecting on these case studies, I obsc:rve whether assignments
focusing on image can provide exemplar content and explanation to help students understand
how to make images for particular purposes and contexts.

Participants and settings
These studies were: undertaken with the cooperation of40 graphic design students from Edith
Cowan University (ECU), Perth, Australia, and five students at Otago University (Otago),
Dunedin, New Zealand. ECU students were given three projects to carry out based on the

.. .

i.
l
·,
,·
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research, and the Otago students were asked ro make one, more substantial project. In both
groups the: projects were parr of the students' assessable work program for a semester. The:
projects briefs were designed by me to fit into pre-existing unit (paper) outlines in pre..existing
design courses. It is for this reason that there were three projects for the ECU students and
one for the Otago students. In both universities the students were recruited from the final
(third) undergraduate year of the graphic design programs, but in essence these are two
different studies based on the same research.

· Data Collection
Data was collected in a range of forms comprising student responses to questionnaires and
students• designed responses to project briefs. The data was sought to compare knowledge ·
before and after the projects: Students' level ofexperience regarding the implications of realism
. and abstraction in pictorial communication prior to lectures and instructional n1aterials
being given was compared with the work produced following the lectures and instructional
.materials. To best assess the students• submissions for the projects I wanted to find out if they
had any experience of choosing or making images depending on how realistic those images
were. I surmised that, armed with this information, I would be better able to determine the
effectiveness of my instructions when the projects were submitted. Firstly, to a~~ertain this
~

~

experience I gave each of the ECU students a visual questionnaire prior to their introduction
to the suite of projects. Student responses to that questionnaire are detailed below. Secondly,
during the introduction to each individual project, I asked the students if they had previously
designed for a similar project or context. Responses to these questions are included at the
beginning of each project section. My observations regarding the assignment carried out

by the Otago students-an animation project-are structured somewhat differently to
accord with the more open brief given to these students. These observations are based on
the comparison of the students' work with their written responses to a questionnaire. This
questionnaire was given to the students before they received any instructional materials ·or
began th~ir work. Students were asked to complete the last question of the questionnaire as
they were finalising their animations later that same semester. Responses to the questionnaire
are included in the appropriate section of this chapter. This animation project allowed for
fl'

~.

f
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more student autonomy (in keeping with the pre..existing unit plan): The brief was open as
long as the theory presented in the lecture was addressed in some way and the project paid
additional attention to the possibilities enabled by moving images and "integrating other
sensory experiences" (Debes, 1969b, p.27).

rR!his chapter is divided into sections devoted to each of the four projects listed below: The
first three projects listed were carried out by students at ECU while the fourth was given
to Otago students. At the beginning of each section I set out the parts of the thesis which I
have developed for a student project brief. After thc:t are edited examples of the instructional
materials {lectures which include pertinent exemplars as per the discussion in Chapter 5,
and/or instructions given in class for each of the projeccs). Following those materials will be
the brief itself; then student responses to the brief (in the interests of brevity I will not show
all responses to each brieO; and finally, a concise summary of the student works including
observed shortcomings or particular strengths and successes. The sections of this chapter arc
built around the following projects:
• 9 pictograms project.
• Editorial illustration project.
• Information design project.
• 'Flicker of recognition• animation project.
There will be a furrh~r summary of the studies at the ·end of the chapter describing common
.,

themes in student responses and limitations.

It is not my intention to show that rhesc assignments must be the ones through which
image is taught, but to show that the theory and conjecture upon which these were based ~rc

.

appropriate starting points. From these points the graphic design educator can structure.a .
course about the role of image in communication, beyond the prescriptions for photography
proposed by the Neue: Schweizer Grafik, and alternative or complementary to interpretive
·communication theories such as semiotics.
The research up to this point has proposed strategies for image making and for image .
critique: An understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of photography (spc:cifically
' '.
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the problems of specificity and context); an understa nding of the potential for silhouettes
and outlines (from a psychophysical understanding of shape, size and colour constancy); an
understanding of how the visual system decides whether things belong in a group (gestalt
principles ofline, shape, colour and orientation); and an understanding of caricature (through
the mechanics of mapping against and exaggerating away from an imagined norm) .

Prior to the projects: Assessing student knowledge
In order to best judge the effectiveness of these assignments, I created a visual questionnaire
(Figure 61) through which to assess students' previous experience and understanding of
image. I wanted to know specifically if the studen ts had considered that images might be
rated along a continuum from realistic to abstract. Using pictures derived from Wileman's
'concreteness-abstractness' continuum (Figure 9, p. 59) the students at ECU were asked to
place unlabelled pictures of a shoe along the continuum in to what they regarded as the
appropriate positions. No student responded that they had consciously considered images
in this way before, however, when the completed visual questionnaires were returned, they
showed some consensus. In all cases the photograph of the shoe was considered the most
realistic and was placed in to the first position on the left of the scale, labelled 'most realistic' .
In all cases the semi-circle with scallop shape was placed in the position of 'least realistic' on
the far right, and the 'cartoon' shoe was in all cases placed immediately to the left of this least
realistic position.

line drawing

~:h
silhouette

•

)
,._,___
::.:.
_ cartoon

semi-circle with scallop

.]
l~ r ~. T

t:£t t..IS\IC

~~A~ i"

~;tl.L.-t~ l

c.

Figure 61: ~s u a! questionnaire: Students were asked to place the shoe pictures (u nlabelled in the origi nal questionnaire) into the
appropriate positions along the above scale labelled 'most realistic' to ' least realistic'.
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The only variation in the responses was in the second and third positions from the left of
the scale (Figure 62): 17 of the students thought that the silhouette belonged as the secondmost realistic, while 23 students thought the line drawing should be in this position. The
former responses accord with my argument from Chapter 3 that the silhouette is more
realistic, while the latter responses accord with Wileman's positioning of the line drawing as
more realistic than the silhouette. When questioned verbally about this variation, those that
preferred the silhouette tended to cite its accurate outline rather than issues of tone. Most
students who chose the line drawing as the more realistic cited its high level of detail rather
than its accuracy.

""n'
~A I..-1 ~1\ C

t.-fA:::I
~~\...t ~IC..
43% half the sample group placed
silhoutte here, while the other 57 %
placed line drawing here .

Figure 62: An example of the student responses. The only variation in responses saw approximately half the studen t group place
th e si lhouette in the secon d position while the other half placed the line drawing here.

The general consensus exhibited in the positioning of these pictures suggest that students had
a developed sense of where these pictures belonged on the continuum without any instruction .
There was some disagreement as to which was more realistic, the silhouette or the line drawing.
The group of 40 students was split, approximately in half, over this decision.
In addition to this visual questionnaire, prior to the commencement of each of the following
assignments, students were asked questions about the creation of pictures pertinent to that
assignment. I will recount those questions and student responses under the 'Theoretical!
Conjectural' heading at the beginning of each project section. In every project case study, the
approach to teaching picture making was completely new to the students according to their
responses to my questions. As with the visual questionnaire detailed above, this instructional
material was previously unknown to the students. Any observed successes or failures within
the following case studies then are more likely attributable to the studies themselves than to
students' previous experience.
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9 pictograms project
ThtorttkaUconjtttura/for pictopms projtct
In Chapters 2 and 4 I explored the trend in reduction of detail seen in information design.
Following my exploration in Chapter 3 of why distillation works in visual problem solving, I
wanted to test the students with a project whose solution relied on reductive image making.

I.asked the students if they had designed pictograms before. None had. I asked how they
thought they would go about making a pictogram: What did they think pictograms were for?
Responses included 'to replace words', 'so you don't have to read much', and 'to get the meaning
across quickly'. What were the typical visual dements of a pictogram and why? Responses
included that pictograms were 'simple', 'basic', or 'looked like stick·figurcs'. Students thought
that the reasons for this reduced appearance was so that pictograms 'stood out', 'were quick
to sec and understand', 'arc like an alphabet', and 'worked like a code'. I also asked, since
this was a main aim of this project, how would one go about making a stt of pictograms?
Students were much less forthcoming with answers to this question. 'Pick a theme' suggested
one student. When asked to elaborate she: explained, 'If it was a set for a hospital it should be
dean and clinical looking, but if it was animals the set should be made around body features'.
When asked why one visual approach should apply across the set she replied that this 'would
hold them together'. She could not elaborate beyond this except to ~ay that they would be
visually 'the same'. None of the stuuent responses referred to anributes of human sight or
psychology. Nor did they indude notions of realism or its visual alternatives except where
these were implied through the terms 'basic' and 'simple' which might be defined as opposites

•

• ••

to rca11suc.
I explained to the students my research pertinent to this project. I summarise those
aspects of the research again now. In C~apter 3 I dealt with the idea that the human visual
system is constantly solving the problems of the visual world-making object hypotheses
from novel visual data, for example-and that attempting to solve this problem requires
subconscious and conscious mental effort. Illustration, unlike photography which tends to
re-present reality. has the potential to help solve this problem on behalf of the viewer by
moving away from realism. One 'problem' for the visual system to contend with is 'what is
an object'. In other words, in our visual field. which thing or things that we are looking at
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I

constitute one object and which another, and how can we recognise an object as being itself

I

even when it has

turn~d

around and, pow appears different: This is the prolJiem of 'object

constancy'. This problem is pertinent to pictogram design, and can be resolved through some
design techniques which amplify particular signals for which the brain and eyes are on the
look·out.
Another visual problem is determining which items belong with which group. Students
were introduced to gestalt notions of pattern and belonging. The brain will organise things

by shape and orientation, but it will also group objects by colour though their shapes and
... .. .

orientation may be dissimilar..

..

. . ) .... j

Dondis, in her Primtr of Vistutl Littracy (1 973), tells us that all images, no matter
how realistic, have at their core an abstract composition. This abstraction allows for •au..
·.. :·f

encompassing' meaning. The level of realism used by the designer then may be a means to
strip away detail to allow this all-encompassing reference to become readily apparent. It seems
likely that a reduction in real world referents will also have a powerful effect in the vieWer in
helping him/her to group objects using other cues such as colour, shape and line-weight, even
,.

where these have been artificially introduced by the designer.
In terms of the realism spectrum I have tried to establish in Chapters 4 and 5 that
pictograms arc closer to words in their visual abstraction than they are to visual reality. In this

·; :·,

sense, the coherence evident in a typeface through its leuers' similarity in size, shapes and
weight, the presence or not of serifs or other signifying particulars, is echoed in pictogram
design through properties such as size, shape and line weight and the treatment by the designer
of the outline of the pictogram: whether or not it has sharp corners or rounded, for example.
The lnr~grai/NORM design for the Koln-B~nn airport that we saw earlier (Figure 55, p.154)
was a particularly good example of this as it integrated a small range of Jines and curves into
both the project typeface and its pictograms.
I explained to the students that .this psychological approach to distilling images, which

..':.

limits point of view, colour, outline method and ,:;o on, adds up to a 'system of seeing' which
the designer can (and in the case of pictograms, must) apply to his/her disparate objects to
create a sense of group belonging.
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Ltrturtlc!Ass mattrialslitutruction for pictograms projtct
In the: lecture: and instructional materials through which this pr"ject was introduced, emphasis

was placed on the adoption of a •system of seeing'. I explained to students that this concept
.

.

was similar to that of'style'-in the sense that an illustrator or visual artist' may have a style,
for example, Picasso's cubist approach to painting that unifies his body of work-but the
system of seeing differs from style through being more analytical and in deliberation towards
creating the specific impression of belonging for the individual clements to a set.

I•

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the problem of object constancy can be

partially resolved by the designer on behalf of the viewer if the designer knows to what the
viewer's visual systern !s predisposed. This problem has been solved by most of the student
examples through the following techniques: Firstly, viewing the object from the most perti.nent
'angle for re.tdy recognition (through the lecture materials students were advised to consider
the :definitive angle from which to communicate the object; which angle showed the most
information or, more ifnportandy, the most pertinent information to help in recognition
or definition of an object or function); and secondly, edge detection, amplified through the
actual drawing of an edge (nothing in reality has such an outlin·e. but as shown in Chapter 3,
the eyes do send electrical signals to the brain when an edge, a difference bcrween foreground
'·!

and background, is detected). This edge is what may be amplified through the drawing of a
. . . .~,!

.,.

· line to clearly delineate foreground and background. Having established that the existence of

1 '

.'

a drawn line: can do this, using illustration we can exaggerate line further still, through, among
other techniques, thickening the line. This is especially important in pictogram design, as we
can see in some of the preceding student examples, because a uniformly thick line applied to
a range of disparate objects can help create the impression of belonging for those objects to
one coherent set.
With regard to the visual problem of grouping, as discussed the brain will organise things
.·.

in.to groups because of their shape but it will also group objects by colour though their
shape may be dissimilar. These visual problems are in pa:t solved by the pictograms through
.

.

.

the d~,stillation of image. This distillation may result in: A reduction or removal of noise
(visual detail unhelpful for the recognition and definition of object and function) from the
object and/or its background; An introduction of similarity of shape into a set of objects
.

if

.

~: \
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to strengthen the sense of belonging where, in reality, such obj ects may not bear a close
family resemblance; An introduction of similarity of outline (perhaps a subset of the previous
function or of the next, colour) where in reality no actual outline exists for any object; and an
introduction of unity of colour, where in reality such a family of objects may not have similar
colours. In the brief, students were asked to keep to one colour only and its tints as well as
being told to pay careful attention to outline.
A key question students are asked to bear in mind throughout this introductory assignment
is 'why draw ?'; what advantages can drawing and diagram have over photographic realism?
What kinds of filters can we introduce to reality through drawing and diagram? What sys tems
of seeing?

Vision

Commentary
Angry face. From a book where it was used
to illu strate anger. Expression somewhat
ambiguous: suggests to some viewers
elements of surprise, fear, disgust, pain and/
or exasperation.

--

Anger pictogram . How is this different to the
photograph? It's not a specific person yet
still conveys the emotion without distracting
questions about situation or ambiguous facial
expressions suggesting other emotions. We

Figure 63: Dennis Hearne 'Anger' , in

Figure 64: Medley, 'Anger'

find emotional expression in the merest hint

Spiekerrnann/ Ginger

pictogram

of a face.

We invent meaning and narrative even
where it may be unintended. Two flat shapes
suggest parts of a broken pillar; one piece
fall ing towards the ground.

2D shapes may feel approachable or
foreboding depending on what they suggest
Figure 65: Medley after Zwimpfer (2001)

Figure 66: Medley after Bang

of the real, 3 D world.
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Vision

Commentary

Commonality of shape will cause the human

600
600
600

Figure 67: Medley afte r Zwimpfer

visual system to group objects accordingly.
Here the objects belong as a set of three
triangles, a set of three squares, etc.

~··
~··
~··
Figure 68: Medley after Zwimpfer

However, such grouping may be interrupted
and usurped by the in troduction of colour
among the shapes. Now the shapes exist
as a set of green shapes, another set of red
shapes and another of blue.

In the research there's a trend visible in

•

design towards distillation (not simplification)
in logos and pictograms but not in graphic
design imagery in general.

Perhaps because designers are unaware of
how or why an image distilled down form the
realistic to something far less detailed can
sti ll convey meaning, in fact more meaning
and emotion in the appropriate situation than
a realistic image.

Shell

Shell

Figure 69: Loewy, et al. Shell logos.

Accordingly, our first assignment is to look
at this distillation away from realism. And
we're going to start with icons. These are not
simple in the sense of easy to design , but
the resu lt is a visually simple image to view
and understand.

Otto Neurath is the father of the modern
pictogram whose work attempted to create a
visual ' Esperanto'.

Figure 70: Neurath, Arntz, Reidemeister-Neu rath . lsotype pictographics.
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Vision

Commentary

Often overlooked in the research, the Tokyo
64 pictograms by Yoshiro Yamashita kicked
off the post war move towards a visual
language.

The Japanese design team were very
conscious that most foreign visitors to the
Tokyo Olympics would not speak or read any
Japanese so an attempt was made to create
a visual language pertinent to the games.

Figure 71 : Yamashita. Tokyo 1964 Olympics pictograms.
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A successful set of pictograms has a system
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from which it is derived. Such a system may
comprise a limited number of shapes and
angles as in Otl Aicher's designs for the '72
Munich Olympics.

'~

£~
•

?a~

_k~
Figure 72: Aicher. Munich 1972 Olympics pictograms .

Aicher organised hi s figure s on a grid using
a small number of modular parts that could
be reassembled to make up the different
sporting events. This modular approach could
be likened to Arabic numerals on a digital
watch.

Figure 73: Aicher. Grid upon which Munich pictograms were built.
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Vision

Commentary
Benincasa- Husmann design s for Turin 06
are much more fluid and expressive by
comparison but still conform to a tight set
of rules regarding shape , colour, tint and
composition to achi eve coherence.

The cool colour of the background provides
an appropriate winter setting , but more
importantly makes it clear that these images
are part of the same group; glyph s in the
same visual language.

Figure 74: Benincasa- Husmann . Torino 2006 Winter Olym pics icons.

Integral 's designs for the wayfinding program
,,,,~
,,,,~

II ..

at the Koln-Bonn Airport in Germany.
Two basic shapes (with six subtle variations
to each) are used, not only to make up the
pictograms but also the unique typeface for
the airport (by NORM Typog raphers).

Thus, word s and pictures are expressed
through the same set of rules creating

he .Q. 9

arguably the most cohere nt wayfinding
program yet devised.

Figure 75: Integral/NORM . Detail of type/ pictogram modular design.

Sharing some of the fluidity of the Torino
Winter Olympi cs prog ram, the Bell Pacific
Yellow pages pictograms still conform to a
system that sees any new images rendered
in the same fashion as the pre-existing set.

I 10g1~f:J 11t.• r. 1~ .,.
l~dl ·oo f-. !. 1. 1
o ~ ..

.

~.
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Figure 76: Renner, Muller-Lance . Yellow Pages pictographics.
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Vision

Commentary

Each item has been modelled in 30 then
rendered with a single light source and
a 50 % threshold on the highlights and
shadows. No mid-tones exist: anything
lighter than 50 % grey becomes white,
anything darker becomes black. The choice
in execution comes from rendering the

U.•"'- ... -.- ....... h .. J

[J [J

object in the 3 / 4 view which allows the most
relevant understanding of the object.

......... "t'l••

Figure 77: Renner, Muller-Lance. Modelling and lighting for Yellow Pages
pictographic designs.

Set of animal pictograms designed by Cyan
for the compu ter game 'Riven' .
These are executed using common shapes.
Vector fills only: no lines.

&

11!1£

The effect is also to create the impression of

--

a fictional tribal art through primitive shape.

Figure 78: Cyan. Riven pictograms.
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Fun and flexible but perhaps not consistent
across the range .
Point of view is inconsistent. The same is
true of crucial aspects such as line weight
and colour fill.
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Figure 79: Scott Stowell. Chippies typeface design.
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Projtct briiffor pictograms projtct

...

! ·.

:',···

: . . .rhis brief was set more as 3 test of the theories behi.nd it rather than a potential real-world
·

:,

· examination of pictogram design. l-Ienee there arc no considerations in the brief or the

,·: assessment regarding 'appropriateness' of design to market or audience. In addition, students
.

'

: ;·, were reminded that

(0

some degree pictograms, like alphabets, need to be learned: it was

. .unlikely that any of their images
could be seen and readily understood
outside of their
.
.
contexts. In this sense, for the purposes of this assignment, they were not attempting to create
something that would be universally and unambiguously interpreted in the same way: The
visual coherence of the designs was the prime consideration.
. . ..

Deslsn a set of 9 pktolflmS. These need to be about a single subJect (tools, zoo animals, foods,
·clothing for example) and/or for use within a unified environment (e.g. shop, airport, zoo, national
(t

· park, etc.). Your Icons should be In black, greyscale or one hue only (but you may use tints).
It Is Important that the set of icons you create looks like a coherent group. Aspects such as curves and
line weights become as crucially Important as they would be lri ·a typeface design to create a sense of
belonging for each element. Some kind of system Is necessary upon which to build the designs (such
as the grid we saw In the Introductory lecture)
This project lies somewhere between typeface, logo and character design. Bear In mind.. throughout
your development work, this question: Why draw? Why do we have plctograms whEm we have cam·
eras that can quickly and easily photograph most objects? What potential does a reduction in reaUsm
offer to the pfctogram designer?
Present as an A4 electrontc PDF document+ an attached document giving a written rationale for your
· design, e·mailed to your tutor by the end of the session In Week 3 Frlt7th August. This equates to
·three 3hr sessions (9 hrs) In class plus 4hrs per week (12 hrs) outside of class In which to complete
the assignment.
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Student Responses fo r Pictograms Project

Apple)[

Macintosh

G3 iMac

G4 iMac

Mac Mini

G3/G4 PowerMac

GS/Intel Powe rMac

GS!Jntel iMac

The History of Apple.

Core2Duo iMac

Figure 80, Jarrad Grigg

Figure 81 , Max Griffin

hospitalpictogram

Figure 82, Thomas Fuglem
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Figure 83, Ren Lok
Figure 84 , Claire Samananda
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Figure 85, Daniel Lattimer

Figure 86, Blagoj Micevski
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Summary for pittograms projtct
In terms of grouping via pertinent· viewing angle, the 'History of Apple' (Figure 80) icons
above are particularly successful: It is apparent from the design that the student had adopted
a particular viewpoint (a front elevation) which shows the computers from the point of view
most familiar to their users. However, when he arrived at the rendering of the 'tower-type'
Macs he soon discovered that their front elevation did little to make them readily identifiable.
A side elevation was adopted for the towers in the knowledge that this view (a profile which
accentuated the unusual feet and handles) would make these particular modds recogniseable,
but also in the hope that inuoducing this view would not tamper with the family resemblance
of these models to the overall set of pictograms. At a glance these models do seem to belong
in the set despite the change of viewpoint. This appears to be because the point-of-view is
,, still an elevation perpendicular to the vantage point of the viewer; no three-quarter, oblique
or perspective view has been introduced to the set, and consequently the same 'system of
seeing' applies. Less successful is the rendering of the Mac Mini (fifth from the left) in this
set. Here, some foreshortening of the drawing occurs through perspective, as if the viewer is
· positioned slightly above and not perpendicularly in front of the object. However, given that
the keyboards in the models to the lc:ft of this example are propped up on their stands, giving
some impression of foreshortening, a precedent is more or less set such that the Mac Mini
does not look completely out of place.
'The Block Family', Figure 81, impresses because it is an exercise in purity as far as the
brief is concerned: The student appears to have been less concerned about practising for some
imagined real-world design project he may be given in the future-a commission to design a
practical set of pictograms with some industry application-and more focused on the 'system
of seeing'. He has also taken the grouping concept to a pure conclusion by de~igning a literal
family. It is the rigidity of his system, strict adhesion to 45• and 90• axes in the context of
human figures, that makes the result humorous and memorable. More than in any of the
above cxamp!:s, this set is held together through commonality of shape.
.'·'
;'•

The 'Hospital Pictogram:s• in Figure 82 contain a far greater range of shapes. Here, the
student has wisely employed a red, lozenge-shaped background 6eld for each of the items in
order to create uniformity, in the same way that disparate objects may be placed in glass cases

v

'·
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at a museum to curate a themed exhibition.
..

Perhaps a more successful attempt in a similar vein is the set of computer icons in Figure
83. This student has also placed his pictograms in 'glass cases', but some attention has been
paid t~ imposing a small range of shapes upon a wide range of pictograms. Each of the items
i•

has had its corners rounded ofF and a certain uniform thickn~s of line has been applied such
that these pictograms would constitute a set even when removed from their boxes.
· The tool set in Figure 84 works without the benefit of bounding boxes. Uniformity of
. :.·-· colour works here as it docs in all these sets, but rather than line-weight or curve shape holding
these tools together as a family, it is detail that is the glue. The level of detai:, the similarity

1:.

ofdetails (white scalloped hand-grips) and the rhythm of detail (white cooling vents on the
. /) power tools) all work to create a visualiy stimulating set suggestive of movement and action:

., . . ..

All highly appropriar~ to the subject maner. Also of inter~t is that this set of pictograms
show~ that scale (attention to size constancy) is not important in terms of belonging for the
\.

· elements in a set-it is a rare spanner that is as large as a chain-saw, though there are such
tools-and may only be of secondary importance for object recog~ition.
Detail is remarkable: too in the sets of zoo animals (Figures 85 and 86). Again we see the
students ~dying on the bounding boxes to help create a sense of'set'. However, Figure 85 has
compressed the animal shapes so much towards a few geometric primitives {at the cost of easy
recognition in a ·couple of instances) that it benefits not at all from the boxes. Meanwhile,
recognition of the animals in Figure 86 actually suffers because of the boxes: the similarity of
the grey shapes behind each head disallows understanding of the object through silhouette
or figure/ground relationship. As we have seen in Chapters 3 and 5, outline s_hape is an
important aid in identifying objects.
i'-

...

W·,,

In these last two examples, the limitations of colour imposed _by the. brief unites the

set as it docs in the other examples. However, the real colour of the animab migh't allow .
these pictures to be more recogniseable. In some situations colour may be less about objects
belonging to a set and more importantly about recognition of the original objects.

...

.
I

• :-
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Editorial illustration project
ThtortticaUc~njtcturalfor tditorial illustration projta

In Ch~pt~r 3 I dealt with the psychology of seeing. Firsdy through an cxamin~tion of the
.

visual system and its problem solving capacities, (which found in~tructional expression in .

,

.the 9 Pictograms Project above) but then of the more surprising, recent findings of visual
psychology: The 12 pictures proposal which I saw as dovetailing neatly with the existing
concept of the realism continuum; and the caricature proposal and its implications for
visual communication. It is these aspects of the psychology of seeing-firstly•. the realism
continuum and secondly, caricature-that I explore through the design for, and analysis of
srudent responses to, an editorial illustration assignment. As I have detailed at the start of
this chapter, none of the students had dealt previously with the realism continuum. At the
t. I

~, start of this project I asked what the studenrs knew about caricature. One student responded

\'i

;.~

that caricatures 'make fun of politicians and celebrities'. Another· responded that cartoon
characters used. caricature to 'make them look a certain way, like giving a bad guy a big,
evil grin or pointy cars'. I asked whether students had ever thought about how caricatures
are made. None had· but in response to my questions one student replied that caricatures
· 'exaggerate faces'. Beyond this the students could not articulate where these exaggerations
co,mc \~rom. One suggested 'exaggc:rated from how that real face looks, when we see the real

~

.

'

'!

person or in a photo'. The idea that the exaggeration comes from a comparison of that real
face with an imagined 'norm' was new to them.
Prior' to the first project students had been asked to place pictures in order depending on
the level of realism shown in the picture. Prior to this sc~ond project students were asked to

,;

place a caricature of the shoe somewhere along the same scale. For this activity the variati~n in
responses was greater. Furthermore, placement seemed to depend to some extent on where the
student had previously placed the line drawing and the silhouette. The results are summarised at

Figure 87.
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Figure 87: Responses for the placement of the caricature along the realism continuum .

I have already observed that Annibale Carracci thought a good caricature more true to life
than reality itself However, given that only two students equated caricature as the realistic
equal of the photograph, it seems that for the uninitiated at least, it is hard to agree with
Carracci. It is unclear from these student responses where the caricature sits on the realism
continuum. The clearest connection arrived at by the students seems to be one linking the
caricature to the line drawing. Students were questioned about this connection, and most
of their answers cited the visual similarities between the 'style' of the caricature and the line
drawing. I found with this project that the idea of caricaturing non-face objects was anathema
to the students prior to the project. This might explain why many of the students regarded

this shoe caricature as equivalent to an unexaggerated line drawing. However, importantly,
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none of the students thought the caricature the least realistic nor even rated it as unrealistic as
the 'cartoon'. I will discuss some obserVations about the caricature at the end of this chapter.
The ~oncept that one could approach caricature in a methodical, even mechanical way, and
that anything may be caricatured was also a revc:lation to the students, as it had been to
.

'

me during my earlier research. I explained to thein what I had found while reading f.tce·
recognition theory and the psychophysics of seeing. I repeat those findings here.
Recent work on the fu·nctioning of the: visual system (the eyes and brain) suggests that the
brain docs much of the work of seeing, filling in detail and making suppositions, especially
when the eye is not forthcoming with information for reasons such as low light or longdistance. I suggested that this explains the differen~ ratio of work performed by the eye and
the brain when shown images of the same subject but rendered with different levels of realism.
This in turn explains the utility of the realism continuum as a model for understanding and
choosing imagery to communicate a particular visual message. This aspect of the theory
manifests hsclf in 'Method 1\ of the Project Brief. Of particular interest here is t~e notion of

• I

a realistic outline accompanied by an absence of interior detail: what special communicative
powers might silhouettes have?

As I explained in Chapter 3, in the section 'The Eye and Brain Do Different Things',
the realism continuum has at best been a loose model. Where it has previously used, for e.g.
through the efforts of Wileman, it is unclear and needs further testing whether his order of
illustrations from realistic to iconic is correct. Testing that order informs part of the: rationale .
.J,

\

·. ;

•

1

for this particular project.

. The other aspect of theory examined in this project is caricature a~d its utility for visual
communication. Work by face recognition aperts posits that caricature may be a way that
· ·i

the brain categorises and remembers visual stimuli. Since·most of us have to deal with people
every day, we are all experts in distinguishing one face from another and caricature helps to

.

)

increase those differences, potentially aiding recognition. There is

afurther argument that

we can and do caricaturise many things, not only faces, in our visual memories of such
things. Caricature is essentially an exaggeration of existing forms. In order that our minds can
.•'

exaggerate these forms, we must.have a pre-existing impression of a 'norm' for that category
of things. Without a norm to compare thjngs with we can not conceive of exaggeration. The
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norm comes about thro ugh the overlaying and averaging in the mind of previously seen and
memorised examples of that thing, be it a face or an object or an aspect of the landscape. Any
deviation from that norm can be exaggerated visually by the caricaturist and, potentially, any
image maker who learns the mechanics of caricature. This aspect of the theory manifests itself
in 'Method B' of the Project Brief.
With this, more elaborate assignment, especially since the students had an option as
to how they approached the project, it was pertinent to ask the students for their written
feedback on how they applied the theory and whether they thought it was helpful in making
their images.

L ecture/class materials/instruction fo r editorial illustration project
Students were introduced to the concept that to illustrate is to depart from realism. Even the
most meticulous, representational illustrator must leave out som e de tails and/o r exaggerate
others . Students were also given an instructional session on caricature, in which they were
introduced to the concept of 'norms': That norms may exist for anything visible and that
anything, not just human faces, that departs from an imagined norm may be further
exaggerated away from those norms to create a caricature. Since face recognition experts
largely agree on the mechanics of how a caricature is extruded from visual information, I
firstly wanted to see if I could build instructions for the students based on these mechanical
observations. These instructions can be seen in my lecture materials for this section. Beyond
this utility of instruction, I was looking to see from the students' responses if they found
caricature a powerful or even useful mode for visual communication.
Vision

Commentary
Similar content may be rendered differently.
This different form , th oug h rendered less
accurately may, paradoxically, allow for a
more accurately focused message. In th is
case a message about bad weather to
adve rti se raincoats.

Figure 88: Briggs & Greenwood, Hosiery logo, and William
Merrick Raincoats logo
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Vision

Commentary
Any particular object may be photographed
or drawn real istically, or it may be drawn in
a more distilled manner: keeping only the
details that help defin e its function. Th ese
details themselves can be furth er di stilled
until all specifics of the original are removed .
This seems to allow for generality of meaning
and greater emotional impact.

Figure 89: Lloyd Wright. Fallingwater. Medley after Lloyd Wright.
Truncated realism continuum of 'house'.

There are different ways to depart from
realism . A simple inversion of a photograph
can break the link of specificity, so that this
image becomes more about football and less
about celebrity, David Beckham, since he is
virtually unrecognisable among the inverted
colours.

Figure 90: Channel 10 Sports Tonight. Photographi c inversion .

What potential is there for illustrations of
the impossible or fantastic that use realistic
techniques (chiaroscuro light, colour, detail) ?

Figure 91: Brad Holland .

We see with the eyes AND the brain. The
brain is actually doing most of the wo rk. The
eyes sending sig nals to the brain in on ly a
limited range of circumstances: The ' 12
pictures proposal' of Werblin & Roska .

Figure 92: Medley after Raska & Werblin.
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Vision

Commentary

Removing detail within realistic proportions.
A post-impressioni st, post-photographic
method of poster making . Thi s image making
technology encourages flat areas of limited
colour.

Figure 93: Tom Purvis . East Coast by LNER.

Keeping interior detail within unreal
proportions.

In this case , the setting and the vehicle are
caricatured (by German illu strator Olivier
Kugler): those things that make them
different from a 'normal' urban landscape
and a 'normal ' car are exaggerated by the
illustrator.

Figure 94: Olivier Kugler. Palermo detail.

Choosing the right level of realism for the
message.

A reduction in detail can allow the salient
points of instructional graphics to become
more clear.

Figure 95: Donald Nijboer. Graphic War: The Secret Aviation
Drawings and Illustrations of World War II (2005) .
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Vision

Commentary

Caricature instructions
I . Find a suitable pictu re of you r subject.
2. If it 's a famous woman, ask you rself what
does a 'normal' woman look like? Draw a
norm for your subject. This can be done by
Medley

1.

moving the features around inside the face
outline to create 'configura! relation s' that
feel neutral. The 'norm ' will be different for
each student depending on their experience
of faces.
3. Overlay the subject with you r norm .
4. Notice the differences and exaggerate

3.

5.

these differences even further away from
where they appear on you r norm .

Figure g5: Mena Suvari on IMDb.com (photographe;r unknown).
5 . Remove source material and norm
Caricature by Medley.

illustration to reveal your caricature

All characters may be caricatured, not just
celebrities.

Figure 97 : Miyazaki/ Studio Ghibli. Porco Rosso.

Any object or thing has the potential for
caricature

Figure 98: Lou Drendel. The Hawker Temp est of Free French Ace Pierre
Clostermann. Caricature Medley after J.J . Gibson.
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Vision

Commentary
Even Colours may be caricatured.
Landscapes may have an imagined 'normal'
colour. Whe re a scene differed from this
norm, the colours may be exaggerated
further still.

Figu re 99: Frederick Millward Grey. Morialta, South Australia poster.

A norm may not actually exist but can be
invented in the mind from an ave raging out
of previously experienced examples of that
category of object.

Figure 100: Fire hydrant (photographer unknown) . Illustration , Medley.

Anti-caricatu re (J ulian Opie portraits of
the band, Blur) . A trickie r concept than
caricature as it is counter-intuitive to how the
brain records visual information . Here we
compare our subject to a norm then pull any
differences in the subject back towards the
norm.
Figure 101: Julian Opie.

Blur.
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Projtct briiffor tditorial illustration projtct

\
1

\

Since i!iere arc two quite different aspects of the psychology of seeing. t9 be ~ined,. .
\.

firstly, the realism continuum and secondly, caricature-students
are given
.

in 'ilie. Project
.

~

Brief two possible routes by which to approach their illustrations: vht the contin~um or via
· caricature. Students were given two options in this hrief. This was in order to explore as
.. .

much of the theory as possible in .one project (a constraint imposed by contact time 1·,Vith;i

)o

students}, but also to test whether students would voluntarily explore caricature as a rr~eans
of graphic creation. Given their reticence when the brief was introduced, I was happy that
several students attempted to make their illustration using the caricature methods described
in rhe lecture, especially since their finished designs were not ma.de to pursue the 'making fun
or their chosen subject.

lllustra~

one of the articles (listed below•). Present your Illustration as an A4 p~rtraft PDF document

AND a second A4 document which Includes your source images and rationale (see overleaf) e-malled
to your tutor by the end of Week 9. Frl sth October. Thts equates to three 3hr sessions (9 hrs) In class
plus 4hrs per week (12 hrs} outside of class in which to complete the assignment.
The Illustration needs to be made In a manner appropriate to your understanding of the article and Its
audience. Because your final outcome for thfs assignment wilt be an Ulustratfon, you wlll necessarily
be departing from •realism' to some degree to make your image. You need to consider carefully how
much departure Is required, and how you will depart. In addition to the usual considerations regard·
ing composition, point of view, colour, texture and line, your edltorlallllustratlon needs to use one of
the following methods:
A) The realism continuum. How realistic will your subject(s) look? Would It make more sense for them

to be photographically precise or stlck·flgure simple, or somewhere tn between?
or
B) Relative to a norm. What is the perceived norm for your subject? Would your Image 'communicate
.

.

the way you want It to If Jt were more exaggerated away from the norm (carkature) or pulled back
towards a norm (anti-caricature)?
See the reverse for further Instructions •••

*lldertt Jtl to llipt with lldltll

http://www.au~rdlar•.eo.uk/JKhnotoiY/3007/Stp/o6/ntwt

Jht wotld wttpS tor ludano Pav11onJ

. .,

tl~://www.thdr~po,t..(O.uk/lndt.Lptlp7sloryiD•8517

llds On ADH DDNIS - Oanaerous Path lo Addiction
tt~://...._,onliM{oumalU11n/lrtmJn/publlsh/arUde_6.7J.Sillml
~I

•:
.
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Image-search using Google and/or any of the online stock image

If using method A)

libraries . Download (or screen capture) a realistic version of your
subject. Place this image into your second document as a reference.
(Include the U RL in small print at the bottom of the page)

Draw a distilled version of thi s thing/person. For e.g. if it's a person,
the distilled version may simply be a stick figure or a 'man' or 'woman'
pictogram as seen at an airport.

Place the images at either end of a line. Roughly estimate where your
editorial illustration sits between these two points . For e.g.

Provide a brief rationale as to why you chose that level of realism , and
whether thin ki ng about how realistic your im age should be was helpful
for the meaning of your illustration and why.

Image-search using Google and/ or any of th e online stock image

If usin g method B)

libraries. Down load (or screen capt ure) a realistic version of your subject. Place this image into your second document as a reference .
(Includ e the URL in small print at the bottom of the page)

Draw a 'norm' for that person or thing, even if such a norm does not
actually exist. Explain briefly why you think this is the norm for this
person or thing. For example :

Provide a brief rationale as to why you chose caricature or anticaricature, and whether thinking about exaggerating your image away from
a norm (imagined or real) or reduction towards a norm was helpful
for the meaning of your illustration and why.
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Figure 102, Daisuke Fukushige

• ..........................X·.. •
Elderly get to grips with gadgets
My Illustration is not realistic way which has only shapes of each people like an
advertisement of iPod now. It is only one or two levels out of ten of realistic if this level
of realistic assumes the realistic way is ten and unrealistic way is zero . Because these
people of shapes are still have a few details of each person and you can still guess
what are they doing like walking , running , leaning against a wall and so on .
For this illustration , I wanted to try to do how distinguish people who are getting to
grips with new technologies or not. The people who getting to grips with new technologies are filled inside of the shape with 0 and 1 of numeric which mean is all digital data
is composed of 0 and 1. So for filling inside of these with the numeric, I did not need
the details of inside of shapes, because of I wanted accent the numeric inside of
shapes.
The realistic illustration is not necessarily impressed every time. The simple design
affects the people with erasing many details as normal designs, like advertisements of
iPod . I think many kind of recognisable style for this topic. But I chose simple style,
because it is not much leaves an impression on people my idea which filling with 0
and 1 in the shapes. And it is hard to recognise that numbers if the objects have a
details. And I also believe this word that is "simple is the best".
Daisuke Fukushige
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Figure 103, David Deas
DES21 04 Assignment 3
Article : The world weeps for Luciano Pavarotti
Method A) The Realism Continuum

For thi s a ss ignment, I u sed a few differe nt im a g es t o pro du ce m y
illu s tration of Luci a no Pav arotti . I chose a level of r e a li s m a lm ost h a lfway
between photo-reali s m and pictogram simplicity, combining th e realistic
outline provided by the photos with minimal detail and s tark black and
white to imply the form of the image that is not actually s how n in full.
Thinking about how realistic I wanted my illustration to be was helpful , in
that I realised I wanted to present a rather iconic pos e of the singer, use
only black and white for the pallette, have a fair amount of blank space,
and to distill the qualities of the image down to the bare minimum yet still
be e vocati v e of hi s larger than life pers on a.
I feel this added to the meaning of the illustration, in that by leaving a lot of
blank space on the canvas and, for e x ample using only a simple white line
to show the outline of the jacket, provides an unconscious "filling in" of the
image by the viewer. This highlights just how ingrained in people's minds
that Pavarotti is, and how much of an iconic figure that he was .

DEGREE OF REALISM

. ,.

><

•

~111

Images Used

Internet addresses of images

hitp:// pro.corbis .com/images/ HU047191 .J>g?siz.e=67&uid={97bcb 1f7 -18e0--4bf7 -bcf5-d 16527ee51 07)
http: / / pro.corbis .com/images/ 4'2- 159451 '20 .jlg?size=67 &uid ={b8f0'77f6..8167 -4edb-b45d -d36d65e'2dbd}

http:/ / w...-N.nytimes.com/'2007 /09/06/arts /musiq~varottiJrtml?_r= 1&oref= slogin

David Deas
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Figure 104, Helen Connor

http://thumbs.dreamstime.com

httpJ/www.gettyimages.com

/ thumb_ 19/1 1251 15001 sZM4bW.jpg

(search FarHa nd+ Drug)

http://barl eans.quexion.com/ literature/
images/ 109-rita lin-a nd-o m ega 3 2.j pg

The article " Kids on ADHD Drugs- Dangerous Path to addiction, has been chosen for my illustration .
The source images shown above were used and point of view , colour, texture and line were taken into
consideration during the creation of the illustration .
The realism continuum was chosen (method A) and the realism of the subject in the final illustration was
around 30% 'realistic'.
The figure is not a stick figure, nor does it hold exaggerated features like a caricature, would. It is
proportioned realistically and displayed within a cartoon-like form. This cartoon like form was chosen to
represent the editorial message as the editorial subject matter is related to children and the 'fake '
representation of the editorial's subject matter (Ritalin) within society offers a candy-like bandaid
representation to parents for their children . The soft candy feminine colours also further support this
point.
The message has been represented through the opposite sex of that in the photograph . An innocent girl
(whose innocence is supported through long hair, pretty features and a down-turned head) has been
chosen to further push the message of vulnerability from the child's perspective and the fact that they
are in the hands of the adult generation .
Further rationale a s to w hy I c hos e the particular level of realism of th e subject and o the r compos ition
decisions are listed below:.
Child's stance looks somewhat muted and expressionless through the undefinable face .
Through her slouched appearance , she looks to be dismayed and her outstretched hand
shows a acceptance of the drug and a possible yearning for the drug through guided
dependence .
The chid is surrendering to the candy-flossed and grossly incorrect knowledge that 'this is
good for me'. Her willowy frame also incorporates the addiction that could be evident in
later life .
The 'happy- go-lucky/all is well' appearance of the illustration through the 1940/SO's
appearance further supports the message and the girl's mother (authority figure) who is
unknowingly handing the child the medication, (believing it is good for her) is also in-line
with the 1940's advertising of the time (which was rather fake in it's approach) .
The oversized Ritalin bottle demonstrates the over-use of the drug
The money in the girls hand creates a scene that is almost like an on-the-street drug
transaction
Money falling in the background is a symbol of the large corporate pharmaceutical
companies w ho are winning out by 'making patients out of healthy children '.
The symmetri~al ,".lined dots in the background that blur in parts aim to represent strive for
order in the children. The blurred dots in parts show the effect through the child's
perspective to highlight the numbing and amphetamine effects.

Helen Connor
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Figure 105, Vuw ani Peiris
G ranny image found at

Normal granny

http://www.selleroyal.com/
news/CyclingAndHealth/ big/
old_woman.jpg

Elderly get to grips with gadgets: Using Method B, Caricature
I didn't wan t to use a photographically precise image of an old person, as that would contain so many other
details that would cause viewers to read the body lang uage and get mixed messages of what's happening. In
a photo there is too much detail that you can't just send out a simple message, there's always other elements
that tell another storY.
This image shows a caricaturing of the elderly woman's features. The hair and nose are made bigger and the
glasses are now clearer. Also she is shown hunched over in exaggeration of a posture of an old person .
If I added any more detail to the old lady then other questions would be asked . I didn't want the old lady to be
the focus , I wanted people to look at the image as a whole, and take in everything, without concentrating at
one area for too long.

Vuwani Peiris

1gs

Chris Perera

3024471
Post grad
Design : Illustration Unit
'The world weeps lor Luciano Povorotti'
Method B Caricature
The article i cho se to depict and illustra te was 'Th e world wee ps lor Luciano Pa vo rotti'. Alter readi ng
the article, I began to think of Povarotti and things that reminded me of him . I began to think of icons
that rese mbl ed him a nd that we re li nked to his caree r as th e one and o nly Pa vo rotti .

Figure 106, Chris Perera

Below is a diagram of my brainstorming:
death
beard

life
big guy
From the above list I chose to focus on the area that he was so well known lor. His Voice. I then
decided to place my entire locus on where the voice comes from. I chose to portray the mouth in
block and white to emphasis the fact that he has passed away. B&W commonly being used to display
the post. Now a simpe B&W close up of a mouth would not be enough to illustrate the article. So I
chose two more item s from the list. Firstly the Rose - which re se mble s love, emotion and the heart-felt
performances that he gave each and every time. (Plus the fact that they were thrwon to the stage) By
keeping the colour in the rose, all these emotions come olive. But I still needed one more thing to make
this complete and make this Luciano Pavorotti's. What better to show this than his iconic White Searl.
The scarf fallowed Povaratti to many, if not all of his shows. And there you hove it .... .
A tribute to Luciano Pavorotti .

Normal

Chris Perera
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Figure 107, Michael D'Silva

no rmal looking d octo r

I chose to do my illustration on the editorial found in the online journal website the article is tided
"Kids on ADHD drugs: A dangerous path to addiction ."

http:/ /Aickr.com/ photo_zoom .gne?id= 1448038546&size=m

Here is a simple picture of a doctor that I referred to. I always get positive idea's from the general idea of
a doctor when they're looking out for their patients best interests. In my opinion this is a very normal
picture of a doctor.

As I read the article I was made to realise that more and more doctors are over prescribing Ritalin to
children as a quick fix to children that seem livelier than others .
In the reaction to express this article I exaggerated a doctor in the appearance of a devilish looking fiend
that is offering the drug Ritalin to solve problems as a quick fix.
This expresses the immorality behind dosing children up on drugs and Ritalin.
Michael D'Silva
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Sttmmary for editorial illustration project
The figures chosen (six from a group of 40 students) are not necessarily the best examples
·of resolved graphic design but were chosen so' that there wa.S a review of one illustration per .
each·arricle for each of the two methods prescr~bed to the students. Each student describes
in th~ir rationale a deliberation over the image toward creating particular meanings. It is
this ability to construct the image themselves that is allowed by a move away from realism.
Photographic realism would disallow many of the methods these students have·cxplorcd.
'

However, these particular illustrations arc also chosen because they. reveal some problems
with, or the boundaries of. the brief..or they expose an issue in the theory that will be worth
.

further research. ·
Firstly, I.will reYiew a~ illustration made using Method A. the realism continuum, for one
.

.

.

. of each of the three articles, an~ secondly I will review an illustration made using Method B•.
. caricature, for ~ne of each of the ar~i~les: A total of six figures will be reviewed.
Figure I 02,· illustrating Elderly get to grips witiJ gadgets, uses an aeuhetic from an existing.

gl~bal advertising campaign for Apple's iPod. Not only is this adopted aesthetic shorthand
which. allows the.viewer to quickly read the pop culture reference, it becomes deeply ironic,
and sourly humorous. The silhouette of the old woman and her very im-mobile payphone .
are th~ antitheses of the original ~ampaign's young cast and den1ographic and its advertised.·
,

.

. product. The digi~al connectedness of the younger crowd, shown through the texture mesh.,..
~

!,

of zeros and ones\'. has a doubly powerful effect of lowering their contrast and therefore
\\

providing the impr~~sion of perspectival depth to what would otherwise be a very flat image.
Interestingly. the student has rated his illustration as "only one or two _levels out of ten of
. .

.

~i

. .

. .

•

; . .realistic"•.!iowever, there is clearly {[nough d~t~il. in the ourline here to show through stance,
.
..
·accessories (the walking stick) and clothing (the outline even expresses that this woman has
.

'

· on a long co~t) the age of the person contained in the silhouette. Similarly, the reader could
.

.

guess with· some accuracy at the age and gender of the other figm·es. When quizzed the
student offered that his illustration and the popular airport pictogram for 'person' were both
silhouettes and were therefore of a like level of realism.
Figure 103. illustrating TIJt World Weeps for Pavaro«i, is a very good example of using the
realism continuum. This image see5 the student removing detail, but keeping the accuracy of
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outline in much the same manner as the student at Figure 102. However, Figure 102 makes
no pretence at a background whereas this illustration works more in terms of a threshold
adjustment: we can imagine that the student has decided to shut down the light and boost
!-

the contrast of a photographic print such that aJI aspects brighter than 50% grey (skin, pale
shadows in the shirt and scarf) are simply made white. Aspects darker than 50% grey (tuxedo,
hair, eyes, mouth , dark,·a\!Ss of the stage beyond the singer) are made black. Rather than
negating the background (as the intense, Rat green has done in Figure 102) this blackness
,.,

brings a sense of the cavernous opera stage into the image while providing graphic punch
through its lack of realistic detail. The vast expanse of black also works well as a heavy cloak
of darkness appropriate to acknowledge the demise of a 'larger-than-life' personality, and
sends the viewer's eye back to focus upon the subject since there is no detail to rest upon in
the black. It is this removal of detail that this student found most beneficial when considering
the realism'continuum.
In ·terms of the position of the i~age on the realism continuum, this student appears to
. have a similar concept as the student at Figure 102. Logically Figure 103 would be funher to
the left (as this student has rated it) since it contains more interior detail. I strongly argue in
Chapter 3 for silhouette with a realistic outline (an·i any image with a realistic outline and
possessing more interior detail than a silhouette) to be considered as very close to realism,
firstly because of the findings of the 12 pictures proposal, and secondly, and logically, because
.i

.

,\;... ' · a silhouette is a possibility in the unmediated visual world. However, I acknowledge here,
through these reviews and the students' rationales (the example discussed immediately below
,· ;

is accompanied by a similar rationale to those above) that my concept may be more accurate
logically but seems a difficult concept to intuit, even for these clearly talented illustrators.
Figure 104 illustrates a story on the over-prescription of drugs to mis-diagnosed children,

Kids on ADHD drugs. A reduction in realism can be achieved through a reduction in detail,
as we have seen ·this can be a result of the removal" of interior detail towards silhouetting.
Ho~ever,

this illustration makes exceprional use of a different method; vignetting, to remove

quantities of visual information. It is mostly the framing of this picture that removes the
realism. The effect is still similar: a denial of information from which to make accurate ·
judgements that allows an~ then compels the reader to ~lose the visual story. But further, since
•

.'

j{
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the framing is so atypical of pictorial representation, it effectively becomes a non-framing of
the subject. Nothing is _really at the focal point of this image. Far from this being a poor
composition, it adds strangely to the appropri:lteness of the illustration by creating a sense in
the viewer of being drugged; normally the politics of editing dictate that the subject of the
picture is held whhin the franie, either centrally or on the visual 'thirds' of the image. This is
a kind of editing that helps establish the importance of the focal subject. Here however, the
student's non-framing very effectively shows what the ar,ticle describes in writing: that we are
. '

being denied information about the prescription drugs situation. At the same time the image
illustrates an unexpected method of reducing realism.
fi

Beyond this, moving away from realism has allowed this student to manipulate colour
towards a 'soft, candy, feminine palette to further accentuate her take on the arcicle.

lr appears initially that the caricature responses to this assignment were less than successful
! :

because none reflects one's understanding of a typical caricature, usually a rendering of a
celebrity or politician. However, it is precisely because we have approached cari~ature from
an angle where it might benefit a wider range of visual communication, and applied the
mechanics described in the lecture materials methodically, that these student examples are
worthy of close examination. It is the potential for caricature and not its known capacity that
I am concerned with.
The first of the three caricature examples, Figure 105, illusrrating £/July gtt to grips with

gadgtts, shows an ei~ggeration of posture,. skin colour, rhe enlarged features of the elderly,
the wrinkled face, and the raised eyebrows and inaction of confusion. The subject's clothing .
.

.

'

colour too is amplified through a lack of shading, texture and fold detail. The student has
declared in her rationale that detail is removed from the image of the woman so that she is
not the entire focus for the reader..Finally, the composition comprises a somewhat humanist
.

'

ensemble through the use of a pencil line rather than cri~p. clinical vector graphics: this is
firstly a sympathetir. portrait and secondly the line has the uniting effect we witnessed in the
9 Picrograms Project. Not surprisingly in light of the research, which tells us that anything
and anyone may be caricatured, this is a useful image because it shows that a caricature can
still be an anonymous and somewhat abstracted character. In the words of Don dis, can be an
'all-encompassing• image that 'refers to many ~ore examples, in this case examples of elderly

people, in the real world. It appears that the use of caricature docs not have to be strictly
.· ,

;

~

aligned with specificity.

i!

Caricature requires a relationship between a unique individual and an imagined norm
in order that we know which features have been exaggerated. Figure 106, illustrating Tht

Wor/J m.tps for Pavarotti, still works to some extent since, in the brief, the students were
,,

told that their illustration would 611 an A4 portrait page. In this regard then, the mouth is
certainly much bigger on the page than any real human mouth. It that sense it is exaggerated.
However, to some extent a mouth, especially one reproduced photographically, is still
regarded as 'mouth·sizcd' because of the psychological faculty of 'sizc·constancy' where we
know how big something really is regardless of the size at which it is presented to us. Inside
the mouth sits a rose, the tocal point of the image through its placement and its colour. This
appears exaggeratedly dramatic in ~ontrast with the monochrome adopted, according to the
student's rational<:, to reflect the sombre occasion, of the rest of the image. Size-constancy
in relation to the rose may counteract the size-constancy of the mouth to some extent (is it
easier to conceive of a bonsai rose or a giant mouth?) bur is not aided by the inclusion of the
scarfwhich. in this unusual context, rnay appear to be something else, perhaps chewing-gum.
Not a wholly successful image but one of great interest to me in that it has pushed at the
boundaries of one of the image-construction methods I am seeking to establish.
Figure 107, illustrating Kids on ADHD dn1gs, is interesting because it shows a caricature,
not merely away from the appearance of an existing person (the illustrator's concept of
a 'normal doctor-) but towards another character (a devil). According to the student this
. approach, through the mechanics of caricature, allowed him to reveal the immorality of overprescription. From the original the dark eyebrows have been grown, the hair made blacker
I

and shiny, the lab-coat made whiter and crisper through removal of shading and detail.
The shape of the head has been exagc !rated from the source image also, with the forehead
expanded outwards and the chin narrowed further. On top of this caricature, the student
has introduced aspects not present in the original: red skin. chest and facial hair and horns.
These extra features invent a sinister atmosphere not present in the source material which was
innocuous. This process raises an interesting question worthy of further exploration: at what
point can the visual exaggeration of one subject make it appear like the norm of another?

'.

.·

A general observation about rhis project is that, of the two methods offered for image
making, only eight studenrs (in the sample of 40) op~cd to use the caricature method. Some:
students remarked that they had never tried caricature and didn't think they would be good
at it. Some of these scc:n1cd unconvinced that caricature could be methodically applied to a
source: image to create: an illwtration. Noone: (of 40 students given the brief) attempted an
·anti·caricature.
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Information design project
'

ThtorttiraUconjtcturalfor information dtsign graphicprojtct

..
....

~ \

i

\!

In Chapter 4 I examined the difference between two concepts of seeing: Seeing with eyes,
.and seeing as understanding, in the ser.sc of'l see what you mean•. I stated that photography
can show us real things as they appear in the visible world; thar it is adept at ~h~wing nouns
(to borrow a term from the linguistic realm). On the other hand illustration and diagram, I
argued, are good at showing us the otherwise invisible relationships bctwc:en things; these less
realistic modes are adept at showing vtrbs.
For this particular project I asked the students to re8ect on what a diagrant might allow for
visual communication that a photograph .:ould nor. No student in the group had considered
these two approaches to image as points along a continuum of realism; as alternative ways of
addressing the same subject matter that might reveal different things about that subject. One
student suggested that 'diagrams are for showing you how to do things'. Another student said
that 'they show how things work'; another that, 'diagrams can measure things'; and another
said 'diagrams compare things like statistics'. When asked if these tasks were possible with
photography students responded, 'You would have to think very carefully about lighting so

. it was really clear what the photo was telling you to do'; 'not really because a graph is not
something physical'; and 'Yes, you can compare something like the height or si1.e of people•.
Students were again asked the question 'why draw' when you want to measure or explain
· something visually. why not take photographs? I explained to them that drawing implied a
reduction in realisnt. At the: very least such a reduction must prompt a search for meaning
· beyond the representational: As an image becomes less about merely capturing the light
reAected ofT an actual object, it prompts us tG look for different kinds of meanings. Other .
aspects, such as the relationship between the things pictured, rather than the identity of
'•

things thernselves, can become more apparent.
The diagram or 'information design' is of particular interest to me in Chapter 4. I
explained to the students m)' research with regard to this form of graphic des!gn. As a visual
mode it may include such things as charts, graphs, tables, instructional ~esign and schematics.
, ·,

Anatomical drawings, circuit diagrams, airline safety cards, cadastral and topographic maps,
,.

periodic tables and family trees arc specific instances of this kind of design. The essence of
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these models is that they show, in an organized fashion, that which is not readily apparent to
the eye in the real world. "To document and explain a process. to make verbs visible, is at the

he~rt of inforn{~tion design" (Tufte, 1997, p.SS).
i :

H

.

These diagrams that follow arc intended, like a well written news-story, to provide a
·, \

context rather ~·han, in the manner of photography, a sliver of reality frozen and removed
from context. A5 we have seen in Chapter 4 and as we shall see in the Animation Project
that follows this section (which hinges on the phrase 'visual literacy') a common trend has
been for visual theo•-y, especially that concerned with art and design, to be expressed in
·language associa1cd with linguistics. To use such language here, to compare the properties of
photography with those of less-realistic visual modes, we can say that good communication
.
.
is n~t about pointing at things. You can not for example, as an English speaker expect to
make yourself clearly understood in France by merely pointing at objects. Since the camera
C3n do little more than point, it is not the ideal tool with whkh to communicate complex
concepts to a broad audience. Most words arc: not stand-ins for those: things at which we can
point. Language is more abstract and sophisticated than that. It takes the subtlety of drawing, ,
diagram and written language to be able to encapsulate those things which we cannot readily
sec: with our eyes. As McCloud puts it: "Realistic images can't easily pass into the realm of
ideas but for iconic imagery it's much more simple" (1993, pp. 89-91). So, in this project,
studc:nrs, armed with the above sociological knowledge, set out to explore what kinds of
information could be structured and organized into a coherent inforn1ation design using
non-realistic visual modes.

'n

Ltcttlrtlclass lnatmalslinstrtlction for information dtsign graphic projtct
·,Studenrs were reminded that t~e general rules of hierarchy and reading direction still apply
·:·,

:

in this kind of visual communication. Especially given that each information is a kind of

"'\ ·narrative: with a beginning middle and an end that explains a relationship or an economy.
Students were: told that gestalt considerations were of paramount importance in this proj~~t

too. Rather than have reality structured by nature before our eyes and then capture this with
a camera, visual informacion can and must be organized by its designer into groups and
categorits, and links may be made between individual items or groups through the we of

~7

colour, lines, typography and bounding boxes among the other techniques already explored
in the previous projects.
Finally, a new set of rules was revealed to the students. Certain limitations (new to the
:

.:·

students) regarding colour arc brought to bear in this mode of graphic design because its aim
is to inform in an un~mbiguous way. The students were made aware ofUmberto F.co's (1985) .
assertio~

...

that cuhurc plays a leading role in the perception of colour, specifically in the very

:i

limited ability in certain cultures to discern differences between certain colours. Colours arc
. best defined in opposition to each other and this has the effect of limiting colour's meaningful
i·

potential to six cardinal points: red, green, yellow, blue, black and white. The psychophysical
· effects of 'simuhancous conrrast' were explained to the students as one way to extend the
..

colour paleue in a communication design. Sui~ents were told that a key aspect of colour
I

use in information design was that similar colours should be next to each other to allow for
.simultaneous contrast, that this would allow the users of their information designs to more
. easily discriminate between like colours.
Arnhcim tells us that to some extent we all sec the same way: otherwise visual communication
·'

can't happen. The role for the: information designer is to understand to what extent ·this
'

communication can be: unambiguous: In wayfinding systems for example:, the aim is not to
make the cleverest, image-only graphic that can be one thing to all people: no such graphic
exists. The aim is to make: things clear, to remove ambiguir:y, and in many cases (in real world
applications such as airport tc:rn1inals, bus stations, web navigation) to communicate to as
many people: as pos~iblc:. In thjs sense the designer's role is an empathic one. S/he must have
a knowledge of the culturallimitadons to perception as described by Eco but as these apply

tO i1 range of visual codes, not only colour.

.

With regard to the complex models the students were attempting to communicate, ·th_~

_

only thing necessary to communicate at :. glance is that there exist. relationships. The trick
.

...._..~_..~,..~

.

then is to keep the audience int~ieS"~~d enough, and n~t in the least frustrated, to remain.
looldng until the schematic is deciphered. The examples shown in the lecture material should

all fit these criteria.

"!

~

'·!'~· ;_ ...
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Vision

Commentary

Tufte

A PERIODIC TABLE OF VISUALIZATION METHODS

There are infinite ways to draw diagrams.
Just some are dealt with here.

I'm interested in exploring their strengths for
co ~

a

Pr ~

showing relationships not visible to the eye.
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Figure 108: Visualliteracy.org

We understand new things in terms of
things we already understand (Wurman).
Comparison and scale are of vital importance
to information design. Diagram and
illustration allow us possibilities of comparison
that would be difficult if not impossible to
achieve through photography or realism.

Figure 109: Colton.
Comparative image in Atlas.

Time and space can be easily shown in one
diagram, or a single illustration. To achieve
this life-cycle schematic through photography
would take a year.

Figure 110: L. Hugh Newman. Beetle life-cycle.
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Vision

Commentary

Diagram and illustration allow us to
see relationships not visible to the eye:
Underground or under the skin.

Figure 111 : Ned Seidler.

Figu re 112: Arne Hurty. Anatomical

Exploded drawing of

drawing of hand/ machine interaction.

king's tomb.

Regarding colour in your diagrams: While
colour is a powerful means of separating
and classifying information , it is difficult for
us to conceive of a range of colours and
much easier for us to delineate between the
cardinal hues and tones: blue, green , red ,
yellow, black and white. If you requi re more
than 6 colours and have to rely on tints and
shades, try to ensure their proximity in the
Figure 113: Harry Beck/Ln. London Underg round map.

graphic so the reader may easily differentiate
between these similar colours.

Aesthetics are still an important
consideration. Good visual design should
attract the reader to the graphic.

Rarely can a complex system be
apprehended in a si ngle glance. Logical
design and visually stimulating graphics
should hold the reader's interest long enough
for him/ her to decipher the information.
Figure 114 : Irwin Poell. n+m covers.
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Figure 115: Dennis Livingstone. Social Stratification in the U.S.A.

The basics are more important than ever in
an info design . Given that the unspoken brief
is that the information design will in someway
make a complex model understandable and

~ ~ .. 1,

AAt ' '

.,:·· ·;:· .
..,.
,,,,

:~ ~1

digestible , simple principles such as reading

·'··

direction and hierarchy must be correctly
managed .
For e.g, the family tree diagram, in spite of
the tree metaphor and upward growth, is

r"l''

I

best understood as growing downward .
Figure 11 6: Family tree of the Norman kings
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Projt(t hriiffor information Jtsign grapl1i( projtrt
As per the 9 Picrograms Project considerations of gestalt arc imporranr still for this kind
of 'seeing'. Rather than accepting the visu.al reality presented to our eyes or captured with
a camera. visual information can be organized by its designer into groups and categories,

..

and links may be made between individual items or groups through the use

of colour, lines,

typography and bounding boxes an1ong other techniques. Students were reminded to think
carefully about ways of visually contextualising their content and to conrrol every aspect,
leaving nothing to chance: Shartd colour, for example, will establish srrong connc:crions where
these connections are intended, but it will also establish links even where none is intended.
lnronn.tion archltec:tu.. paphfc. A)landscape format graphic+ A4 written
rationale. Due Week 13 Frl 2nd November. This equates to four )hr sessions
(12 hrslln class plus 4hrs per week (16 hrs) outside of class In which to com·
plele the asslsnmenl. PDF flle e·mailed to your tutor. Your job lslo create In
Illustrator an Information graphic that makes visible somelhlns which would
otherwise not be vlsible.ln other words, somethlns you could not so out with
a camera and photograph. Just what that Is Is up to you, but read the followlns
carefully for clues •••
o Design a dlasram that explains a complex system. See the •Inspiration• list

In the rlsht·hand side column and refer to the lecture materials to see Ihe
kinds of things some Information architects have mapped out In I he past. Your
graphic should make visible relationships not visible to the eye. The aim Is
not necessarily to create a graphic that Is Instantly understandable (complex
dala can rarely be understood quickly) but to make It lnvlllng and Interesting
(not confusfnsl) enough for readers to take the time to so throush It carefully.
Ideally. It should be a gra.phic that explains somelhing you feel stronsty about.
For example. you might think too much money is spent on weapons and not
enoush on education. health or other social programs. What are Ihe statfs·
tics on that and how could you make tho!te visibly lnterestins? Remember to
compare. For e.g maybe your Interest Is In climate change. You misht explain
that an environmentally friendly house could put electricity back Into the grid
but compared to what? How many mesawalt hours of electricity does an aver·
age house In Perth draw down from the grid each year? Or you might compare
a house In Oslo to a house In Chitlagons. You have to do the research to Hnd
the slats. Use all the things you have learned so far. Consideration regarding
composition. point of view, colour. texture and line are vital to this assignment.
Colour Is a means of classifying and separating data (such as the railway lines
on the London Underground map). Remember what you learned about line and
shape and a •system of s~efng'ln th~ plctograms assignment. Would pfcto·
srams be appropriale again here? Think carefully about typography for this
assignment too: You will need to give your graphic a title. and more than likely
you will need some text to explain parts of the graphic. There are infinite ap·
proaches to vlsualislng information. Some of them can be found here: http://
www.visual·literacy.org/pertodic_table/periodlc_table.html

..,

·.'

For Inspiration check out:
www.srundlni.corn
http://nlgelholmes.com/
http://www.understandfnsusa.com/
http://ln fosthetfcs.com/
http://www.catalogtree.net/pro)ects/2007
http://www.l~2o2s.ors/

for examples of how the pros do ft.
For data check out:
The World Health Orsanlzatlon
Amnesty International
New York nmes
http://whoknew.ors/
Australian Bureau of Statistics
http://wwW.worfdometers.lnfo/

• Provide a brief written rationale about your processes and design decisions made during the making of your graphic. Explain which aspects of the
unit have helped you create this dlasram Of any). Specifically. describe how
and why your Info graphic avoids photographic realism.
• Make sure you reference your Information. For e.g If you got your statistics
· from a website, brochure or newspaper, make a note of the source In fine
·prfnt at the bottom of your graphic •source: ••••
0.
I ~·
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Figu re 11 8 , Blagoj Micevski

In answering the brief for World 's Wealth I have considered easily recognisable graphics, and simple linear
structu re to convey the information. The color scheme derived from the color of bacon to reinforce the
design and the nature of the information .

Al so , white relates to the co lour of baco n fat and to the mostly wealthy Caucasians. Wh ite colour unites the
human fig ures with the wealthy nations shown at th e ri ght by using gestalt.
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MarTiod
5 million/80.6%
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Aus t ralian
19 mrllion /75 7%

/
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are satisfied with
their lives .
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Figure 119, Uriah Mathews
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Happy Australia

•

research and development
Information Graphic;
Proportion of the population who
are satisfied with their lives
I designed an information graphic
driven by the statistics o f Austra·
lian Happiness, accord ing to that of
three groups, work, education and
relationships. Ranking th em in order
of satisfaction and their size in
population with the overall
relationship of Australi ans and th e
average Australian satisfaction.
The problem was to desig n a
system that would support the
amount of data, finding visual
relationships between the data and
keeping th e aesthetic open, friendly
and inviting.
One solution to such a problem
was to adopt the method of scatter
growth, with color coded properties
to each segment. Thi s method
allows for multiple ways of
presenting th e data, while stil l be
organized. It al so all owed for th e
objective relation ships bet ween the
data to be visualized with clarity, ie,
the immediate size differences and ..
the colour comparisons.

Three methods of scatter growth
was worked with, (a) the middle
axis was split in two, the two being
work and education at the top and
th e bottom being relationships.
{b) operated in a similar way, wi th
two axis, happiness level was at the
top , and popu lation size was at the
left bottom axis, this exaggerat ed
th e relationship between population
size and happiness and created a
caricature of the data, an
" us VS them" scenario.
(c) Was the best model, its axis was
radial. and kept the data from being
skewed, while still fanning objective
relationships between data.
To prove the versatility of the
system I had developed, a
extrapolated wedge was explored
comparing future population densi ty
and cu rrent levels of happiness.

Statistic souce: ABS

(a) Upward growth

•
{b) Linargrowth

••••
•

(c) Circlar scatter
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Vec tor lllustrntion - Information Graphic
I immediately thi nk of pi rates when I hear the term digital pirac y. For this projec t I
wanted to depict some of the start ling facts about worldwide piracy and the money and
figures th at digital piracy generates.

Figure 120, Daniel Lattimer

Because of the idea of pirates I tried to brainstorm different ways that I could depict this
information, and keep with the theme. Some other idea" th at I had were: a treasure map,
old world map showing the different routes of the pirate ships, however instead of
nauti cal charts, the rout es wou ld be depicted in a networking fonn at.
The final idea began at creat ing the cross-sec tion of a pirate shi p. The firs t idea was to
create a whol e ship, a nd to c ut-away a piece in the side of the ship, shoeing the inner
workings, and to the n present the facts , as though they were happening inside the ship.
Upon re n ec tion I realised th at this method wou ld be too difficult. I kept the idea of the
cross-section, but instead of showing the ' inner worki ngs' I overlayed various images
th at represented pirates instead (treasure chest, sword fighting and cannon balls).

I have tried to keep the tex t to a minimum ; the graphics would not be able to co nvey the
message by itself so I have made various parts of the fac ts bold a nd bi g. Thi s way people
are ab le to ge t an idea of th e numbers in vo lved, and with a short sen tence und em eath the
main heading, people are able to ge t an idea of the reve nue that digita l piracy creates.
These are the main facts th at I wanted to ge t across. The graph of can nonballs g ives
people a quic k breakdown of the money th at can be c reated in separate countries. Initially
I wanted to show a lot more of the wo rld 's cou ntri es, however the re was not enough
space in th e di agram.

Dan iel Lattimer 10043378
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Figure 121 , Thomas Fuglem

Design Rationale:
The graphic was created to illustrate how to easy secure your house, in three simple steps.
Inspiration from classical information design and the R0yksopp music video: Remember me.
I created a line in a angle and mirrored it to create the basic grid for the house. Then I created three different levels, and
pushed them more and more backwards to create the exploding view. By doing this the viewer understand
this is one house and that there is different parts of the same.
Colours are vital and fresh, with a splitt pas tell background. Background colours are chosen to blend in to the back.
Since I have a coloured background, the zoom parts with white background comes out and the viewer notice them.
The illustration style used is naive and almost cartoon ish, to make it simple. Strong colours and black outlines.
Some transparesy is used to illustrate glass windows and doors.
Repetition is also used to help user navigate, all the zoom-ins have numbers. And at the bottom of the page
the same numbers are represented but here they have text to describe the illustrations.

Thomas Hervik Fuglem
Student nr. 100 38 506
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· Summary for information dtsign graphic projtct
Given rhat in each example shown above the student was new to designing information
based on tabular data or statistics, the designs show that the method of introduction to and
explanation of the possibilities of information design have potential as a means of teaching. I
will examine each design below in terms of its relation to my instruction~I materials.
Of all the information designs included here, Figure 117, by George Domahidy, most
c.learly demonstrates the contextual qualities of information design. This graphic places all
the methods for saving energy within a silhouene of a house: We instantly associate each of
these 1nethods as domestic activities. Reducing realism down to this iconic level has allowed
this strong contcxtualisation. Perhaps less successful is the colour use. While the narrow
palette of colours allows for a dear coherence within the design it tends to make certain
associations that were not intended by the designer. For example, the red appliances seem to
be more nrongly associated with the anvils (the measures of carbon dioxide output) than the
yellow ones but there is no reason evident for this association.
A more considered use of colour is evident in Figure 118 by Blagoj Micevski. Th'e white
.

~,

absence of colour is used to link parts of the design (the one-in-ten person at the bottom
right with the higher earning human figuresi these hu~an figures with the maps of the U.S .

...
•.

and Japan; and all of these with the text, 'Belongs to 29o of adults'}. As to the human figures
themselves, these work through rheir precise outline to help convince us that this is a serious
~:.' -.~~~~~.:::-::; · :: issue. We have seen in the previous s'.Li"~ent project (the Editorial Illrut~~tion Project) that

. even a silhouette with no internal detail (as in Figure 102} can still be age spec;fic. In the
. case of Figure 118, the silhouettes appear to be in the 20-50s age group. Not roo specific, but
entirely appropriate since the graphic is about earnings and therefore about working ag'-!.
Figure 119 Proportion oftht popullltion wiJo art satisfitd with thtir livts, (which I will refer
to as Happy Australia in the interests of brevity) docs help to reveal invisible relationships, one
of our defining qualities ofinformation design. The data revealed are certainly not something
that can be judged with certainty by looking at people in the street. Besides, this is data that
, covers the whole country of Australia: too large a crowd to be judged in one photographic
irnage or one physical glance. The student has taken great care to create an engaging and
. accur.ue graphic. He states: "The problem was to design a system that would support the

.

;
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amount of data, finding visual relationships between the data and keeping the aesthetic open,
· frie~~dly
and inviting.,. He is to be commended for approaching the information design from
,.
It

H

CWO;

other possible directions before seuJing on the third, which he saw as most appropriate.

In terms of any pictorial reference, this graphic is totally non·rc:alistic, relying only on

I .

abstract diagram and text. We can see at a glance (though it is unclear in this glance what

I

the subject matter might be) that the graphic is describing some relationships. The fact of all
• <
.,,.

the data being mapped using only circles immediately suggests to the reader that these data
have something. in common. The main short-coming with this, initially very striking ·design
is with regard to the colour discrimination issue mentioned in the theory paragraphs at the
introduction to this section. It is difficult to tell the difference between the various yellows
and gr..:en-; used. In the key the difference is less problematic because simultaneous contrast

.'

~I

allows us to see the gradations. Further, the student has introduced new colours which appear
•

J

to be hues existing between the more cardinal, rainbow hues set out in his key. The colours
applied then appear to be dependent upon where the statistics place them in relation to th~
central hue for those 10 percentage points of 'happiness'. From the student's key we can
ascertain that the yellow_and green used in most of the graphic are just a small bandwidth ·.o~ the colour possibilities allowed in the key graphic. Essentially then, this is a problent of

calibration: rather than using only the 60-BOo/o colour range (there were no people surveyed
who reported being above 83% satisfied or below 59%) the colour range in the key could
be compressed such that six easily distinguished colours (perhaps the six cardinal colours we
examined in the introduction to this section) are used to capture the happiness range from
the 50s to the 80s.
1\fu~Jc
.
~~

.

il

'

piracy b)' hs nature is a rather secretive activity, that is, not rc:auily apparent to the
.

.

eye. In addition it is concerned with a non-visual medium, so as subject matter qualifies well
:, for infographic treatment here in Digital Piracy (Figure 120). The problem here is the internal
logic of the chart. The studciu has said in his rationale that some thought was gi~en to the
visual metaphor: "I tried to brainstorm different ways that I could depict this information,
and keep with the theme". Ideafly the information graphic designer invents a language. A
l •
\ \.

,

. \
~. ~

,

...

language must have rules if it is to be recei·;~d in much the same way it was sent, especially

if we are to remove ambiguity. The cannonballs work well as a quick comparative indicator
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,.·.
•

of amounts (regarding dollars lost) but the treasure used at the bottom right is a much more
easily understood. ready·made piratc·bascd analogy. Either approach would work for this
student, but not both. Also students were told in the lecture materials that however they
·,

indicated values. these must hold true throughout their design, and this is not reflected here:
:..~ .' .
·...

if six cannonballs roughly equals $45 million, then nine cannonballs (not eight) should be
used to show approximately $70 million and so on. Similarly in the top right we have a title
:•

"Value of Piracy" followed by the international breakdown of that value, whereas, in the
bottom half of this layout, the values themselves become the titles in a sensationalist approach
to the revelation of the data. Again, one approach or the other, but not both, can work. In
terms of hierarchy we read the tide of this one first. In purely textual designs we then would
read left to right and down the page. In this design however. the si1e of the triptych graphic
across the bouon1 half of the design makes a detour for our attention before we finally arrive
at the breakdown of the international economics of piracy at the top rigbt of the page. The
identically toned grey boxes in which the cannonballs sit invite us to regard them as a set in
:;

which we can compare the individual elements. The cannon works well as a pointer while
sticking with the logic of the piracy metaphor.
Figure 121, Strtlrt ~ur Hom~ in 15 minutts, shows a house in an exploded drawing in
isometric projection. This approach allows a view of the house, that would not naturally be
attainable, in order to reveal at once key locations in the house pertinent to its security. The
student's rejection of perspective allows him to show as much information regarding the
interio·r and exterior of the house as possible without resorting to plan views and elevations.
':

.'
·'

In any case, these latter views may be counter productive in showing relationships within a
house. We have already seen in Chapter 3 that there are several good psychological reasons
(including size constancy) that show the brain has ways of strongly overriding the ~o-re _·
H

camera like aspects of the eyes, specifically perspective, as a way of seeing. Ti1~~ graphic uses .

i~
colour as information with the student making special mention of the absence ~f colour
.
:"'

·.

the 'zoom parts' (insets) to make these stand out from the rest of the graphic.· Beyond. this,· ·
different hues are employed to separate the rooms of the hou5e from ea~h- other,· changes
in saturarion separate interior from exterior, and, finally the various parts of the house are ·
separated from the background though value. There is some confusion, however, ·i.n ·the
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graphic with regard to the insets. The labels, "1", "2" and "3" imply sequential steps in a
process; imply a relationship here that is not necessarily the case: In logical sequence, locking
the door would be number 3. In addition, the front door (not just the garage interior door)
and perhaps even the upstairs balcony door, should also be indicated by the No.2 inset.
Remember that one of the functions of info design is to remove ambiguity. As it stands, this
graphic could possibly be interpreted as 'leave these particular doors unlocked and/ or open'.
As with the above piracy graphic, this student's approach has been to explore information
design as an imagined studio brief for a real-world project. In a political sense it appears to
support the status quo, though to this student's credit, crime against property has not been
sensationalised and in fact he quotes his sources regarding a general decrease in crime: this
is not a graphic inspired by the fear-mongering agendas often associated with main-stream
media.
Another student project I will mention brieRy for specific reasons is Figure 122, Greatest
Rock Moves. This deserves special mention because of its light-hearted approach to this often

dry visual mode; an approach which hits at the heart of information design by questioning
its central tenet of unambiguity. Via a cross-pollination of the grunge typography from rock
posters with the demographer's or enviro nmental designer's tool, 'icon-man', this student h as
explored the humorous possibilities allowed by such an incongruous collision. Incongruous
because icon-man is usually employed to demonstrate ways to perform important tasks; the
direction to a public toilet, for example. The resulting impact between clinical form and
light-hearted or frivolous content, especially with the addition of 'official names' for the
moves, seems especially ironic.

YOUR HOW TO GUIDE TO PULL orr
THEALL TIME

~U1ii-l= FtltK

MIVU

Figure 122, Steph Cormack
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A flicker of recognition (animation project)
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ThtorttkaUconjtcturalfor animation projtct
The following animation project was presented to five students front Otago. From th~ visual
.

.

questionnaire: given to the ECU students it is apparent that students can make 'common sense'
choices about images: They used realism as a criterion for assessing ·and choosing images in
a way that was common throughout the group. This suggests a level of visual literacy shared

by graphic design students even though, prior to the instructional material being presented,
students struggled to articulate their choices verbaJly. Given that students exhibit some of this
ability without instruction we might call thiF inarticulate visual literacy, 'visual intuition'.
;

.

The project put to the Otag<{:scudents S'Jught to find out more: about the background of
students attempting it. This project began by asking students to describe: their visual intuition
. and visual experience in responses to a questionnaire. This part of the: questionnaire: was
answered prior to any material being presented based on the issues surrounding realism. By
the completion of the project students had been shown instructional material and lectures
had been given describing my re.~earch to date. Students were asked to complete their
questionnaires by reflecting upon what they knew before the project compared with the
knowledge gained by the end of the project. In ordc:r to try to 'push the boundaries• of visual
literacy the brief for this assignment was open as long as final submissions showed some
.

attention

lO

.

the theory presented in the: lecture (including rejecting it if it did not accord

\\·ith their understanding ofimagc:s) and paid attention to the possibilities enabled by moving
' ·'

.

images and "integrating other sensory experiences" {Debes, 1969b, p.27). To this end. there
were few specific questions t~ put to the students. Instead they were asked questions. that
dealt more brCJadly with issues of visual realistn and its alternatives. Did this new material
~

..

. accord with their own visual intuition or was it in any way in opposition to what students felt
to be the truth about images?
We have seen a number of definitions in the Literature Review surrounding what it means
to ·be visually literate. Each of these definitions was discussed with rhe group of students
who undertook the a~imation project. I rciu:rate those definitions here before describing the
· . specifics upon which this anima don project was based:

II

:·,I

\\

\ l.,

I ""- •' ·-,.

. ~:
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• At visual literacy's mosc basic level, Goldsmith ( 1984, p.69) insists such literacy include
the ability to respond to images as pictorial equivalents of the objects they represent. In

:-

terms of what my research seeks to establish however, this is a problematic definition. As
I sought to examine in the previous student project (Information design} some important
aspects of visuality arc concerned precisely with making visible that which is invisible,
\~\

in other words, rendering visible those things that arc not 'objects' to begin with but are
instead conccpu or relationships between visible objects. A higher visual literac.y then
might seck to go fun her and experiment with breaking (where appropriate and for sound
reasons) realism's tropes: including 'normal' colour, continuous tone:, perspective, realistic
proportion, realistic character, in order to find where the cut·off point of identification
might be. We might also be able to define :he point at which the 'object they repres(.nt'
ceases to be a specific object and instead becomes a general object for (hat category. In this
way we might further quantify the outer limits of visual communicadon. Why should this

be useful? In terms of MeAl hone's ( 1998) concept of design being a ball thrown and a ball
caught, the catching.aspecr equates to reader or viewer intcracrion. Where this interaction
is oprin1um du: design will be most effective and most remembered.
• . 'The ability to construct meaning from visual images' (Giorgis, Johnson, Bonomo, Colbert
ct

al, 1999, p.l46). I certainly want to enable this ahility through my research but would .

add that

Ol}'

ain1 is

to

enable students :.nd designers to better 'construct meaning with

· visual in1ages' too.

is

• Visualliu:racy is (about) wh;u seen with the eye and what is 'seen' with the mind (Bamford,
l l

2003, p.I ). I agree: with this statenlent too and my previous cn1phasis on information
design was couched in these terms, but on a broader basis it is my intention to seek out
the diffirrnrt bc:rwccn what is·seen with the c:yc:s from what is seen with the mind, and to
.!

show that it is principally the level of realisn1 employed by the designer that allows this
separarion.

• '~lo understand and usc visuals for i.ntcnrionally ~ommunicating with others' (Ausburn &
t:·

Ausburn, 1978, p.291 ).l'his definition is the m~sr singularly useful since it is a statement
ofinrc:nr that separates this fron1 the other definitions. The Ausburns' definition is almost a
paraphrasing of Hollis' definirion of graphic design. Their definition best encapsulates the

2~3

concept of creating •• visu;1l with the inrcntiun of conununicaring a parricuhu ntcssagc to a
p•trticular auJienc:e. This is one of the c:ontlitions that nt;akes rny research specific to design
and separates the approach fron1 an a~tistic one. Key to all of the aspects of seeing that I
have cxarnined has been the idea that the designer should know how besr to communicate
to his/her audience and that, until more work is done regarding how irnages communicate
in graphic design, the student is limited to understanding only typography at any level
.

.

approaching sat is£1ctory.
• In rny research I have exarnincd psychological theories of vision. As a result of that
c:xantination I proposed a further criteria to judge visual literacy: a knowledge of that for
which the visual system is on the look out. lc is not realism per se: realisn1 is a· problem that
needs to be solved in order to get at what lies beneath.

Further to these definitions I chose: to incorporate Debes', the father of the visual literacy
concept, who offered the: following definition of the tcrn1:

.,

• Visual Literacy refer.; to a group of vision·competencics a ln~man being can develop by.
seeing and at the same dme having and integrating other sensory experiences. When
· developed, they enable a visually literate person to discriminate and interpret the visible
actions, objects, symbols, natural or man·made, that he encounters in his cnvironntent.
Through the creative use of these competencies, he is able to communicate with ochers

(19691>. p.27).

It is this _integration with 'other sensory experiences' that forms one ofthe keys to this animation
project (namely the introduction of sound) to work toward immersive design experiences
which might suggest further research in the area of instructional design, documentary design
and even interaction design.
· The purpose of this project was to. find out what students could achieve in terms of
visual literacy based _on what they had been shown and what had been explained to them
in ~he lecture materials. Beyond these exemplars, their work would of course be influenced
in some way _by what they had personally experienced of the visual arts and design, and
the visual world. My thesis and consequently my teaching materials are based largely on
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.

pn-c~ptual theories,

rather than an int~rprttivt understandings of imagery. One purpose of the

·animation project was to see whether these two ways of under~ tanding design could co-exist
in a productive way.

.'

Ltcturtklms maurialslinstruction for animation projtct

~

Example materials were chosen for

th~

ways in which they departed from realism, and the

surprising communication potential thus aJiowed. Where an example was particularly realistic
in appe~rance, it was made clear that this realism ·was a deliberate choice on behalf of the designer/
illustrator and not merely a default position.
The imponance of wit in design was impressed upon the students. Students were introduced
to the concept of the designer as a problem-maker (visual puzzles and puns to be solved by the
audience in order that the design is retained in memory) and not just a problem-solver; and to Beryl
MeAl hone's concept of design as a 'ball of meaning' that needs to be 'thrown' (by the designer) and
'aught' (by the audience).

As we have seen, Bamford says visual competencies are "best developed through exposure
'·'

... . ..,.,I.

to interesting and varied images and through thoughtful and thought-provoking questioning
and discussion" (2003, p.5). Debes says "Through the appreciative usc of these competencies,

~

. [the visually literate: person] is able to comprehend and enjoy the masterworks of visual
communication~"

(1969b, p.27). However, it is the explanation, and not necessarily the

designer/illustrator's intent, that make..t; the examples effective teaching materials. The words
to ·explain arc precisely what the research for this thesis has provided. For this particular
project, the examples shown and explained to the students in the Lecture Materials were
concerned with:
• Separation of foreground and background. Subjertification of character through various
means including caricature and outline to enable viewer identification (among other
responses). Objectification of background through various means including more realistic
treatment than that given to character. Main exemplars: Thundtrbirds, Tintin.
• Silhouettes and outlines without interior detail. Gestural movements: we look at the shape:
of the overall form rather than getting sidetracked by detail, etc. Examples: iPod T.V. spots,
1930s travel posters, Tht Shadow: Bthind tht lvfask.
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Vision

Commentary

... and w hat they don 't.
This image is remarkable for drawing to our
attention the way that water reflects light,
and the ways it doesn't! It is a meta-image
that tell s us something of how light works .
Seen from a low vantage point on a river,
moon and boat are, reasonable, reflected
across the horizon. The cayman (alligator)
being much closer to the viewer should not
be reflected across the horizon but across
the plane where its body intersects wi th the
water. Sounds are also reflected here as
Manara draws our attention to the fact that
this is a visual medium in the control of th e
Figure 124: Milo Manara. The Great Adventure.

artist.

Separation of foreground from
background: achieved through
means such as line and caricature ,
the departure from realism better
allows identification with characters
Figure 125: Herge. Prisoners of the Sun.

and obj ectification of background for
suspension of disbelief.

Cross-pollination of visual forms, in this case

j

the imagery and typography of children 's
first ladybi rd books with the cinematic
conventions of horror film , can amplify an
emotional dimension or help accentuate
particular elements within the piece .

Figure 126: Run Wrake , still from Rabbit
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Vision

Commentary

Kiiln-Bonn airport shows high design literacy

''''"
''''" II ..

for a corporate program . Thi s is meta-design :
corporate identity that explains corporate
identity through its use of icons as logos,
and its changing use of logos. Importantly

.0.. 9 .
he.~. r:?
Figure 127: Integral

it creates a bridge between images and
word s, with both being made from the same
'memes' (with the help of NORM type
designers).

& NORM. Kiiln-Bonn.

Another meta-visual, Banyai continuously
changes our perception of what is real via
a series of view-points, backing out of an
impossibly detailed picture. In addition, it
shows us that a series of stills in a book is a
Figure 128: Istvan Banyai.

Zoom.

time-based medium not dissimilar to film.

Deliberately 'real'. This image, despite its
almost photorealist nature is all about the
graphic shapes through wh ich it creates
a powerful sense of foreboding. The fact
that in reality these are harmless creatures
is almost irrelevant. A great white shark
would look much less threatening to the
reader, graphically speaking . The fish erman's
unknowing hand on the gunwhale adds
subtilely to the sense of vulnerability.

Figure 129: Akira Yokoyama. Outboard motor advertisement.
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Vision

Commentary

iRaq poster by Forkscrew Graphics from
Graphic Imperative exhibition catalogue.
Removing interior detail can amplify 'graphic
punch'. The si lhouette here references the
famous iPod publicity but also shows that
what we visually recall of the tormented Abu
Ghraib prisoners is this forced stance in stark
graphic outline.

Figure 130: Forkscrew Graphics. iRaq.

Culturally specific visuality. It is not enough
to use a particular mode of visuality but you
must be aware of its particular strengths.
Disney has used anthropomorphism to
appeal to its target audience without
regard to its special abilities to delineate
f-1:" 1• 11 I!Jillrr
•I'

Figure 131 : Disney. Home on the Range. Studio Ghibli. Our Neighbour
Totaro .

between characters. Studio Ghibli uses

L

anthropomorphism well for both these
purposes but goes much further by inve nting
an animal that is an amalgam of creatures
and their anthropomorphic traits. Totaro, as
a cross between a rabbit and an owl is both
cuddly and wise .

Designers are not the only professionals
to use particular visual modes. Electrical
engineers, architects, surgeons and
mechanics all use diagrams or drawing of
varying descriptions . An examination of these
and what they can bring to the visuality of
unrelated topics might reveal some exciting
new methods of representation.

Figure 132: Richard Saul Wurrtian/Michael Everitt. Anatomical
schematic.
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Vision

Commentary

Visual literacy relies on a sense of the
expected and of popular perception. II
requires empathy on behalf of the designer
for his/her audience. Once this is established
and disbelief has been suspended, the
visually literate designer can upset the
preconceived notions s/ he knows the reader
has. This can be achieved through one image
Figure 133: Cedomir Kostovi~ . Racism & ... (1998).

(as in this anti-racist poster from the Graphic
Imperative exhibition catalogue) or, in motion
through montage (1 + 1=3)

Or, by the most visually literate designers,
montage in stills! However it is achieved ,
such a strategy, combined with a knowledge
of the visual system's gestalt abilities to
group aspects of image can lead to the
creation of very powerful and disturbing
images. Images can show us things beyond
the literally visual world. Not only the invisible
relationships between those things but also
Figure 134: Daniel Torres. Le Robert Calendar illustration (1988).

an entirely emotional dimension.
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Projtrt britffor tlltillltltion projtft
The brief was given to third year corntnunication design students at Otago who had one
semester in which to complete the project. The main idea was that students were experi men ting
with reference to rcalisnt as a departure point. Simply put, what could a departure from
realism in their work allow in terms of communication?
Although Bamford (2003, p.3) states that "there can be no dicdonary of meanings for
the symbols of visual communication," the purpose: of this brief (as the culmination of the
research for the thesis and the student projects) was to establish whether guidelines for image
making could be established: Not so much a dictionary as an alphabet or a phrase book to an
unfamiliar language. Students were asked in a questionnaire to reflect on what visual literacy
meant to them and to name and describe some examples that were important to them as
..

nascent designers. "fhis aspect of the project also follows on from the strategies suggested by
several of the visual literacy lobby: That articulating in verbal and written communication·
why a particular image works in a particular way is a powerful means of improving visual
. literacy.
For the benefit of the reader here, I point out that it might be most useful to view each
student's animation on the attached disc (at Appendix C), then to return to their responses to
the questionnaire shown on the following pages. It is in these responses that students explain
their approach to the project: Specifically whar the reduction in realism allowed for them in
terms of expressing the mood and/or meaning of the animated piece compared to what they
believed prior to the project.

A Flicker of Recognition: Supervisor, Stuart Medley
Moving Image. Narrative animation
A project for the outstanding communication design student with a head for theory and a
love of storyboarding and time-based software.

,..

Recommended previous study: (from) DESI2o8, 207, 202,302. Limited to s·6 students •
.This option is based on research of the moving Image with a view to Improving upon existing
communication design forms and conventions. Through ·rigorous examination of findings and well·
documented design processes students will create a time-ba~~d design that explores Image types
from the realistic and the representational to the distilled and abbreviated.
Using software (Flash, Final Cut Pro. Garageband) and any other techniques necessary (including
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t.

drawingl) develop a narrative animation using cognitive and social theory to describe and develop fm·
;

~

·,·

age. character and animation styles to examine some unexplored possft:{litfes for effective visual
comm unlcatfon.
Stuart can be contacted at stuart.medley@desfgn.otago.ac.nz

{j

Stud~nt r~sponsts for animation proje(t.

I .

S~udent visual work is ~n the attached CD at Appendix C. There are five animations shown
~n
•

'.
' .

the disc. Student responses to the questionnaire begin on the following page and are laid

~

•

I

·out in sequence to match the order of the animations on the dis~~-.//
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Calth AIIDn : Rist and SIJint

r,

PRIOR TO 1HE PAOJECf AND INSTRUCTION: Provide e U,Wonl that matchn eech of theM:

Photograph

Capture

Drawing

Create

Diagram

Information

Caricature

Exaggeration

'

'

/

I

'

:,

..

'.

.

,I

.... \

...

.·~ ~ '

In your opinion what Is rullsm7

Creating an image or film that corresponds with how a viewer naturally
experiences reality. There are different flavours of realism .. what is
more 'real' for one person may not be for another. For example, a given person
may find Classic Hollywood style of filmmaking more 'real' while another may
find this style constructed, artificial or fake, and instead may consider
Italian Nco Realism more 'rear.

In your opinion what 11 exegger1tJon?
:

l \

.

To give a key characteristic more emphasis, make 1(' more prominent.

In you opinion wh.tltllmpUftcatJon7

.
.
To make something less detailed. ~~eping ~hat is important while removing what

is not.

,.

Which 11 euler to comprehend qulcldy, • photograph or a llne-dr1wlng of the ume tubject?

It son of depends on what the 'subject' is. For example, if the subject is a

friend of mine, a photograph may be easier to comprehend. However if the
subject is a smiley face, a line drawing may be quicker. I'd like tu test this
out really before answering .. but off the top of my head I'd say abstract
· subjects/concepts would be better suited to line drawings.

Where line drawings can be contprehended more quickly I'd guess it would be ·
becawe they involve less details, less information. therefore are more

.·'
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efficient in communiCJting. Another reason why a line drawing may be more
appropriate than a photograph maybe that it doesn't correspond directly with
reality and as a·resulr allows the viewer space for play with the meaning.
Cln rou think of enw key dlff~rencu between uv. • photograph of.,. eeroplane

landing and the plctogrem/Jcon of 1 plene landing Min In 'Arrfvllt~ It the

.. ·'

airport?

The obvious one is that a pictogram/icon has.less detail. In addition,
photographs arc of a specific instance while pictograms/icons ~re more
abstract/nondescript. Pictograms/icons, especially the airport type, seem to
belong to their own language (or vernacular) which is socially~culturally

;;

recognised and acknowledged. Because they arc removed from reality, abstracted,·
~

'

.

they become a language, like ideograms.

Why do rou think 1nfmats 1re used to replece people 11 chariCtertln 10me ttorfn? Tbfnk speclfk:llty about the
eumplet we hiVe looked 1t: Disney'• Home on the Ringe, Ohlbll't Totoro, Graham'• Wind In the Wlllowl

I'm not really sure. I'd guess it would be because animals can communicate
certain character traits more directly than humans could. For example, a fox
might convey someone cunning, or a sheep someone shy or scared.

Why do you think 1nlmatJon end film co-eJdtt? Why Is It that one of theM medii Is not used for 111 ('!loving picture)
nlffltivel?

Be~ause each

medium is more appropriate in different situations. There are lots

of reasons why, money, audience,·subject matter.][ is also important to note
"i

that the line between 61m and animation isn't clearly defined. The main
difference berween these rwo (which I think to a large t:xtent reflects the
'situations in which they are used) is that one allows for more human control,
that is, more subje.:tivity in the image. Film isn't totally objective, a
filmmaker still frames the shot, chooses what is left out, what is included,
what is cut in editing, etc- however it does go a long way toward
objectivity: there is a chemical reaction on the light sensitive film (what .
Bazin would describe as an 'imprint' or 'mold'). A( the other extreme is
animation - where each cell is hand. drawn - resulting in a high level of ·
234

·'/

subjectivity, of human intervention. Because of this animation

can be more

imaginative .. animators can create there own world. As Tom Tykwer (Run, Lola
Run) says "animation suggests anything can happenn.

·'

.,

Whet do you ltllnk It meant to be 'viiUallv lftlrN•?

· To be able to communicate and critique visually.

It thera anything In the vlsu.l reelm thlt you hive liked/enJoyed ror as long at you can remember?

Colour and pattern. Visual things that occur in nature, organic stuff, like
spirals of sea shells, sand, trees with no leaves in winter (rhc branch
structure),

vi~ns

in leaves, etc. ·

About You
•.

What ldnd ot iruQet appal to vou?

Visually rich, considered compositions, strange images.
..

.

.

.
..

Do you h8ve any favourite deslgnertlartittllftlm....akers? Cln you explain wNd It Is about theM that you connect
wtth?

(:.

·1 appreciate a lot of new stuff in illustration but prefer Hundctwassicr and Klimt. I love

how visually rich their art is. It isn·r realism or total abstraction, but rather, somewhere in
between. They know how to create their own world's which seem to invade imagination.
Their paintings arc human, lots of detail and rich colours .. you don't just view them .. they
invoke feelings.

Wh8l doet It mean to you to detlgn torneltlfng?

I seem to change from project to project, trying new methods each time, some of which
prove to be better than others. I think this experimentation .. not having a set, rigid
approach - is important for my design education. At the moment I feel the most important
approach is to remain open minded during the early stages of a project .. at least the first
half. This is very hard. I try not to pin anything down or come up with any solutions. It
.,·.,

helps 'ro think subve~-sivdy or unrealistically. But this must co-exist, at rimes, with logical,
i ·.

rationa.. and realistic thinking. Design is a p:aradox, it involves thinking that is at once
radical while also remaining decidedly logical. They also must think as an expert but at the
235
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same rime alsn emparhically, as the most ignorant end user.:
'

The more I learn about design the more complex it becomes. It involves user, client,
commericial, cost, time, etc. I like the descriptions ,of it as an explosion in reverse or the
opposite of chaos. I guess this is where simplification and di~tillation fit in ~ a project

p involves many complex parts (not just in the final product, what is being commun_it;dted)
-~

1fl
·'.. ''

.

.'
/

and it is the designers role to make sense of these.

Another asp·~Ct of design I have noticed is that it is an ongoing process, it continually
evolves an~
develops with no clear end or start of projects. A lot of the time I aren't happy
,,
with outcomes or if I am it is usually only for a short period of ti~e .. but this is part of the
process .. the second, third, fourth attempts will always produce better outcomes.
AT THE END OF THE PROJECT: Through this proJect, whit are the ker diKOverles you have mlde with regard to
understllndfng the Image or the moving Image? How naa the lecture material changed your thinking or confirmed lt.
espedallr with regard to notions of reafltm or red~~on In animation. Think partJcutarr, about the Image treatments
lt

you have uMd (Whether black and white or colour, colour correction•, re1llsm va •cartoon•. etc.) and whether thete
wtre suggested In the lecture mlterfala or derived from your own experience 111d Intuition about lm1ge1. What has
thlaPJ:rOKh you have taken given to the meaning or mood of the piece that ralllam (straight video) could not?

I always like Hundetwassier and Klimt and their work sits between realism and abstraction.
So I might have made something like I made anyway. But it was useful to consider realism
for the project, and deliberately avoid it for my images. Because they are removed from
reality, abstracted, they become: a language of their own.
(.
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Mi(htllt MiciJatl: Pmptctivt in MotiotJ
PRIOR TO THE PROJECT AND INSTRUCTION: Provide 1 kl)word thlt rnltchn 11Ch of theM:

Photograph .. snapshot -.
Drawing - depiction. portrayal
Diagram- illustration. m:1p, representation
Caricature- interpretation. description. exaggeration, impression

In vc»Ur opinion whet 11 realism?

Sorncrhing thar does not str~rch the truth of what is being represented and gives a non·
opinionated view. A photographic image would be the· ultimate example of a realist
•
tn1age.

In your opinion what 11 exaggeration?

Where an clcmcn.r of the representation is played upon to highlight a particular fault or
discrepancy. In the visual realm, I guess that a caricature would be a very good example
;

:

of

an exaggerated image.

....
In your opinion wh.t Is tlmpllflcatJon?

Where form can be reduced so much as to show only the bare minimum so that an idea
.

.

.

.

.

can be portrayed. A pictogram or icon is such a visual image of simpJificatio~.
~ ••

•

I

Which 11 easier to comprehend quickly, a photograph or 1 line-drawing of the 11me subJect?

A line drawing

Cln you explain briefly why?

· Because a line drawing usually has a reduced background and simplified shapes, there is
much less information to process and therefore the idea which is being portrayed is much
quicker and simpler to establish.
'·

~n you think of any key differences between say, •

photograph of an aeroplane landing and the plctogram/lcon of a

plaN landing Men In 'Arrivals' at the airport?

A photograph would represent 'real life' or 'real images•, .while a pictogra~ of this
would have no background, and therefore no reference poin[ as ro a specific location. A
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•.

pictogram would also entail simplified shapes and reduced forms thus becoming symbolic
representation of the actual scene.

-when people 11ugh 1t Mickey MouH, lt'a beau• he's 10 hurMni 1nd that Ia the MCtet of hit popullttty.• What, In
your opinion, did W.H Disney me1n by this st.tement?

Becaust: Mickey Mouse is a humanized canoon chat is actually an animal, he becomes
a universal figure for all of us. lr is through his form not being human-like that we can
· affiliate oursc:lvc:s with him. It is easier for us to put ourselves in his shoes, wha['s more is
;

·.

!.

·.

that he becomes ever more popular through the simple irony that he is not human, yet we

;

continue to treat him this way.

:. )
'

Why do you think 1nlmals 1re used to replace people 11 charecteflln some atorles? Think tpeclflcelty about the
examples we have looked at: Disney'• Home on the Range, Ghlbll't Totaro, Graham'• Wlnd In the WUlows

As in the case of Mickey Mouse, it becomes easier for us to relate to a character when they
can .be seen as 'universal' and not any human in particular. It also allows for stereotypes
to be attached, which can therefore promote: a higher meaning within the character. For
example the connotations that can be aJiuded to in a character such as a fox, a weasel or a
snake is quickly and almost unconsciously established by the viewer.

Why do you think anlm~~tion 1nd film cCHJxltt? Why Is It that one of these media Is not used for all (moving ptcture)
narratives?

·I don't think that animation and film necessarily compete with each other, it is more that
. they are on very different levels to ~~~h other. They each target a different audience/market
·,

· and while this does cross over on occasion,

beca~,~e

they are

o~

different levels they give

different representations and project different ;meanings.

. d

Does one of these media have a higher cultural value then the other? If you perceive auch a value Judgement what do
~

think the Judgement Is based upon? Do you agree with It?

Yes,"but only because animation is perceived to be 'cartoons'I children's television. However
chis docs seem to be changing due to the status of animadoh starting to rise. This is
. particularly through widc:ly recognized directors such as Hayao Miyazaki, and an influx · .
of recent feature l~ngth movies marketed as. children•s yet directed towards an adult
audience.
.

{
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'
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What do you thlnk lt muna to be 'visually llter.te'?

To be able to understand and comment on anything visual.
Jj

If

11 there

anything In the visual realm that you have IUced/enJovec:t for n long 11 you c.n remember?

I have a childhood love for 'Rainbow Brite' cartoons as well as 60's Hanna Barbera
producdons, and ~ice in Wonderland' remains as one of my favourite films. I have always
loved children's books, some of the authors whom I consider to be favourites include
Maurice Sendak, Roger Hargreaves, Mercer Mayer and Dr Suess. An object in which I
have. always had a great fond~ess for is a 'View. .Master', there is something that I quit.e
enjoy about the kind of images that are presented in this way, perhaps that it is reliant on
an external light source as well as the manual way in which you pull the lever to rotate the
disk, I have also recently come across a hand held slide vie,ver which does a similar sort of
thing.

What 11 your ftrst reeotlection of an Image/moving Image/object/scene ·

The first memory that I have of any sort of moving image would probably be watching
..

'The little Mermaid' at the now destroyed StJames picture Theatre as a youngster.
That little game where you have 9 squares that on each side of each square has half of a
.pictu~e. and the puzzle can only be complete wh~n all sides line up ~ith e~~h other and arc
:, \

in a three by three formation.

About You

What kind of Images appeal to you?

...
..,
· A very hard question to answer as I have such a vast love of all lcinds of images, some that.
...

. I consider to be favourites include vector·style graphics, hand rendered, loosely-drawn
sketches, and especially children's artwork. Any striking photograph or abstract painting
will _always appeal to me as does dean-lined modernist graphic design as well as 'good'
non-cliche deconstruction. I also have a great appreciation of street graphics and graffiti,
as well as a love for art nouveau and arts and crafts graphic images. A recent book I have
come across that I have loved is 'Street graphics India' by Barry Dawson.

~ ~.
~

'

:

;

.
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Do vou hive any favourite deslgnerllartJsts/ftlm-m~kera? Can you explain wMt It It about theM that vou
connect wittl?

I have great appreciation for directors such as Tam Burtcn, David Lynch, Jim Jarmusch
and Quentin Tarantino whose works show a view that is often 'far from the norm', the
darker side of life as well as often simply promoting the stark reality of life and how they
;,.

If.

·,:J

sec it. Animators among my favourites include Don Hurtzfeildt and Hayao Miyazaki.
. And due to their design philosophies and references to nature I also consider designers such

as Bruce Mau and Friedensreich Hundterwasser to be among my favourites. Other artists,
architects and designers whose works I app~edate include Antoni Gaudi, Alvar Aalto,
Frank Lloyd Wright's 'Falling Water' and 4Guggenheim Museum', Ralph Hotere, Simon
Kaan, Vincent Van Gogh, Leonardo da Vinci, Colin McCahon, Grahame Sydney, Claude
Monet, Ludwig Mies Van de Rohe, Rem Koolhaas, Charles and Ray Eames' 'Powers of .
. Ten',

What does It mean to you to design tomethlng? (Name some key proceues and think about the '-PProaches

you might take In producing 1 lhort Instructional animation. Pfeue think carefully about the design concepts of
lrredudblllty, mfnlmallsm or distillation. Why do you think these concepts are Important to design?).

To make something beuer than it has been made berore or different to how che problem
has been solved before. Irreducibility is something to keep thinking about while you design
..
! .

,•·
·:..

because for something to work well it should have less moving parts. In a visual design this
is slill true. less moving parts might be less noise to confuse you when you view it. This
makes the message get through more easily.

What are tome of the key Issues that led you to ttudylng detlgn In the flrlt place? PleaM explain the Influences, al

vou ... them, that certain defining Institutions muy have had on your decision to study design C•n 'Institution' can be
your family, Khool, the media, wortcplaces, etc.)

Throughout my school years I have always been a painter, but it is perhaps my love of
magazines and picture books that lead me to consider studying design at university. Film
has always been a srrong interest of mine as well, and it was only in my second year at
ur.iversiry that I began to study it (yet I had always considered it). It was always a hard
choice. for me to make when deciding upon what to study at university as I. have a very
strong maths and sCience background ~nd almost ~ent down a very different track of
anthropology and earth and ocean science. I guess that design held my interest because of
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.

'
'>

my desire to continue working in an artistic sort of field, as~ consider myself to be a visual
'

'

kind of person. As I have always been a very hands·on person I appreciated this element
~ '1

to design, I much prefer to learn by doing, than by studying as I have always found that
playing around with things reaps much greater benefits. ·
AT 1HE END OF THE PROJECT: Through thl1 profect, whit are the key diiCOveriH you h8ve IMCie with regild to
undermndlng the lrup or the moving lm1ge? How ho the lecture materlll dllftQfd your thinking or confirmed It,
~•tw with regerd

to notions of realism or reduction In animation. Think partlcullrfy about thelmege ~

you hbe uMd (Whether lUck and white or colour, colour correction•. realism vs •e~rtoon•, etc.) and whether theM

were suggested In the lecture rMtertals or derived from your own upertenc:e and Intuition about Images. Whet has
the approach you have tlken given to the meaning or mood of the piece that r...lsm (straight video) could not?

Something which I have discovered through my exploration of moving images is the
element of dmc, where elements can be played with and a certain event sho,vn to happen
much quicker or slower than it would in 'real time'. Whh regards .to my project, I guess
that the major treatments that I used were to. do with colour corrections and riming. As
ir had always been a focal point of my work to try to illustrate the different outlooks that
people have, I found such treatments to be most beneficial to me. I found that I could
most clearly differentiate between characters in a way that I couldn,t if I had of just used
straight video and shot it in a Hollywood, realist way.
After the lecture on outline styles and distillation in pictures I darkened the faces and
increased the contrast and colour difTerenccs.so we arc less likely to identify them as actual
people and more likely, ·through the less real treatment, to identify with them as personality
\;

types or age-types.
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&btcca Matson : Th~ Sp~~d ofR~cognition
PRIOR TO 11fE PROJECf AND INSTRUCTION: Provide • ke)word thllt matchH IICh of these:

Photograph

•

!!

D~awing

Diagram

il

,IJ,
,:

.

.

Caricature

Realistic
Interpretation
Formal

...

Exaggeration

In your opinion what Is realism?

Realism is the use of visual communication (drawing, illustracion, etc) to make an object/
.,

item/animal etc look as much like the thing it represents as possible.
In vour opinion what it euggeratJon?

.

.

. .

.

Exaggeration is dte process where one aspect/feature of an object/item/animal etc:= is
''

increased disproponionardy to the rest of th~ image in order

to highlight its importance/

significance.
' ..

In vou opinion whet Is slmpUftcatJon?

Simplification is the process of raking the most important points of an object/item/animal

and using them to represent it with as little visual information as possible.
Which I• eas1er to comprehend quickly, •

photogr~ph

or a IJne-drawfng of th:e ume sub)«:t? C.n ynu exp'-ln why?

For comprehension, a line-drawing can be interpreted faster than a photograph for several
.
'I

:

.

reasons. First, the amount of visual information/clutter is a great deal less in a line drawing."
Second, a line drawing highlights the main features that we use to identify it in the firn .
place. Third, a photograph is devoid of the external dements that would act as cues for
interpretation- sounds, movement, sntells etc.
C.n you thlnk of any koy differences between say, a photograph of an aeroplane landing and the plctogrem/leon of a
plane landing seen In •AnivaJs' at the airport?

Icons work on the same principles as mentioned

above~

They remove all visual noise,

almost ~o the point where no inforn1ation is left. That is the key to their success. The most
salient features of the process of a plane landing, and the connotations that go with it are
mar~ rapidly perceived with an icon. An icon is a represciuation of not only the object

i rsc:lf, but also a process or a chain of events.and in this way it takes on a meaning.of its
own, that a photograph does not.

.

-when people llugh It Mike, Moute, lt'1 bealuM he'• 10 human; 1nd lhat is the Merit of his popullrlty.-whlt, In your
opinion, did Walt Disney mean bV thlt lt8tement1

Walt Disney means that by attributing human characteristics. behaviours and mannerisms
to Mickey Mouse. we: as humans are able to identify with him. and in turn find his mishaps/
adventures etc entertaining.
Why do you think animals are used to replace people 11 characters In some stories? Think speclbiiV about the

:~

examples we have looked at: Disney's Home on the Range, Ghlbll's Totaro, Graham's Wind In the Willows

...

Animals arc used to replace characters because they have their own 'persot:~alides' outside
of their biological make-up. This may be due to their portrayal throughout history. For
example: snakes date back to Biblical times with Adam and Eve, and their 'personality' is
seen as being sneaky, deceptive, and evil. Using an animal instead of a person as a character
is basically using a symbol that people can readily identify as having certain characteristics,·
without having to explain anything about their character.
Why do rou think anlm.tlon and film ccHudst? Why lslt that one of these medlels not used for all (moving picture)
narJitlves?

Animation and film co-exist because of their unique properties. Film is realistic and
can therefore communicate certain things that an animation cannot. And animation is
removed from realiry and so can communicate things that film cannot. Realism (film) is
necessary to depict true-to-life human interactions in a form that makes the viewer feel
they could easily fit into the situation. Animation, however, can be likened to making a
story come alive. It is more the visual representation of words on a page and comes from
the imagination. Imagination is viral to communicate certain ideas and story-lines, and
this is where animation presides over film.
Does one of these media have • hlghet cultural value than the other? If you perceive such 1 value Judgement what do
you think the Judgement Is based upon? Do you agree wHh It?

Film has a higher cultural value over animation. I believe this is pardy due to. the mystery
of film making. As films appear to depict life as we sec: it, impressive stunts, super-human
abilities, and giant creatures can all be more easily accepted as 'rear. As human beings, we
.

.

value human life: above 'and beyond all other forms of life. Film is a reflection of ourselves
and is t~ereforc we hold it in higher regard. It is also a form of representation that has a·
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solid foundation historically, which also contributes to its higher cultural value. I agree
wilh this, as [ can sec the reasoning. I also agree whh it on a personal level, as I enjoy
nothing more than going to the dncrna to watch a film and immerse myself in another
.. '
'

.

world, a mindsct that doesn't happen with animation •

~.

WMt do wou think H meant to be •vttue~tv Nter8'?

.I think visual literacy is the ability to notice and apply design philosophy and practise.
lc is not just observing and being able: to appreciate/create a work. but also being able to

analyse it, dissect it, and give reasoning, justification and empirical evidence for the choice
in medium, layout, typography etc.
Is there anything In the vtiUal realm that vou have l'ked/enJo~ ror as long 11 you cen remember?

I have loved photographs and taking photos for as long as I can remember. I think it is the
way they freeze a moment in time, and the process of developing the film and waiting to
sec what you've captured that I enjoy the most. My Dad has a passion for photography,
which no doubt influenced me early on. Since I was very young I have always had a passion
for 'art'; drawing, painting, cut and paste. colouring in. Jusr the act of making marks on
paper and creating something unique is a process that 1 have loved and have taken parr in
from my earliest memories.
Wh8t It you first recollection of an Image/moving lrNQt/oblectlscen•

My first recollection is hard to pin·point, as the multitude of pharos my Dad took when
· I was young have created false memories. I can remember when I was about 5 years old,
watching a video my parents took of me when I was a new born. It showed my room.
where Dad had painted the walls with pictures of Goofy and Pluto and canaan planes.
The images on the walls could be my earliest recollection. but it is not a true me~ory. In
terms of moving images, I can remember watching Fraggle Rock, and the W~mblcs as a
young child. I can also remember vividly the stamp on 1ny han~ the nurse gave me when
I•

I got my fingers slammed in a car door when I was about 3..4 years old. It was the classic
red ~miley face.
The first image I recall as being a 'graphic design' is the 'NZ' type' logo, where the N is
·'·

positioned both above and to the left of the Z, and then repeated, m·aking a box:

•.

NZ

ZN
.I can remember it as an exercise in 3rd Form Graphiics, having to draw it using set-squares
' .·,
~ .

and a t-square, and then colouring it in.
Whenever I think of instructional graphics, the first thing that always comes to mind in
the airline safety cards found in the back pocket of the seat in-front of you on a plane.
About You
What klnd of Images appeal to you?

The kind of images that appeal to me have their roots in painting and photography. I love
abstract works, as opposed to realistic interpretations/paintings of actual objects. I love
·I

jl

mixed media, and find that there is a great deal of freedom and feeling in such works. I love
photographic images as they capture a moment t.hat can never be re-created, and because
it is such a fine an to get a beautiful photograph.
Do you have any favourite deslgnerllartlsts/ftlm·makers? Can you explain what It Is about these that you
.:

connect wtth?

I admire the pop artists Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, Robert Rauschenberg. Their
work was not only fascinating and beautiful (in its own way) but it also posed so many
question.s about society and prompted people to think - not just accept the work for
what it is. Similarly with abstract artists such as Piet l\1ondrian, who inspired my bursary
photography submission. In terms of film, I love Guy Ritchie as a director, mostly for the
· way he tells a story and the Oat, sarcastic humour that his films include. In films, it is the
dialogue and sound track that draws me in the most.
Whet does It mean to you to design something?

Designing something is about the process just as much as the final outcome. I have always
followed the process of: brainstorm, research, concepts, research, development, research,
refinement, presentation. With critiquing and fec:dback at every stage.
In ternlS of animation, the entire process is new to me, however I 'vould follow a similar
pattern, starting with ideas on ·paper, and then translating them onto the computer at an
early stage for development and refinement .to take place in the final intended medium.

lrriducibiliry is an important consideration, because if the design can be simplified even
J: ';
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more, l~Jten
.' I

the outcome is not successful (or as successful as it could be). In terms of the

I

desigl.J process, refinement should be undenaken with the goal of reducing the design to
'I
1' . I d
.Its m~ft
. d rorm.
~
s1mp e an most cas•'I y communicate
t:

Minimalism is similar to the above. It involves removing all excess information and visual
noise and utilises a few simpJ: clements, arranging them for maximum effect. This should be
·considered during the production of concepts and during development and refinement.
Distillation is not a design concept that I have encountered before. Its definition is
. ( .

"something

tha~

consists of the essential points, aspects, or implications of something

larger or longer", and so I imagine its application to be similar to those mentioned above.
\

WMt are 10me of the key lssuet that led you to studying detlgn In the first pllce? Please explain thelnnuences, as

you IH them, th.t c:ertlln defining lnstltutJons may hiVe had on your decllton to study deltgn (an 'Institution' can be
your family. school. the media. workplaces. etc.)

I have always loved everything to do with art, drawing and creative pursuits. My Dad has
had a suong influence, as he is a very visual person and works everything out graphically.
If he ever tried to solve a problem he would draw it out, either a diagram or sketches or
pictures. When ever he tries to solve a problem he generates a mental representation of it
first. He has always said to me that if he could ho.vc his time over again he would go to a
· fine arts school.

· As early as ~ can remember I was always a few years above my peers in terms of my reading
age. I think a lot of my imagination and ability to visualise has come from my exposur~ to
books. I have a passion for reading and a dislike for television. I always watched cartoons
as a kid, but would readily pass up the opportunity to watch ~r.V in order to r~ad a book.
I was fortunate enough to spend my early years in a small town where the school had a
very high teacher to pupil ratio. I think this gave me a strong base for my education and
the one-on·one attention and encouragement that allowed me to thrive academically. The
move up to Auckland around age 10 exposed me to challenges and opportunities that
I would:have had otherwise. I can remember going to special art classes after school at
another primary, doing ceramics, paintings, carvings etc, which no doubt helped refine my
skills and maintain my interest.
. i,High school developed my skills and interests even further. I did Graphics from 3rd form
s. :

· un~il 7th form, gaining a placement of 2nd in New Zea1and in the 6th form external
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examinations, and won an Auckland graphics competition for logo design in 7th form.

My bursary subjects were Graphics, Photography, Art History, New Zealand History and
· English, all of which helped steer me in the direction of a creative-based career.
AT THE END OF THE PROJECT: Through thl1 profect, whit are the key dlscowrtn you have rMde wfth regard to
. _ und«<ttndlng the Image 01 the moving lmege? How h11 the lecture mltatial chlnged your thinking 01 confirmed 1t.
npedllfV wllh reprd to notions of realism or reduction In animation. Think particur.rtw about the Image treatments
you have uNCI (Whether ~k end white or colour, colour corriCtlonJ, rullsm vs •cartoon', etc.) end whether theM

..,.. aug~ In the lecture nwterlaJs or derived rrom your own experience and &ntultJon ebout lfMSIH. What hn
the epptoech you have taken gtven to the meaning 01 mood of the piece that realism (ltralght video) could not?

Distillation is a new concept for me and definitely·helped in this project. I have discovered ·
that in order to correctly identify an object, not a lot of visual information is actually
necessary. Six carefully positioned lines can be identified as a cat as readily as a photograph.
One of my greatest moments of realisation was while working with the programme Flash.
I was attempting to create movement by moving the picture along the stage and motion
tweening it. Then the realisation hit me: .. all I am creating is apparent movement. Once
I knew this I simply placed the pictures of the cat on top of each-other and had one .
disappear and the next one ~ppear. This of course is what animation is all about. Just still
images one after the other. Seen quickly they appear to move.
In terms of colour, I discovered that while it is nor necessary it does add to the speed of

..

: ·.

recognition. It definitely adds to the speed of recognition if the object you are trying to
·· portray has typical colours. Black stripes on a cat still identify it as a cat. Ad"~. orange and
all of a su.dden it can be identified as a tiger.
I have taken an abstract approach which allows me to manipulate the image. Breaking the
image into different forms of repl"~sentation highlights the fact that less information ~till

·'·..

\\

.

.

'

results in accurate perceptioil. Reali~~ was my starting point for this investigation. and I
il

abstracted the 'real' picture into simplified versions from there. It therefore takes on meaning .
as an exploratory piece of animation, which straight video could never communicate.
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BrtnJon Ri(IJ : Btlrtaucracy
PRIOR TO THE PROJECT AND INSTRUCTION: Provide •keyword thlt IMtches e8Ch of these:

·. Photograph

illusion

Drawing

•
•
tnterpretataon

·Diagram

Instructional

Caricature

L

..

Exaggerated

''
'.

.·:

:

In your opinion what Is realism? ·

Realism is a depiction of an object as viewed in.everyday life by.most people. It contains as
much detail as possible for an individual to consider it to be real.
In rour opinion what Is eugger8tlon?

Exaggeration is when we take an oLject or person, study the features that are most noticeable
to us, and then recreate them with that feature being more prominent.

In your opinion what lsslmpllfl~tlon?

Simplification is when you take an object/person/thing and distil it/them down to the
· . barest of elements it would take to communicate to ot~ers what they/it are/is.

Which Is euler to comprehend quickly, 1 photograph or • line-drawing ot the same subject?

·; A line drawing

Can you explain briefly why?

. · · I believe that when we look at something, the left-side of our brain quickly tries to compare
it with everything we know. The biggest details are the most important so we look at the

silhouette of the object first and then work in from elements of importance.. For example if
we are looking at some ones face we first notice the shape of the head and know instantly
t~at

.

.,

we are looking at another humans head. Since we have seen many heads and know

that they consist of certain elements (eye, nose, mouth. ears .etc) we then look at those
·defining characteristics for the next clues. So a line drawing has fewer elements to analyse
and so we arrive at the conclusion a lot sooner.
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c.n vou think ol1ny key differences between uy, a photograph of 1ft eeroplane llndlng 1nd ttle plctogram/lcon of 1
plane llndlng IMn In 'Arrlvlls' at the airport?

I would say that a photo ofa plane landing would be interpreted quire specifically compared
to a pictogram of a plane landing. For instance lets say that it was an Air New Zealand
plane in the photograph. When looking at the photograph I would recognize that it was a
plane landing, but also I would go further and realize that it was an air new Zealand plane,
an air new Zealand 747 plane etc. My conclusion, if this was a image used at an airport,
that this is a picture relates specifically to air New Zealand, and nor air planes in general.

-when people laugh It Mickey MouN, Jt'e because he's so human; and that 11 the saetat of his popularity.• What, In

your opinion, did Walt DltneY mean by thlsllltement?

I think Walt Disney was talking about the way that Mickey Mouse does not behave like
a real mouse. He walks on two legs, he wears clothes, has a pet dog, sings and dance etc.
Through
the animation he acts like a human and is drawn with the pladta attributes of a
.
fi

human. His balance and weight is animated to reflect ho~" a_ human walks and moves. His
''•'.

movements are governed by the laws and physical limitations of the human body, al be it a
characterization/exaggeration of a humans movement. But perhaps most importantly than
rhese simple physical anributcs, mickey mouse shows emotion. When we watch him we
understand when he is happy, sad or angry. The animators choose poses and expressions
that we see in ours:lves everyday, and so can easily read and relate to the character.

Why do vou think animals are used to replace people u characters In tome stories? Think specifically 1bout the

eumples we hive looked at: Disney's Home on the Range. Ghlbll'l Toloro, Gt1ham'1 Wlnclln the Willows
i:

I!

I think the usc of animals allow us

tD

step into a fantasy world a lot easier than a human

character.
And lastly. humans are harder to animate and Jraw because an audience knows them so
well. Every movement, look and gesture has to be grounded by these rules. For example,
in the spider-man movie there was a lot of criticism that when he was swinging through
the dry, he didn't look real. A fictional man with spider-powers and super strength doesn't
look real swinging through new York city on strands of spider web, imagine that! But of
·course he is perceived as human, and so people judge him by human standards. If Donald
duck was swinging through the city, I am sure we would never hear anyone saying that
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it didn't look re_al, despite the fact that a real duck couldn't possibly do that. That is why
when we do see humans they have to be very abstract in order to do unusual things (e.g••
seven dwarves) else they must move a lot closer to the way we do (e.g. snow white, Mr
Incredible).

I ..

Whr do vou think animation and film c:o-ullt? Why lslt th8t one of theM media Is not ulld ror all (moving picture)
/•

narratlv8s?

I believe· that they are two different mediums, that share many commonalities. They
both have values that make them appealing and they both allow for certain things to be
communicated easier. It is about strengths, weaknesses and production values.

Does one of thete mectr:. hive 1 higher cultural value than the other? H you perceive such a value fucfiement what do

you think the Judgement Is bated upon? Do you -aree with It?

Definitely film has a higher cultural value than animation in the western world. I think
.

J •

\

there is a perception rhat animation is for kids, and that it is not for adults. Someho\v it

.....

cannot comm.unicatc the same values and seriousness that film can.

Wh.t do you think It meant to be 'viiUIIIy Uterlte'?

I think it means to understand the way visual material communicates. Wither it is looking
at a painting, photograph or a design, a visually literate person should be able to understand
why the image works (or not), how its clement relate to each other and what can be done
ro improve it •
.

.
11 thlfe 1nythlng In the viiUIII realm that

you hive llbd/enjoyed for along 11 rou C8tl remember?

Animation/cartoons. I have loved them from the moment I saw them and that love has
never died away, but has in fact grown stronger over the years~
I think a Gary Larson Cartoon would be appropriate as an answer for this one. There are
so many to choose from but my favorite one was the captionless, penguin lying down. on
the icc near a banana skin. I remember at first looking at and taking a moment to get the
joke. Gary ~rsons' work seems to fall into a couple of categories. You either look at it and
get it immediately, or else it takes ages to work it out.
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I think ir was bugs bunny or ntkkc:y mouse. Pretty v-Jgue. Perhaps the wizards apprentice
bit fronl Fantasia. I think lite first rime I really heard about what greaphic design was, the

J)

Apple computer Logo. I know I have seen graphic design all my life, but I think that was
the logo I first hc:Jrd of being a graphic design.

About you: Wh•t kind of tm•ge• •ppul to you?

A variety of intagcs appeal to me, though it is hard to narrow it down to why I like such a
range. I guess there is so•ncthing in the composition and the technique chat speaks to me.
I have always bc:c:n drawn to artists like Rene Magrittc: or Maurice Noble. who have that
lovely style of pain ring. A style of sryled rcalicy. But at dte same time llo'le the energy and
life that can be found in c:xtremdy rough pencil sketch.

Do you h•v• any favourite deslgnerllartlatllftlm·makert? ~n you eJplaln what It Is •bout theM that you

connect wtth?

·rhis is a hard ')Utslion as it always changes and develops over time. At one time I would
have s;tid George LuCilS, but the: latest Star W.1rs filrns have diminished his status (l'nt sure
his heart broken by that!). I guess I would have to give it to the Chuck Jones Warner Bros
cartoons. There is something about the qualiry of ntovement in them. Very exaggerated
ntovc:rnent and very clastic.

. ..
.
,~

·

WMt does tt me•n to you to design tomethlng? (tume tome kty proeeiMs and think •bout the •ppruches
you might take In producing •lhoft lnltructlonal•nlm.tJon. Pit... think clf~Uy •bout the design concepts or

lrredudbiUty, mlnlmellam or dlstlll•tion. Why do you think theM concepts •relmpo.wnt to dnlgn?).
'

']o

design something is to deliberately create something that contmunicates in the most

effective and complete \vay possible to the target audience. It begins with identifying who
your audience is and what you want to say to them. From there: you can formlllate a
strategy that will allow that communication to happen. To produce a short instructional
anin1ation I would look at the medium. learn its strengths and weaknesses, and research
what has been done before. Then I would formulate a plan of how to produce the animation
(storyboard, construcdon, colour experiments, look experiments etc). Irreducibility,:
minimalisrn or distillation arc important concepts to design as it is a process that is all
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about communicarion whh an audience. Whether that is to go unnoticed and just work
(everyday item) or to gather as much attention as possible, a Design must communicate
something otherwise it has failed. In order to communicate, a design must have the simplest
and most effective imagery appropriate to the subject material. In the design process we
must refine our designs down to the most important forms to allow for quick reading,
..

quick understanding, and thus quick communicarion.
AT THE END QF THE PROJECT: Through this proJect, what are the key dlacoverles you have mlde with regard to
understanding the Image or the moving Image? How has the lecture meterlal changed your thinking or confirmed It,

..

especially wtttl regard to notions of realism or reduction In enlm.Uon. Think particularly about the Image treatments

{(

you have used (Whether black and white or colour, colour corrections, realism vs •cartoon', etc.) and whether these
were suggested In the lecture materials or derived from your own experience and Intuition ebout Images. What has
_the approach you have taken given to the meaning or mood of the piece that realism (straight video) could not?

Realism was intportant to think about for the design of the characters. I have always
- loved well designed cartoon characters and it has been good to focus on what makes their
design work. Bernard was an interesting character to design as he evolved from one id~a
,:

into another. I had focussed the start of my design around having a big snobby nose, like
·,

we might see in a caricature of someone pompous. As the nose grew higher and bigger,
d~e

to me pushing the boundaries, a new character emerged. The pompous arroga~ce

disappeared and was replaced by a sense of pity, weak and feebleness. The character took
on a bird like appearance. That made me think about the anthropomorphism possibilities
for his character. A bird can be jumpy, shy, timid, nervous and so on. Immediately I realised
that this would be appropriate for the main character of the film as the plot calls for that
sort of person. Even in the 3d modelling stage, his features were pushed further and more
extreme. I discovered that other people related to this character as well. This extreme
design appeals to us and yet is a very weak character. It draws us into him in a way that
really surpri_sed, and delighted me, as I wanted this kind of engagement from the audience.
Animation has allowed my film to be a world of familiarity and extremes. I am able to
push the boundaries of character design to get an instant reaction and reading from the
audience. The look of the filsn cannot be achieved by straight video as I feel the amount of
detail in video lets people know it is video, no matter how processed down it is.
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Daryl Cowan : Ovulook
PRIOR TO 1HE PROJECT AND INSTRUCT10N: Plowlde e k~ 111M mltcheleech of theM:

Photograph

realism ':·
.....

Drawi~g

..

~··..

....

;

•

expressaon
.

-~·

'

Diagram·:

•
•
InStrUCtiOn
()

Caricature

•
exaggerataon

.
I~

'I
~ ;

. In your opinion wMt 11 raHtm? , ·

.·Something that appears' n:allrealistic. Based on fact, I perceive realism to be things like••••••
'I

documentaries, some arr/photography

In rour oplnJon what Is euggeratton?

Blown out of proportion, made out to be bigger or bctt~r than it really. is._:

In your opinion whllt lsllmpftftcatJon?

Something stripped back to it's bear necessities. Something in it's most basic form ie taken
back to line•..••.. Like stickmen!

Which 11 enler to comprehend quickly, a photog,.ph or alln4Hfrawlng of the 11me subject?

..

I .

Line drawing

. .:.·:

. . )!
.

'
I)

Cln rou expleln briefly why?

Less detail, more simple the less information should be processed quicker by the brain .

Cln you think of any key differences between ..,, 1 photograph of an airplane landing and the plctog,.m/Jcon of a
plane landing 111n In 'Arrlvlls'ltthe airport?
t.

The photograph is based in realism could have any meaning, the icon would bee seen as
inscructional, like it's trying to direct you to do something.
•When people laugh It Mickey Mouse, 1t'1 because he'1 10 humen; and that Is the secret or his po~ulartty.• Whit, In
your opinion, did Wilt Disney mean by thlsltltement?

That he is a representation of human, we can laugh at a mouse but because he is not
identifiable with specific races so that's OK, he takes on human traits/ identity etc
..
I
I

il

It

.

Why do you think anlmata are uMd to replace people • chaiKterlln eome ltorles? Think apedtlcal~ about the

eumplea we haw looked at: Dlaney'a Home on the Rllnge, Ghlbll._ Totoro, Chham'• Wind In the Wlllowl

To avoid racial stereotypes, they can represent people autonomously
Why do you think animation and film co-exist? Why lalt that one of~ media It not uMd for all (moving plctu,.)

narratlwes?

Realism vs fantasy, in most cases films are an escape for viewers, realistic, feel involved with
the film giving a sense of reality. Animation is pure fantasy, cant be confused with reality.
Don one ot the• media have a higher cultural valuo than the other? It vou percllve auch a value Judgment what do
you think the Judgment Is based upon? Do you agree with It?

Film does, perceived as a higher art form, animation is made for kids? .•.••.. :••. agree not
entirely because it is a complex art for, most cases more complex than film itself.

Whllt do you think It means to be 'visually literate'?

being able to interpret images without being told what they are.
11 there anything In the vlsUII realm that you have liked/enjoyed for IS long as you can remember?

Cartoons.

About you: What kJnd of Images appeal to you?

Broad range but I do enjoy vector graphics/limited colours, always have
Do you hive any favourite deslgners/arttstllftlm-makera? Can vou explain whit It 11 about the• that you
connect with?

The ronin, animators, there work is really griny, dark and visually strong go to www.
blackdayrofrcedom.org for example of their animation. Film ...•..... tarintino enjoy the
dark content, he views storylines in interesting ways.
What are eome or the ker Issues that led you to studying design In the first place? Please explain the Influences, as

you ... them, that certain defining Institutions mar have had on vour decision to study design (an 'lnstltutJon' can be
your family, school, the media, workplaces, etc.)

Always into art and film stuff, first got into design iri high school 6th form desig~ teacher
inspired me Jots, enjoyed having many solu.tions to one problem rather than one outcome
as in maths.

AT THE END OF THE PROJECT: Through thf1 project. whet IN the key dlsc:overlel you have mede with NQard to
understanding the lnwge or the mo'ilng lm~ge? How hn the lecture material chlftged wour thinking or conftrmed lt•

.. etpldllly wtth reg~rd to notions of re1llsm or reduction In enlm.tlon. Think pertlcularty about the fruge treabwlefttl

',-·

· wou hive used (Whether tuck 1nd white or colour, colour cotTectlons, r..Uam vs •cartoon•, etc.) end whether theM
weresugauted In the lecture materials or derived from your own upeMnce .nd Intuition lbout lmegn. What hn

'\

: '

.. i

U. ..,.,roach rou have taken given to U. meaning or mood of 1M piece that ruUam (llrllght video) could not?

·.Complex, but using film and animation I was still able to ~cep a sense of realism about the
.··' -~·

· project which was important I felt to show that this really happened. Getting away from
'

·realism when I needed to was imporraiu to delay showing who these guys were until the
viewer has time to make up their.own mind. The most important piece in determining
rhc mood .of rhe project was the black and white footage contbincd with the white figures
and music, the whole package ended up setting the mood rather than one element. I think
· I would have known how to see the big picture stuff for this project but the information
· about silhouettes and absence definitely gave me some ideas that helped.
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Summary for animation projtct
The student projects and their responses to the questionnaire regarding the specifici.ty and the
noise inherent in realism versus the generality and quickly apprehended meaning attainable
through drawing suggest that they each understand the theoretical underpinnings of the·
project. As we saw in Chapter 5·the exemplars of visual literacy were all critiqued in terms of
how they departed from realism. Likewise the student projects here are each predicated on
that departure and are also critiqued below in those terms.

At first glance, these works might appear to be more artistic expression than communication
design-Daryl Cowan's perhaps looks the most 'dcsignerly' in a conventional sense as its
inclusion of text and irs brevity seem to suggest a television commercial for a documentarybut from the intentions stated in the student's questionnaire responses, and the analysis of
each piece in the terms of the thesis, it can be argued that this apparent 'artiness• is a function
of pushing the boundaries of communication design. The works are not built using existing
design templates since \\'e have established that mainstream design's approach to image does
not best fit our criteria of visual literacy. These projects don't look like standard graphic
designs because the students arc all anempting to explore new territory. What they do share
· is a grasp of realism and an exploration of territory allowed by a depar~ure from realism.
I will describe each student's work to introduce my critique of it, and explain how it was
intended to work. I will then ascertain how successful the students were in terms of their
own proposals. My critique of each of their works will be dependent on how it addresses the
theories embodied in the lc:cture materials.

Rist and Shint is essentially a ntusic clip set to a hip·hop beat. Of course in a music clip.
anything can happen. But the student has been clear about what the theoretical basis of the
project enabled him to do: A move away from realism allowed him to better construct his
own visual language. If this language is coherent then the clip should function through its
own internal logic, perhaps the only criteria for a music video. This piece appears to be an
examination. of daydreaming. The boundaries between the very·mundane daily activities of
a young everyman (signified by his hat, a lean silhouette and a jaunty, exaggerated gait) and
his psychedelic dream states are blurred and then redefined through continually changing
points of view, and bombarded by a salvo of superimposed images and words. Throughout,
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a surreal, psycho·active state is suggested, exemplified by the enlarged cartoon eyes drifting
.momentarily out of the obfuscated interior of the character. This student's mixing and
deconstruction of media (the lively outline of animation is made especially frenetic here and
worthy of p~rticular attention which I will come to) ultimately que5tions reality itself, albeit
in a lighthearted way (the hip hop music and the caricature of movement by the actor that
the student videoed and then rotoscoped help avoid any gravitas). This essence of surreality
comes from the blend of a trace of realism-the accurate silhouette (except in the instance
detailed below) and the mundane activities of the character-with the departure from that
realism via the strange, mixed-media textures and the pantomime flatness and yet plasticity of
the whole scene. Scenes of suburban banality arc interrupted by dysfunction and malfunction
of self and surroundings. The overly gestural walking accentuates the series of false stares
· that the character embarks upon in his quest to set out for a normal day. His stride begins so
purposefully but gets sidetracked easily by the hallucinations/dreams/daydreams, only ,.,f~r.d;~s
.·
dream state to be revealed as a narrow aperture on a \vider scene. In this regard the narrative
is reminiscent of Banyai's Zoon1( 1995, Sec Chapter 6, p?). For example, he suffers fits while
eating breakfast, the conniptions turning out to be the malfunctionings of a T.V. set being ·
pounded upon by the character himscl£ When the character leaves his house, again with a
caricature of purpose, again he gets waylaid by strange phenomena. This time his own oudine
is conspiring against any sense of direction. This compromise of the integrity of the silhouette
is particularly remarkable in terms of the thesis. If, as Simpsons creator, Man Groening suggests
(ldato, "Man Groening's family values", 2000), a character's visual identity is best captured
in a silhoueue, then outline equals identity. This is an excellent deconstructive discovery by
this student and worthy of further exploration as its own concept. In the last phase of the
f

..

t

;o

;:

//
,,
i,"

video,
the character becomes an eye which becomes a puddle reflecting himself. He jumps the
..·. ,.
puddle to continue his journey, only to be disrupted once more and become trapped within
....

the pages of a children's book which he then finds himself reading. Finally it's all a dream,
but, given that he has woken previously. and that the strange film effects persist through the
clock-radio alarm, has he really woken?
·. This student has examined contemporary illustration styles. He says in his response to the
questionnaire, "I appreciate a lot of new stuff in illustration but prefer Hundetwassicr and
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Klimt". There certainly seems to be a rejecrion of the crisp vector graphics typical of recent
illustration ;and comn1c:rdal anirnation, and in its place an ernbrace of vintage approaches
to image n1aking. perhaps the Harness apparent in Hcrge's design. As in Hc:rgc, there is
also a clear separation of character from background, though here: it is generated through
complcmcnrary colour and rc:lalive fluidity in front of stasis.
·· While subject and object arc: delineated, different media become: unified. Image: and text
run togc:rlu.:r in a similar fashion 'to Run Wrake's deconstruction of vintage: Ladybird books
(Chapter 6, p? Figure). But further to this he: has begun to bridge vision and sound: the:
film efTecrs thai make: the: video appear as damaged print (dust and scratches, etc.) nnd their
elJUivalent in che crackling vinyl effect

on the: audio. The audio is also vital in foreshadowing.

through the initial usc of the dock-radio alarm, that this entire: clip is a dream sequence.
In Ptrsptrtivt ;, Afotio11, Michelle Michael has used her departure fron1 realism, principally
the: unrealistic treatment of tin1e and colour, to help dennc: her four characters:
clements can he l'layc:'l wi1h ami a cc:rcain c:vc:nt shnwn 10 happen much quicker nr slower 1han h would
in 'rc:eal rime:'. (.•. J alu: majur crealmc:ms rlliU I u~cd were: tu do wilh colour corrc:ctiun.s and timing. A" h

h.ul atw.ays bcc:n a fcJCaiJmiru of my (prnjcct)ro try 10 illusUiuc: the: diffc:rc:m ourlnoks thar people: have, I
fimnd such UC:iltrncnts ro he rnnsr henc:ficialao me:. I fimnd that I could most clearly ,Jiffcrcntiatc: bc:twcc:n
characrc:rs in 11 way that I cuultfn't if I h3d jusr u~c:d ~lr.aigln video and slmt it in a Hollywood. realist way.

There is little: sense of a plot except that the four characters momentarily share space: on
public transport. Briefly, through camera position, we: share with each their outlook on the
n1ornent (through colourised video on board the bus) and a slice of their lives at each of their
hon1e:s
(through bl,tck and white stills arranged in sequence). This point of view is passed,
.-··
baton-like, frorn character to character; bus driver to the: youth, youth to child and child to
.old man. The made: nature of this piece becomes apparent through this changing point of
view. This deconstrucrivc: tactic puts each character momentarily in the role of director and,
.··as each character also looks directly at us through the: camera lens, we: too arc: given a point
of view.
Essential in this student's portraiture approach is the concept of cross-pollination between
visual techniques. This piece: is a hybrid of video and photo-roman. Cinema-verite crossed
,.~ith

Ken Burns• style stills documentary. She has used the: stark black and white: of a social

realist. photographer, teamed with a poster-style: approach to colour. This is unusual in itself

2&8 .

but the student has arranged the still photographs into a rapid photo-roman such that they
-l .
;

almost begin to n1ove. in a flick-book style of animation. Almost, but not quite. By stopping

,.-.

:f.
.,

...

.~ i I

l j ·'. .
.
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•

.
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\
.

.

short of this fluid movement she keeps apparent, and even focuses on, the difference between

\

stills and seamless, virtually invisible film. In this way she draws attention to our faculties for

'

persistence of vision and object constancy.
The approach to colour, inspired by travel posters from the 1920s and 30s (but bordering
<,', .
·\

.

'·:\ on the hallucinatory look of psychedelic posters front the 1960s) provides a momentarily
·,.

sin1ilar fc~l to lliu and Shinls altered state, albeit with a mor,. down-beat mood amplified
.by moments of darkness and glimpses of gritty streets and the black and white photography.
·.This posterised approach is also unexpected in video, especially video with a social realist bent
which would generally not want to draw attention to itself as a medium. This is achieved by
working through the medium itself, via colour exaggeration in the video, and on the medium,
. by rotoscoping animation over the video using Flash software. The resulting aesthetic,
achieved by tracing directly over the video frames, is particularly spiky and lends further grit
to this social commentary by escaping the invisible smoothness of realism. Where colour
treatment is used to differentiate between characters-a stated aim of the student-it is less
successful since it is not easily apparent that the colour has been adjusted differently for each
character's outlook. It is perhaps clearest in the baby's point of view which has very chromatic
I

c~lours

•

compared with that of the other characters. However, the potential is there for colour

treatment to be used in such a way. It was also 'the student's intent to darken the faces and
_increase contrast and colour differences so we are less likely to identify them as specific people
:'

and more likely, through the less realistic treatment, to identify with them as personality types
or age-types. Hence the generic character titles rather than names.
· Music is not as integral here as in the previous example but works toward the same ends
as the vision. The fact that it is sung by a female and is a low-fidelity recording with a solo
voice and acoustic guitar suggests a busker which in turn suggests a certain age group and
personality type, perhaps the bus drivees first.customer in the video ("a lively youth"). This
seems likely given that in the stills sequence for this character we see her playing an acoustic
guitar. The song is changed for each character's point of ,,~ew as is the colour treatment. The
student's aim though, sound and image as subjectified point of view, certainly seems worth
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pursuing. The lack of polish on the music, and its intermingling with the hanh, mechanical
sounds of the bus removes the clip further from the Hollywood realism from which the
student stated she was departing. In the student's final scene, a split screen comprising a shot

C?f each character (another departure from realistic cinema) implies that each of the character
studies has been running concurrently: a final tinkering with time.
In Rebecca Matson's Tht Spttd of &tognition, A breathless hypnotic quality derives
from the looping vision teamed with the repetitive and pacey soundtr~ck. Each of her 'cats'
runs through a day and a night giving us the opportunity to see if lightness or darkness of
setting enables or disables recognition, aids or hinders it. Her work breaks down each cycle
so that we might assess what level of detail works, which movement is best, which outline

e~iest to interpret, and so on. In essence she has created a visual test-bed upon which other
experiments could be built. Because of the student's stated psychological focus, whar-s most
interesting here is the gestalt wholeness of even the scattered clements of the cat. In a couple
ofis configurations, especially where limbs and tail are disconnected spatially from each other
(as per the first running cycle), there is still a sense of grouping. We have seen that objects.
bearing a common colour and or a common shape tend to provoke a response in the viewer
of their belonging to a group. We saw in the first student project, the 9 Pictograms, that this
can be achieved through other means such as line. Here we could say the line is allowing
the shapes' classification as a group. especially since the line is the shape. However, we must
now add the possibility that movement of separate objects ·alone might stimulate the: brain
to group objects. This may be movement in a similar way (disparate objects circling in the
same direction for example) or on a more complex level, as hinted at here: It could be objects
moving in different ways but at the same time and across the scene in the same direction (or
the scene moying behind them to suggest direction). Further research could be useful in this
· area: how different can the objects be and yet still be seen to belong to group if they move: at.
the same time and in the sa1ne direction.
.

.

In Burtaut:racy, Brendan Rich purports to explore "a world of familiarity and extremes" via
a narrative featuring an anti-hero in some vast public sector building. This student intended
, .•

to complete the animation using 30 software but most of the story remains (at ~JmC:·:·~f
...

writing) as a sequence of storyboards roughly edited together into an 'anima tic•. ' ·
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To begin ~he story, the scene is set with a close up on a slip of paper held by the central
character, Bernard. We see it from his point of view and so are immediately asked to identify
with this character. The piece of paper is regarding his job interview, to take place at 2pm.
Then we are shown an establishing shot of the building (though perhaps not for the optimum
duradon). A wall of paper at the reception desk functions doubly to alienate Bernard from
his very 6rst encounter with this place and to signify bureaucracy. Bernard's appointment slip
is taken by the unseen receptionist whose gesturing finger directs him to the waiting room.
Bernard glances nervously at the clock (it's 10 to 2).
Bernard finds a workman remflving room number signs from the corridor, an absurdly
unhelpful activity. Finding the sign for the men's toilet among countless others, B~rnard
.

•,

,
:' i

gestures exasperated! y for the toilet. The workman himselfis unhelpful, and later, malevolently
obstructionist. So begins Bernard's cycle of trying various floors of the building for various
toilets (to enter each of which he needs a sequence of keys and access codes) presumably
before it's time for his interview. Each toilet is 'Out of Service' amplifying this lighthearted if
no~ puerile aspect

of an otherwise somewhat nightmarish scenario. Finally it becomes a race

between Bernard and the workman to reach a working toilet; Bernard finally beaten when the
boss of this faceless organization finds·him and tears up his application; he is now 20 minutes
late for his interview.
The character design here works through the caricaturing of · Bernard to almost
. I

anthropomorphic lengths: Bernard is smaller than average, his shoulders have been rounded
down to nothing, his nose stretched and his eyes made beady to the point where he begins
to resemble a mouse or a mole as ·much as a human. The suggestion of a burrowing animal
through this escape from realism amplifies the Kafka-esque, sinister aspects of the character's
interaction with the Bureaucracy.
Though this is a work in progress the resolution of which will remove the stills, the
moment of change from animatic still sequence into 30 is really worth examining. This
change in media itself is worth pursuing. Similar to the approach in Pmptctivts in Motion
above, one can almost fed one's brain changing gears. On the one hand the stills require great
concentration and a thorough reading of the elements in the shot to gain purchase on the
meanings there, and on the other hand the free-flowing animation more or less tells the viewer
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where to look; which clements within the frame are the important agents of meaning. Both
approaches have advantages regarding communication: In the first, the interaction required
between reader and text potentially leads to greater retention of the details of the story; in

.

.

the second the story becomes more accessible to a mainstream audience as it's presented in a
medium with which they would be more fantiliar. But the combination of the two has real
untapped potential. The change here is rather arbitrary, but with reasoning behind it, as in
Pmp~ctiv~s

in Mo,tion, where it is used to differentiate bcrwccn the

here~and-now

and the

domestic lives of the characters, this approach is at least worthy of further exploration.
Daryl Cowan's Ovn-loolt is something of a hybrid ·o r cross-pollinated work. Archival film
of U.S. World War Two planes being prepared for take-ofT is criss-crossed by animated figures
whose details have been erased leaving only white shapes. These are too crisply·expressed to
be called 'ghostly' but the sombre and contemplative piano music playing throughout does
provide a somewhat haunting mood: An atmosphere accentuated by the initial obscuring
of pilots' faces. This ~bsence-aesthetic seems to owe something t~ the Flash and silk-screen
aesthedcs examined in the lecture materials. Uncovered foptage is only shown when the pilots•
backs arc turned. This very selective edhing is then somewhat let down by the poor timing
on a couple of the cross·.fadcs and the text which is shown too quickly to be read comfortably
or in keeping with the cadence of the piano. The first piece of text reads, "The 332nd fighter
group never lost a single bomber in enemy action." This text sits in time between two shots
of a group of men striding along purposefully, and presumably the word 'group' in the .text
refers to them. The student has rotoscopcd over the figures with his 'white-out' approach. We
sec only flat white silhouettes in the shapes of walking men. Once their backs arc turned, the
white-out fades away and we sec the)' are dressed as pilots.
Following this is a montage of shots with white-outs fading away to reveal a sequence of
faces. Each of which is that of an Mrican-American man. A final sentence of text, following
on from the first fades in to tell us, "This is remarkable in itself, but the real story is that
they were black". The typography, on a void background, gives the final piece the look
of a commercial with a kind of teaser aspect: It's adding to the content it takes from the
documentary rather than merely parenthcsising it, and this approach makes it look most like
advertising or perhaps a little like a title sequence from a film. Either wJy, the text suggests
that there is more to this story than has so far been revealed.

if

.

/;
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Figure 135: Daryl Cowan (after Greenpeace press release).

The student's stated aims concerned realism and revelation: Realism to show this is
historical fact , non-realism to momentarily hide the facts and allow viewer prejudice and
preconceptions time to es tablish themselves . In Cowa n's animation, the choice of black and
white was not necessitated by the nature of the historical footage he acquired , as much of
this was available in colour. It was a deliberate ch oice on the studen t's part to narrow the
focus of his project to a literal black and white space where he could examine the black/
white race divide as presented in popular media and begin to deconstruct the metaphorical
black and white of stereotypical views and prejudices. Significantly, he h as chosen white
rather than the usual black for his silhouettes. This is less a statement about race and m ore
about absence: a graphic absence that contrasts strongly with the dark greyish footage for
maximum visual effect. This in turn refers to disenfranchisement, a moral absence waiting to
be filled by recognition for these men. So the piece has a sociological angle in its attempts to
expose prejudice and bias. It very succinctly tests assumptions, stereotypes and visual cliches.
This is especially impressive since these attributes weren't thoroughly covered in the lecture
m aterials.
Daryl Cowan's research and method are remarkable for their revelatory outcomes. He had
earlier tested his project through a series of news images. The most remarkable of these was
an image showing two Caucasian policemen dragging a third figure between them . (Figure
135) Cowan had silhouetted this third person through appli cation of Photoshop tools to an
electronic version of the image. What is apparent to the viewer in Cowan's affected image
is that the silhouette sports an 'afro' haircut. My own assumption upon seeing this version
of the image (having .not seen the original) and the assumption of the rest of this student
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project group-two male and two female-was that the policemen, who we identified as
being from the New Zealand constabulary, were dragging a man of ethnic islander origin.
Cowan then revealed to us the source image (Figure 136). From a Greenpeace Press Release
(Auckland, Tuesday 11 May 2004). The third man is also Caucasian but dressed up as Ronald
McDonald, sporting a red curly-haired wig. An elegant solution to reveal to the reader that
these assumptions and prejudices can work both ways.

Figure 136: Fotopress.co .nz. Greenpeace press release, Tues 11 May, 2004 .

While, from my own point of view, the assignments and the initial experiment could be
improved (I need, for example, a clearer understanding of the parallels between caricature and
the realism continuum as designer's tools), the studen t works sh own h ere, with permission
from the students, could be used as examples and non-examples to help further explain to new
students just how images communicate in graphic design by breaking away from realism.
While I am suggesting that these projects show that image can be taught with some
precision, the element of serendipity is not to be overlooked (as the accidental montage
between animatic and 3d animation shows in Brendan Rich's Bureaucracy). Being visually
literate should not necessarily preclude being on the lookout for happy accidents, rather,
having spotted the accident, the visually literate person should now be able to analyse what
made the accident a success and be able to replicate that success, where appropriate, in future
projects.

Summary to chapter 6
General observations may be made about these case studies: Prior to any instruction based
on my research these design students could make some decisions about images based on
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how realistic those images we:~-:. The 40 ECU students, in general agreement, were able to
place: pictures along a rc:alism continuum without previously having performed such a task.
Apparently it was understood how realistic each picture was in relation to the others. The five
Otago students also showed general agreement in their questionnaire responses given prior
to instruction. For example, each understood caricature to mean 'exaggeration'; drawing
was seen as a kind of 'intc:rprctadon' or 'expression'; and photography was thought to be
'realistic', a 'sn.tpshot' or a 'capture' of something. Meanwhile a diagram was described as
having an 'instructional' or 'information' aspect by three of the five students. Worth noting
arc those descriptions which do not fit the conventional wisdom nor the general responses:
One student described the photograph as 'illusion', and another described the diagram as
'illustration'. I was not expecting these answers from uninitiated students but they were rather
prescient of the lectures and instructional materials I was about to present. Generally speaking
though, students' understanding of the meanings of realism, simplification and exaggeration
were in agreement, as were: their thoughts on visual comprehension comparisons between
line drawings and photographs. None of these understandings are refuted by my rescah.:h.
Consequently. none of what the students knew or had intuited before the projects appears to
have been contradicted by the instructional materials that I presented. This suggests that any
s'uengths in the research as bases for instruction lies elsewhere.
Following the completion of the anirnation project, the Otago students were asked to
return to the questionnaire: and answer the final prompt. These responses show that, in
addition to their previous visual experiences, students felt that the instructional materials for
the projects, material which emphasised the key advantages in moving away from realism,
had been beneficial. While students had prior experience and knowledge about a range of
different techniques. for making visual communication-Caleb Allott, for example, cites
Hundetwassier and Klimt-and these may have exerted a strong inlluence on their project
designs, each student now has something positive to say about the materials presented to them
during the course of the project. Daryl Cowan, for example, says "I think I would have known
how to sec the big picture stuff for this project but the information about silhoucnes and
absence definitely gave: me some ideas that helped". Rebecca Matson observes, "Distillation
is a new concept for me and definitely helped in this project. Il.ave discovered that in order to
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.correcdy identify an ohjcct, not a lot of visual infornlation is actually necessary.., Meanwhile,
Caleb Allon says, ••1 nligln have made: something like I n1ade anyway. But it was useful to
considc:r realism for the project, and deliberately avoid it for my images.,, It appears from
··,',

these comments that the instructional material focused their visual intuition by giving them
specific concepts to engage with.
In the rationales for· the edkorial illustration project and the information design project
ECU students' remarks allude to further benefits of instruction based on the research. David
Deas says of his work (at Figure 103) "Thinking about how realistic I wanted my illustration
to be was helpful". He says it allowed him to accentuate the iconic status of his subject and to
engage the viewer of his image through closure. Psychological terms such as 'closure,, new to
the students, appeared in several rationales for the ECU projects. For example, Blagoj Micevski
(Figure 118) says .. White colour unites the human figures with the wealthy nations shown
at the right by using gestalt". The appearance of these terms suggest that the instructional

materi~l is helpful to students in another way: It provides a vocabulary for designers ~aking
images. Through such image-focused words the students can explain their design decisions.
Perhaps more importantly, when they become working designers, they have words that help
explain their picture choices to clients in the form that the client can best understand.
.....

The picture placement activity shown at the start of this chapter, coupled with the
rationales given by the students for their illustration and information graphics assignments,
show that the idea of considering images along a continuum makes sense for design purposes.
The animations students' responses to the questionnaire demonstrate that this idea may
even be a helpful consideration when embarking upon a design project. In most cases the
lecture materials seem to have been useful, as direct source material on which to build or
as exemplars when sufficient explanation is attached for these to become influential on the
students during the creation of their designs. What these student projects also reveal is that
the theories expressed .in this thesis c~n be applied across the gamut of visual design: from
pragmatic, prec~se, data-based graphics, through pictograms and instructional design and on
to expressive illustration and anima.tion graphics.
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I envisage a move away from the aJphabct as we know ir toW2fds a more pictorial approach
-BrunoMaas

Chapter 7: Co,cluslons and further research
;-/ ·

. As I have shown in the previous chapter, this research culminated in a series of in-<lass case
studies to observe whether the thc:ories upon which the research is based are communicable
to the design student. I acknowledge some limitations with these studies and detail those in
the following paragraphs, however, one very positive outcome needs to be made dear. The
research has uncovered new ways to explain in graphic design terms the visual effects on the
viewer of certain kinds of image. We now know that there is a difference in the way images
communicate depending on their realism quotient: Images with less realism tend away from
specificity towards universality of meaning. In addition, the removal of realistic detail by
the designer allows for other aspects to be emphasised in or imposed upon the image; such
as line, shape, colour and orientation. These attributes in turn accentuate connections or
relationships that are less apparent in realistic images. Importantly, to help justify image
choice in the economically imperative sphere of graphic design, we also know why this is
the case and can articulately defend our decisions as designers. I asked in my introduction
to this thesis: When a student•s work is askew in its visual aspects, is it not better to be able
to fully describe what is amiss, and why, rather than to suggest that 'it doesn't feel right'? As
a result of this research I have discovered ways and means to describe images to students,
and by extension, to cl~(nts in more specific terms than those available in

aVOcabulary

concerned only with 'visual instincts', 'intuition' or 'feel'. To have a theory that is workable
.tor a discipline, it is necessary to be able to communicate that theory to those within the
discipline and those that deal with its practitioners. Visual literacy theorists recommend the
.-- showing of examples to students in order to improve visual competence~ However, it is the
explanation accompanying exemplars, and not necessarily the intent of the image maker, that
makes the examples effective teaching materials. The words to explain and accompany these
visuals, and the reasons for choosing particular examples in the first place_are precisely what
the research for this thesis has provided.
With regard to how images are received by a viewer, this th~is has demonstrated that there
·.:.,~...

is a difference between realistic images and images. that arc: distilled ·or abstracted away from
:

.

:
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reali.sm. I have explored how the less realisdc images can be perceived, and th4t these might
actually be: understood more directly by the human visual system. This surprising preference
of vision was shown to exist because the eyes and brain have to solve the problnn of reality;
reality can not be taken for granted. In addition, the thesis proposes ways to understand
imagery in terms that ntay be useful for graphic designers in their pragmatic approach to
meaning, and importantly, to explain that understanding to the client in the non-visual codes
of speech and writing that the client best understands.
To summarise the research I .will firstly revisit the chapters to explain the findings from
each. Secondly. I will put forward the implications for graphic design theory suggested by my
research, followed by the limitations of the study as it pertains to theory. Finally, I will explain
two main threads for future research, one of which I have commenced.
I began this thesis following a brief in-class experiment involving two pictures of an
angry face; one rcalisric, the other iconic. The experiment showed some difference between
student perceptions of each. My research questions were as follows: Might the different levels
of realism within pictures lead to different meanings? And, can the examination of image

in terms of its relationship to realism also be a way of quantifying image for the graphic
designer? I began a search for these aspects of visual communication.
In my Literature Review I demonstrated that graphic design theory was very much
typocentric. Where discussion had centred on the non·textual ·elements of graphic design
it tended to focus on composition rather than the execution of an image. I quoted those
theorists outside of the design fields who had attempted to quantify images in order to find
out how they communicate. These were found in the fidds of art history, psychology and in
a loose interest group of educational theorists gathered under the umbrella of'visualliteracy'.
I'

A shared concept of some of the theorists. from these disparate ~isciplines is the 'realism
continuum'. Though this concept was not ideally articulated in the literature for my purposes,
the notion of different levels of realism causing different responses in the viewer was worth
pursuing given the different ~eactions to my in·dass experiment.
Concrusions about the research questions
In Chapter 2, considering that there is a wide range of techniques and media through which to
execute pictures, and many visual ways ofescaping realism, I ~~ught reasons for photography's
; :'

prevalence in graphic design. My findings sho\\' that the interest in photography demonstrated
by the Bauhaus was spread throughout Germany by the advertising mainstream of the day,
and throughout the world by the Bauhaus masters in exile, and later by the Ulm School.
.

:
"

'
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~

'
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In this way photography became the prescribed pictorial mode in Internationalist graphic
. '

design. I explained that there had been an assumption made by the Neue Schweizer Grafik
that photography-the
most realistic method of image capture-was the best way to express
..
.;.

, .•

images ·in graphic designs. While many of the assumptions of the Swiss had been refuted by

..

the deconstructionists, they had not rejected the Swiss reliance on photography; once again
the focus had been typographic. At least part of photography's success in graphic design
comes from the ease with which such pictures can be made and reproduced. I made the case
for the enabling and limiting aspects of technology for designers: That the computer set free
an ambiguous and artistic design aesthetic not unlike that seen during the machine age. In
the last decade, illusuation has been much facilitated by the computer. I argued that this
technology, in addition to the pursuit of design 'stardom' led to the recent energetic pursuit
of illustration. A resurgence of illustrated content in the last decade seems finally to suggest
that typographic discussion has for now been exhausted {although ~dow I will propose a
new way of classifying type based on my research}. The two non.. typographic streams of
graphic design, illustration and information design, were paid special attention in Chapter
2. However, I noted that while information design seems very much concerned with didactic

message delivery to an intended audience, illustration is still couched in terms of instinct and
whimsy, as if irs particular effects may not be measured or clearly understood. Even in.the
more focused discourse surrounding information design, conrradiction and confusion are
evident with regards to images.
In Chapter 3 I attempted to bring together those aspects of psychology that help us
understand images. It was demonstrated that the visual system is not so much interested in
realistic representation as it is in solving the probl~m of reali~m. I cxplain~d that the image
that disallows identification of a specific subject-through silhouc:ne or reduced detail at a
distance-allows other qualities to come to the fore, such as movement. The faculties that
help the human visual system make accurate object hypotheses-especially size, colour and
shape constancy-and the exaggeration of identifying data through caricature to help solve

the problem of homogcndry, demonstrate that we impose structure on rhe world in order to
understand ir. I proposed that the visual communicator who knows how the eyes and brain
perceive the world has the opportunity to solve rhe problem of realism, where appropriate, on
behalf of the viewer. We (an sec and understand things presented to us in less than realistic
ways. We may relate these to real things, but we might actually prefer these distilled versions
because they arc already put into a form similar ro that in which our memories store them.
In Chapter 4 information design was explored in terms of its distance from photographic
'·

realism.· Since information architects themselves have not fully articulated the special
....

communicative potential of their work, I sought to explain that the strengths of diagrams lay
precisely in their opposition to pictorial realism. Photography can show us specific, visible
things but our understanding of the world must include images and concepts beyond the
strictly visible; many important relationships berween things and people are invisible but can
be made visible through constructed drawings. Through the imposition of aspects such as
colour, line weight and viewing angle, the designer can create a 'system ofseeing' which implies
rdationships between the elements in a diagram. It is my contention that such drawings have
. the added quality rfhonesty: their appearance is clearly constructed and conceptual and may
J/

.

I ,.

be criticised ace~ rdingly. Meanwhile, photography pretends that it can not be constructed
.

·.1

but only tells the ta ~.uh.

My fifth chapter examined illustrations as examples and non-examples of visual literacy.
Rather than assume that the recent plethora of illustrated work is an indicator of increased
visual literacy, I attempted to find the reasons for the new-found interest in illustration. I tried
to demonstrate that much of the recent illustration is filling a cultural.vacuum left in che wake
of alternative music~ rather than· fulfilling a visually communicative role. I have made a case
for choosing examples which illuminate particular faculties of the human visual system, and
discussing and explaining th~e in terms of their relationship to realism. This aspect of what
it means to be visually literate has previously been overlooked. In addition, I was interested
in exploring recent discourse regarding visual literacy which proposes that it should provide
critical tools for understanding visual texts. I analysed contemporary illustrations using the
parameters of this thesis, suggesting that those parameters could then be a~dcd to strategies
to improve visual literacy. I critically studied soanc exemplars of high visual literacy according
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to measurements built upon my research to demonstrate that this thesis had supplied some
critical tools for understanding visual texts.
In Chapter 6, I set for graphic design students a series of assignments based upon my
research. Students were shown that illwuations were implicirly less real th~n a photograph.
They were asked to embrace this implication-to ask themselves, "why draw?"-and to
articulate visually, and in written rationales and responses to questionnairo, what it enabled
:I

for them as image makers. Their responses to the assignments demonstrate, with varying
degrees of success, that this research can lead to a new means of teaching image making.
Generally speaking, the concept of the realism continuum (new to all the students in the
study) was a weful tool to help explain the difference between pictures that referred to specific
things and pictures that were conceptually more all-encompassing. The psychologk.al theory
which demonstrated that the human visual system was actually 'solving' rcaliry rather than
taking it for granted-such as the perceptual constancies theory and gestalt theo.ry-was
useful in explaining why a 'system of seeing' had to be imposed on disparate objects to create
the visual impression of belonging. The instructional materials given to the students during
these projects seems to have reinforced the students own visual intuition.
Implications for theory

Graphic design, replete with theories regarding rypography but formerly lacking a theory of
image, can have some guidelines regarding image usc based on the findings of this thesis. In
addition to Lupton and Miller's (1999) proposal for inttrprttivt understandings of pictures
in graphic designs, there can be ptrctptual understanding of the communicative possibility
of images. This perceptual understanding, formerly applied to composition only, gains very
· much from a comparison between realism and its more abstracted alternatives. I focused
on the silhouette, distilled images (as if viewed from a disr.ance) such as pictograms and
· caricature. The silhouette or outline form has visual

impac~

becawe it plays to a major

function of the eye, edge detection, in clearly separating figure and ground. In addition, its
form, less specific than a well-lit photograph, draws attention away from questions ofidcntity
to other aspects of a figure such as what it is doing. The imposition of a 'system of seeing'
upon a set of pictograms works as a result of an innate mental faculty, gestalt grouping,
to suggest inclwivity for clements of a graphic design. Rather than relying on the mythic
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.instincts of designers, we now have psychological theory ro help explain why, for example, .
.

. , ... ,.

.

.. .

coh~rence is important in design. The notion that caricature may be mechanically applied as

an image making technique raises real possibilities for desi0ners too. Design has an economic
.

..

.

.

.

·.imperative to communicate to large numbers of people. An appred;,rion of norms and an
ability to amplify departures from norms can help the visual communicator avoid visual
ambiguity. Conversely, if ambiguity is desired for a particular visual communication, such
knowledge can help the designer avoid specificity. Finally, in addition to giving us a means
by which to understand, and to some extent measure image, the realism continuum, with the
limitations I will detail below, has been shown to be a useful explanatory tool with which to
te-.tch image to graphic design students.
Goldsmith (1984, p.69) explained that being visually literate meant having the ability to
respond to images a4i pictorial equivalents of the objects they represent. However, the stu~ies
in Chapter 6 concerned with pictograms and with information design demonstrated that
students, armed with the knowledge developed through Chapter 4 of this thesis, could escape
this narrow. definition. They now had the designerly ability to suggest links and relationships
that do not exist as visible objects in the real world. Some important aspects of visuality are
concerned precisely with rendering visible those things that arc not •objects' to begin with
but arc instead concepts or relationships bcnveen visible objects. Visual literacy as a definition
then, might be augmcntC'd to include the ability to make visible concepts which arc invisible
; ..

11
:,·.

in reality.
·'

Limitations
WitiJ rtgarJ to tht thtortti(a/ approadJ
The case studies in Chapter 6 suggest that students new to these approaches to image
.making can assimilate the instructional material and translate it into appropriate visuals.
.

.)

.-...

'

Student rationales and _responses to questionnaires suggest tha·t 'the instructional material
,·.

was beneficial to their understanding of image. However, I cannot state categorically that
students prior visual experience or intuition would not have delivered them to the same
!o·

visually impressive destinations sonte of them arrived at here. It is nor inconceivable that
without any instruction for the projects students could have satisfied the parameters of each
brief. It may be that the students with better visual skills, the kind of students admitted
.. ..
'
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to design courses on the strengths of their portfolios, benefit ·the least from this kind of
instruction. l.i:nirations such as contact hours and appropriate teaching modules in which
to conduct this study have constrained this in-class rcseal'ch. In this regard, my case studies
might be seen as a pilot study for this approach to teaching image. A dedicated study with
· less time constraints may demonstrate the benefits of instruction more clearly. For example,
students could be given the brief for each project and asked to execute it according to their
own sensibilities regarding visual communication. Students could then be given the lectures
and instructional material and asked to complete the assignment again. A comparative study
could be made on this basis.
I acknowledge other limitadons with my research. I have stated from the outset that
..
'

.

this thesis would concentrate more on perceptual responses to images since these hao been .
..,....· .
·

· examined elsewhere with regard to general design composition and art but were underexplored
with regard to ·the role of image in graphic design. I have been less interested in the role of
interpretation for the understanding of the image aspects of design. My bias has been adopted
in order to establish whether we may confidently agree, as a design community, on the ways
images communicate because of their relationship to realism. This focus by no means limits

",I

discussion of the image in design to psychology but in fact allows for a social application of
graphics as I demonstrated in Chapter 4. However, I have no doubt that, whether visually
literate or not, the viewer of any graphic design focuses their visual system through powerful
. cultural and experiential lenses. It may even be the case that the more visually literate the
reader the more interpretive and less mechanical is their understanding of an image. Just as
"reading text becomes a seemingly effortless task built upon innate physiological abilities but
is also a highly structured task based on arbitrary cultural codes, so it may be that the reading
. of images will be improved, as many of the visual literacy lobby suppose, through greater
practise. Lupton and Miller began the discussion about interpretation and the role of image
specifically in graphic design and Poynor has continued it. My approach here is n~t intended
'.

to contpete with their impressive works bur rather to augment them on a basic level, to
ascertain what we have in common before we decamp into visually interpretive factions.
.

·:

Maria Nikolajeva and Carol~ Scott, in How picturtbooks work (2006) say of understanding
images with text, "analysis starts with the whole, proceeds to look at details, goes back-to the
:.
;

,,

.

·.~:
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whole with a better understanding, and so on, in an eternal circle known as the hermeneutic
circle. The process of 'reading' a picturebook may be represented by a hermeneutic circle as
well" (p.2). In this way the reader can look at the text then the pictures, or vice versa, or s/he
.can dip in and out of each, apprehend the whole page or &-cad using a combination of these
approaches. Given that graphic designs, like picturebooks, are comprised of text and image,
my exploration of image in graphic design has been via an artificial separation of image from
text. However, this has been done as a part of the hermeneutic circle in the hope that, with
a better understanding of image and i£s role in design, someone in the future can come back
to addressing the whole. The understanding of text is virtually complete through literary
analysis on the one hand (for content) and typographic theory and rules on the other (for
the composition of type). It is image that requires the intensive care an~ hence its temporary
removal here from text.

With rtgard to tlu rtalism (Ontinuum
..

··~ . ~

Throughout the thesis I have described certain kinds of pictures, especially silhouettes, line
drawing.~

and pictograms, and their special communicative qualities more repeatedly and

more dearly than others. These kinds of pictures were chosen along the realism continuum
specifically because of their distance from realism. However, the realism continuum itself
. has proved to be more academic than pragmatic as a measure to quantify image: The case
studies in Chapter 6 showed that students were easily able to place: with some consistency the
piccures on the continuum when they had a range: of pictures to compare. However, when
it came to explaining placement in their assignment rationales they tended to, for example,
rate the silhouette as much less realistic than they had in the continuum exercise (see Daisuke

..

Fukushige's rationale, p.195). In other words, placement of images along a continuum seems
. to make sepse as an exercise in itself but is more: problematic as a step in image: making. It
appears to have use as a concept to help explain that disrancc: from realism makes a difference:
to comm:unication, but without further research it can not be said that it is a precis~ measure
·of that distance. AJso, the image types that I have chosen to focus upon seem to have high
potenti~~

for visual communicadon (drawing attention away from specific people towards

what those people are doing, for example) but it does not necessarily follow that all kinds of
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images that may~ measured along Lhe continuum have their own unique communicative
powers. Further research is necessary regarding, 6rsdy, what kinds of images sit where (we
have already witnessed some ambiguity with regards positioning) and secondly, what ki~ds
of ideas these can bring to graphic design. In pragmatic design terms, it is pertinent to
pursue why we want this measure in the first place. Fussel and Haaland's ( 1978) Nepalese
study, an experiment worth repeating with a range of people from different cultures to gauge
!.!

universality, might even suggest the following order as a 'recognition continuum' in place of
the 'realism continuum': Beginning with the most easily recogniseable kind of picture the
order would seem to be, line drawing with shading and internal detail; photograph with
background removed; line. drawing; silhouette; photographi and stylised drawing. In parr,
·· this is what Figurts magazine, part of the further research detailed below, will examine, albeit
within the didactic confines of information design.
With regard to the limitations of the realism continuum, there was a general consensus
among the sample of design students about where each kind of picture sat along the realism
continuum. The only variation in their responses occurred with regard to which was the
more realistic out of the line-drawing and the silhouette. Not only does this show that my
contention that the silhouette is more reaHstic is by no means apparent to others, when
those others agreed with me it was not for the same reasons: Students tended to refer to the
accuracy of the outline {one of my reasons} but not that a silhouette may be created from a
real object by mere changes in the light. In addition, every student declared that they had
never thought about placing images along a spectrum, nor about how realistic caricatures
\'.

were or how they worked to communicate. However, the students surveyed in this study
were at least somewhat fo,;usc:d on visual communication as a chosen vocation. Whether the
public at large would respond by placing images along a continuum in such a predictable
~ay

is open to further study. Also, when it came to placing the caricature image of the same

object upon the realism continuum, the students• responses were much less predictable than
they had been for the realistic to abstracted pictures. In each case, the student projects could
benefit from refinement to help ascertain the effectiveness of the explanations of the realism
continuum and the process of caricature.

I:
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With rtgard to piJotography
Gombrich is known for his concept of the 'beholder's share', regarding that which the viewer
brings to the image. The importance he placed on the viewer finds/ its parallel in graphic
.

!i

,,(

.

design discourse in statements such as "we read best what.; ;~ rcacl mose' (Licko, l993, p.52)
whic_h allows for the experience of the reader to be a major factor in the legibility of type. In
:)
(~ ·-

A Smil~ in th~ MinJ ( 1998) McAlhone and Stuart's concept of graphic desigri as a game of wit
and humour-a ball thrown by the designer and caught by the reader-reflects Gombrich's
. 'beholder's share' more closely, and, for the purposes of this thesis is less typocentric. But
do we, after all, 'read~! best what we 'read' most in terms of images too? Is the prevalence of
realistic imagery, specifically photography, in graphic design (the focus of Chapter 2) one that
should be adhered to merely because readers are used to it? Are attempts to move away from it
. fraught with the danger oflosing the reader? The recent wide·spread uptake ofillustration as a
means of visualising concepts suggests not. However, some survey work could help determine
whether the public at large is getting used to a wider range of pictures or whether they sense
.that such pictures have a con1municarive power different to that ofphotography. What special
strength does photography have that were never articulated by the Internationalists?

Future research: Possibilities presented by the student case studies

A raft of further research topics is suggested, particularly by the student case studies in Chapter
6. Firstly, I will explain what research is suggested by the pictograms project, secondly, the
editorial illustration project, thirdly I will discuss Figurts, some research already begun to
follow up findings of the information design project, and finaUy the animation projtct and
its potential to lead to further studies.

r.

From the pictograms project we get the following topics for further research; colour for
recognition versus colour for inclusion: The students' work demonstrated that imposing one
colour across a range of pictograms made these easily identifiable as a set. However, in the
case of the zoo animals pictogranu, the real colour of the animals would conceivably make
the pictograms more recogniscable as distilled versions of real animals. The key to making
these work in terms of the uniting properties of colour might be to ensure that all colours
in the set are equally saturated: all highly chromatic or all equally subdued. Further research
might determine at what point, and for which specific classes of things, colour is more about
278
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inclusion to a set and less about recognition of the original things. Boundaries of inclusion
versus rc~gnition may also apply in terms of line and shape where changing line and shape to.
suggest grouping would compromise recognition. We have seen several methods of creating a
'system ofseeing', such as grids. lighting. angle ofview, axonometric and isometric projections.
_- ....

Further research could reveal other means of building systems of seeing.
· From the editorial illustration project the following topics for further research suggest
themselves; exploring identity through silhouette: The student work at Figure I 02 showed it

! .

was possible to determine age and gender from silhouene. Exactly how much derail is required

to make these aspects of a figure more or less specific? In addition, as the students' ambiguous
positioning of the silhouette on the realism continuum showed, and given that several visual
thcorit:ts have positioned the silhour:~.te as less real than the detailed line drawing, it would
be intC!resting to work out if the silhouette is a special case among image types. Ifit is special,
what arc its important attributes beyond those identified here?
The boundary between generality vs specificity: Several of the: image theorists I have
covered in the Literature Review identified that images become less specific and more genera~
as chcy become less realistic. We now know why but not exactly if or where there is a 'cut-off'
point along che continuum where this happens. It may be that further research might make
this point apparent and whether this is also the point at which caricature becomes obsolete
as a mc-.ans of image •naking. I have said that caricature seems to parallel the more realistic
half of the continuum since it helps us solve the homogeneity problem, that is the problem
of specific .identiry within a class of objects. Furd1cr research might show where, with regard
to rhc realism continuum, caricature loses it effect or becomes counter-productive: If one has
reduced realism to such an extent that specific details are removed in order to make an object
appear generic, then finding this precise: point (ifit is precise) may be ofsome usc to approach
Shaughnessy's 'precision tooling of messages'.
!•.

Possibilities of mis·.framing a subject to break with realist repr~ntations: Thi~ seems
redolent of particular film theory, specifically that of feminist cinema which seeks to break the
''·

'male gaze' associated with realist film-making. However, it might be interesting to explore th~
possibilities of framing for graphic design images to suggest, among other concepts, altered
psychological states.
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Figurn magazine, a collaboration with Nicola Kaye and Uriah Mathews at ECU, is
a ~ogical extension of the information design project from Chapter 6. We are examining
through practice led, interdisciplinary research the construction of a news magazine
built entirely from information graphics. There is an associated web component for the
trialling of ideas, visualisations and discussion to help forge online/offiine networks (see
.. http://figuresmag.com). Combining mine and Mr Mathews' backgrounds in graphics and
Ms Kaye•s in visual art, we arc anempdng to provide a social application for visuality: A
visual device to display socially orientated material. Cenrral to this research collaboration
are co.mmon ideas relating ro social jwtice. The research comprises an exploration of the
visualiry of news information and information graphics. It examines if a move away frnm
photography's dominance in news visualisation will allow for greater conrextualisation of
events within a broader news landscape. While we adopt Hans Rosling's call to liberate the
public data held in user-unfriendly fornlats (http://www.gapminder.org), our approach is
ne\v in exploring the possibilities of a context centred news magazine in examining what
constitutes 'liberation of data'. Studies are being carried out in an online companion of the
magazine where we publish surveys and instigate online discussions. Our intention is that
t,:

our website provides a communicative, interactive context where ideas, "are developed by
participation •.. sharing of information and experience" (Dahlgren, 2005, p. 159). Vrt believe
,:.· that social data should be visualised in an accessible way. Figurts aims to provide a forum
to determine how 'accessibility' is visually achieved. We propose that globalised con,·exts
demand alternative communicative spaces to mainstream tncdia that allow diversity, plurality,
intersubjcctiviry and differing forms of in~errogation. Colloquially described by Jeffery P.
Jones (2006, p. 371) as alternative media, meaning to "represent a wide variety of politically
conscious, non-mainstream media forms". Our research interests lie in exploring 'alternative
media' spaces of interpretation and communication away from mainstream notions of news,
information and public space.
From the animation case studies can be seen some possibilities of future research. The
dearest potential of animation, in terms of this thesis, is that it can draw attention to each
of the communicative aspects of realism and abstraction through movement. In Daryl
Cowan's Ovtrlook we see that the gradual removal of the (white) silhouette has the potential
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to, firstly, deny certain knowledge to the viewer, leading to ambiguous readings of the story
(depending upon the experiences and prejudices of the individual viewer), and then ro allow
identification of people through the specificity of realistic, photographic footage, leading to a
reading intended by the designer.
Caleb Allott's

Ris~

and Sl1in~ shows us the potential of outline for identification of

character, but through animation shows us the surreal possibilities of disturbing this line.
Similarly, through a viewing of Rebecca Matson's Spttd of&cognition it is conceivable to
compare realism to more abstract forms within one piece. Her work suggests the possibility
of some animated, comparative instructional material which might help explain to students
the theory at the heart of this thesis.
Michelle Michael•s and Brendan Rich's work exhibit interesting possibilities in their jump
from moving image to static sequence and back again, particularly as their soundtracks imply
continuity. Debes' call for integration of vision with "other sensory experiences" ( 1969b) to
fully explore the potential of visual literacy has only been touched upon by the students in
this animation project. The inclusion of sound here suggests further research in the area of
instructional design, docunlent.try design and even interaction design. My research has been
largely based on a reduction in visual realism and the implications of ~his reduction in graphic
design: What is the aural equivalent of realism and what might the potential be for moving
away from realism in the audio realm? The interplay between visual rcalisrn and aural rcalisn1,
for example accon1panying visual abstraction with aural realism or vice versa, may provide a
range ofinterc:sting communication possibilities that have not yet been explored.
Future research: Why type is image

According to Spiekcrmann and Ginger, "nobody has ever classified typefaces according to

.·.

their problem-solving capabilities" (p.57). My research provides the capacity to point design
theory in that direction. Here I will discuss the ways in which, I belic:ve, my research on
image can be applied to type:.

As Gregory explains in TIJt bu~llig~"t Ey~. when we look at images and try to understand
thcnl we arc constantly testing our object hypotheses.

~fhcse

hypotheses arc marched,

presumably, against a 'vocabulary' of existing objects in our nlcmorics. Similarly, as we learn
to read, progressing past the stage of having to look at every letter, having to sound out
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every word, words _themselves pass into this storehouse of existing shapes and we begin ro
read by word shape: Words bcconu: visible objects whh a clearly idcnti6ablc shape. G~stalr
psychology, used to describe how we apprehend irnages is also complerdy applicable to rypc::
Gesrah psychology is evident (though never named) in ._ ?'pe rheory in terms of word spacing
versus line spacing: that the gaps between words, or the kerning between letters may n~ver
be so loose as to be larger than the gaps between lines (leading) as this confuses the reader as
to the direction of reading; should it be left to right or top to bottom. According to gestalt
theory, objects {in this case leners) that arc close together, arc thought of by the human
visual sysrem to belong together. Further, sets of words, especially common phrases that
!•

often fall together on to the page have unique and memorisable shapes. A simple sclf.. test can
be undertaken if one reads two versions of the same paragraph, one set in sentence ·case and
another all in upper case. The upper case will take longer to read and seem more difficult.
This is because there arc no unique word shapes in uppercase text: each word is of uniform
height, and each has become a rectangle, roughly speaking. With all.. upper..case text, we arc
reduced to reading in the ntanner of our early attempts: letter by letter, word by word. Words,
when printed on a page. arc pictures. In this sense then lies the possibility of teaching both
graphic design aspects, type and image, with the same pedagogical approach.
As we get closer to abstract forms such as text, the same attributes that hold text together

as a typeface (shape and 'line' weight) begin to come to the fore for images. I showed the
example of the Integral/NORM Koln-Bonn identity, where type and image are made from
the same 'building blocks' as just such an example of these qualities.
While post-modern design has seen the 'frec..for-all' use of pictures and type whenever the
designer decided, cognitive psychology provides for a more dependable relationship between
design and message. It tells tis sharp shapes shouldn't be used to promote a friendly message,
nor should rounded shapes and bright colours be used to promote negative messages unless
. there is a knowing reason for doing so. Ramachandran's work regarding synaesthesia, and
that of Seitz involving visual metaphor, touched on in the Literature Review also have strong
implications for future theoretical work for designers interested in the image.
In addition, both type.and image may be examined as departing from a norm. The concept
of caricature can be a ni:w design structuralism: that which docs not depart from a norm (the
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Norm) is the exnominated: the unstated to which all other things are compared and by which

all other things arc recognised. In the case of type it is not inconceivable: to think ofHc:lvetica
as the 'norm' for sans serif typefaces. In comparison to this norm we can easily observe that a
typeface such as Eurostylc seems horizontally stretched or extended.
Mitchell (2008) has described:
the djalectic berwcen word and image as an unsurpassable fissure or fold in the fabric of rtpresemation,
but one which is always "widening" or being "overcome" in the practical use of signs or symbols at any
time. So words and images have always "converged" in the phenomenology of writing as a visible, graphic
notational scheme that unites eye and ~r, symbolic, iconic and indexical clements. (p.28)
,,

Choice of font has a visual aspect that can (depending upon how far away the type is from ·
'what we read most' as Licko would have it) draw attention to itself or not. The example
Mitchell gives is religious illuminationst where the word is meant ro be 'seen but not read'.
A designer might describe such Jenerforms somewhat more prosaically, merely as a 'display
face'. In both cases it is a form that is drawing attention to itself as something other than
'the main text. In this sense, such a forrn has departed from the norm of lettering. Mitchell's

is· a historical example, but we might classify type today by its distance from Helvetica (for
sans serif fonts) or from Times (serif fonts). This is a radical departure on how to teach type
but m&tkes sense in terms of this thesis. I am not suggesting that there exists a perfect norm.
In this sense this is not an Internationalist approach. People read best what they read most,
r '

..,

.

~

no typeface is necessarily more easily classified as legible than another: Just as norms for
human faces are personal and unique though people in a shared culture might experience
strong correlations. For too long type has been categorised by a particular method simply
because noone has asked "why classify it this way?". Why not classify it by shape? Shape is a
better method since classifying by period is fraught with problems: how can we be confident
about the period when it is easy for the post-modern type designer to ape a previous period?
Rounded, on the other hand, at least in synaesthetic terms, is always approachable and friendly
(Bang, 1991). Given that type is about communicating to an audience an~ the audience is
unlikely to be versed in the development and history of type, why not classify type in a way
that both
the designer and their audience can understand? A way more akin to how a design
r \ ..
audience reacts to things: A way more in tune ~ith psychology and sociology; shape first,
association secondt history lmt.
II
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Dondis argues that, unfortunately, language is "seen as a means for a higher form of

,J.;

I

:

.

thinking than the visual" (p.S). But, to be literilte and to be visually literate can be the same

'. ...

thing, or. at the very least, steps along the same journey since words, and the letters that make
. ..l.·

them up in· written and printed from, arc pictures. Dondis does not engage with type as a

.

:
...
~ .>

•

··. visual medium. However, choice of font can work in the same way as the many things she
),

.

.·· has so ably described: symmetry, of contrast in Bodoni for exarnple, versus the dynamic stress
· of the humanist fonts; the sharp, dangerous looking points of Koch Fraktur versus the open:
approachable geometry of Futura.
...·
·t'!

,....

In closing

........
··.

1 ~

The research presented in this thesis, and these suggestions for future research, tnay help bring
image further into the fold of graphic design theory, leading towards an all·cncompassing
,./)

approach to dealing with the various aspecu ofvisual communication. As traditional literacy
skills arc becoming outmoded, and illustration is in the asccndanq, the discipline of graphic
....:•

. . de.~ign needs to be in the vanguard of a new visual literacy where emphasis is given to both
::

. .·

· image and typography. If both aspects can be subject to the sante guidelines, design theory
can provide' explanation to students and clients about the holistic\ communicative
potential
.
\\
· of graphic design.
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· Appendix A
List of visual/verbal figures
TI1e fiJtlowing list was originally drawn up by Gui Bonsiepc in i 964 for a seminar at che Hochschulc: for
GOitahung, Ulm, based on che semiotic work ofThomas Maldonado.
·,

Analogy: A verbal comparison is transferred to the visual sphere wich equivalent semantic signs.
Metonymy: A meaning indicated verbally is related co another meaning, b~ on a thematic connection;
e.g. cause instead of effect, instrument instead of result, producer instead of product.
Synccdote: (pars pro taro) A part indicating the whole• .
Specification: A visual sign is accompanied by a minimum of text, in order to make it clear and narrow it
down sc:rnaruically. Often a firm name is used to indicate the product. ·
Fusion: A visual sign is incorporated in a 'Supersign' by virtue ofits formal qualities. The syntactic
linking suggests a semantic link.

Par.alld Visual :md verbal signs relate to the same meaning.
· Associative transfer (link) or mediation From a number of verbal signs, one is selected to illustrate the
ideas it is associated with (associative context).
Metaphoric reversal The tension between primary and secondary meaning is utilized so that the visual
signs show the original meaning, taking it literally, so to speak.
Typogram The meaning of typographic signs is illustrated by these signs. The text is quasi short-circuited
wirh the typographical signs.
Understatement A verbal und-erstatement is made visual.
Exaggeration Meaning is visualised through signs, the contents of which exceed die usual measure.
Visual-verbal nc:gadon TI1e meaning of a sequence of words is illustrated by its visual opposite.
"
Visual-verbal comparison Two meanings arc c6mparcd visually through verbal mediation.
Exemplification Meaning indicated verbally is illustrated visuaJiy.
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(from: Gui Bonsic:pe, "lnrc:rface .. an approach to design", 1997).
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Appendl~ C

.,
Student animation projects from Chapter-6.
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AppendlxD
Bamford's table, 11may be useful when talking about images" (2003, p.6).
Issues

,,

. t ....

.

-

.
,;
• What issues are being shown in the image?
• How is the way the issue is shown in the image similar or different from
how you see this issue in the world?
!l
• What might this image mean to someone who sees it?
• What is the message of the image?

'

I; .'
!/

.... Information
'

• Where has the information in the image come from?
]r •
What information has been included and what information has been
left out?
· • What proportion of the image could be inaccurate?
. • What information presented is factual/manipulated/framed?
• What is the relationship between the image and any text?
• What impact does the size of images within the picture have?

'I'

' '·

·. ·

• What people arc depicted in the image (even if there are no actual people
in the image, whose culture or experiences arc being shown?
• Who crcat~d the image and for what purpose?
• Who is the intended audience for the image?
· • . Whose point of view does the image take?

..
:'

:

•:

·n

• .:

Persuasion
.• : .
·,-;

\,"\

.

Assumptions
(-

· I

.

• Why has a certain media been chosen?
• Why \Vas a particular image chosen?
• Why was the image arranged that way?
• .Is the information contained in the image factual?
• ;;:; What devices have been used to get the message across to the viewer?
• ... How has the message been affected by what is left out or is not shown?
•
•
·•
•

What attitudes arc assumed?
Whose voice is heard?
Whose voice is not heard?
. What experiences or points of view are assumed?

(fro.m Ba~fo~d, "The Visual Literacy White Paper", 2003, pp.6-7)~·.
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